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EXCELTRONIX

1-800-268-379L
(4161 921-8941

PRE -INVENTORY CLEARANCE SALE!
fluctuating prices, call for best price. You can't beat the

best! we will not be undersold.
Modem 921-4013 (300 or 1200 Baud)

Telex 065-24218

IN .10-','....,%-
etirstCbellui

Any
Selectr-D

Software Avegew.44..orke
R- rglinfirc in -50% off Sent. 15-30

Software Spec.a,6 Witness $42.95 Locksmith NEW Book
Sea Dragon $41.00 DOS Tool Kit $89.00

Castle Wolf enstein $34.95 Evolution $39.00 Apple Software 1983 $22.00

Wizardry $47.95 Apple Panic $36.00 Crosswire $36.50 The Blue Book $26.95

Knight of Diamonds $26.97 Frogger $41.00 Screen Writer II $159.95 CP/M Assembly Language

Ultima II $64.95 Flight Simulator $48.00 Lisa $119.95 Programming $15.00

Pinball Construction $42.95 Pinball $39.00 Zaxon $49.95 The Power of Multiplan $17.95

Suspended $46.95 Fork I $39.00 Computer Baseball $39.00 A User Guide to the Unix System $20.00

Chess, Odesta $74.95 Deadline $48.00 David's Midnight Magic $39.00 Motorola CMOS Data $12.95

Cosmic Balance $39.95 Ulysses $47.00 Typing Tutor II $24.95 Motorola Linear Data $12.95

Miner 2049'er $38.95 Temple of Apshai $46.50 Flip 'n File 50 $39.00 TTL Data Book $14.00

%to
micronicsinc
Gemini 10X
81/2", Dot Matrix,
80 Column, 120
c.p.s. Regular
price $615.

PAPER
For your printer

Control Data, 91/2" x 11" plain, 500
sheets Other sizes available.

RF MODS S
Applesoft Tutorial $14.44
DOS Manuals $25.00

PRINTER SPECIALS
Gemini 15 5599
15", Dot Matrix, 132 column, 100 c.p.s.

E PSON MX8OFT $795
81/2", Dot Matrix with GRAFTRAX +
E PSON MX100 $995
15", Dot MAtrix with GRAFTRAX +f EPSON RX80 (NEW) $495
Replaces MX80

iLIMLINE IBM compatible
DISK DRIVES SA455

$349.00

EMP 310 MODEM
300 baud, attractively packaged, ready
to use. Normal price $199
Special price: $99 With Phone: $124

Smart Modem
300 baud, IBM compatible $294
micromodem Apple compatible $274
$394.00

Cat Novation $159

CONTROLLER $84.00

EPSON FX80 (NEW) $798
81/2", Dot Matrix, 80 column, 160 c.p.s.

TTX PRINTER $799
Daisy Wheel

PDA-232 RS232 $119.,

Apple compatible. Wizard BPO-16.
16K parallel buffer printer card

$184.00
Wizard - IPI parallel intelligent
printer i nterf ace

' Green Screen Monitor.
Kit $5c

47 ft. es

Open frame.
Requires 12V.
Ideal for 6502
computers.

Requires Sync
Separator Board

Don't hesitate to contact us on our price hotline 921-894 _

the most competitive prices In Canada!

16K RAM Card

$55.00
Expand you 48K APPLE to 64K. The
MULTIFLEX 16K RAM Card allows other
languages to be loaded into your Apple
from disk or tape. Allows APPLE CP/M
users to run CP/M 56.

Multiflex EPROM
Programmer $75
FEATURES:
*EPROM programmer for APPLE com-
puters.
*Programmes 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764.
*ZIF socket for the EPROM.
*Complete with software.
*Built-in programming supply.

We have a large selection of books and
magazines

PROTO BOARDS $14.00

80 -Column Card
FEATURES:
*Gives 80 columns and upper/lower case
on your APPLE II/11+ /I le computer.
*Works with PASCAL and CP/M.
*Auto -switch between 40 columns and 80
columns.
*Full inverse video.

AppleTm compatible attractively
packaged disk drives ready to plug In

$279
Controller JP.89

Exceltronix Computer Division Computers at unbeatable
prices! (416) 921-8941, 319 College St., Toronto, Ontario

MST 152
No returns or exchanges after 7 days. 15"c restocking charge. This month only
we will ship free of charge to Ontario residents only.

Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card.
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We have used

we will not be undersold

As
Reviewed

In ETI
MaY
1083

OUR FAMOUS
6502 BOARD

This 6502 board is a vast improvement on others available:
 64K RAM (8-4164 chips)
 80 x 24 video included on board
 Floppy Disk Controller Included
 FIVE additional slots
 Z80 blank PCB Included
 Powerful power supply (5V 5A, +12V 2

up to 3A peak, -5V 0.5A, -12V 0.5A)
 Hydro -approved whereas many others
are not!
 Superb quality plastic case
 Excellent keyboard including numeric

keypad
 EPROMS (blank) included

NOW you receive a FREE Z80 PC BOARD
FREE 128K RAM DISK PC BOARD when you order
the complete package (either Kit or A&T) (BLANK

6502/8088
Board

our existing 6502 board, removed the 80 x 24 video section and
and replaced it with circuits for the 8088. IT IS SPECTACULAR!

NEW 8088 BOARD
COLOUR GRAPHICS
256K RAM or 1MEG. using new 256K
RAM Chips.
 Floppy controller
 I/0
 And much more
 Sold with all parts Including blank

EPROMS

Expected release early September
 Compatible with-??? Yes you guessed
it. At a price so low you won't believe it.
Please call for ordering & pricing. De-
mand Is overwhelming. Orders will be
filled (On a first come first served basis).

CALL FOR PRICES

 High quality pc board
 Excellent service
 Now at a reduced price $599 kit

Available in Kit. Available
preassembled (with all sockets, conn,
 discrete, flow soldered & cleaned.
IC's to be inserted by user not tested)

only $29. on top of kit cost.
Complete assembled & tested

(blank EPROMS

AND

$689

5" Green Screen
Monitors. $59

Open frame.
Requires 12V.
Ideal for 6502
computers.

Requires Sync
Separator Board Kit $9.95

Peripherals for your APPLE "
16K RAM Card - complete A&T $55.00

Eprom Programmer- A&T with $69.00
software to program 2716, 2732, 2732A
and 2764.

Z80 Card - (no software) A&T $57.00

80x24 Video Board $75.00
(runs CP/M & Pascal)

Wizard Printer Interface card with Epson
personality Eprom (works great with
GEMINI 10X) Complete $79.00

Our own Printer interface card A&T
with blank personality Eprom $49.00

128K RAM Disk A&T (no software)
S199.00

APPLETM Compatible Disk Drives attrac-
tively packaged, ready to plug in

$269.00

Disk Drive Controller A&T $79.00

Our Disk Drive Controller, A&T, with two
blank 2716's $49.00

GEMINI 10X Printers $385.00

Wild Card provides back-up copies of
protected software with just the push of
a button $139.00

Our Crazy Card provides back-up copies
of protected software with just the push
of a button only $59.00

PDA 232 $118.00

Huge variety of Surplus stock at low, low prices. New
shipments arriving. No reasonable offers refused.
This sale expires Sept. 30, 1983.

Mail Orders add $3.00 minimum for shipping &
handling. Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. Visa,
Mastercard and American Express cards ac
cepted: send card number, expiry data, name of
bank and signature. Send certified cheque or
money order, do not send cash.

This month only, we will ship free of charge
to Ontario Residents only.

Surplustronics, 310 College Street, Toronto, Ontario, M5T 1S3 (416) 925-8603.
1.800-268-3798

Circle No. 22 on Reader Service Card.

(416) 925.6558



EXCELTROMX(416) 921-89411-800-268-3798
Bulletin Bd. (416) 921-4013 Telex 065-24218

Monitors
Zenith ZVM-121 Green

5134
Zenith ZVM-122 Amber

$19L

Amdek Colour -1 5445
Amdek Amber - 300A -1265

ZVM 123 Green $155

MUM/FMK:1y $995Super System
-S100 Based
-Z-80A Processor
-runs CP/M
EPROM Programmer
BASIC Package includes
-CPU card w. 64K
-Video Board
-Disk Controller
-SA455 Drive
-CPIM Operating System
OPTIONS

Power Supply: 5V 4A,
12V 2A, -5V 0.5 A, -12V
0.5A $99
Keyboard
(no case) $99

Memory Chips
4164 - 150 ns (1x64K single (+5V)
supply) 8.44
4116-200ns (1x16k) 1.74
4116-150 ns (1x16k) 1.99
2114L-200 ns (1kx4 static) 2.49
6116-150 ns (2kx8 static RAM) 8.94
(Pin compatible with 2716 uses negligible
amount of power)
2016-150 ns (2kx8 static) 8.74
2102L-200 ns (1kx1 static) 1.94
5101-CMOS RAM 3.84
2708-(1kx8) EPROM 6.74
2716-(2kx8 EPROM single + 5V) 4.94
2732-(4kx8 EPROM single + 5V) 7.94
2532-(4kx8 EPROM single 5V) 8.74
2764-(BkxB) EPROM single 5V) 11.94

a'ft
U'

LSOO .25 123 .92
02 .29 125 .67
04 .34 132 .80
08 .29 138 .74
10 .32 139 .70
11 .38 157 .67
14 .64 244 1.70
20 .39 245 2.70
21 .35 257 .95
74 .43 373 2.60
85 1.23 374 2.50
86 .48 6502 6.94

112 .48 Z -80A 6.44

Featuring the
Multiflex Apple -
Compatible Drive
Starting Sept. 1,
1983. 1 yr. warran-
ty attractively
packaged fully
compatible 1000's
sold!!

PRICE POLICY
Remember that at Exceltronix all
prices are negotiable for quantity
purchases. If you cannot afford large
quantities on your own how about
starting a Co-op.

Diskettes
51/4" Diskettes Boxes of 10
Maxell MD -1
Maxell MD -2
Verbatim
CDC
Dysan
3M-

Multiflex
Intelligent
Terminal

(As Reviewed In Oct. '82 ETI)
An excellent low cost
terminal kit from $195

Assembled & Tested with
case and P/S

$350

36.00
64.00
34.00
26.95
38.44
38.44

Ectype (with library case worth
$4.95) 27.44
2 Ectype Diskettes in a plastic
binder sheet 5.89

SPECIAL Free calculator when you
purchase 5 boxes of 3M diskettes.

only
$269

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified cheque or money order (do not send cash). Minimum
order is $10 plus S3 minimum ,or shipping. Ontario residents must
add 7°° provincial sales tax. Visa. Mastercard and American Ex
press accepted: send card No signature. expiry date and name of
bank.

This month only. we will ship free of charge to Ontario
Residents only.

Joysticks
Self -Centering $39.95
With two adjustable controls
Super offer

Kraft Joystick

TG Joysticks
DeLuxe Model

$74.00
$79.00

TG Paddles $64.95
De Luxe Model

Deluxe Table Top Model
$59.00

Also available at $299
with 90 day warranty!

a. Teac Slim Drive
b. Micro-Sci Drive
SA400L Mechanism
c. Quentin Drive
Siemens Mechanism
d. ATI FDD-810 Slim Type

Controller $89
Coming Soon
Commodore & IBM
peripherals!

master charge

Head Office: 319 COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO. CANADA. M5T 1S2 (416) 921.8941
Circle No. 7 on Reader Service Card.
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Electronics
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Features
0Anik C Satellites

Build a better satellite and the world will beat a
path to your orbit. A look at the Canadian Anik
nd its applications, by Eric McMillan.

(:vo3mip8uter Review: The Spectravideo20
sporty little model with a red gearshift that

frills nicely under the right hand.

22 Bulletin
ComputingB

oarBoards
Today:

28[Tech Tip Special
Pages and pages of circuits submitted by
readers. Buy extra solder this month.

34 Optical Memories
videodiscs are a strong contender against
magnetic data storage; Roger Allan examines
methods of optical reading and writing.

3 (c.:afety and performance of Canada's nuclear
k enerating plants.

40 The Electronic Revolution
Computers could have been a reality centuries
go if there had been somewhere to plug them

in.

50 Designer's Notebook
A new concept: the Switched Capacitor Filter is
examined in this first of two parts.

54 Rebel Radio Stations
Various radio stations operating in Central
America provide a link with the political situa-
tion, by C.M. Stanbury II.

62 Designing Microsystems Part Two
Continuing our new series; the CPU basic func-
tions.

Projects
118

spItrseecitthraerColumn

disco lightshow or a gigantic
bargraph; contains a new approach to active
filtering.

24 Precision Pulse Generator
Sometimes those breadboarded digital circuits
need a specific kind of clock pulse; this project
gives you complete control.

October 1983
Vol. 7 No. 10
ISSN 0703-8984

Member

Audit Burt.
of CIrculations

ADVERTISERS' INDEX

Our Cover
Pages of circuits sent in by readers appear
on page 28. CANDU reactors are describ-
ed by R. Moorshead on page 36; photo
courtesy of Ontario Hydro. The Spec-
travideo SV318 gets a workout on page
20; photo by Bill Markwick.

40

20

22

Digital Dice
When the bat-
teries die, you
can shake this
project in your
cupped hands
and roll it across
the floor.

Columns,News and
Information

For Your Information ..6 Order Form
Next Month 48 Subscriptions

ETI Specials 57
Fun of Electronics 68

55 Classifieds 69
56 ETI Binders 76

Active Component Sales Corp 75
Advance Micro -Electronics 71
Alta 'vista Computers 30
Arkoe Electronics 13
Audio% ision -49
BCS Electronics 75
Brunelle Instruments Inc _47
C & H Electronics Plu. 8.77
Classified 69
Daetron 71
Deco ler Products International _71
Elect -onic Packaging Systems 47
Excekronix -2,4
Fujicomp Inc _61
Gladstone Electronics 16,67 78.79
Hitachi-Denshi Ltd -61
Innovative Electronics & Devices 76
Interfax Systems Inc _80
JLS Computers 47
Kaier tai Electronics 13
Kitstionic International Ltd. 11
McGraw-Hill 33
Metermaster 7
Micro Computech
Electronics Ltd 14,15
Ontario 1/2 Back Program 25
Orion Electronic Supp ies 28,27
Parts Galore 39
Protec 21
H. Rogers Electronic Listruments 23
Satellite Systems Ltd. 61
Surplustronics 3
Unitron Computer Corporation 30

NEWSSTAND DISTRIBUTION:
Master Media, Oakville, Ontario

SUBSZRIPTIONS
$18.95 (one year), $33.95 (two years). For LIS add
$3/yr., other countries add $5/yr. Please speck:, If
subscription Is new or a rs,.cwal.

BINDERS
Binde's made especialy for ETI are available for
88.00 incicding postage and handling. Ontario
residents please add provincial sales tax.

BACK ISSUES AND PHOTOCOPIES
Previous Issues of ETI Canada are available iiiract
from our offices for $3 00 each; please specify by
month, not by feature you require. See order card for
issues available.

We can supply photocopies of any artidle
published in ETI Canada; the charge Is $2.00 per arti-
cle, regardless of length. Please specify both issue
and article.

COMPONENT NOTATION AND UNITS
We normally specify components using an inierra-
Ilona! standard. Many readers will be unfariiiar
with this but it's simple, less linsly to lead to error
and will be widely used everywhere sooner or lanrr.
ETI has opted for sooner!
Firstl} decimal points are dropped and substesied
with the multiplier: thus 4.7uF is written 4u7.
Capacitors also use the mLltiplier nano one
nanofarad is 1000pF). Thus 0.1JF Is 100nF, 56(CpF
Is 5n6. Other examples are 5.6pF = 5p6 and 0

Opt..
Resistors are treated similarly: 1.8Mohms is 'Ma,
56kohms is the same, 4.7kohms is 4k7, 100onm: is
100R and 5 60hms is 5R6.

PCB Suppliers
ETI magazine does NO- supply PCBs or kits but we
do issue manufacturing permits for compan-es to
manu'acture boards and kits to our designs. ill:in-
tact the following companies wnen ordering toaros.

Please note we do not 4esp track of wine: is
available from who so p:ease don't contact us for in-
formation on PCBs and kits. Similarly do not ask
PCB suppliers for help with projects.

K.S.K Associates, P.O Box 266, Milton, On!. LIT
4N9.
B-C-D Electroacs, P.O. Box 6326, St's F,
Hami ton, Ont., L9C 6L9.
Wentworth Electronics. R.R.No 1, Waterdown,Ont.,
LOR 2H0.
Danocinths Inc., P.O. Box 261, Westland MI 4E155,
USA.
Arkon Electronics Ltd., 409 OJeen Street W., -Tor:l-
to, Ort., M5V 2A5.
Beyer & Martin Electronic Ltd., 2 Jodi Ave., Unit C,
Downsview, Ontario M3N 1H1.
Spectrum Electronics, 14 Knightswood Crescent,
Brannord, Ontario N3R 7E6.

POSTAL INFORMATION
Second Class Mail Registration No.3955. Maili-g
address fcr subscription orders, undellve'at.e
copies and change of address notice is:
Electronics Today International, Unit 6,
25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1.
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ETI Magazine Is Published by:

Electronics Today International
Editorial and Advertising Offices
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Boulevard,
Toronto, Ontario, M4H 1B1
Telephone (416) 423-3262

Publisher: Halvor W. Moorshead
Editor: Bill Markwick
Editorial Assistant: R. Allan Ryan
Production Manager:Ann
Production: Cindy Baker
Subscription Department: Bebe Lail

Diane Neill

Accounts Department: Pirjo Dunphy
Advertising
Representatives: Omar Vogt

Rick May
Senga Harrison

Advertising Services: Carolyn Wyatt
Sharon Cernecca

COPYRIGHT
All material is subject to worldwide
copyright protection. All PCB patterns
are copyright and no company can sell
boards to our design without our permis-
sion.

UABILITY
White every effort has been made to en-
sure that all constructional projects refer-
red to in this magazine will operate as in-
dicated efficiently and properly and that
all necessary components are available,
no responsibility whatsoever is accepted
in respect of the failure for any reason at
all of the project to operate efficiently or
at all whether due to any fault in the
design or otherwise and no responsibility
is accepted for the failure to obtain corn-
ponent parts in respect of any such pro-
ject. Further no responsibility is accepted
in respect of any injury or damage caused
by any fault in design of any such project
as aforesaid.

Editorial Queries
Written queries can only be answered
when accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. These must relate to
recent articles and not involve the staff in
any research. Mark such letters ETI.
Query. We cannot answer telephone
queries.

Motion Switch
The D12 and D12L are low-cost
devices which provide automatic
switching upon detection of mo-
tion. The D12L offers two lamp -
holders in addition to the D12 for a
complete lighting package. When
the unit 'sees' motion, the switch is
turned on and will remain on as
long as the motion continues. Once
motion is no longer detected, a

preset time delay feature switches
the power off. Both pattern of
detection and the time delay are
user adjustable. It operates in three
modes: manual, automatic and
darkness -only. The unit is housed
in a weather resistant enclosure
and is unaffected by humidity,
temperature, air movement or
noise.

The D12 or D12L is suited for
activation of porch or garage

lights, helps ward off intruders and
saves money by turning off lights
not in use. The device automatical-
ly switches loads up to 1,000 Watts
at 120 VAC and can easily be used
in energy management applica-
tions.

For complete information,
write: Entrex International
Limited, P.O. Box 248, Brampton,
Ontario. L6V 2L1 (416) 459-2196.

Correction
In our September issue, the prices
listed in the Timex/Sinclair 64K
RAM news release were in U.S.
funds. The correct Canadian prices
are $159.95 for the 64K RAM
pack, and $59.95 for the ZX-81,
now on special. Please contact
Gladstone Electronics, 1736
Avenue Road, Toronto, Ontario
M5M 3Y7 (416) 787-1448 for fur-
ther information. Our apologies to
Gladstone and their customers for
any inconveniences caused.

CP Air is having a great success
with portable video games on
overseas flights, according to the
Toronto Globe and Mail. Good
responses on domestic flights may
mean permanent installations, and
other airlines are interested, except
for Air Canada, who passed on the
whole thing.

Infrared Imaging
Mitsubishi Electric Corporation of
Tokyo has developed a near -
infrared ray imaging system that
can monitor objects in darkness by
using an invisible near -infrared
ray. The system consists of a high -
efficiency near -infrared il-

luminator using rare -gas discharge
lamp technology developed by
Mitsubishi Electric, a compact,
lightweight and long -life, solid-
state near -infrared ray camera and
a monitor screen. Like an ordinary
fluorescent lamp, the illuminator is
inexpensive and has a simple struc-
ture, high efficiency and a long
life. The camera, which has a

metal oxide semiconductor (MOS)
image element, also features low
power consumption, long intervals
between maintenance and improv-
ed image characteristics. When the
system is used in a room measuring
3 meters by 3 meters with a ceiling
height of 3 meters with a near -
infrared ray illuminator having
two 25 W lamps, it produces a
clear image of an object in
darkness of 0.1 lux or lower.

6-OCTOBER-1983-ETI
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OSCILLOSCOPES!
The Best

Model 65810
100 MHz Bench/Portable Scope

Buys Available

$ 2695.00
Probes & FST

included

Model 65601
Dual Trace Bench/Portable Scope

API

Featuring at no extra cost
 20 MHz (-3dB) Bandwith
 6" CRT Display
 Fully Automatic Triggering

$ 795.00
Probes & FST

included

'The Component Tester'
 Trace Rotator
 2 mV Vertical Sensitivity
 HF Rejection

A HYBRID COMBINING ANALOG AND
LOGIC FUNCTIONS

VERSATILITY +
 Will Display 4 Analog Traces (independently adjustable)

or 8 Logic Channels, or 3 Analog and 8 Logic

 2ns/Div. Sweep Speed

 16 kV CRT Potential for A Bright Clear Display

 Scale Illumination

 Delayed Triggered Sweep

Model 65635
Dual Trace Bench/Portable Scope

 35 MHz (-3dB) Bandwith
 Delayed Sweep (selectable)
 Single Sweep (selectable)
 6" CRT Display

$ 995.00
Probes & FST

included

1 mV Optimal Sensitivity
 X -Y or X -Y -Z Operation
 120V AC Line Operation
 x5 Sweep Magnifier

MULTIMETERS!
Go for Quality --- Go for The Best Value

Models 78020, 78021, 78022

 AUTO ZERO
 AUTO POLARITY
 31/2 DIGIT LCD
 FULL OVERLOAD

PROTECTION ON
ALL RANGES

 RECESSED - SAFETY
DESIGNED INPUT
TERMINALS

Supplied with:

- 28 Page Operating and
Maintenance Manual

- Calibration Certificate
Traceable to N RC

- Schematic with com-
plete Parts Listing

- Safety Test Leads
- One-year Warranty

Circle No. 14 on Reader Service Card.Metermaster

$ 159.00*

 ±0.1% DC
 2000 hrs Bat. life

VISA

$ 120.00*

 ±0.25% DC
 10 Amps AC+DC
 200 hrs Bat. life

5% Discount for Cash,
A Div. of R.H. NICHOLS CO. LTO. Certified Cheque, or Money Order

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
Head Office: 214 Dolomite Drive, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2P8
TORONTO (416) 661-3190 MONTREAL (514) 337-0425 EDMONTON (403) 432-7746 OTTAWA (613) 238-7707 In  111

$ 99.00*

 -±0.25% DC
 200 hrs Bat. life

F.S.T. extra

All prices F.O.B.
Downsview, Ontario

subject to change with-
out notice. P.S.T. extra

where applicable.



Anik C Satellites
The space shuttle's Canadarm
may have eclipsed the fact that
the Anik series has made
Canada a world leader in
satellite technology.

by Eric McMillan

Photo Courtesy of NASA

SINCE FEBRUARY 1st of this year,
Canadians have come to think of Pay TV
as a service available from their local cable
companies. But the programs are
transmitted more than 70 thousand
kilometres through space before the local
distributors receive them to pass on to us.

The reason for the television signal's
long journey lies in a drum -shaped gadget
floating 35,800 km from earth. From its
position over the Pacific Ocean off the
western hump of South America, the
Anik C 3 satellite relays Pay TV programs
from their originators to distributors in
any, or all, of four regions in Canada
which include almost the entire popula-
tion. The national and regional Pay chan-
nels are wholly dependent upon the Anik
C 3.

But that's not all the Anik C 3 can
do.

Direct broadcasting to rooftop anten-
nae, two-way teleconferences and a host
of other communications services have
been made possible by what has been call-
ed the world's most powerful communica-
tions satellite.

If someone had asked you which
country has the most powerful satellite in
space, you might have guessed the United
States or Soviet Union. You'd likely have
been right if the question had included
military satellites (in which case, "power-
ful" has more ominous connotations),
but if you're talking about TV satellites,
the answer is the Canadian Anik C 3,
though built mainly by Hughes Aircraft in
California and launched by NASA from

the American Shuttlecraft Columbia. The
Anik C series, of which the C3 is the first
to be put into orbit, has a number of
features which earns them the title of
"most powerful."

The satellite has 16 transponders
which receive signals from earth, amplify
them and send them back on a different
frequency. Each transponder can carry up
to 1,344 one-way voice channels or two
colour TV programs, making a total of
21,504 voice channels or 32 TV channels
per satellite. Most U.S. satellites can carry
only 24 channels.

Anik C's frequencies of 14 and 12
Gigahertz are also higher than other
satellites and much higher than the fre-
quencies used by most earth -based
systems. This prevents the sort of in-

8-OCTOBER-1983-ETI



terference which has forced receiving sta-
tions in the past to locate themselves away
from crowded areas such as cities.

These factors, and a signal strength
of 15 watts, allow Anik C to deliver high -
quality TV pictures to private homes
equipped with receiving dishes as small as
1.2 metres across. Anik C is ideal as part
of a Direct Broadcast Satellite (DBS)
system in which the originators of pro-
grams cart beam them directly to con-
sumers, bypassing local distributors. Pro-
ponents of DBS see a day when every
rooftop will have a dish antenna.

Although Anik C is not officially
designated for direct broadcasting, it can
be used for interim DBS until new
American satellite capacity is available.
Anik's operator, Telesat Canada, already
has lined up a Connecticut company to
use the A: -ilk C to provide direct -to -home
Pay TV services in the United States.

The satellite itself is not impressive -
looking. At 21 feet in height and 1160 kg

Abbreviati Dns:
AMF - Apogee Motor Firing
AKM - Apogee Kick Motor
RF - Radio Frequency
PKS - Perigee Kick Stage
RCS - Reaction Control System
STS - Space Transportation System

Steps in the launch of the Anik satellite from
the space shuttle into a circular geosyn-
chronous orbit. Ilustration courtesy of Telesat
Canada.

i

d
/ 45 MIN

/ COAST

SPACECRAFT I
ACTIVE
NUTAT ION
CONTROL

PKS
MOTOR
FIRED

in weight, it may be impressive if it landed
in your front yard, but in the vastness of
space, the Anik C is dull, even old-
fashioned in appearance - a cylindrical
trash can with lid up. The "lid" is actually
an antenna. The lower section of the
"can" consists of concentric solar panels
which soak up enough sunlight to produce
the 1100 watts of DC power to run the
satellite.

So far, Telesat has sent seven Anik
satellites into orbit. Oddly, the satellites
are not launched in order of their letter
and number designations. The Aniks Al,
A2, A3 and B blasted off sequentially bet-
ween 1972 and 1978. The next to go up
was the Anik DI in August 1982. The first
of the third generation launched was the
C3 in November 1982, to be followed by
the C2 and lastly the Cl sheduled for
April 1984.

Designed to last 10 years, the satel-
lites are expected to be in use for eight or
nine years. The Anik Al was retired from

EARTH
POINTING
MODE

FINAL
STATION AND
RF BEACON
ACQUISITION

SPACECRAFT
AND PKS
SPINNING AND
FROM STS

-4111-.1

TRANSFER
ORBIT

SPACECRAFT
SEPARATED
FROM PKS

SEPARATED

AMF ATTITUDE
TRIM AND
PREBURN USING RCS

SPACECRAFT
REORIENTED
AND TRACKED

active service only in July 1982.

Meet Me In St. Louis . . .

Although it may be hard for the average
1'V viewer to appreciate the functioning
of a satellite thousands of kilometres
away, such is not the case with par-
ticipants in teleconferences.

Teleconferencing has become almost
a buzzword in certain circles. At its
simplest, it just means holding a discus-
sion among people in various locations by
means of some telecommunications
device, such as a phone. Telephone com-
panies offer a variety of arrangements for
audio -only conferences, one of the most
popular being the "Meet -Me" type
whereby participants call a special number
to check in at the agreed -upon time.

. . . and Halifax . . .

It has been demonstrated that 40 percent
of business meetings can be handled effec-
tively by audio teleconferencing. How -

STABLE GYROSTAT
CONFIGURATION
GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ORBIT

ORBIT TOUCH-UP
AND DRIFT
STOP

NEAR-
GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ORBIT

AKM
FIRED

DEPLOY ANTENNA
AND EXTEND
PANEL

DESPIN
PLATFORM

SPIN AXIS
REORIENTATION

DRIFT ORBIT
TOUCH-UP

SPACECRAFT
STABLE
SPINNER

SPACECRAFT
ACTIVE
NUTATION
CONTROL
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Anik Satellites

ever, a major demand of businesses considering long-distance conferences, market surveys have discovered, is that they want to create as
accurately as possible the conditions of an in -person meeting around a table. More than just a desire for a "you -are -there" feeling, this is

a recognition that physical gestures, facial responses and visual data are important. Business people don't want to waste the time saved
by a teleconference on trying to sort out who is addressing whom, what the figures look like on a graph and who is falling asleep with
boredom. Perhaps people in executive training will have to include acting lessons.

and Calgary, and .

Satellite and video technology can add immediacy to a teleconference. By bouncing live images off a satellite, a business can approximate
the feel and content of a meeting held in one room, although the participants may be scattered across the continent or even around the
globe.

The Anik satellites have been used on their own or teamed with other satellites
for videoconferences, and Telesat expects the trend to increase as organizations
catch on to the fact that travel costs involved in large meetings are often greater
than the costs of transmitting by satellite.

A videoconference can be held with two-way audio/video, two-way
audio plus one-way video, or two-way audio plus a lower level of visu-
al transmission such as freeze-frame (still images), Telidon graphics
and telecopier link -ups. The most expensive type is two-way audio -
video which usually originates in fixed -site studios costing in the
hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The second kind, with audio interaction but video transmis-
sion from one site only, is more popular; it is cheaper and can be
held anywhere the equipment can be set up. This type of tele-
conference is not limited to wealthy institutions and has been
used for press conferences, medical services and professional
conventions.

In April, the Canadian Science Writers Association organ-
ized the first teleconference employing the Anik C3. Appropriately
the subject of the conference was . . . teleconferencing. Seven cities
from Halifax to Vancouver were linked with two-way audio and
with video beamed from the convention site in Toronto. An esti-
mated 700 people took part for a cost of $40,000, or $57 per
person. The cost in this case was borne by the companies
who donated rent and services. This compared favour-
ably with the hypothetical expense of that many people
coming to Toronto from all parts of the country.

Participants could not help noticing that the use
of satellite communications changed the nature of the
conference to some degree. On the way into the Toronto
studio, set up in the basement of the Planetarium, we
skirted the large dish, camera, truck and cables in front
of the building. Inside we found ourselves in a setting
similar to that of a TV game show. We had been asked
to be in our seats half an hour before the conference began
and the time was taken up with instructions about how to
behave and repeated roll calls to have the other centres
across Canada check in. Anticipation mounted as we ap-
proached "air time." At zero hour a minor calamity occur-
red when someone in the truck outside threw a breaker
switch and the conference was delayed five minutes. Once it
began, however, it went fairly smoothly with only the usual
conference delays such as the slide projector malfunc-
tioning.

Let's Make a Deal?
Three cameras in the Toronto studio provided a variety of
shots of speakers and audience who could watch themselves
on a 50 -inch TV screen. Audiences in the other six cities re-
ceived the same images. Whenever someone from another city
spoke, a Toronto camera focused on a picture of that city or of
the speaker, presumably to provide us with something to look at
while we listened. A floor director gave the Toronto participants
visual cues such as "speed up your speech," "raise or lower your
voice" and "applaud."

In order to coordinate discussion, a certain protocol had to be
learned by the participants. Speakers were asked to identify
themselves, where they were located, whom they were questioning

10-OCTOBER-1983-ETI

The Anik A satellite, first of a
series. With its launch,

Canada became the first na-
tion to have a national civilian

communications satellite.
Photo courtesy of Dept. of

Communications.



and when their question was finished. A
one -second lag between transmission and
reception made it impossible to interrupt a
speaker. Comments and questions were
taken in order across the country, one per
site, creating the possibility that some
locations might have made up remarks so
as not to lose their allotted time, and some
might have been sitting on remarks that
they didn't have time to make.

The advantages of teleconferencing
were also apparent. Speakers were well
aware of time limits and made a discerni-
ble effort to be concise. A member of the
panel, Larry Steinman, president of
Canadian Teleconference Network,
pointed out that about half the Toronto
audience was watching the TV screen
rather than the speakers in the flesh
because television made the proceedings
more dramatic. His own face, for exam-
ple, could be watched in close-up on the
screen as he spoke, rather than being seen
indistinctly from the back of the room.

Not everyone was unabashedly en-
thusiastic, though. Sociologist Michael
Gurstein, president of the consulting firm
Socioscope, noted that going to con-
ferences is one of the perks of business
and that many people look forward to
traveling as a break from routine. Face-to-
face meetings are necessary for certain
purposes such as negotiating and getting
to know one another. An educator in
Halifax asked whether using satellite com-
munications for conferences wasn't

The Canadarm remote
manipulator, built by Spar
Aerospace in Canada, and

used by the space shuttle
to place the Anik satellite

into position for its orbital
burn.

employing "Cadillac technology for a
Volkswagen economy?"

The consensus seems to be that costs
are still quite high for many applications,
but that they are coming down while
travel expenses are skyrocketing. The two
curves, one climbing, one falling, meet at
the point where it becomes feasible for a
moderately sized organization to consider
beaming their meetings by satellite. The
financial benefits improve as the number
of participants per meeting and the
number of meetings per year increase.

The Shrinking Global Village
The same holds true for international
satellite communication. Teleglobe
Canada, which operates the Canadian
portion of the global communications
system, expects teleconferencing costs to
drop drastically as the new technology

develops. Marketing vice-president Ather-
ton Wallace told the science writers' con-
ference that a teleconference between
Toronto and London, England, which
cost $9,000 an hour in 1981, is now priced
at $4,000 and will likely fall to $2,000 in
the near future.

This points up another use of Anik:
forming a link in communications around
the world. A transmission from western
Canada to Europe, for example, might in-
volve the combination of Anik to send it
across North America, microwave or
cable systems to carry it to another
transmitter and an INTELSAT satellite to
beam it over the Atlantic Ocean.

International communications, tele-
conferences, direct -to -home broad-
casting, Pay TV; even as the most power-
ful satellites of their type, the Anik Cs
have their work cut out for them.

MEMORY SPECIAL
4116 150nS MOT $1.99
4116 200nS NEC $1.75
4164 250nS Fujitsu $7.99
2708 1Kx8 $5.55
2716 2Kx8 H itachi,NEC $4.88
2732 4Kx8 NEC $6.99
2764 8Kx8 Mitsubishi $9.50
6532 7 50
2532 7 65
2114 200nS (Hitachi) 1 75

A. 51/4" MITAC DISK
DRIVE (NEW MODEL)

$389.00
c/w controller
card

$329.00
without controller card

Japanese Parts Specialists
PARTS 100% GUARANTEED

CPU
Z80 $5.99
Z80A NEC $6.75
6502A 2M Hz $7.50
6502 $6.50
6845 CRT Controll-
er (Hitachi) .8.99
6522 $6.99

Peripherals
8748D NEC. $24.50
8741 NEC . . $32.50
8251 NEC . . . $5.99
8253-5 NEC . $9.00
8257-5 NEC . $9.25

TTL
LSO2 .30
LSO4 .30
LSO8 .30
LS11 .32
LS107 .35
LS257 .90
LS151 .65
LS194 .90
LS139 .60
LS283 .95
LS367 .80
LS166 1.79
LS377 1.30
LS368 .69
LS86 .55

B. 5'/ " TEAC
SLIM
DRIVE $389
c/w controller card
SPECIAL $329
without controller
card.
Japanese precisicn 90 day warranty (operation manual
included) Guaranteed run % track programs. Items A &
B for your Apple lb use.

1.40-80 Column Switch
2. Color R.F. Modulator
3. Joystick (Self -centering)
.wo adjustable controls
a) Parallel Printer Card
b) 16K RAM Card
0) 80 Column Card
d) Disk Control lerCard
a) Z80 Card
Any bare PCB

S 7.50

$14.00
$39.00

$69.00
$59.00
$79.00
$60.00
$60.00
$12.00

A. 6502 48K KIT or (A&T) $499.00
B. 6502 64K KIT or (A&T) $539.00
C. 6502 64K built in Z80 or (A&T) $699.00
ITEMS A,B & C Comes with case and
numeric keypad, gold (hydro approved 5
amp power supply)
D. 5 amp Teapo Black Power
Supply
Quality IC Sockets
Double Side 24/pin

We repair Power Supply and 6502 Boards

$99.00

GOLD Switching Power $95.00
Supply

+ 5V, 5 AMP, + 12V, 2.5
AMPS, -5, % AMP, -12V
-% AMP). Heavy duty.
Hydro approved. Run 2
drives and lots of
peripherals.
90 Days Warranty.

Service Centre and Retail Outlet, 4051 Sheppard Avenue East (at Kennedy), Agincou t, Ontario MIS 1S8 (416) 298-3280

1Wvoi.di
INTERNATIONAL LTD.

C Box 577, Stn. J. Toronto, Ontario.
M4K 4Z2

Mail Orders: Send a certified cheque
or money order plus $3.00 for shipp-
ing and handling. For Special
Delivery, please add $1.00 extra. On-
tario residents add 7% P.S.T. Visa &
Mastercard accepted.

Circle No. 8 on Reader Service Card.



PC Board Connector
A new two-piece printed -circuit
board connector system from
TRW Cinch Electronics eliminates
gold from non-functioning sur-
faces for significant cost savings
without sacrificing performance.
Primarily used in computers and
sophisticated instrumentation
where long life and high reliability
are required, TRW's system was
designed to replace traditional
mother/daughter edge card con-
nectors.

The new connector system,
which was introduced last fall, is
said to be at least 50% more reli-
able than conventional systems
because the quality of the gold in
the connector is controlled by the
manufacturer, guaranteeing elec-
trical contact. For further infor-
mation contact TRW Electronic
Components Group, 1501 Morse
Avenue, Elk Grove Village, Il-
linois, 60007.

The Federal government has an-
nounced a three-day symposium
called Canada Tomorrow to be
held Nov. 6 to 9, 1983 at the
Capital Congress Centre in Ot-
tawa. 750 representatives from
labour, academia and private com-
panies will discuss such topics as
productivity and job opportunity,
the government role in technology
and the changes technology is br-
inging to society. Further informa-
tion is available from the office of
the Minister for Science and
Technology, 99 Bank St., Ottawa
KIP 6B9.

For your ilforniation

Monolithic Amplifier
Linear Technology Inc. introduces
a low voltage monolithic linear
wideband amplifier, the LE507
The LE507 is a three stage, Class A
amplifier designed to operate with
a single polarity supply from 0.9 V
to 1.6 V. Other features include,
bandwidth of DC to 25 MHz and
gain of 30 dB (RL = 1K), low
power consumption, minimum ex-
ternal parts count and application
flexibility.

Independent access to all three
transistor collectors permits fre-

quency shaping and control of the
gain bandwidth product. The se-
cond stage emitter is pinned out
separately from the first and third
stages allowing the use of emitter
resistors for negative feedback. A
bias network is included on the
chip for DC biasing of the input
stage.

For more information, con-
tact: Bob Gibbons, Linear Tech-
nology Inc. P.O. Box 489, Station
"A", Burlington, Ontario. L7R
3Y3 (416) 623-2996.

Computer Regulator
Voltage fluctuations and line noise
can adversely effect sensitive elec-
tronic equipment such as: CRT ter-
minals, cash registers, word pro-
cessors and micro processors. The
Hammond Computer Regulator
instantly regulates line voltage
fluctuations and, at the same time,
provides isolation from both trans-
verse and common mode noise.
The regulator maintains common
mode noise rejection in excess of
120 db and transverse noise rejec-
tion of better than 60 db. ± 15%
voltage fluctuations are instantly,
regulated to an output deviation of
t3% maximum. Input voltages as
low as 65% are maintained within
NEMA standard output voltage
specifications. Hammond Com-
puter Regulators can be ordered
through any authorized Hammond
Distributor.

Gladstone Electronic Distributors,
Inc., distributors of software and
hardware, announce a change of
name to: EDG Electronic
Distributors, Inc. The address re-
mains the same at 3950 Chesswood
Drive, Downsview, Ont. M3J
2W6.

The change does not apply to
the Avenue Road retail store.



IC Design Aid
Linear Technology Inc., Burl-
ington, Ontario, has just introduc-
ed a complete package of design
aids for customers to use when
designing functions on the com-
pany's new semicustom linear ar-
ray chips. The design package con-
tains a Kep by step manual that in-
structs designers in how to design
proprietary custom IC's on
Linear's LA200 series of uncom-
mitted circuits. Also included are
twenty-five kit parts (active and
passive components individually
bonded out and packaged in
D.I.P.), and large sized (x250)

For your iriformatiori

sheets of the chip layout to
facilitate the task of interconnec-
ting circuit components. The com-
pany plans to augment these design
tools with complete applications
and design engineering assistance
for users of the arrays as well as
providing training to those
customers who need it. The com-
plete design package sells for
$79.00 and is available now from
L.T.I.'s Marketing Department in
Burlington. For more information
contact: Bob Gibbons, Linear
Technology Inc., P.O. Box 489,
Station "A", Burlington, Ontario,
L7R 3Y3. (416) 632-2996.

Looking for a painless way to learn
about computers? CLASS
Associates, Inc., P.O. Box 492,
Wilton, CT 06897, have come up
with a great one: a seven-day com-
puter course will be held on a
Mississippi riverboat departing
from New Orleans and visiting
various historic ports on the way.
Three cruises will leave this winter,
and both the cruise and the com-
puter course appear to be first-
class. So is the price, at up to $1895
per person, but then, it's tax
deductible.

According to International
Resource Development, Inc.,
whose press releases are always a
good read, the influx of computer
technology into the home will
result in more paperwork instead
of less. "We are living in a age of
increasing uniformity, mechaniza-
tion, and depersonalization . . . It
stirs in people a longing for the
unique, the human, the personal.
Electronic mail, for example, takes
the humanity out of a communica-
tion." Sounds like a good point;
who'd want to get a love letter on a
disk?

SAFT Batteries of Scarborough,
Ont. has been awarded a $1.5
million contract to supply
emergency back-up batteries for
the 825 railway cars to be built for
the New York City Transit
Authority by Bombardier of
Quebec. SAFT also manufactures
chargers and monitors for heavy-
duty industrial applications.

Ceramic Resonator
A new ceramic resonator, Model
CR-35, is a "flat pack" or "dis-
coidal" package design that offers
improved volumetric efficiency
and mechanical ruggedness has
been introduced by Radio
Materials Corporation (RMC),
Chicago. The new CR-35 extends
the frequency range available in a
"flat pack" design downward
from the minimum of 455 kHz
with the CR-40 case to 295 kHz
with the CR-35 case. This range
allows OEMs to engineer the popu-
lar FA 307.2 component (used
primarily in clock circuits) in an
improved package. For further in-
formation on the new CR-35 cer-
amic resonator, contact: Radio
Materials Corporation, 4242 W.
Bryn Mawr Avenue, Chicago, Illi-
nois 60646. Telephone (312)
478-3600.

III.E.M.
ELECTRONICS KITS
 FM Wireless Mike
 Music Synthesizer for Alarm, etc.
 Digital Tachometer
 Digital Auto -lock Key
 Motion Alarm Sensor
 Sensor Training Kit

518.95
19.95
29.95
49.95
24.95
16.95

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
P. C. BOARD UNITS

Power Supply with Transformer
± 5.r±15 V, 150mA x 2. Adjustable - - - - 29.95
 3.,20V,1200mA. Adjustable - - - 39.95

Mini Audio Amplifiers
5Watts RMS Output 10.95
2Watts RMS Output 8.95

 ICL 80.38 Function Generator -----36.95
 Digital Capacitance Meter

10pF999uF 42.95
Digital Panel Meter 0.0.399.9mV 49.95
 Digital Frequency Counters 89.95

6 -digit LED. 1Hz .e 250MHz
8CD Code Digital Read -Out
High Sensitivity 3OmV rms

P.C. BOARD HANDICRAFT KIT-

Plus 33.00 each item for postage 8 handling
charge except 55.00 for Power supply units
and PC board handicraft kit. Plus provincial
sales tax. C.O.D. mail order accepted.
Ask for catalog. Dealer inquiries welcome.

12.00

KAIENTAI ELECTRONICS
P.O. BOX 69126 STATION 'K'
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA V5K4W4

PHONE: 16041 435-9697

Circle No. 4 on Reader Service Card.

ARKON ELECTRONICS LTD.
CANADA'S SINGLE MOST HOBBYIST COMPONENT SUPPLIER

SEMICONDUCTORS CONNECTORS

TTL, CMOS, LINEAR, CPU, TELEPHONE, AUDIO, VIDEO, RF,
MEMORY, TRANSISTORS, EDGE CARD, RIBBON, HEADERS,

arRECTIFIERS, SCRS IC SOCKETS & MORE.
& TRIACS n /7 /7
CAPACITORS 0
TANTALUM, FILM, POTENTIOMETERS, TRIMMERS
ELECTROLYTIC & 1/4 & 1/2 WATT RESISTORS.
CERAMIC

WE ALSO STOCK A HOBBYIST & PROFESSIONAL LINE OF MULTIMETERS,
OSCILLISCOPES, SOLDERING EQUIPMENT & TOOLS.

ARKON ELECTRONICS
409 Queen St. West
Toronto, Ontario M5V 2A5ritrikon (416) 593-9653/4/5

electronics ltd Computer Div. 593-6502/3/4

Circle No. 13 on Reader Service Card.
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MVM-12
12" Monochrome
Video Monitor
Green $209.0,
Amber $239.00

Tilt and Swivel Stand

GIVE YOUR APPLE A FACELIFT
THE ERGO VISION HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR PACKS POWERFULLY CLEAR

GRAPHIC CAPABILITIES INTO A TILT 'N SWIVEL HOUSING THAT WILL KEEP LONG
HOURS OF COMPUTING FROM TURNING INTO A PAIN IN THE NECK.

* HIGH RESOLUTION 12" NON -GLARE SCREEN
* P31 GREEN OR C134 AMBER SCREEN
* NTSC COMPOSITE VIDEO INPUT INTERFACE
* ERGONOMIC DESIGN WITH FULL TILT AND
SWIVEL CAPABILITIES
* COMPATIBLE WITH MOST POPULAR MICROS:

BASE - 64A
*CPU: 6502 1MHz, Z-80 A exchangeable (optional).
*MEMORY: System memory (ROM): 32K Byte.
4K Byte for monitor, 18K Byte extend basic langJage,
(including function graphics, musics, self tes, ... etc.).
10K Byte miniwriter for wordprocessor.
User's memory (RAM): 64K Byte can be expandad to
192K Byte by expansion card.
*KEYBOARD: 72 typewriter -style ASCII keyboard with
numerical keypad, 27 one key command, 51 extra func-
tion key. High reliability keyswitch, at least 10 mill on
strokes guarantee.
*SYSTEM CONTROL: Disassembler.
Automatic input/output device assignment.
Keyboard and screen editing feature.
Register examine/modify and read/write cassette -Putine.
Hex add/subtract for relative branch calculations.
*INPUT and OUTPUT: Typewrite -style ASCII keyboard.
Cassette interface (1500 bps). MANUAL INCLUDED.
7 peripheral board connectors fully buffered, with nterrupt and DMA priority structure.
Game I/O: four analog to digital inputs, three TTL nputs and four TTL outputs.

al *COMPATIBLE: with more than 10,000 Apple IlTm app 'cation software.

535 QUEEN ST., W., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, M5V-2B4 (416) 864.033

VIDEO BANDWIDTH OF 18 MHz
 RESOLUTION OF 1000 LINES CENTRE, MINIMUM
800 LINES CORNER
* SCANNING FREQUENCY OF 15750 Hz HORIZON-
TALLY, 55 Hz VERTICALLY
* 120 DAY WARRANTY

14-OCTOBER-1983-ETI Circle Ala 18 on Reader Service Card.



ifiN. MICRO COMPUTECH ELECTRONICS LTD.
ATI FDD-810

SINGLE DRIVE
FLOPPY DiSK

COMING SOON
ATI FDD.820 SLIMLINE DISC DRIVE ZERO SENSOR
ABILITY BOOTS UP IMMEDIATELY WI-ROUT ANY
SOUND

The "FDD-810 ninifloppy disk drive is a high performance and
economical mini type disk drive which is specially designed for AP-

PLEIITm personal computer. SLIM TYPE DISK DRIVE IS 1/2 THE
HEIGHT OF CONVENTIONAL MINIFLOPPY DISK DRIVES. HALF

TRACKING ABILITY - AUTO EJECT - FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH
APPLE IITM - FAST DATA ACCESS (12 msec. between tracks) -

SOFTWARE TRANSPARANT - HIGHER PRECISION POSITIONING
THAN CONVENTIONAL DRIVES - USES STANDARD 51/4 DISKETTE.
- HIGH -RELIABILITY, LOW NOISE DC MOTORS PROVIDE AN MTBF

OF OVER 8,000 HOURS, BACKED BY A 120 DAY PARTS AND

$31, with controller $379 LABOUR WARRANTY.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

ALL -IN -ONE PERSONAL COMPUTER LIC-3001
DUAL MICROPROCESSOR  APPLE II COMPATIBLE  CPIM COMPATIBLE

Z80A and 6502  Memory - 64K RAM - 24 K ROM includes System
Monitor, Enhanced Basic Interpreter and automatic Star Up Diagnostic Test'

INTERFACE - Two Disk Drive Interface, CP/MTM or DOS3.3TM fully com-
patible  80 or 40 Column software switchable 0/P Jacks  Centroncs

Compatible Parallel Interface for Prirter  NTSC TV RF Output Jack  RGB
plus Sync. Signal Output Jack  Audio Cassette Tape Recorder In/Out

Jacks  Joy SticklPaddle Cornector  Expansion Connector' KEYBOARD
- Full Alphanumeric Keyboard  68 keys including four special System Tur-

nkeys (monitor, help, graph and caps lock)  12 Numerical Key pad  52
Upper/lower Case with 26 Semigraphic Symbols

STAR 64
APPLE IITM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER, 64K RAM AND 24K ROM,
FLOATING POINT AND INTERGER BASICS ON BOARD - FULL SIZE
ALPHANUMERIC KEYBOARD WITH NUMERIC KEY PAD, FULL N -KEY
ROLLOVER - UPPER/LOWER CASE - 27 COMMAND KEYS.
120 DAY WARRANTY

Two Documented Keyboards Now Available
 UPPER/LOWER CASE WITH NUMERIC KEYPAD, 94 FUNCTION KEYS $109
 UPPER/LOWER CASE WITH NUMERIC KEYPAD, 75 FUNCTION KEYS  3 PROGRAMMABLE KEYS $109
 ABS CASE WITH NUMERIC KEYPAD $59. HIGH WATTAGE POWER SUPPLY $99

PACKAGE WITH YOUR CHOICE KEYBOARD $262

*PRINTERS* *DISKETTES*
GEMINI 10X $389 VERBATIM DS/DD (box of 10) $53
GEMINI 15 $619 VERBATIM SS/DD (box of 10) $35
PROWRITER 8510 AP $675 MAXE_L SS/DD (box of 10) $38
TTX DAISYWHEEL $819 DAYSAN SS/DD (box of 10) $35
*MONITORS* CONTROL DATA SS/DD (box of 12) $29
HITACHI COLOUR CM 1481 $479
ELECTROHOME RGB (med. res.) $399 CONT ROL DATA PAPER

(high res.) $489 91/2" x11" PLAIN 500 SHEETS $11
YJE HIGH RES NON GLARE 91/2" x 11" box of 2850 $35
GREEN MONITOR $169

AMBER $189

Parking Available
One Elock West of

Spadina

VISA

80x24 VIDEO CARD
Z80 CARD
16K RAM
DISK CONTROLLER CARD
PARALLEL PRINTER CARD
PDA 232C
80/40 COLUMN SELECTOR SWITCH
ALL BARE BOARDS (gold plated)
JOY STICK self centred
RF MODULATOR

HIGH DUALITY PROTO BOARDS 61/2" x 21/4" $22.00 - 5" moo
APPLE Irm IS A TRADE MARK OF APPLE COMPUTERS INC.

MAIL ORDERS
Send a certified cheque or money order Ido not send cash).

Minimum order is $10. ADD 5% for shipping cost.
ANY EXCESS WILL BE CREDITED. Ontario residents add 7% provincial sales tax.

VISA and MASTERCARD accepted. Send card No. signature expiry date and name of bank.

$83
$87
$57
$89
$83
$95

$5
$12
$37
$11

Price Subject to
change without

notice.

master charge

535 QUEEN ST., W., TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, M5V-2B4 (416) 864-0332
ALL PRICES ARE IN CANADIAN FUNDS, 9% FEDERAL SALES TAX INCLUDED
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IL IF Modular Amplifiers
the third generation HI Fl SEPARATES
Due to continous improvements in components and
design ILP now launch the largest and most
advanced generation of modules ever.

POWER
AMPLIFIERS

BUILT-IN HEATSINKS
ONLY FIVE CONNECTIONS

' FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY!

MOSFET MODULES

Module
Number

Outpuf
Power
Watts

rMS

Lead
Impedance

.11_

DISTORTION
T.H.D. I.M.D.Voltage

Typ at 60Hz'
1KHz 7KHz 41

Supply

Tyr)

Size
mm

WT
gms

Pr, °-

$

MOS 12B
MOS 248
MOS 364

60
120
180

4-8
4-8
4

, 0 005% .0.006%
0.005% -0.006%
0.005% .0.006%

± 45
± 55
± 55

120 x 78 x 40
120 x 78 x 80
120 x 78 x100

420
850

1025

89.95
154.95
229.95

Protection: Able to cope with complex loads without the need for very special
protection circuitry (fuses will suffice).

Stew rate: 20v,ps. Rise time 3ps. S.'N ratio 100db
Frequency response (-3dB): 15Hz -100KHz. Input sensitivity 500mV rms
lmput impedance: 100K Damping factor 100Hz , 400.

BIPOLAR MODULES

Module
Number

Output
Power
Watts
rms

Lead
Impedance

11

DISTORTION
T.H.D. I M.D.

Typ at 60Hz
1KHz 7KHz 41

Supply
Voltage

Typ

Size
mm

WT
gms

Price
$

HY30 15 4-8 0.015% .0.006% ± 18 76 x 68 x 40 240 31.95
HY60 30 4-8 0.015% -0.006% ± 25 76 x 68 x 40 240 34.95
HY6060 30 + 30 4-8 0.015% .0.006% ± 25 120 x 78 x 40 420 59.95
HY124 60 4 0.01% -0.006% -± 26 120 x 78 x 40 410 59.95
HY128 60 8 0.01% .0.006% ± 35 120 x 78 x 40 410 59.95
HY244 120 4 0.01% '0.006% ± 35 120 x 78 x 50 520 79.95
HY248 120 8 0.01% -0.006% ± 50 120 x 78 x 50 520 79.95
HY364 180 4 0.01% -0.006% ± 45 120 x 78 x 100 1030 119.95
HY368 180 8 0.01% '0.006% ± 60 120 x 7B x100 1030 119.95

PRE AMPLIFIERS
PRE -AMP SYSTEMS

Complete circuitry is encapsulated in
compact module!

* All Connections are made via edge
connector (supplied)!

Compact modules -not much larger
than a matchbox - that give you the
very best reproduction possible! All UP
modules are fully compatible with
each other so you can create almost
any audio system! Fully shortproof.
Complete with full connection data
and 5 year warranty.

Module
Number

Module Functions Current
Required

Price $

HY6 Mono pre -amp Mic.Mag. Cartridge'Tuner Tape 10mA 29.95
Aux + Vol. Bass Treble

HY66 Stereo pre -amp Mic Mag. Cartridge Tuner Tape- 20mA 54.95
Aux + VoliBass--TrebleBalance

HY73 Guitar pre -amp Two Guitar (Bass Lead) and MI +
separate Volume Bass Treble + Mix

20mA 54.95

HY78 Stereo pre -amp As HY66 less tone controls 20mA 49.95

POWER AMP
KITS

PREAMP
KIT

UC1 PRE AMP UNIT: Incorporates the HY78 to provide a
"no frills", low distortion, (<0.01%), stereo control unit,
providing inputs for magnetic cartridge, tuner, and tape/
monitor facilities. This unit provides the heart of the hi fi
system and can be used in conjunction with any of the UP
Unicase series of power amps. For ultimate hum rejection the
UC1 draws its power from the power amp unit. $99.95
POWER AMPS: The UP series feature a clean line front panel
incorporating on/off switch and concealed indicator. They are
designed to compliment the style of the UC1 pre -amp.
Performance for each unit which includes the appropriate
power supply, is as specified

Each Unicase kit contains all the hardware required to build a
complete unit without the need for any special tools.
Because of I LP's modular approach, "open plan" construction
is used and final assembly of the unit parts forms a compact
aesthetic unit. By this method construction can be achieved in
under two hours with little experience of electronic wiring
and mechanical assembly.

UNICASES

HIFI Separates Price $

UC1 Preamp 99.95
UPIX 30 + 30W 4-811 Bipolar Stereo HiFi 199.95
UP2X 60W.4 11 Bipolar Mono HiFi 199 95
UP3X 60W 8 fl Bipolar Mono HiFi 199 95
UP4X 120W 411 Bipolar Mono Hifi 259 97
UP5X 120W 811 Bipolar Mono HiFi 259 95
UP6X 60W-4-611 MOS Mono HiFi 229 95
UP7X 120W 4-811 MOS Mono HiFi 299 95

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-268-3640 In Ont. 416-787-1448

waosbron iimELECTRIMICS
1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7 Store Hrs.: Mon. through Sat. 9am to 6pm, Thurs until 9pm.
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Spectracolumn
With this project we throw
some light on the problem of
how to jazz up your disco or
party. This cost-effective,
crammed -with -everything light
column can be used singly or in
groups to dazzle the
dancefloor. Design by Roray
Holmes.

THE ETI SPECTRACOLUMN is an up-
market sound -to -light system; by this we
mean its lighting effect is a cut above the
average 'three bulb' system, although its
cost is not. Ten 15 to 100 W bulbs, arrang-
ed in a column, respond to the intensity of
music (or any sound signal) within a pre-
selected frequency range. It works like a
giant bargraph voltmeter; the more energy
in the chosen frequency band, the more
bulbs will illuminate, forming a column of
light that rises up from the floor and
follows the rhythm of the music. The
display system is very versatile; it can be
built with any type of bulb in any con-
figuration, and may be expanded for large
parties or discos. Multiple columns can be
set to adjacent frequency bands to build
into a giant spectrum analyser and display
system. Imagine - a kilowatt light col-
umn devoted to each octave across the
whole audio spectrum!

In designing the band-pass filter
system, we have made use of the latest
switched capacitor filter IC, the MF10.

This device contains two second order
filters whose cut-off frequencies are
directly controlled by a square -wave clock
input. Clock frequency control removes
the constraint of having to use high
tolerance filter network components and
the associated difficulty of altering the
filter frequency. The clock, and thus the
filter frequency, can be set from a logic
divider chain to provide any frequnecy in
octave increments. We have configured
the MF10 as a low-pass filter in cascade
with a high-pass filter to allow complete
control of the filter band. The upper and
lower frequency limits may be set in-
dependently under logic control using
rotary switches. There is no setting up or
filter tuning required and the entire range
of octaves is implemented with very few
components.

On The Circuit
With the price of modern triacs and some
economical design work from ETI, what
seems to be a complex system in fact turns
out to have only about $50 worth of parts
(less the PCB and lightbulbs). Since the
triacs don't need heatsinking, we adopted
the 'let's get it all on one board'
philosophy, and did exactly that. Even the
small crystal mike that picks up the audio
signal is mounted on the PCB to provide
complete isolation between the sound
equipment and the power line. Mounting
a single board directly with all the bulbs in
the column housing also removes the in-
convenient cables that often make the
dancefloor a dangerous place to negoti-

PRE AMP

AUDIO
INPUT
CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE

SENSITIVITY
CONTROL

SWITCHED
CAPACITOR
LOW-PASS

FILTER

12dB/OCT

I

SWITCHED
CAPACITOR
HIGH-PASS

FILTER

12dB/OCT

OCTAVE
FREQUENCY

BAND SELECTION

111111111111
24ICTOHz LC°,,GIC

BINARY DIVIDER

HALF -WAVE
RECTIFIER

1

edi DOT/BAR
MODE SWITCH

BARGRAPH
VOLTMETER

DRIVER

1:TiCEFt?.taIING

POWER SUPPLY

TRIAC
ARRAY BULB

ARRAY

10V DC 0

120 Vac

Ten white light -bulbs, hanging on a wall . . .

FEATURES
 Drive 10 100 W bulbs in bargraph or dot
display
 Zero -crossing switching give RFI
elimination
 Logarithmically proportional display to
correspond with music volume
 Independent high-pass and low-pass
filters, 12 dB per octave
 Digitally -controlled switched capacitor
filters eliminate setting up
 Pass band switchable in octave in-
crements over 10 octaves anywhere in the
audio spectrum
 Internal crystal mike gives complete
isolation from sound equipment
 All parts on one PCB powered directly
from the line

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the Spectracolumn.
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Spectrocolumn
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NOTE:
IC1 IS TL082
IC2 IS MF1OCN
IC3 IS 404013
IC4 IS 40118
IC5 IS LM3915
SCR1-10 ARE TIC2060
Q12 ARE 2N39
01.,4 ARE 1N414804
D5-7 ARE 1N4001
ZD1 IS 10V 400mW

ZENER

3 9

V+ MODE

IC5

IN

L

ADJ V- REF
8 2 17
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17

16

15

14

13

12
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SCR1-10

MT1 MT2

LP1-10
16.100W
MAINS
BULBS

01

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram for the complete Spec tracolumn

TABLE 1
FREQUENCY (Hz)

DIVIDER DIVIDED RESULTING STANDARD
OUTPUTS CLOCK FILTER Fe CENTRE

Q,( + 2) 1M 20k
Q,( 500k 10k 16k
Q,( + 8) 250k 5k 8k
Q,( + 16) 125k 2k5 4k
Q,(= 32) 62k5 1k25 2k

Q6( ± 64) 31k2 625 1k

Q,( 128) 15k6 312 500
Q,(+ 256) 7k8 156 250
Q,(= 512) 3k9 78 128

Q + 1024) 1k9 39 64
Q , I( +2048) 980 20 32

ate. Finally, the design features zero -
crossing triac control, so your sound
equipment won't be plagued with RFI.

Using the system couldn't be easier;
just plug it into the power and switch on!
No other connections are needed, because
the internal mike picks up the music
signal. The sensitivity control is turned up
as required for the sound level, and a
`background' control is available which
moves the illumination 'baseline' up or
down the column, so increasing or de-
creasing the amount of light. With no
sound it acts as a giant dimmer control.

The display could be hung on the

POWER WAVEFORM

FULLWAVE
RECTIFIED ON

D5 ANODE

ZERO CROSSING
PULSES ON

El I BASE

VOLTAGE
SWITCHED
ACROSS A LAMP

Fig. 3 Triac zero -crossing switching waveforms.

wall, as we did for our photograph, or
stood vertically on the floor. Large sheets
of acetate (available from most good art
shops) may be wrapped around the entire
column to provide a coloured tube, which
also tones down the display. But keep the
plastic well away from the light bulbs!

The alternative is to use coloured
bulbs. A three column system, using red,
green, and blue for the bass, middle, and
treble ranges would be an ideal starting
system for most disco light shows. The
filters could, for example, be set at 20 Hz
to 312 Hz, 312 Hz to 2.5 kHz, and 2.5
kHz to 20 kHz. As more Spectracolumns

are added into the system the filter ranges
can be instantly amended according to
taste; but watch out for the current rating
of your power sockets!

Construction
All the components except the controls
are mounted on our PCB. The triacs, the
transformer, and even the microphone are
mounted on board, as the overlay
diagram of Fig. 4 illustrates. Assembly
should begin first with the links, then
resistors, followed by ICs and so on. IC
sockets should be used as a good precau-
tion, but note that IC5 is an 18 -pin device
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T
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/7777 1000u
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1 0 A
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SW46

N

SW4a

<: 6k 8
< R24

CHASSIS

and IC2 is a 20 -pin DIL! Follow the
overlay diagram for the orientation of all
the components and solder in everything
except the PCB -mounting transformer,
the triacs, and the crystal mike.

The metal heatsink tab of the triacs
has been used to form a screw terminal for
the lamp connections (it's connected inter-
nally to the central leadout wire MT2).
Hence the middle terminal lead of all the
triacs must be completely cut off, which
immensely simplifies board design too.
The remaining two leads are inserted into
the board and a nut and bolt are used to
clamp the metal tab to the PCB. The bolt
protrudes above the component side and a
further washer and nut can be added to
create a screw terminal. When all the
triacs are bolted in place their leadout
wires should be soldered and cropped as
normal. The lamp wires will be retained
on the screw terminals using solder tags.

The PCB -mounting transformer has
been used simply for convenience and
should be soldered in as a normal compo-
nent. Other types could also be used pro-
vided they are connected to the PCB pads
as per the circuit diagram. Bolts should
also be fitted, in the same manner as the
triacs, to make screw terminals on the
pads marked for the mains connections.
The photographs of our completed PCB
show these terminal connections.

Our crystal microphone insert was 23
mm in diameter; it should be mounted
last. The metal shielding case of the insert

How it Works

The block diagram of Fig. 1 illustrates the
different parts of the system. Sound from a
microphone is amplified and fed through
both low-pass and high-pass filters (digital-
ly controlled); the resulting audio signal is
then rectified to produce a voltage envelope
proportional to the sound intensity within
the pre -defined frequency band. This
envelope is displayed using a bargraph
voltmeter IC to drive triac-switched power
bulbs which light up in a column according
to the instantaneous sound level. A simple
power supply provides both the 10 V DC
rail and the 120 Hz signal for zero -crossing
triac control.

Figure 2 shows the complete circuit
diagram for the Spectracolumn. The audio
signal provided by the music or other sound
is picked up by the microphone insert MIC1
and amplified by IC I a, which is configured
as a straightforward non -inverting amp-
lifier with a gain of 100. The high input im-
pedance required by the crystal mike is set
by RI to be about 2M0.

The audio input from this gain stage is
taken via the sensitivity control. RV1 (ac-
ting as a potential divider) to the input of
the filter system at R4. The audio filter
system is built out of an MF10 monolithic
switched capacitor filter. This IC contains
two identical second order (12 dB per oc-
tave) filter systems which can be configured
in a number of different modes, with the
filter corner frequency being determined by
a single square wave clock input.

We have used the MF10 to construct
both a low-pass and a high-pass filter,
which are wired in cascade. The resistor
values shown have been chosen to give a
pass band gain of 3 and a Q of 1. The cut-
off frequencies are set to be 1/50th of the
applied clock signals, which can be in-
dependently varied for each filter. Using
high and low-pass filters in cascade results
in a band-pass type of response, where the
bandwidth can be very effectively control-
led using the two input clocks, and posi-
tioned in any part of the spectrum. The
clock oa pin 10 of the MF10 controls the
low-pass filter determining the upper fre-
quency limit, and the clock input on pin 11
determines the high-pass filter's corner fre-
quency, thus setting the lowest frequency
that will be passed.

The clock signals are generated and
selected using a separate block of CMOS
logic circuitry. IC4c and d are configured as
a standard CMOS astable to provide the
master clock of 2 MHz. This clock is fed
directly to the counter divider chip IC3 (a
4040). The Q outputs progressively divide
the clock frequency by two to give those
frequencies shown in Table 1. As music
lovers will know, dividing the frequency
thus will give us equal octave increments;
the entire audio bandwidth is thus catered
for using the 11 outputs of the 4040. The
two remaining gates of IC4 take their inputs
from the common pole of each 10 -way
rotary switch, SW1 and SW2, buffering the
outputs from the divider chip and providing
selectable clock frequencies to program the
high and low-pass filters.

The band-pass filtered audio signal is
coupled via C2 to a precision half -wave rec-
tifier, built around IC1b. A positive -going
audio envelope thus appears across C3. R16
determines the attack time constant and
R15 the decay time constant. Potential
divider RV2 supplies an offset voltage
derived from the 1V4 reference to the non -
inverting input terminal of the op amp
IC1b. This allows a 'background' voltage
level to be superimposed on the envelope
voltage, giving an independent control of
the light column's illumination. The 1V4
reference is created by the forward voltage
drop across D1 and D2 which are biased by
resistor R14; this reference is also used to
feed the internal resistor chain of the LM
3915 at pin 6 of IC5. The LM3915 converts
the envelope voltage applied at the pin 5
signal input to an array of 10 switched out-
puts. Pin 4 is the ground reference for the
signal and resistor chain voltages; it is tied
to the 5 V 'pseudo ground' rail. This half
supply -volts rail is derived from the low -
impedance potential divider R13,20.

Direct drive from IC5 to the triacs is
achieved by connecting the neutral to the
positive rail on IC5 and the common MT1
terminals of all the triacs. The switched out-
puts of IC5, which provide constant cur-
rent, are taken directly to the gates of the
triacs and the bulbs are placed in series with
the triacs in the returning live lead. Now,
resistor R21 is normally used for setting the
output drive current of the LM3915, going
from the pin 7 reference to ground.

In our arrangement, however, it is
switched to ground using Q1. Thus when
QI is off, the constant current sources that
drive the gates of triacs SCR1 to 10 will all
be disabled, and the triacs cannot turn on.
Ql is driven by brief pulses derived from
the zero -crossings of the power cycle; in
other words, when the AC cycle reaches 0 V
(which occurs 120 times per second), tran-
sistor Ql turns on and allows the triacs to
be triggered on only at this moment. The
triacs automatically turn off again as the
line current falls away to zero, assuming
there is no further drive signal. For the triac
to turn on then, the corresponding output
from IC5 must be 'active' due to the sound
level, and at the same time as a zero -
crossing pulse occurs. By turning on the
triacs and thus the lamp current flow only
when the line voltage is close to zero, the
problems of radio frequency interference
are effectively avoided.

The circuitry is powered from a 10 V
supply rail, regulated by the 10 V zener
diode ZD1, and decoupled by C5. The
centre -tapped 9-0-9 V transformer is full -
wave rectified by D6 and D7; Q2 is driven
by the 120 Hz signal at the junction of D6
and 7 to detect the zero crossing points. As
the voltage cycle falls down to zero the
voltage on the base of Q2 also falls. When it
goes below OV6, Q2 will turn off (the zero
crossing point), thus allowing Ql to turn
on. D5 and R17 isolate the full wave rec-
tified DC from the 10 V power rail.

Continued on page 58
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Spectravideo SV319
Colour Computer

How can you resist playing with a
computer that has a little red
joystick built right into it? Bill
Markwick has a look at this latest
addition to low-cost personal
micros.
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THE SECOND thing you'll notice after
the red joystick is that the keys are made
of erasers, just like the VZ200 reviewed in
a past issue. On firing it up, though,
you'll find quite a difference: the VZ had
a touchy keyboard that spewed out reams
of letters when you didn't want them, and
the SV318 has a very reluctant one that
occasionally has to be punched firmly to
get the key to register.

Once you get the hang of the wiggly
keys, though, there's lots to look at hid-
den in the innards of this little machine.
The rear panel sports a 5 -pin DIN plug for
audio and video outputs, so if you insist
on using a TV set with the accompanying
fuzz and wavey lines, you'll need the in-
cluded modulator, a small box which
resides in the middle of its connecting
cord. The power supply is a separate unit,
too; it gets to be quite a collection of
boxes and wires.

Should you want to use a monitor
with its attendant better quality, you'll
have to go digging for the DIN plug
pinout; it isn't listed in the Contents, but
it's in there somewhere. More on this
manual later.

Microsoft Touch
Having hooked all this up, the first thing
to greet you is "Spectravideo" in three
different colours, sort of like those old
Cinemascope titles, and then the an-
nouncement that the BASIC used is SV-
BASIC by Microsoft. There won't be any
surprises here.

Well, there's one, and it's a good
one. The SV318 has a decent editing
system! It's almost as good as CBM's; just
cursor up, make a change, and a
RETURN enters it. And what cursoring!
The little joystick serves as a cursor con-
trol when it isn't blasting aliens; pushing it
to intermediate positions sends the cursor
off at a 45 degree angle, and you can even
go in circles, all with auto -repeat, of
course. When I become King of Canada,
all computers will be required to have this
sort of feature.

32K RAM?
So says the box it came in. However, the
screen credits say 12,815 bytes to begin
with. Some digging through the manual
(more on this manual later) tells you that
16K gets conscripted to aid the video
generator, and the rest is sacrificed to the
BASIC operating system. 13K is a hefty
chunk of memory, but should you feel the
need for more, you can expand it up to
144K by adding, you guessed it, more
boxes to the outside.

Automatic Writing
Across the top of the computer live five
function keys, ten if you use the shift key.
These can be programmed by the user to
pop out your sweetie's phone number and
so on, but in their pristine state they sup-
ply you with single -keystroke words such
as "run", "list", and best of all,
"Auto". The Auto feature will supply
BASIC line numbers in multiples of ten,

each time you hit RETURN. Wonderful!
Of course, unless you know how to
unhook this feature it
will continue line -numbering forever, like
the Sorcerer's Apprentice. I pawed
through the manual in vain (more on this
manual later), and eventually tried good
old Control C; this worked, and popped
me hack to the real world. Oddly, you're
supposed to use Control -Stop, which
writes Control -C on the screen anyway.

Expanding
Bored with it already? No problem. One
of Spectravideo's big selling points is ex-
pandability, and then some. There are
ROM packs that plug into the top of the
computer, adapters for Coleco games,
modems, RS -232 adapters, 80 -column
cartridges, RAM packs, a disk controller,
a disk drive, joysticks, a matrix printer,
and more. They have more options than
your GM dealer; hook them all up and
you'll have to find another place for your
model railroad.

Micro Music
Any computer worth its RAM now in-
cludes a music synth of some sort; the best
part of the SV318's is that, wait for it, you
specify notes instead of numbers! Notes!
And not only that, you can generate three
notes at once. Here's a C major triad:

Play "C","E","G".
If you specify only the note name, all the
other possible parameters are set by
default, the other parameters being Tem-
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po, Length, and Volume. There is also the
familiar "Sound" command which allows
much greater control of tone, noise, and
envelope shape. And the quality of
sound? Pretty much like a kazoo, but
then, all computers tend to sound that
way.

Graphics
If you've followed the various discussions
we've published on graphics in ETI and
Computing Now!, you'll be familiar with
sprites. If you haven't (shame!), a sprite is
a small block of pixels, or picture
elements, that lives on a dimensional
plane of existence parallel to the screen.
Other sprites live on other planes or
layers, the whole idea being that they can
move a -ound and over each other without
colliding. Usually, the pixels are turned on
or off by much PEEKing and POKEing,
but the SV318 uses READ and DATA
statements; this is much more convenient.
There isn't very much in the manual on
the sprites (more on this manual later),
but I typed in a sample program to see
what would unfold. What unfolded was a
persistent, nagging error message. An im-
passioned plea went down the hall to
Steve Rimmer, who pushed and pulled
and muttered magic spells and incanta-
tions, but all to no avail, and we had to
shut him down because he was overheat-
ing. We never did find out much about the
sprites except that they seem to be about
eight by ten pixels.

More On the Manual
Some manuals are hard to use, and others
don't quite tell you exactly what you
want, and then there are manuals that are
so dumb, you stuff them in the back of a
drawer along with a set of almost -useable
sparkplugs and a tri-lite bulb with one
filament gone. The SV318's manual
belongs in the latter class. You might well

ask yourself, "Why would a manufac-
turer make such a powerful machine and
then cripple it with such a manual?" You
also might hazard a guess that the exten-
sive software and game -playing ability of
this box will keep sales up nicely, and the
users who'll be wringing out the advanced
BASIC can take a back seat for now.

The first thing you'll notice about the
manual is cardboard dividers that make it
impossible to thumb through. Then you
realize that there isn't much point in
thumbing through anyway, because (a)
you can't find it, and (b) it isn't explained
properly anyway. It's shot through with
errors in both typesetting and program
listings; for instance, there's an error in
the explanation of the PAINT function,
and this was caught by somebody
somewhere and a photocopied Errata in-
cluded. Unfortunately, they trade another
mistake in the Errata, and you won't get
the PAINT to paint without bunches of
experimenting. Mind you, once it works,
it works beautifully to fill in areas bound-
ed by a border of a different colour.

I suppose they could print another
Errata, but to avoid snowing us under
with photocopies, would somebody please
write a decent manual for the person
who's looking for information (as oppos-
ed to just trying out bits and pieces from
front to back), and this time, write an In-
dex, would you?

At the time of writing, this little pail
of bytes was going for $399.95, but since
computer prices change with the weather,
check with dealers. Interestingly, the
Commodore 64 is being discounted to jus
about this price range. The SV318 has
lot of the 64's features, such as sprites,
music synth, good editing, good graphics,
plenty of expansion and lots of memory
(though less than the 64); it should give it
a run for its money, especially if the price
drops at an on the SV318. On the negative

side is that detestable manual, which is
about as good as no manual at all, and
that elastic keyboard with the reluctant
contacts. The 64 wins in these areas. To
sum up: if you spring for this one, are you
going to get stuck with a turkey? Not in
the least. It's a powerful little wedge
whose advantages far outweigh the bad
points. Maybe they're at work on the
keyboard and manual right now.
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Quick Reference
SV318 Colour Computer
Mfg: Spectravideo, Hong Kong
Cost: $399.95
ROM: 32K
RAM: 32K
User RAM: 13K
Screen: 40 x 24 tex, 256 x 192 graphics
Language: SV BASIC by Microsoft
Connectors: Audio/video, cassette, ex-
pansion, joystick, ROM pack
Other Features: Includes RF Modulator,
block graphics, 10 user -definable keys, hi-
res graphics, sound synth., built-in
joystick for cursor control and games,
auto -repeat on all keys.

TEACHERS ... STUDENTS ... TECHNICIANS ... HOBBYISTS
Our systems are designed for you and our prices will beat all others

PRO -83

 Z-80 based
microcomputer kit

 S-100 bus
 2 parallel ports
 Cassette interface
 Voltage regulator
 2K RAM 2K EPROM
 etc...

$169.00 (kit)

PRO- VIDEO

 Expands the PRO -83
memcry up to 32K
bytes (12K supplied)

 Video controller
 Color RF modulator
 Text Editor & Assem-

bler
 EPROM programmer

(1,2 & 4K bytes)
 etc..
Now only $199.00 (kit)

 53 keys, calculator type
keyboard $49.00

 53 keys, keyboard with
standard key top $69.00

 Universal EPROM Copier
$99.00 (kit)

 KBH: with this HEX
keyboard the EPROM
copier becomes a powerful
microcomputer & EFIROM
programmer $59.00

PROTEC
MICROSYSTCNIES  INC

Add 3% shipping and handling.
Quebec resicents, add 9% P.S.T.

COMING SOON:
 SYDON - 1:
- Z 80A CPU
- 72K Ram 24K system
- 2 Video outputs (TV & monitor)
- Color graphics
- 2 Serial ports
- 2 Parallel ports
- Real time clock
- Music interface
- 1200 bauds cassette interface
- Editor, assembler ....
- And much more
Basic Version $185.00 (kit)
Complete $695.00

725 Decade Blvd., Suite 202
St -Laurent, Montreal, Quebec.
H4L 3L4 (514) 744-3363.

Cheque, money order. visa accepted. Please print
your name. visa no., expiration date & signature]

Circle No. 33 on Reader Service Card.



by Steve Rimmer

BULLETIN BOARDS ARE everywhere.
A few years ago setting up an on line com-
puter system was a heavy trip even if you
had a fair idea of what the bits and bytes
did . . . and the hardware was something
only fit for contemplation if you owned
stock in IBM. All of it. The systems that
date back to the early days of BBS's are
usually well rooted in sweat.

Things have definitely changed. At
the moment, there are bulletin board
system packages available for almost all
the popular computers. Many of these are
free, and most are pretty neat. If you have
a micro, an auto -answer modem and at
least one disk drive, you can probably
become a sysop with very little additional
investment.

How you explain the whine in your
phone to the rest of the family is, of,
course, your problem.

What's Up
Getting going from a standing start in set-
ting up a BBS is often a difficult under-
taking because, while the hardware is
usually all available off -the -shelf, coming
up with a suitable software package to
drive the whole mess can be tricky. Most
often, bulletin board software turns out to
have been written by really obscure par-
ties.

Finding dealers who'll sell you BBS
software is often hard enough. However,
you may very well find that the package
you want is completely free . . . a denizen
of the public domain. This latter group of
trolls is, if anything, more difficult still to
locate.

This month we're going to look at
what's available. Unfortunately, finding
local sources for much of it is still up to
the individual. However, it helps to know
what you're looking for . . . and what it
will do when you find it.

The following are certainly not all the
BBS systems available, but they're pro-
bably among the best and the easiest to
locate.

Commodore There is a really super
BBS package available, for most of the
professional series CBM computers, with
availability for the Commodore 64 ex-
22-OCTOBER-1983-ETI

pected shortly. It's written by Steve
Punter, the author of the Wordpro word
processing package. It features automatic
message reformatting, which makes enter-
ing messages a real slice. It's written in a
combination of BASIC and machine
code, making it customizable if you have
a decent command of BASIC.

Apple There are a number of
packages available for the Apple. The
most often encountered is ABBS, which
sprouts from some Apple dealers. It has a
number of fairly handy features, in-
cluding the capacity for conferencing . . .

that is, a caller can request access to any
of several completely different groups of
messages.

The unfortunate part about virtually
all Apple based BBS packages is that they
entail the installation of a relatively expen-
sive D.C. Hayes Micromodem in the com-
puter . . . if you are thinking about setting
up a system on an Apple II clone, you
may find that the modem costs as much as
the computer. To this end, we've
developed a system called the Fruit Crate,
which is designed to interface with the real
world over a low cost Pure Data
PDA232C interface card. It will be outlin-

ed in the next issue of Computer Now!
magazine if everything goes as planned.

You can also get a BBS up on an Ap-
ple by plugging a Z-80 card into it and
running a CP/M based board. See the
CP/M section below. This will entail the
use of a program called BYE to interface
the BBS to the real world. BYE is
available in two forms for the Apple, AP -
BYE and BYEII with a DC Hayes con-
figuration block. The latter will run
without any bus right out of the can. It
took some heavy duty fighting to get the
former going.

If you are thinking about this latter
approach, read the caveats below.

TRS-80 There is a bulletin board
package for the TRS-80 Models I and III
. . . which should also run on the Model
IV . . . called Connection 80. It is a pretty
straight -forward package, with one
decidedly nice feature which allows callers
to scan through messages, marking the
ones they want to peer at, and then have
the system display all the marked
messages.

There is no immediately useful
package for the TRS-80 Model II running
under TRS-DOS. If you get CP/M for the



Model H you can use the BYE program,
but it is a very serious trip to make it run
even moderately well. Our own bulletin
boards use this approach, but the results
are far from ideal.

CP/M In order to get a BBS package
up under CP/M one normally needs both
a BBS package . . . the thing that logs you
on, handles the messages, and so on, and
a host program to mediate between the
computer and the outside world. This lat-
ter work is called BYE.

BYE is a public domain program
which comes as an 8080 machine code
assembler file. Unless you have one of the
few systems which BYE is easily con-
figured for, you will probably have to
patch it, probably severely. If you can't
deal with 8080 code . . . or can't find
some really gullible fool who'll do the
deed for you . . . you are probably sunk
before you start.

For a more complete explanation of
just what BYE is, and why it is so
unspeakably complex, see the July issue
of Computing Now!.

If you do get BYE going, you'll have
a choice of several BBS packages. The
easiest to come by is RBBS, a fairly large
system written in MBASIC. It is meant to
be compiled using BASCOM prior to ac-
tually putting it on line, although you can
use it with MBASIC if you don't mind a

slight reduction in speed. However, RBBS
is quite huge . . . it's actually split into
two modules to allow it to fit into the
available RAM. It's also an abominable
hack.

There is a much smaller board called
PVT which is very similar to RBBS, but is
a lot easier to work with.

Note that any system using a RBBS-
like board requires an additional program
called RBBSUTL to maintain the message
files.

There is a very large set of programs
which, when gotten up and running pro-
duce a replacement log -on module for
RBBS-like boards called SIGNON.
Signon is obscenely complicated, and real-
ly only worth the effort if you need the
features it provides.

There is a really funky little BBS
package called REDSTICK which is a lot
tighter than either RBBS or PVT.
However, it is written in CB80, a struc-
tured BASIC compiler language. You will
not be able to compile the source code
without this . . . rather extensive . . .

compiler.
There is a BBS which is all written in

Z-80 assembler. It's extremely fast, but a
bit primitive. Called CBBS it is, unlike the
other CP/M software we've looked at,
not in the public domain, but must be pur-
chased for real actual hard cash.

D<304 digital multimeter with
automatic decimal point, built in
low battery indicator and
transistor testing capability.
$138.00

LX303 digital multimeter with
easy -to -read LCD display.
Only $131.00

HICKOK441the value innovator

11.1111111ad
UROGERS electronic inttnarnenti

P.O. Box 310, 595 Mackenzie Ave. Units 1&2 HICKOK
Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5. Tel. (416) 683-4211
Duty and FST included. Chargex (Visa) accepted.
Ontario residents add 7% sales tax.
extra.

There are two CP/M based systems
that don't need BYE. Both are written in
the C language, requiring a BDSC com-
piler to get going. The simplest is called
CNODE . . . it supports CP/M file exc-
changes, but, at last look did not have a
true message function. The Citadel board
is a very intricate tree structure system . .

I've never been able to get all the files
needed to make it work, so I can't say
what it's like. It's written by a program-
mer who signs himself only as CrT. As
such, it is also impossible to contact the
author to get assistance with implemen-
ting Citadel.

Both of these systems require some
really heavy duty patching in some cases,
as they both do all their own com-
municating with the real world. You may
find that getting one up is no easier than
patching BYE.

Getting a bulletin board running is
usually not simply a matter of plugging in
all the right cables and letting it rip. One
rarely winds up using a package in exactly
the way the author intended. This entails
making modifications to the software . . .

prior to getting deeply enmeshed in a BBS
project, you should make sure you are up
to the programming aspect of it.

And then there's that phone prob-
lem.

Model 216 Transistor Tester 4\
with fast, automatic switching
for instant good -bad analysis of
NPN's, PNP's, FET's, diodes and
SCR's in or out of circuit.
$182.00

Model 240 Video Generator with
i0 step gray scale staircase for
VTR, CCTV monitor and TV
applications. $245.00

FOR THOSE
ON THE GO

FROM...
+IIIhe value i nnnnn tar

Your Toolbox Test Bench
Circle No. 1 on Reader Service Card.
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Precision Pulse Generator
Fed up with boring, ordinary
1:1 mark/space ratio square
waves? Here's a digital pulse
generator that lets you stretch
'em or shrink 'em with finger-
tip control. Design by Andy
Elam.

THE PULSE GENERATOR described
here is a piece of laboratory test equip-
ment that can be built for a price that is
modest when compared with equivalent
commercial gear. It is a very accurate unit
and has many applications.

Mark/space ratios from 1:999 to
999:1 and a wide range of frequencies can
be set from the front panel. The unit
delivers a clean TTL-compatible DC
coupled signal, accurate to a very small
fraction of a percent.

For convenience, thumb -wheel
switches are used; these should be of the
decade type. ex-
pensive, and you may possibly find these
switches on sale in a surplus store.
Construction
The PCB should be assembled first. We
recommend using IC sockets throughout
to avoid damaging the ICs when connec-
ting up the wires for the thumb -wheel
switches, etc. Using Vero pins for the off -
board connections will make life easier
anyway. The voltage regulator needs a
heatsink bolted on to it or it could be
mounted directly on to a metal case (note

Fig. 1 Wiring diagram of board to thumbwheel and range switches.

that the metal tab is connected to the OV
line). Leave mounting the ICs and crystal
until after the wiring is complete.

What sort of box you use to house
the unit is up to you; it must, of course, be
large enough for the board and all the
other components. We used a die-cast

PRECISION PULSE GENERATOR Eli

aluminum box, and metal boxes such as
this should be grounded. The most
troublesome part of preparing the box will
probably be the cutting of the holes to
take the thumb -wheel switches. However,
this must be done very carefully, because
otherwise the switches won't stay put.
Probably the best method is to use drilling
and sawing to get an under -size hole, then
carefully finish off using a flat file.

Wiring up the thumb -wheel switches
should present few problems if colour -

coded ribbon cable is used. The resistor
colour code can be handy for sorting out
what all the wires are - eg, use black for
0, brown for 1, etc.

Connect the crystal and insert the
ICs, and, after a careful check to ensure
that all the components and connections
(particularly the power connections, the
electrolytic capacitor and ICs) are where
they should be and the right way around,
you should be ready to switch on and go!
If any problems develop, the first point to
check is that the master oscillator is run-
ning, and after that the divide -by -10
counters in the clock generator are run-
ning (though this does assume that you
have checked the fuse).

Continued on page 45



Nowsave up to 50%
on newsubscriptions.

Your Wintario tickets can get
you up to half off the

subscription price for these 46
Canadian magazines.

For each new subscription
you may use up to $15.00
worth of tickets (30) or half
the price, whichever is less.
All tickets from draws May 5,
1983 through December 29,
1983 are eligible. Each ticket
is worth 50(t.

Watch for the Magazine
HALF BACK promotions or
write for a program brochure
to: HALF BACK Office,
Ministry of Citizenship and
Culture, 77 Bloor Street
West, Toronto, Ontario
M7A 2R9.

Renewal subscriptions are not
eligible. A new subscription must
be from a household where no
one is a current subscriber to the
particular magazine. If you are
now subscribing to any of these
magazines, use HALF BACK to
try out some of the other exciting
Canadian magazines offered.

Ministry of
Citizenship and Culture
Hon. Susan Fish, Minister

CD Ontario
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Assembled $59.95
The ZX81's advanced
capability.
The ZX81 uses the same fast
microprocessor (Z80A), but in-
corporates a new, more power-
ful 8K BASIC ROM - the
"trained intelligence" of the
computer. This chip works in
decimals, handles logs and
trig, allows you to plot graphs,
and builds up animated
displays. And the ZX81 incor-
porates other operation
refinements - the facility to
load and save named programs
on cassette, or to select a pro-
gram off a cassette through
the keyboard.

New, improved specification.
'Unique 'one -touch' key word
entry: eliminates a great deal
of tiresome typing. Key words
(PRINT, LIST, RUN, etc.) have
their own single -key entry.
Unique syntax -check and
report codes identify program-
ming errors immediately. Full
range of mathematical and
scientific functions accurate

to eight decimal places.
'Graph -drawing and animated -
display facilities. *Multi-
dimensional string and
numeric arrays. Up to 26
FOR/NEXT loops. 'Randomize
function. Programmable in
machine code. Cassette
LOAD and SAVE with named
programs. 1K -byte RAM ex-
pandable to 16K. Full editing
facilities. 'Able to drive the
new Sinclair ZX Printer (to be
available shortly).

If you own a ZX80...
The new 8K BASIC ROM as us-
ed in the ZX81 is available as a
drop -in replacement chip.
(Complete with new keyboard
template and operating
manual). With the exception of
animated graphics, all the ad-
vanced features of the ZX81
are now available on your ZX80
- including the ability to drive
the Sinclair ZX Printer.

MEMOPAK 64K MEMORY EXTENSION
The 64K Memopak extends the memory of the ZX81 by 56K,
and with the ZX81 gives 64K, which Is neither switched nor
paged and is directly addressable. The unit Is user transparent
and accepts commands such as 10 DIM A(9000).
Breakdown of memory areas ... 0-8K Sinclair ROM. 8 -16K -This
area can be used to hold machine code for communication
between programmes or peripherals. 16 -64K -A straight 48K for
normal BASIC use. $199.00

MEMOPAK 32K $139.00 and 16K $69.00
MEMORY EXTENSIONS
These two packs extend and complete the Memotech RAM
range (for the time being!) A notable feature of the 32K pack is
that it will run In tandem with the Sinclair 16K memory exten-
sion to give 48K RAM total.

Sinclair's new 8K Extended Basic offers features found
only on computers costing three or four times as much.
*Continuous display, including moving graphics. *Multi-
dimensional string and numerical arrays.  Math and
scientific functions accurate to 8 decimals.  Unique one
touch entry of "key words" (i.e. basic and system com-
mands). Automatic syntax error detection.  Randomize
function.  BuIlt-in Interface for ZX Printer. `Connects to
standard TV and cassette recorder. *164 page manual
Included.  Power supply (9V at 650 ma) optional for
$14.95. 1K of memory is Included.

Memopak

Zing I

$119.00
Designed exclusively for use with the ZX81 (and ZX80
with 8K basic ROM), the printer offers full
alphanumerics and highly sophisticated graphics.
COPY command prints out exactly what is on screen. At
last you can have a hard copy of your program listing
and results. Printing speed is 50 characters per second,
with 32 characters per line and 9 lines per vertical Inch.
Connects to rear of ZX81 - using a stackable connector
so you can use a RAM pack as well. A 65 ft paper roll, In-
structions included. Requires 9 volts, 1.2 amp power
supply (option extra).

Printer Paper
Single Roll C751 per roll 6 95
Package of 3 16.95
Power Supply (500 mA) $9.95
Power Supply (650 mA) $14.95
Power Supply (1 Amp) $19.95

MEMOPAK CENTRONICS TYPE
PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE
Main Features -  Interfaces ZX81 and parallel printers of
the Centronics type  Enables use of a range of dot matrix
and daisy wheel printers with ZX81  Compatible with ZX81
Basic, prints from LLIST, LPRINT and COPY  Contains firm-
ware to convert ZX81 characters to ASCII code  Gives lower-
case characters from ZX81 inverse character set $149.00
POWER SUPPLY 500ma $14.95
POWER SUPPLY 1A $19.95 (FOR PRINTER)

MEMOPAK HIGH RES GRAPHICS PACK
HRG Main Features -  Fully programmable Hi -Res (192 x
248 pixels)  Video page is both memory and bit mapped and
can be located anywhere in RAM  Number of Video pages is
limited only by RAM size (each takes about 6.5K RAM)  Ins-
tant inverse video on/off gives flashing characters  Video
pages can be superimposed  Video page access is similar to
Basic plot/unplot commands  Contains 2K EPROM monitor
with full range of graphics subroutines controlled by machine
code or USR function $199.95

BOORS
COMPLETE ZX81 BASIC COURSE nc 2
tapes 39.95
NOT ONLY 30 PROGRAMS. 1K 16.95
MACHINE LANGUAGE MADE SIMPLE 19.95
UNDERSTANDING 2%01 ROM 19.95
TIS 1000 PROGRAMS. GAMES and
GRAPHICS 16.95
LEARNING TIS BASIC 2395

29.95
49 EXPLODING GAMES 16.95
COMPUTER FOR KITS SINCLAIR EDITION 9.95
MASTERING MACHINE CODE ON YOUR 2%81 24.95
TIS 1800 USERS GUIDE (Vol 1) 16.95
EXPLORERS GUIDE TO THE 2%81 16.95
2:481 POCKET BOOK 16.95
GETAWAY GUIDE 16.95
GFTTING AOUAINTED WITH YOUR 2%81 16.95Hardware
2%81 Ass 59.95
ZX Print
641( - RAM (Mernolech)
Orion 84K
32K RAM (Memotech)
16K RAM (Memotech)
16K RAM (Sinclair)
Power Supply (650 M.A.)
Power SLipply11 AMP)
Keyboard (encased)  47 Keys. Assembled
no soldering req.
Metal Case for above
Memopak High Res. Graphics Pack
Memopak Centronics Type Parallel Printer
Intert ace
Memopak 2%81 Keyboard
Memo Ca lc

119.00
199.00
149.00
119.00
69.00
59.00
14.95
19.95

109.95
29.95

199.95

149.00
139.00
79.95

Interlace for any serial printer & 4 ussette
recorders; Includes plugs, cads and a deluded
manual.

CP-100-A Seikosha
Graphic Printer

$450

 5x7 Dot Matrix  8 Bit ASCII
 Parallel Printer  80 Columns
Interface Cards & Cable For
Apple II $119.00
Memotec Interface for
Sinclair -$149.00 Cable $35.00

TTXTM 1014 $749.00
Reliable Daisy Printer

CP80 DOT MATRIX
$495.00

Same as Epson 80

Electrohome Monitors
& Accessories

EDM926/B&W $159.50
9" Black & White monitor
EDM926/P31 $169.50
9" P31 Green Monitor
EDM1226/B&W $179.50
12" Black & White Monitor
EDM1226/P31 $189.50
12" P31 Green Monitor
ECM1302-1
13" Color RGB Monitor

$389.00

ECM1302.2 $450.00
13" Color RGB Monitor Hi Rez.
1.1302

$ 69.50NTSC Interface for ECM1302 for Apple II
Computers (1 year warranty trom Electrohome)
MP -1302 -APL
RGB Card for Apple II or Franklin 100
Zenith 12" Green
12" Amber
A MDEC-1 Colour 13"

$199.00

$139.00

$169.00

$449.00

ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM ORION ELECTRONICS COMPUTER ROOM .
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INTRODUCING THE VZ200 $165.00
A Personal computer Chats full featured, simple,

niversal and AFTER AFFORDABLE!
Introductory Special 16K RAM $89.00

Reg. $99.00

  sipappia-
14.10 10 O. 14 III a

III II: 110 iii
me a II 1 1

Full Featured
 9 Colours
 Full size, moving -key keyboard
 45 Automatic repeat keys

 16 Pre -defined single
character graphic keys
 Low and high resolution
graphic modes

 Sound output
 Full on screen editing
 Fast Z80/A CPU
 12K ROM, 4K RAM expandable
to 64K
 Built in RF output to TV and
Video o/p to monitor
 Complete with AC adapter,
Demo program, all cables re-
quired, TV/Transformer, switch
and 8 manuals
 Light and portable - easily
fits in briefcase

Peripherals Are Reasonably Priced. You Can Afford To Grow With The VZ200

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS

WOW/E! LOOK AT THIS!

NUTRON!
Fully Assembled 100% Soft & Hardware Ap-
pleTMll plus Compatible Computer . . . .$450.00
(AMB-1 + Keyboard + Case + Power Supply
and Speaker, Fully Assembled & Tested)
Upper & Lower case with numeric
keypad $495.00

Same Computer with 1 Drive, 1 Controller and
9" Green Electrohome Monitor $995.00

6502 BOARDS & ACCESSORIES
ABB-2 $55.00
Has on -board provision for 64K RAM 80x24 Video, Flop-
py Controller and 6 slots.
AMB-1 $325.00

AGC-1 $149.00
Graphics Parallel Printer Card
AKB-1 $109.95
Keyboard; replacement for APPLE II

Orion Electronic
Supplies Inc.

Mother Board, APPLE II Compatible, Assembled & AC -1 $79.00
Tested c/w Basic ROMS, 48K RAM, Made in Japan Beige APPLE II Case (No keyboard)
ABB-1 $ 45.00 APS-1 $ 99.00
APPLE II Compatible, Motherboard (no components) Switching Power Supply for APPLE II; +5V a 5 amps, 40 Lancaster Street West
8502 Board Kit
Includes all parts

$250.00 +12V @ 1 amp, -5V @ 1 amp, -12V (2 1 amp
APS-2 $109.00 Kitchener, Ontario N2H 4S9

AEB-1
EPROM Burner Card

$119.00 Switching Power Supply for APPLE II; +5V @ 3 amps,
+12V @ 2 amps, -5V 62 amp, -12V a 1/2 amp; c/w

(519) 576-9902
AIC-1 $89.00 on -off switch & connecting wires
Integer Card
AEC -1 $89.00

AAA -2
Disc Drive, 51/4", APPLE II Compatible, Excluding Master Charge & Visa, COD, Cheque,

80 Column Card Controller Card $329.00 Money Orders accepted. COD's, shipp-
AZC-1 $89.00 with controller $379.00 ing & insurance extra. Write for our
Z80A (CPM) Card
APC-1
Parallel Printer Card

$89.00
ADC -1 $75.00
Disc Drive Controller Card for two drives; Apple II Com-
patible

FREE FLYER.

ASC-1 $89.00 APPLE II Is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer Prices subject to change without
Serial Printer Card
ALC-1 $79.00

Inc. notice.
16K RAM (Language) Card

V o. on -ea.er ennce ar
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Four -digit Multiplexed BCD to ZX81
Adaptor
W.K. Todd

This device interfaces a four -digit
common -cathode multiplexed BCD out-
put device, such as the 7217 counter IC,
with a ZX81. The circuit is based around
IC1, a 74LS670 4x4 register file. The digit
select inputs address the Write Address
pins, WA and WB, via diodes Dl -4. The
Write Enable pin, WE , is pulled low by
diodes P5-8 when any digit is selected.

The ZX81 address decoding is per-
formed by IC3a, b and IC2d. When an
address between 12288 and 16383 is
PEEKed, the output of IC2b goes low and
enables the outputs of ICI via the R E
pin: the data is output onto the data bus
on lines DO -3. Data lines D4-7 are pulled
low via the diodes D9-12, allowing the
computer to read the data bus directly.

The Read Address of the register file is
driven directly by the address lines AO and
Al. IC2a disables the internal ROM via
D13 when the device is being PEEKed.

Common anode devices could be us-
ed with this circuit if the digit select lines
were driven by transistor inverters.

COMMON

BCD
DATA

4 DIGIT
CATHODE

INPUT 16

TO ZX81 EDGE
CONNECTOR

131t

ZX81
DATA
BUS

10
4A0130V 0

D2

133

04 3

ICI

WE RE
WA RA
WB RB

LSB 0
9 0 DI0

2 00 D2

0MSB 0

D9-12

11

D3
0

12

0 D4
0 D5

4 AO D6
070

5 760
AO0

13 4 8BO
Al 12X81O

D1 -D8
ADDRESS
BUS8

4
0 OVOV 0

D13

2360 FIC
D4 0

O
RD

DIGIT +5V 0-VVV--e-c:(1C2a IC2b IC3a MREO
SELECT R4

470R

+5V
IC2C>.-D1 0

R5

DIGIT 1 =PEEK 12288 1k0

1 1BO A145
DIGIT 2 = PEEK 12289
DIGIT 3 = PEEK 12290
DIGIT 4 = PEEK 12291 NC

.4111MM
2)(81
ADDRESS
BUS

NOTE.
IC1 IS 74LS670

BO A13IC2 IS 74LS00
IC2d 1360

Al2
IC3 IS 74LS27 tea(
ALL DIODES ARE 1N4148

Simple Organ
J.P. Macaulay

With the financial climate being what it is,
the following circuit may be of interest to
harassed parents whose children want a
stylophone. A simple oscillator is formed
with two CMOS NAND gates (half a
4011B). Under quiescent conditions no
sound is emitted. When the stylus is plac-
ed on the keyboard, the circuit is made
through the selected preset and the
oscillator produces a square wave which is
coupled to the output stage, an LM386.
This IC is ideally suited to this application
since its maximum output is limited to 200
mW and its quiescent current consump-
tion is 3 mA. This, together with the fact
that both ICs will work with battery
voltages as low as 4 V, means that a fairly
long battery life can be expected.

R2
IMO

NOTE:
IC1 IS 40118
IC2 IS LM386

PR2

PR3

PR4

PR5

PR1 8 ARE ALL 680k

The organ will obviously
some form of keyboard. A simple one can
be made from a piece of 0.15" matrix
Veroboard with alternate tracks removed.

require Tuning is most easily done with the aid of
a digital frequncy meter; if all else fails,
the instrument can be tuned by ear against
a piano.
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Digital Frequency Meter
William Leung

The design shown is an alternative to
those projects for DFMS that utilize one
of those new-fangled all -in -one DFM
chips. As you can see from the circuit
diagram, the only additional circuitry re-
quired is an input preamplifier and a
suitable regulated 12 V power supply.

IC5 is a real-time five -decade counter
incorporating a multiplexed BCD output.
With the aid of IC8 (a BCD -to -seven -
segment decoder) and transistors Q1-5,
the counter and display section of the
DFM is formed. The B L A N K pin on
IC8 is used to extinguish the displays while
IC5 is counting, otherwise pin 4 of IC8
should be connected to the positive rail.
The frequency reference oscillator is
somewhat unique in that a 500 kHz
ceramic resonator is used. In practice it
offers reasonable accuracy; however, the
circuit can be easily modified to use a 1
MHz quartz crystal. In this case, the con-
nections between IC2 and IC7 of the fre-
quency divider section will require the in-
puts of IC7 to be connected to pins 3, 5,
12, 14 and 15 of IC2. Pin 14 of IC3 should
also be connected to IC2 pin 2, and a
suitable multiplexing frequency of around
1 kHz should be fed to pin 10 of IC5.

P
DIVIDED REFERENCE SOURCE

100Hz,10Hz,1HH

0^I IGATING PULSE
II.E. 10mS,100mS,1S)

T

S

L
MONOSTABLE PERIOD

IC9. RESET

IC5 RESET

Depending on the position of SW1b,
either 1Hz, 10 Hz or 100 Hz will appear at
IC9 pin 11 (see Fig. 2, point P), where
IC9a is a D -type flip-flop configured to
divide by two. Should IC9a be con-
tinuously enabled, the output of IC9a
will, in fact, be a square wave of half the
applied frequency with a mark/space ratio
of 1:1. This means that for a 1Hz applied
frequency, 0.5 Hz will appear at IC9a pin
13 and the time for which the cycle will be
high is, in fact, one second. This is then
fed to the gate IC6a. However, only one
such gating pulse is produced, after a cer-
tain time period set by C3 and R18. The
monostable formed round IC6c,d is used

to give the reading period of the display,
when triggered, by enabling IC8 and
disabling IC9a. At the end of the
monostable period, a short pulse is pro-
duced at S which resets the counter. ICle
is there to ensure that IC9a is not enabled
before the reset pulse to the counter is
produced (see T), otherwise all hell will
break out!

Finally, the D -type flip-flop that re-
mains is used as the basis of the overflow
indicator; on the transition of the counter
from 99999 to 00000, a pulse is produced
at IC5 pin 15 which latches IC9b pin 1
high, thus lighting up the LED. Pressing
PB1 resets the whole system.
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NOW YOUR APPLE CAN TALK
FROM UNITRON COMPUTERS, INTRODUCING THE ECHO II

SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

With UNITRON's ECHO IC Speech Synthesizer, your Apple ][ computer
can have an unlimited vocabulary. Speech is a valuable enhance-
ment to many computer functions including: educational `8

programs, games, assisting the handicapped, phone
answering, and business applications. With the Echo's
text -to -speech system, adding speech to a program is
achieved by simply adding a print statement to those words,
phrases, and sentences to be spoken.

The ECHOIC package consists of a small circuit board which can be
plugged into any of slots 1 through 7 in the Apple, and an 8 ohm speaker
that can be secured to the inside of the Apple or used externally. Also includ-
ed in the package is a diskette with demonstration and utility programs, plus a
comprehensive, tutorial -style manual. Besides this package, all the user needs is
a 48K and disk drive. In seconds your Apple is ready to start talking.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITIED $249.00
UNITRON COMPUTER CORPORATION Mail Orders: Please send certified cheque or money order. We

accept all credit cards. Send card number, expiry date, name ofIt 298 DUNDAS ST. LONDON, ONT. N6B 1T8, bank and signature. Add $3.00 to cover shipping and handling.
Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. Do not send cash.

1-519-672.3806 Calgary Office 403.280-0837
Circle No. 29 on Reader Service Card.

NOW FROM ALTA VISTA COMPUTERS
SPEC -URA VIDEO SU.318

AM w OM SIN OM e, tau -
GI Milian 1010 10 0011110111 SD Ma
ma Ira sto ga filoSims so cm di we se so

co ma U acii as to CIU ma Gs ea de re ungs- crvsasirs ticsidumimmstas
ICJ GI 11111111111=1111111111111

- 32K RAM - Expandable to 256K
- CPM Compatible Built-in
- 16 Colours - Joystick on board
- User Define Functions
- Micro Soft BASIC Built-in

IN STOCK NOW! $399.00

11)14.1.: MOUSE
- Converts Standard ANSI keyboard to an ad-

ditional 91 Function Keys.
EASY TO INSTALL $69.00

A.11 I lDD-810
SLIM DISK DRIN 1.5

5319.00

EPSON HX-20
- Portable Computer 11" x 81/2"
- Digital Screen
- Printer
- Cassette Drive
- 16K Expandable to 32K RAM
- Clock, Sound, RS232, Serial
- 20 Programs & Word Processor

included ONLY $1089.00

Built In!

GRAND MASTER

- Automatic Movement of Pieces by Computer
- 12 Skill Levels
- Auto Replay Function to Review Game
- Auto Mode Computer Plays Itself
- Hint Function. Computer shows right move.

THE ULTIMATE CHESS CHALLENGE
$749.00

Alta Vista Computers
586 thlimplignv Dr. Dm% nsio%, Ontario N13.1 2('3

1-416-633-2001

BASIS 108
- Dual Processors On Board
- 128K RAM
- Detachable Keyboard
- Apple Soft
- CPM

CALL FOR MORE DETAILS
$3600.00

NEW IN CANADA!

- Specializing in Educational Soft-
ware. Call For Best Prices!

- VECTREX Arcade System $199.00
- Apple Compatible Computers

available at best prices
- Computer Furniture
- Wizard Cards
- Novation Modems

103 Smart CRT $389.00
- YJE Monitors $165.00

Amber $185.00
MAIL ORDERS: Please send certified cheque or money order. We ac-
cept VISA and Mastercard. Send card number, expiry date, name of
bank and signature. Add $3.00 to cover shipping and handling. Ontario
residents add 'Pro P.S.T. DO NOT SEND CASH. Personal cheques
must clear bank before shipment. CODs are accepted when accom-
panied by 20% deposit. Shipping is added to order - add 5Vo IQ cover
estimated cost. ANY EXCESS WILL BE CREDITED.

VISA

Circle No. 16 on Reader Service Card.
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Keyboard Alpha -numeric Lock Switch
G. Franklin

If your ASCII keyboard is like mine, then
you too will have become tired of having
to press `SHIFT' for capital letters.
SHIFT lock is useless because you have to
`unlock' to use the numbers. This circuit
does away with this problem by providing
you with yet another key to press. This is
the `ALPHA LOCK' switch.

If you study the ASCII codes, you
will find that to change 'a' into 'A' re-
quires only the removal of the logic 'I' on
the data bit 5 line (of the 8 bit bus from
the keyboard to your computer).
e.g.: a A
ASCII code a A
in binary: 01100001 01000001

We require to alter the complete
alphabet, this stretches from a ($61) to z
($7A). The circuit cheats slightly, by alter-
ing codes $60 to $7F inclusive, the only
problem with this is that $7F is the ASCII
code for 'DELETE'. ICI deals with this,

by detecting the $7F code and making sure
D5 stays at a logic 1 via the NAND gate at
the end of the circuit.

One quarter of the 74LS132 is used to
give a degree of switch bounce to S1.
Every time S1 is pressed, the Q output of
the latch (IC3) will change, RI and CI en-
sure that on power -up the output is at a
logic 1. This, along with data bit 6 being
`HIGH' will make D5' a Tow', thus shif-
ting a $60 code down to $40 (unless of

course it was the 'DELETE' key that was
pressed). The LED will come on to show
w len the ALPHA mode is selected. To in-
sert this circuit into your keyboard, it is
only necessary for D5 to come via this cir-
cuit, D5' then continuing in its place to
the computer, the other data lines just
reconnect to the circuit. The only other re-
quirement is that you insert a switch
somewhere.

5V

KEYBOARD

RI
10k

FROM

+ci
4.7

min
16V

DO 0
2010-3

020
4030
5 IC 1D40

D50

6

11

12

13

0D

IC2d

R2 D6
12 IC2cPR 0

4k

14
0

IC3 NOTE.5 152b

CLK
IC1 IS 74LS30
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IC 23 LEDI IC3 IS 74LS74
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R4 fr
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+5V
R3
1k0

Controller For Model Traffic tights
P. Pailey

The circuit shown was devised to control
LED traffic lights at a road junction in a
model railway layout, for added realism.
IC2, a decade counter, together with IC3a
and IC3b, generates the normal traffic
light sequence continuously at a rate
determined by the oscillator formed
around ICIa and IC1b. A monostable
formed by IC1c and ICld is triggered by a
`1' on the 'GREEN' output, and inhibits
IC2 for a period set by CT and RT, thus
causing the green light to be on for a
longer period than the others.

IC4 selects either LIGHT 1 or
LIGHT 2 to display the sequence, these
being selected alternately. When one light
is changing or at green, the other is held at
red.

The controller is easily expanded to
operate more than two lights by using fur-
ther outputs from IC4, but if this is not re-
quired, IC4 could be replaced with a
single flip-flop stage (eg. da 4013), set to
toggle, LIGHT 1 and Light 2 being con-
nected to the Q and Q outputs respective-
ly. With a little ingenuity, realistic -looking
traffic lights can be constructed from
miniature LEDs and empty pen refill
tubes.

IMO
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RESET
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High Speed Eight -Bit A -to -D Converter
Michael Jones

An analogue -to -digital converter is a
useful device for any computer system.
The circuit shown operates at up to
100,000 conversions per second - making
it ideal for use with the full range of audio
frequencies. As shown, the circuit has just
one channel; more may be added by using
more converter ICs (for maximum speed)
or using an analogue multiplexer, such as
the CD4051, which has eight channel in-
puts selectable under software with a three
bit output port. If it is to be used at full
speed, machine code programming is es-
sential.

The given circuit will work on any
Z80A system running at 4 MHz without
automatic I/O cycle wait state insertion. It
will work with slower clock frequencies
with corresponding increase in conversion
time. Decoding occurs on port OFFH on-
ly; this may be changed by placing in-
verters on the appropriate input to IC9.
There is no need for a status port since the
circuit is constantly converting and latch-
ing the result in IC6. It returns the result
of the most recent conversion when read,
unless it has already been read, in which
case it inserts wait states until the current
conversion is complete. In this way con-
tinuous reading will guarantee one result
per 10 microseconds. It is not possible,
because of time constraints, to use polling
software. In addition, this arrangement
permits a DMA device to carry out the
transfer in the background. By adjusting
the clock reduction circuit around IC3 it
should be possible to cater for frequencies
of 2 MHz or less, but still having 100,000
conversions per second.

Circuit operation is fairly simple. ICs
8 and 9 decode the input port, so enabling
the tri-state latch (IC6), the WAIT gate
(IC7b) and the wait latch (IC1). The latter
ensures that WAIT is only issued when
there is no new data. IC2a restarts the
conversion as soon as possible after the
end of the previous conversion. IC7a and
IC4b latch the data into IC6 after it has
settled. The actual converter (IC5) accepts
an input in the range 0-2V55 in 10 mV
steps, continually outputting its best
estimate on pins 18 through 11 using suc-
cessive approximation (binary search).
Care should be taken that the input
doesn't exceed 3V5 or become negative.

4, 4MHz
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New from NRI...

Industrial Electronics
with color computer.

Get a head start in the
emerging technologies with
practical training in control
systems, instrumentation,
robotics, optoelectronics,
and lasers. Exclusive
computer -aided instruction!

Here's the training that gets you into
the heart of American industry's rebirth.
Over $5 billion a year will be spent in
automation alone... $2.3 billion in com-
puterized control systems... $600 million in
industrial robots and robotics is only just
getting underway! 'lb help meet the soaring
demand for people to operate, maintain,
repair, and design these control systems,
NRI has created the only complete training
in Industrial Electronics for Instrumenta-
tion and Control Technicians.

Your training includes the TRS-80 color
computer, the NRI Discovery Lab, interfac-
ing breadboard, digital multimeter, fre-
quency counter, computer -assisted training
programs, audio instruction tape, and 46
profusely illustrated lessons.

(TRS-80 Is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.)

Learn on Your Own
Computer

NRI training is more than lessons...
it's experiences. You learn by doing,
using the TRS-80174 color computer to learn
about control systems, programming, and
troubleshooting. It comes with special
computer -aided instruction programs to
speed learning, is expandable for business
and personal computing, and is yours to
keep. And that's just the beginning.

NRI's exclusive Discovery Lab® is de-
signed to interface with your computer and
special breadboarding card so you build
demonstration circuitry, "see" inside your
computer, and follow its operation. You also
get professional quality instruments, in-
cluding your own digital multimeter and
CMOS frequency counter. You'll use them
during your hands-on training, keep them
to use in your work.

No Experience Needed
Your NRI training is thorough and

complete. Starts you with the fundamentals,
builds step-by-step up to the most advanced
concepts. You learn about automatic con-
trol and feedback systems, control motors,

numerical control systems, lasers and
optoelectronics, robotics, microprocessors,
instrumentation, computer peripherals,
and much more. NRI keeps you up with
technology to make the most of the big
demand for control and instrumentation
technicians.

Send for Free Catalog
Send the postage -paid card for NRI's

big electronic careers catalog. There's no
cost or obligation, and no salesman will
call. In it, you'll find complete lesson plans,
equipment descriptions, and career oppor-
tunities in this exciting field. You'll also get
information on almost a dozen other elec-
tronic courses including Microcomputers,
Electronic Design, TV/Audio/Video Servic-
ing, Digital Electronics, and more. Act today
and get on with your future. If card has been
used, write to us.

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

330 Progress Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario MIP 2Z5
or telephone (416) 293-8787

We'll give you tomorrow.



Optical Memory Systems

MOST READERS will be familiar with
optical recording discs as being those
rather pricey items in the better record
shops which presume to give extraor-
dinarily high quality playback with no
audible deterioration over time. Few
readers, in fact, will have ever used such a
disk system due to their currently
outrageous prices: $25-35 for a disc,
$1,500 plus for the system with $15,000
plus as a minimum set-up cost for a
business quality system. But nonetheless,
with volume production, it is believed in
the record and computer industries that as
a memory system they are very much the
wave of the future, with good potential
cost -wise, volume of data capable of be-
ing stored and retrieval times. More
specifically, after some ten years of
research, primarily in Japan but also in
the U.S. at RCA, Shugart and others, op-
tical recording systems have been found to
provide a number of major advantages:
very high information densities of 1010 to
10" bits per disc, very high data rate of up
to 50 Mbits/sec in a single channel
recorder, rapid random access to the data,
a cost projection of 5 x 10-8 cents/bit, and
the potential for archival storage
capabilities (more than 10 years without
deterioration).

Reading and Writing
The process of reading and recording on
such a system is superficially simple.

Improvements in the technology of optical disks
may mean that they'll be giving the magnetic media

a run for their money.

Essentially, for recording, the output of a
laser is directed through a modulator that
varies the intensity of the light in response
to an input electrical signal. This laser
beam is enlarged by the recording optics
such that it will fill the aperture of the
focussing lens. This lens focuses the laser
beam into a small area on the recording
medium so that the intensity of the beam
results in the information being stored as a
series of 'spots' along a track in the sur-
face of the recording medium.

Readout is essentially the reverse pro-
cess. However, the laser beam is un-
modulated and less intense. The laser
beam is reflected from the recorded
`spots' and passes back through the
focussing lens and a quarter -wave plate.
The light is therefore rotated through 90
degrees in polarization by the two passes
through the quarter -wave plate. It is then
passed through a polarisation beam split -
ter, detected by a photodetector and con-
verted into an electrical impulse.

The radial position of the laser's spot
on the disc is determined by the position
of the motor driven translation stage and
the track mirror. The control system can
move the translation state so that either
spiral or concentric circular tracks can be

By Roger Allan.

Matsushita's Panasonic Optical Memory Disc
Recorder, claimed to be the only disc

recorder in the world which can record and
erase up to one million times.

recorded. During the readout (translation)
stage, it is used to determine the approx-
imate track location, while the track mir-
ror provides the fine tracking control to
lock on the read the desired information.

The primary factors that determine
the bit density along a disc are the number
of tracks (revolutions), the number of bits
per recorded area (modulation -encoding
scheme), and the minimum recorded area
size per bit. Further, the spacing between
tracks is pivotal in preventing cross -talk.

Lasers
There are a variety of lasers in such in
such optical memory systems. The
Helium -cadmium (HeCd) laser produces
the shortest wavelength beam and thus
produces the smallest recording element.
This provides for the highest disc -data
capacity and the highest single -channel
recording rate. The Argon (Ar + ) laser
has a much higher output power and can
therefore have its beam split into a
number of sub beams (up to nine). These
can be independently modulated and used
to simultaneously record data on different
tracks. To date the most commercially ac-
ceptable laser has been the Helium -neon
(HeNe) due to its proven lifetime
characteristics.

As part of the fallout from studies in
integrated optics (see Light Memory, ETI,
Aug 1982) semi -conductor lasers are
beginning to be used. Unlike the gas lasers
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mentioned above, semi -conductor lasers
have permitted the design of extremely
compact systems with significant reduc-
tions in the size and cost of the system.
Since the output power of the diode laser,
such as the aluminum -gallium -arsenide
variety (AlGaAs) is capable of being
directly modulated by the input signal, the
external light modulator common to all
gas laser optical recording systems can be
eliminated, ultimately permitting extreme-
ly high data rates measured in the
Mbit/sec range. Further, the diode laser is
potentially more reliable than its gas
brother and uses less power.

For example, the CDH-LOG (con-
stricted double-hetero junctional large op-
tical cavity laser) laser diode provides for
high power, up to 100 mW, and a good
lifetime (10,000 hours).

A diode -laser optical recording
system has some differences from a gas
laser system. It begins with a microscope
objective of sufficient numerical aperture
to collect most of the laser light,
customarily having a NA of 0.35. Due to
the asymmetric beam spreading in the
lateral and transverse planes, further
beam conditioning is required. This is ac-
complished by a combination of two sim-
ple piano -convex cylindrical lenses that
function as a beam expander in one
dimension. When the optical system is
aligned, an approximately symmetrical
beam just fills the focussing objective lens
(NA of 0.83) producing a spot size of 0.6
um in both the lateral and transverse
directions. Following this are the standard
readout paths such as the tracking mirror,
quarter -wave plane, polarising beam split -
ter and photodetector.

A separate laser can be built in,
operating at a lower power than the
writing laser, so that a read -after -write
(RAW) system can be used to verify that
the data has been recorded without errors.
This is due to the data being written in real
time.

There are essentially three ways that
this data can physically be recorded on the
optical disc: pit forming, bubble forming
and a reversible mode.

The Pits
The basic and most widely used method
involves the formation of pits. The highly
focussed laser beam serves as an intense
and extremely localized source of heat. A
thin film is locally heated by the focussed
laser beam, and surface tension opens a
hole or pit in the melted area. The
simplest ablative recording medium that
has been used for optical recording is a
single 30 to 50 nm vacuum deposited layer
of metal. This type of optical recording
structure reflects about 40 percent of the
incident light and also absorbs about 40
percent, the rest being transmitted. It is

essentially of trilayer construction. A
substrate is first coated with a reflective
layer of aluminum, followed by a layer of
transparent dielectric material and finally
with a very thin layer of the metallic recor-
ding medium. By choosing the thickness
of the dielectric and thin metal layer ap-
propriately, it is possible to create an anti -
reflection condition for light of the recor-
ding wavelength. This results in a very
high fraction of the incident beam being

Essentially, in order to eliminate the
deleterious effects of the heat losses to the
aluminum layer, the parameters of the
dielectric layer must be specified such that
the thermal time constant for heat to dif-
fuse from the layer of the recording
medium to the aluminum layer exceeds
the duration of the pit forming process.

Bubble Machine
The second process involves the forma -
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absorbed by the thin metallic layer. The
optical coupling of the trilayer structure
can thus be up to twice that which can be
achieved by use of a single layer of the
recording material due to the losses by
reflection and partial transmission
through the single layer.

Of a large variety of low melting
point metals used, tellurium (Te) has been
found to provide the highest playback
signal-to-noise ratio.

The thermal efficiency of the process
depends not only on the thermal proper-
ties of the recording medium and material
in contact with this layer, but also on the
duration of the pit -forming process. This
in turn is dependent on system -related fac-
tors such as recorded signal bandwidth,
laser -output cycle, turntable speed and
laser spot size.

The presence of the aluminum -
reflector layer in the trilayer structure
represents a potential heat sink that may
reduce the thermal efficiency of the recor-
ding process. The heat generated in the
tellurium layer by the absorption of the
incident recording beam will diffuse
through the dielectric layer, and after
some characteristic time, dictated by the
thickness and the thermal properties of
the dielectric layer will reach the
aluminum -reflector layer. Since
aluminum is a good thermal conductor,
once this layer is thermally coupled into
the process of pit formation, the thermal
efficiency of the recording can be substan-
tially reduced, leading to corresponding
reduction in the recording sensitivity.

Fig. 1 The optical com-
ponents of a diode -
laser optical recording
and playback system.
The cylindrical beam
expander and objective
lens are the major it-
ems. Illustration cour-
tesy of RCA.

tion of bubbles. In this mode, the absorb-
ing layer is a high -melting point metal
such as titanium instead of a low melting
point metal such as tellurium, and the
dielectric layer material is chosen to have a
vaporisation temperature well below the
melting point of the absorbing layer.
Upon exposure to the highly focussed
laser beam, bubbles are formed as the top
layer bulges due to the gas pressure from
the vaporised dielectric layer underneath.
The readout process is similar to that of
the pit forming mode, eg. high -reflectivity
recording regions and a low -reflectivity
unrecorded region.
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Fig. 2 The three different recording modes of
the layered optical disc structure. Illustration
courtesy of RCA.

Continued on page 60
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Editor's Note: Robin Moorshead, BSc, is
a well-known British writer on the nuclear
industry, and this article was commission-
ed from him before the recent problems
with the Pickering generating site. After
discussing this article with Ontario Hydro,
we feel that all the points made are still
valid. For more on this theme, see the ac-
companying follow-up. The robotics arti-
cle will appear in a future issue.

THE "MANHATTAN PROJECT" to
create the atomic bombs that were drop-
ped on Japan in 1945 was the combined
effort of American, Canadian and British
scientists. However, almost all the
facilities constructed for the project, such
as experimental reactors, were in the
U.S.A. As soon as the war was over, the
U.S. government passed the McMahon
Act making it illegal for Americans to give
any information on nuclear energy to
foreigners. The rationale behind the act
was to avoid proliferation by restricting
knowledge of the bomb to as few people
as possible. As you well know, the effort
was futile. The net effect was twofold;
firstly, the most powerful group of
nuclear physicists ever assembled was
disbanded for ever as the non -American
scientists were called home by their
respective Governments. Secondly, each
country set up its own nuclear research
facility and embarked on its own pro-
gramme.

The American efforts were concen-
trated in two directions: to build bigger
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bombs, and to develop a small reactor
capable of powering a submarine. The
British concentrated on making their own
bomb, and indeed had one within five
years. They did, however, pull off a
magnificent coup by being the first coun-
try in the world to produce electricity
from a nuclear reactor. This was hailed at
the time as "swords to plowshares", and
the advent of "free electricity for the na-
tion". The fact is that this first reactor at
Calder Hall produced a mere 25 mega-
watts of electricity, far too small to be
commercially viable. It was in reality a
plutonium factory. The Canadians, on the
other hand, did not want a bomb, nor did
they have any urgent need for more elec-
tricity. As a result they concentrated their
efforts into research on commercial reac-
tors.

This historical perspective explains
why three countries who had initially co-
operated on the development of nuclear
power finished up with such astonishingly
different types of reactors. The British
managed to develop their plutonium -pro-

ducing "Magnox", and the later "ad-
vanced gas cooled reactors" (AGC), into
reasonably efficient, but somewhat
unreliable power producers. The
Americans, put out by the British publici-
ty coup with Calder Hall, stitched a sub-
marine reactor to a turbine and the now
infamous "Pressurized Water Reactor"
(PWR) was born. The Canadians, not
beholden to military pressure, nor in
desperate need for alternative energy
sources, took a full 25 years to develop a
safe, reliable and efficient commercial
reactor, the CANDU.

To understand the differences bet-
ween the three types of reactors, here are
the principles on which the reactor works.

Reactor BASICs
There is just one naturally occurring

nucleus that will fission easily, that of
Uranium 235 (the 235 refers to a par-
ticular isotope of uranium; the more com-
mon non -fissile form is Uranium 238).
Occasionally such a uranium nucleus will
split of its own accord. It will do it reliably
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if struck by a suitable missile; such a
missile is a neutron, itself one of the
building blocks of the nucleus. Very con-
veniently, a uranium nucleus splitting
releases two or three neutrons. If these
neutrons are then encouraged to cause
other fissions, a "chain reaction" can be
established. If this is allowed to happen in
a big lump of pure Uranium 235, all the
uranium will be burned up in a few
millionths of a second, and you have a
bomb. On the other hand, if you use
Uranium 235 diluted with non -fissile
Uranium 238, and ensure that on average
one fission leads to only one new fission, a
stable, continous output of heat is
established. Such a condition is known as
"critical" and is the basis of a nuclear
reactor. It would appear to be impossible
to keep a reactor in critical condition if
one fission leads to more than one
neutron, since the activity should multip-
ly. However, control is quite simple.

Reaction Control
1. Some neutrons are absorbed by the
non -fissile Uranium 238. This has the
double advantage of helping to control
the reactor activity and converts the other-
wise useless Uranium 238 into another
fissile material, Plutonium 239, which
then becomes part of the fission process,
contributing as much as 30% of the total
energy output.
2. Some neutrons escape from the system
and are absorbed by the reactor vessel or
the concrete shield surrounding it.
3. The smaller nuclei left after fission
known as "fission products" act as
neutron absorbers.
4. Precise control of the neutron flux can
be achieved by raising or lowering rods of
a neutron -absorbing material such as
boron, cadmium or steel into the reactor
core, or by introducing some other
neutron -absorbing material. In the event
of a problem, these absorbers can be in-
serted into the core, stopping the reaction
immediately. This is known as a SCRAM.
Commercial reactors use separate banks
of rods, one for normal reactivity control,
and one for fast shutdown.

Somewhat surprisingly, fissile nuclei
absorb slow moving neutrons better than
they do fast ones. Since neutrons produc-
ed by fission are very fast, they have to be
slowed down. This is done by placing
amongst the fuel a "moderator". The
moderator is usually ordinary ("light")
water, heavy water, or graphite (carbon).

Fuel Burn-up
Fuel rods don't last forever. Apart from
distortion caused by changes in the rods,
the fuel runs out. There is an astonishing
difference in the use different reactors can
make of their fuel. This is expressed as the
fuel burn-up in megawatt days per ton,

i.e., how much power for how many days
you will get from one ton of fuel.

The CANDU and MAGNOX reac-
tors both use natural (0.7%) Uranium
235; however, CANDU achieves a burn-
up of 7,000 megawatt days per ton, while
the MAGNOX achieves only 3,800.

As a result, the CANDU fuel rods are
not worth reprocessing, while the
MAGNOX have to be, which is costly and
dangerous. The PWR and AGC reactors
achieve high burn-up figures, but they use
enriched fuel, and consequently produce
proportionately poorer figures. Their fuel
is reprocessed.

Moderator
By far the best moderator is heavy water,
which is used in the CANDU reactor. It
slows neutrons down much better than
either light water or graphite. Also, being
a liquid as used in the CANDU format, it
can be drained from the reactor very

"No other topic can generate
emotion outbursts quite like

nuclear power . . . anti-
nuclear arguments often have

a curious lack of fact.'.'

quickly in an
emergency (although some CANDU reac-
tors use a "poison" injection system).
Heavy water is very expensive (about $60
a pound), and this is a disadvantage in
cost, but has been responsible for much
greater care in design to avoid loss. It has
been suggested that this aspect of design
philosophy has been a major contribution
to CANDU's reliability.

Another separate advantage of the
heavy water moderator is that CANDU
reactors can uniquely be modified to use
another isotope, Thorium 232 in place of
the Uranium 238.

The Thorium 232 absorbs a neutron
and becomes Unranium 233, which is
fissile and becomes part of the energy pro-
ducing process. There is at least three
times as much Thorium 232 available as
Uranium 235. Using only Uranium 235,
we have about 50 years energy supply; if
thorium 232 were included in the cycle, we
could have many centuries of power.

The PWR, by using the cooling water
as a moderator, cannot dump the
moderator in an emergency, as there
would be no way of removing residual
heat in the reactor core.
Cooling
Water cooling offers the advantage that
there is a large body of design knowledge
about high-pressure liquid cooling sys-
tems, and water is an extremely efficient
heat -transfer medium.

A disadvantage is that water boils at
380° C regardless of the pressure applied
to it, and the resulting steam is a poor
transfer medium. The upper temperature
of a water-cooled reactor is thus limited,
and hence so is the thermal efficiency.

Gas cooling, on the other hand, does
not call for high pressures, but does re-
quire large mass flows. Theoretically,
much higher temperatures are possible,
but experience shows that this can give
rise to materials problems in both fuel and
reactor structure. For instance, the
magnesium fuel cans used in the
MAGNOX reactors could actually catch
fire from overheating; the carbon dioxide
coolant is separated into its constituents,
and the fuel cans then oxidize, adding
more heat to an already overheated core.

A similar effect can occur with the
fuel bundles in water-cooled reactors; this
destroyed the core at the Three Mile
Island site. Obviously, the emergency
cooling system for the core is critically im-
portant.

Power Density
The original design objective of the PWR
was to make it small enough to fit in a
submarine, and as a result it has a great
deal of energy stored per unit volume (100
kilowatts per litre). In the event of a pro-
blem, action must be taken very fast to
dispose of the concentrated heat. This
again
Three Mile Island accident. The other
three have substantially lower power den-
sities with proportionately more time to
sort out problems if they arise.

Overall Safety
There are two separate parts to safety:
firstly, the design philosophy of the reac-
tor and its safeguards, and secondly, the
attitude of the operators. Ontario Hydro
have clearly laid out their philosophy in
respect of system design and operation:
1. Redundancy. For example, instead of
having just one pump, two are connected
in parallel. Thus if one fails the other can
take over.
2. Diversity. There must be more than one
way of doing a job, e.g., as well as having
a SCRAM mechanism, a "poison" such
as gadolinium nitrate can be injected into
the core. This will stop fission just as ef-
fectively as the primary mechanism.
3. Separation. The components of dif-
ferent safety systems are separate from
one another, so a catastrophe in one loca-
tion will not affect system components in
the other plant locations.
4. Independence. Safety systems are in-
dependent of each other. For example,
each safety system must run from its own
power supply.
5. Failsafe. When a component fails, it
triggers that component or system to
move to a safe condition. For example,
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Scram rods are held up by electromagnetic
clutches; an electrical failure automatical-
ly drops them into the core, stopping the
reactor. An important factor contributing
to the Three Mile Island accident was that
valves to the "auxiliary feedwater
pumps" had been left closed after
maintenance. It should not have been
possible to start up and operate the reac-
tor in this condition.

Except for the recent pressure tube
problem (see accompanying box), there
have been no accidents in the twelve years
of commercial operation of CANDU
reactors. This is testimony to the attitude
of operation as well as the safety of
design. The majority of accidents are at
least in part caused by operator error.

There have, however, been two ac-
cidents in the development of CANDU:
1. 12th December 1952, at the NRX reac-
tor at Chalk River, when a combination
of operator error and system failure caus-
ed the demolition of the calandria of the
first prototype CANDU reactor. Nobod
was hurt, but it took 14 months to repair
the damage.
2. 25th May 1958, at the NRU reactor, a
fuel rod caught fire in a refuelling
machine; this caused a considerable con-
tamination problem, but again nobody
was hurt.

The ultimate test of whether any type
of reactor is a success is if it can produce
electricity economically and reliably. In
terms of reliability, CANDU reactors
have had fewer breakdowns than the tur-

bines they run. This is astonishing, con-
sidering that turbines have been around
for 100 years! Testimony to their reliabili-
ty is the league table of world power reac-
tor performance.

It is very difficult to produce an ob-
jective set of figures covering the relative
cost of electricity from Canadian, British
and American reactors due to different
accounting procedures. Some include
development and decommissioning costs,
others do not. Figures for the British gas
graphite reactors vary widely. At present,
it appears the costs are about the same for
coal and nuclear power, which is four
times the cost of power from Ontario
Hydro. Figures comparing the cost of
power from a coal fired station in Ontario
(Lambton), and a CANDU reactor
(Pickering), using the same accounting
procedures for both, put the cost of elec-
tricity from CANDU at less than half that
from coal. No figures are available from
America, but the cost of contracts cancell-
ed following Three Mile Island, and due
to cost overruns, is staggering.

It is a great pity that national pride
stands in the way of other countries.
CANDU reactors are the best in the
world. Using them with Thorium 232, the
world could have safe, reliable economic
electricity for many centuries. It is also
ironic that they were first conceived by an
Englishman, Sir John Cockcroft, and
brought to fruition by another, Dr. W.B.
Lewis.

The CANDU reactor vessel consists of a barrel 7 metres
diameter by 6 metres long lying on its side, called the calandria.
Placed horizontally in this are pressure tubes. Pickering B, for
instance, has 380 tubes. In the pressure tubes are placed the
fuel bundles of uranium oxide. There are twelve fuel bundles
per tube, making 4,560 in all. The heavy water moderator fills
the body of the calandria. Separate heavy water coolant is
pumped through the pressure tubes; this boils water in the heat
exchanger, which in turn drives the turbines. To change fuel
bundles any pressure tube can be Isolated, a new fuel bundle
can then be pushed in at one end by the refuelling machine, and
the spent one accepted at the other side. The fueling and accep-
ting machines work remotely due to the extreme radiation
hazard of spent fuel bundles.

There are a variety of safely mechanisms incorporated in
case of an accident.

There is a huge tank of water standing by to make up for
primary coolant lost in the event of a pipe fracture, the
"emergency core cooling system".

On some versions of the CANDU, the heavy water moderator
can be dumped into a tank below the calandria; this immediate-
ly stops the reactor. To add further safeguard, there is a tank
of gadolinium nitrate (a neutron absorber) available to fill the
calandria in place of the heavy water; the "poison Injection
system".

The control rods can be dropped into the core, once again stop-
ping the reaction (a SCRAM).

The whole reactor is surrounded by a "biological shield" of
several metres of concrete to absorb any radioactivity that
might leak out of the reactor.

Beside each reactor is a "vacuum building". The air in this
space is kept under reduced pressure; in the event of a break in
a coolant pipe, the released steam will be sucked into this space
where it is doused with cold water to condense it.

FOLLOW-UP
NO OTHER topic can generate emotional
outbursts quite like nuclear power. It is
seen to be an evil, insidious con -game

' perpetrated on us by power- and money -
hungry officials who are toying with the
public safety for their own ends. Anti-
nuclear people are willing to argue
vehemently and violently, and often with
a curious lack of facts.

Some of this misinformation is
understandable. The intricacies of the
technology are difficult to explain to the
public, and the media are naturally temp-
ted to feed the public's paranoia to in-
crease circulation. It's interesting to note
that a survey published in Scientific
American shows that the majority of peo-
ple polled placed the nuclear power in-
dustry in the five most dangerous occupa-
tions. In fact, it is one of the safest
available. There is no valid evidence, for
instance, to show that CANDU reactors
are a threat to the community; they've
been operational at Pickering since 1971,
and by now there should be some hard
evidence concerning radiation exposures.
Nuclear power is claimed to cost about
40% of the price of fossil fuel generation,
including capital costs; the $1 billion
repair bill for the recent tubing failure in-
cludes standby power from fossil fuels, as
well as a complete overhauling of the reac-
tors, which would have been done in the
future anyway.

On the negative side, there is a distur-
bing amount of nuclear waste generated.
At the moment, it is kept on -site, but
eventually a permanent disposal method
will be necessary, and this will involve
transporting the waste. Secondly, the
claims by the industry that any spills are
below "safe levels" brings in the problem
of defining "safe"; there is little agree-
ment here among biologists. Thirdly,
reactors may be a stepping -stone to the
production of nuclear weapons, and the
CANDU's market includes politically
unstable countries. Lastly, the high
capital costs of reactors may divert fun-
ding from research into other power
sources.

In summary, the excellent safety and
reliability record of the CANDU means
that it will be around for some time; it
bridges the gap between dwindling fossil
fuels and the far -distant fusion reactor or
its equivalent. The negative points mean
that the fission method should only be
considered a temporary measure; we're
still looking for the ideal power source.

The sad truth is that society allows
people to die to keep processes
economical. Airplanes, cars, highways,
and coal mines are all less safe than they
could be because a certain number of
deaths is cheaper than safety measures.
On this basis, nuclear generation is one of
our best power sources; it deserves con-
structive criticism instead of hysteria.
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MAIL ORDERS PERIPHERAL CARDS
We accept; Personal Cheques, Postal Money Orders,
Certified Cheques, Travelers Cheques, Visa, American
Express, Mastercard, Bank Draft. We ship C.O.D. only by
CANPAR and Truck. We do not use Canada Post C.O.D.
We will send your goods via CANPAR or Canada Post
unless you say otherwise. You will be charged a min
$3.00 for delivery and handling or more if your goods are
heavier than the $3.00 weight or if you specify another
delivery service that charges more. All Ont res + 7%
sales tax. We sell wholesale to any retail store or other
reseller with a sales tax exemption #. as long as a
realistic quantity is bought. We ship within a week if in
stock and we will cancel any backorders over 4 weeks
unless otherwise instructed. 20% Restocking Charge.

IBMPCrm STUFF
As everyone knows Big Blue has some nice machinery
out there and everyone is wondering whether or not
"CLONES" will emerge for that market. The answer is
yes and no. The software used by the IBM PC is freely
available on the legal market and several clones have
appeared that run most of the PC software. The Colum-
bia, Eagle, Corona and Garcia's board to name a few.
These all are 95% compatible with the PC but are very
expensive, nearly as much as the real thing. So I thought
long and hard and came up with what I consider an ex-
cellent idea. Namely to redesign the PC main board and
put all of it's functionality on two standard sized IBM PC
plug in cards. Now these two cards would be plugged in-
to the IBM bus (like S-100, but with 62 pins and off board
regulation) connected to a power supply, keyboard and
would run just like a PC with 100% software compatibili-
ty and be fully legal in that no proprietary software
would be used that could not be legally acquired. The
project has now been fully debugged and will be
available for sale at the end of September 1983. The
items that will be available are;
(A) Mother board with 3, 6 or 9 slots
(B) Edge Connectors for above.
(C) Power supply
(D) Nice looking cabinet good for 2 drives, closely
resembling the real thing.
(E) Keyboard, 4 wire serial, in nice box with curly cord.
(F) Main board, Has CPU, 10, DISC Ctrl, Serial, Parallel
ports, Math chip.
(G) Memory/Video board, has 256K and monochrome
video

The pricing for all these items will be available at the
end of September as will much more extensive
literature.
The main advantage this system has is it can be very
cheap compared to the real thing yet just as capable.
Look for an article in this magazine soon.

IBM PROTOTYPING BOARDS

(A) Wire wrap board for general use. Has 100% of area
full of holes on 0.1" spacing with a DB-25 and a DB-9
footprinted at the outboard end for 10 $34.95
(B) Memory/Prototype board. A unique board that has a
256K, 4 bank memory fully roughed in with all common
traces bussed but with all parity, bank select, 64/256 K
chip select brought out to WW pins so that up to 1M can
be quickly wrapped. This is all down at the inboard end
and takes up 40% of the board. The other 60% is fully
covered with holes on 0.1" spacing for WW use. This
board also has a DB-25 and a DB-9 footprint.
(C) Bench motherboard, a 6 slot motherboard with pro-
per power traces for setting up an IBM system on the
bench. Has connector that takes the 6502 board power
supply (even though it is not powerful enough for a full
IBM system it is good enough for a 2 board system
without hard disc, like ours). Bare PCB $29.95
Edge connectors for the above 6 needed ea. $4.50

MODEM

The attractive EMP modem, a 300 baud direct connect
modem that Is Bell 103 compatible. Full CSA approved
complete with manual and modular phone plug for quick
connection. Just the thing for our new dial -in catalog.
Operates as either answer or originate end and full
duplex data flow. Has carrier detect light for easy
monitoring. Many of these have been sold at ....$199.00
Parts Galore Special Price $99.00

Parts
ELECTRONIC
COMPUTER

Galore
316 College St., Toronto. M5T 1S3
(416) 925.1105 (416) 925.8291

OUR 6502 BOARD
Now only $24.95, still with
all the versatility of the
original and a full 8 slots.

SOLID AB
CASE
NUMERIC
549.95
STANDARD
539.95

ASCII KEYBOARDS
a a Ins a to
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Our ASCII keyboards are by ALPS, a famous Japanese
switchmaker and feature high quality debounced swit-
ches. Full upper and lower case capability. Direct plug
in compatible with all 6502 boards and 'SURF' board.
Available in numeric and std style.
(a) Standard KB $89.00
(b) Numeric KB $99.00

POWER
SUPPLY

Our Famous "BLACK BEAUTY" power supply, now
reduced in pipe but not in quality. Our ratings are 5V -5A;
12V -2.5A; -5A-1/4A; -12V-1 A for real. Make sure that any
other power is ipply that lays claim to this rating actually
does so. Labels are cheap and we have seen many of the
old silver power supplies unchanged except for the
label. Easily peals all the rest $99.95
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SYSTEM
SAVIOUR

Hot and getting hotter??? Got an older power supply???
Then you need a SYSTEM SAVIOUR. This is not a
religious object, it is a nicely packaged 31/2" muffin fan
in a molded plastic housing that fits against the slots on
the side of our 6502 computer case and draws out the
hot air. Widely used by all major political parties,
especially the NDP, now at a new low -low price. Com-
plete with 2 grounded 3 wire switched sockets, pilot
light, surge protector and on -off switcd to turn off your
system and :wo plugged in items $55.95

New low prices.
A) Z-80 A versatile card that uses an onboard Z-80 CPU to

run :he vast array of programs written for the 8080 and
Z-80 under the CP/Mtm operating system, on your Ap-
ple"' or compatible 6502 machine. Sold as a bare PCB
with assembly data .$15.00. or wired and tested .$69.95

B) 80 Character, fully compatible with Videx" card, a
direct copy fully compatible with all common word pro-
cessing programs and accounting programs. Sold as
bare PCB with assembly data $15.00. or wired and
test ad $89.95

C) 16K, commonly called a language card, has a jumper to
get precise timing signals from the mother board so that
CPM will run to perfection. Sold as a bare PCB with
assembly data ...$15.00. or wired and tested $59.95

D) Floppy Disc card, allows one to control up to two 51/4"
flex ble disc drives from one 6502 machine. Sold as bare
PCE with assembly data $15.00 or wired and
tested $59.95

E) Shamrock 13/16 Sector autoselect controller card.
Allows use of the older Appletm program base with
automatic selection of DOS for 13 or 16 sector. Sold only
as a wired and tested card for $79.95

F) Appletm Prototype card; a standard sized card that has
bee, optimized for wire wrapping. There are no power
runs around the board so that a maximum density board
can be wrapped.

G) Tarr ecard; Our copy of the "WILDCARD"tm that allows
user to make a copy of a program while it is running us-
ing hold states so that back-up copies can be made by
the buyer of copy -protected software. Sold as a bare
PCE with assembly data for . . $20.00 or wired and tested
..$79.95 Disc for above with program copy hints . .$8.95

H) 128K card, a copy of the Saturn card allows use of 128K
memory with your 6502 machine. Sold as a bare PCB
with assembly data for . . $25.00, Wave soldered with no
IC's ... $69.95. or wired and tested with 64K . . .$149.95
128K $239.95

Remember, any bare PCB is $15.00 and the following
who esale discount applies, so get together in a group.
10 PCB © $10.00 ea., 25 PCB @ $9.00 ea., 50 PCB a
$8.50 ea., 100 PCB a $8.00 ea., and 500 PCB at $7.50 ea.
You can order any combination of PCB that reaches the
discount number but they must all go to the same ad-
dress.
The summer of 83, a summer of very low prices on the
peripheral cards and 74LSTTL is over. There is now a
severe shortage of 4116, 4164, all 74LSTTL and as of this
issue we can no longer honour the previous deep dis-
count price structure. Maybe next depression.

GREAT
DEAL

THE GREAT DEAL
CARRIES ON FOREVER AND GETS BETTER
We made an even better buy on over 1000 sets of power
supply, 6502 board, numeric keyboard and numeric ABS
case (solid coloured ABS All the way through, not just
painted plastic) and can now offer the great deal with
numeric case and keyboard for the amazing price
of . $275.00
alorg with any 4 of the peripherals listed above as a
bare pcb with parts layout. The price is the same for
numeric or non -numeric styles of KB and case for this
greet deal. Please specify numeric or non -numeric when
you order.

AN EVEN GREATER
DEAL $800.00

WHAT ABOUT THOSE OF YOU WHO WANT AN EVEN
GREATER DEAL? WHERE DO WE GO FROM THE
GREAT DEAL? HERE'S WHERE. WE OFFER THE
FOLLOWING:
1. A wired and tested 6502 board.
2. Numeric case.
3. Numeric keyboard.
4. Heavy duty (BLACK BEAUTY) power supply.
5. Any 3 wired and tested peripheral boards from the
ones listed in this ad, less cable, except megabit RAM.
6. All the other bare peripheral boards that you don't
have in the above 3 wired and tested. The mega -bit and
tame bare cards are not included.
ALL FOR THE AMAZING PRICE OF $800.00

Circle Nom. 15 on Reader Service Card.
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The idea of the computer o
red long before the required
technology was available.
Here's a brief history of how
that technology developed.

The Electronic
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IT IS VERY rarely indeed that the birth of
a new era can be located exactly on a par-
ticular day. The explosion of the first
atomic bomb on 16th July, 1945 at
Alamogordo, New Mexico is the twentieth
century's most obvious candidate for the
title of a day which changed the world for
ever. But there have been a few others,
and the events of 23rd December 1947 at
the Bell Laboratories certainly give that 
date a strong claim to be one of history's
great turning points. On that day the
world's first transistor was made to work.

Some inventions creep up upon the
world rather than burst upon it. Faraday's
magnetic induction demonstration in
August 1831 took a good half -century to
turn into even the beginnings of an electric
power industry while radio dawned so
gradually that we cannot even say with
any certainty who transmitted the first
signal. Some inventions, like television,
were eagerly awaited for decades before
anyone could produce a workable system,
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hi e radio-teleph
around fo s before anybody;
what could be done with them.

But the transistor fell into Tone
these categories. Its birth that day
represented the pinnacle of nearly thirty
years' concentrated research by some of
the most talented physicists in the world,
all labouring with the conscious aim of
constructing a solid-state analogue of the
radio tube. And over the previous three
years, Bell Labs alone had invested several
million dollars and some of its best re-
searchers in the project. Nor were the im-
plications of the event lost on those pre-
sent. No one had much idea of the sort of
world that the transistor would have pro-
duced thirty-five years later, but all those
who were there seem to have been con-
scious that something out of the ordinary
had happened and that things would never
be the same again. In the event it took a
decade for the transistor to be perfected
and built into electronic technology, but
when this happened it pushed the science
of electronics into an age of exponential
growth which has done more to change
the world in the last generation than steam
did in the two centuries before that.

e its near -contemporary, the a:
bones the transistor is a classic case
development not by technological p
but by demand-pull. The state wanted the
bo and the corporations wanted the
tr or for their own purposes, and
both were prepared, whether the project
turned out to be feasible or not, to invest
any amount of money and time and
research talent towards achieving it.

The idea of solid-state transducer was
almost as old as radio itself. In fact, radio
wave detection began with a primitive
semi -conductor, the coherer, and con-
tinued for many years afterwards with
another form of the semi -conductor in the
shape of the crystal detector. Looking
back, you might almost see the half cen-
tury of thermionic tube development
following Fleming's diode of 1904 as a
blind alley in electronics history. Tubes
came in largely to make up for the defi-
ciencies of the crystal detector: its fragil-
ity, its need for constant delicate adjust-
ment and above all it puny current output.
Tube manufacture began by having access
to all the resources and experience of the
light -bulb industry out of which it had ac-
cidentally sprung, and the tube's versatili-
ty as oscillator, detector or amplifier led
to it dominating radio from about 1919
onwards.

40-OCTOBER- I 983-ETI



For business or pie
there's more of what
you're looking for at
Gladstone Electronics!
m 45icro - rodtt

ORIC

Timex Stair 1000

Gladstone 64K RAM

Thandar

ZX99 Automatic Tape Controller

Whatever your needs.... Test Equipment,
Home & Business Computers, Software,
Books, Peripherals, Audio equipment,
Speakers and more.... WE HAVE IT ALL!

1983.84 Product Catalogue

GIBDST011 LECTREMICS
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AT A SCALED- DOWN PRICE...
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9.99
TIMEX SINCLAIR 1016
16K Memory Module
Versatile module allows aocess te greater
amounts of user data and an increased
variety of more sophisticated software.

eo 0 9.95

ER

TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000
Compact Personal Computer

The $69.95 Computer
gully progranmable, it features a 2K memory capacity (that
San be easily- expanded to 16K), more than 60 BASIC commands, 27
7raphic syrnaols, and complete mathematical functions.

Timex Sincliir 1600 comes complete with everything needed to
get started, 3n AC adaptor, TV and audio cassette recorder
connector& and a learning guide. Just hook it up to a TV and

audio cassete recorder and it's ready to go.

Accessability Through affordability. A computer that now anyone and
everyone can atfod to own!

$134.99
TIMEX SIN
2040 F rintei
For comple. e graphics and ext print ng capabilities. the Timex Sinc1ali.
2040 Perso .ai Printer. Connects direetly to the rear of your cornputecv;,..t
wing a staable connecto so jou can plug in a RAM pack

Sinclair ZX81
personal
computer $59.88

$119.88

ZX Printer
Order toll free 1-800-268-3640 In Ont. (416) 787-1448

,,i_s,474`kg"



Thor's right, 64K RAM for your Timex Sinclair, fora great low
cowl Increased production allows lower price on this American
mode quality RAM pock. 64K e;:pands -ne cop-cicry of the
TS1000 to its maximum, enobkng longer programs and
greater databases. Completely re labie ald warranted for 6

ladstone

64K RAM
Expand your
TS41000 to its
maximu
G64

!$159.9

months. Precis on -poling of the case with c dose cosmerc
march to the finish of the T rnex Sinclair computE 3Iadstone's
64K RAM odds programming power to the dreody powerful
Timex Sinclair 151000

Professional Keyboard
with metal case K71

A full sized professional key board for TS ipocyzxo . Features
47 keys and a full-sized space bar. Connects to the T51000/
ZX81 with no soldering required, via plug-in flexible
connector Expansion devices (i.e. RAM etc) connect to rhe -

TS1000/ZX8 I edge -connector which extends 'Tom the rear of
the cabinet.
 American made  keycap legends will NOT wear our
 Keys with life rued at 20 MILLION cycles

r -s
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Gladstone's BASICARE Micro System
A totally unique series of modules to upgrade the ZX81 and T/S10
computers. Expand the address space up to 1 megabyte!

Gladstone's BASICare Micro
System modules are an advanced
series of adc-ons to truly expand the
capabilities of the ZX81 and T/S1000
computers. Now, you can develop
your Timex Sinclair into
sophisticated computing system.

This exciting system is a sen
of separate modules that perform a
whole range of microcompotmg func-
tions. They simply (and firmly) stack
together. You buy the hardware you
want and acd to the system. Each
module may have a separate .unc-
ton, or may integrate seve-al 'unc-
tions. And when you want more ...
you add more!

In short, you can develop an en-
tire range of hardware options that fit
together to form a complete package
... "Computing" in the real sense of
the word.

Apart from its good looks and
stability under operating conditions,
Gladstone's 13ASICare Micro System
offers a fantastic range of options.

The heal of the system is uni-
que computer interface ca:led the
PERSONA. This one unit DI igs into
the ZX81 or TrS 1000 without
modification and acts as the
"orains" of the whole operation.
Thereafter you choose how you want
to expand by simply plugging in more
modules.

PERSONA
Interfaces
wIth your

GLADSTONE'S BASICare
Mcro System Modules:

Persona - An interface module to
enable an ORGANIC MICRO to grow
or the ZX81 or T/S 1000. It buffers in
all the signals from the expansion
port via a ribbcn cable. It then talks to
°trier modules via a 64 -way Organic
Bus configured so that it fits onto the
given ZX81 Memory Address Map.

B20 $79.95

MINIMAP - the key module for adding
large amounts of memory although a
few memory modules can be used
without it. Extends the 64K of :he ad-
dress space up to a possible 1 Mbyte.
The space is organized into ,,erti cal
64K pages. Up to 16 pages can be
supported. All this memory can be
defined dynamically from within a
prowam .. allowing (for example) a
program in one segment to
manipulate the contents of various
data segments B21 $79.95

3

RAM 08 - a low cost. low power
memory expandable from 2K to 8K by
plugging in extra chips in the vacant
sockets. Located in a region of ad-
dress space not used by BASIC pro-
grams, is therefore ideal for data or
machine coded routines mlich might
be shared by several programs

822 $69.95

RAM 16 - 16K Add on memory at
remarkably low cost. On -board ad-
dress decoding permits
simultaneous use of many RAM 16
modules in conjunction with

B23 $69.95

 RAM 64 - a true 64K of memory expan-
sion arranged as four blocks of 16K
all of which can be used
simultaneously under the control of
Minimap. B24 $199.95

DROM - ultra low power memory
backed by rechargeable battery for
non-volatile storage of programs and
data. An invaluable module. especial-
ly for saving programs under deyelcp-
ment or often used routines or data, it
makes tedious cassette savine and
loading unnecessary. Individual 2K
blocks can be protected against ac-
cidental overwriting. B25 $99.95

TOOLKIT - accepts up to 8K of utility
programs in EPROM/ROM. Located in
address space after ZX81 on- eoard
ROM, allows for calling of Toolkit-
held routines via the USR function.

B26 $59.95

TS1000 S15

INPUT/OUTPUT MODULES

PERICON a - a general purpose. user
programmable c:evice with 24 lines of
I/O. Up to four can be used
simultaneously allowing basic I/0,
strobed I/O, and bidirectional 8 bit
data transfer with handshakes.

B27 $69.95

PERICON b - is- for access anc con-
trol of the outside world. 24 lines
capable of directly operating relays
or driving long signal lines. On -board
address decoding allows
simultaneous use of up to four such
modules. B28 $69.95
PERICON c a Centronics type
parallel interface permitting an
80 -column clot matrix printer to be
connected. B29 $99.95

HOW MEMORY IS ORGANIZED IN

GLADSTONE'S BASICARE SYSTEM

With Gladstone BASICARE modules,
memory is arranged in 64K PAGES.
Each page has the structure of figure
1. The starting address of each SEG-
MENT has been ncluded.

0000

2000

4000

8000

A000
B000

ROM (8K)

TOOL (8K)

FILE A (16K)

DATA (8K)

PATH (4K)
SLOT (4K)

FILE B (16K)

Write, phone or coma in for full specification listings.



ZX81
Each SEGMENT in the 64K

'SAGE has a specialized use dictated
by the design of the T/S 1000. The
TOM area is the TIS 1000 ROM, anc
contains the BASIC interpreter aid
operating system. PATH is for future
applications. SLOT is used connec-
tion with the peripheral modules

FILE A is the normal residence
o' BASIC programs. FILE B is used in
the best place for your own machine
coded routines, and can also be used
for data. Can also contain user-
cie.red characters (via USERFONT).
DATA is extra space for data, and can
a so be used for BASIC.

With MINIMAP in use, large
aerounts of memory are available. It
is then possible to have many BAS C
p-cg'ams, and several TOOL and
DATA SEGMENTS distributed net -
wean different pages.

The unique way in which
memory is addressed allows for the
extreme flexibility and usefulness of
tee system. BASIC programs in one
PAGE can be used to manipu ate
:ale in another PAGE. TOOL and
DATA segments can be used in a
similar fashion. Many BASIC ore-

TS1000 TS1 500
grams can be s multaneously resi-
dent in different PAGES. It is possible
to instantly switch between them_
One might, for example, use the out-
put of a program n one PAGE as the
input to a general graphics program
resident in another PAGE. MINIMAP
will support sixteen PAGES of TOOL
and DATA.

HOW CAN GLADSTONE'S
BASICARE MODULES BE
USED?

A simple system (without MINIMAP)
could consist of, for example, a RAIA
08 with USERFONT option, in which
2K of RAM was used for program.
mable characters, and a RAM 16. Th s
system would be good for graphics
games, and could use all usual 16K
software for ZX8- and TIS 1000. Addi-
tion of PERICON modules would
enable control o' the outside world,
iecluding adding a printer if desires.

Adding a DROM would be useful
developing programs and saving
macine code routines. For the soft-
ware writer, the combination of RAM
16. DROM, and PERICON c would be
perfect.

For machina control applica-
tions up io four of each FERICON
modules can be used to give a total
of 96 high curren- output lines, 16 I/O
lines and four CENTRONICS printer
drivers.

Larger systems can be con-
structed using MINIMAP. Up to 16
BASIC programs can be co resident
sharing the resources of u3 to six-
teen DATA and TOOL segments. This
is usually called -nulti-tasking and is
normally only ava labie on very ex-
pensive systems.

By us ng data `des in FILE A and
FILE B space, manipulated by TOOL -
held machine code routines, an enor-
mous fast access data base can be
created. A menu -driven enquiry
system cojid be cevelcped, for exam-
ple. For animated graphics games
the system is unrivalled, allowing, for
example, the multiplexing of complex
backgrounds with moving
goregrounds on several screens.
each possibly controlled by a dif-
ferent program.

ZX99 Automatic Tape Controller
The logical extension to the TS1000 i ZX81

giving data and word processing
*DATA PROCESSING
Th? ZX99 VIPs you full software con-
troi of up to four tape decks two for
inc-._dhlg and two for saving) airowinc

ixin3' of data files to update and
mcdify them. This is achieved by using
Inc .eeote sockets of the tape decks

7ortrol their motors as commandec
cy aprogram..
*PRINTER INTERFACE
The ZX99 has a RS232C intertade
wlowing you direct connnection with
any such serial printer using the in-
dustry standard ASCII character code
(you can now print on plain paper in up-
per and lower case and .uP to 132
onaracters per line.)

'MANY SPECIAL FEATURES
AUTOMATIC TAPE TO TAPE COPY:
You can copy any data file regardless

VA'.11111101105M.4.151/31/.

.71$219.95

111111.1111.1din.1114219111.10K^OIMMIN.C1.441.11...r...11111.413.e..A,

DCP Speech
D80

$1 49. 95
Add high quality solid-state speech to. your
ZX81 or TS1000. Many applications in
personal computing education, and
industry. DCP Speech Pack contains all the
letters of the alphabet, numbers zero to
over a million, and some other general
words. Easy to use under ZX81/TS1000

of -your memory L.Apacity is C90 hos ap-
prox. 203K bytes on It) as It is toaced
through the Sin.::lairblock by block
TAPE BLOCK SKIP. without destroying
the contents of memory.
DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION toasstst
in achieving the best recording set-
tings.
The ZX99 contains its own 2K -.ROM
.which acts as an xtension to the firm-
ware already resident in your ZX81'S
own ROM. The ZX99's ROM contains
the tape operatMg system. whose
functions are accessed Oa Basic USR
function calls. Each function has an
entry address which must be quoted
after the USR keyword: All cf the func-
tions can be used in program
statements, or immediate com-
mands (,.e. both Statements with fine
numbers and commands without
them).

,
Mt.". worsNrelar

control using POKE, commands (fully
explained in manual). The DCP Speech
Pack connects directly onto.the rear of your
ZX81.TS1000. It can be used in addition to
a RAM Pack, Printer or other accessories.
Contains its own speaker and volume
control, and allows an external extension to
be added. Additional Word Pack ROMs are
available and simply plug into sockets
inside the Speech Pack to extend the
vocabulary of the unit.

4
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TS1500TS1000

PIECIMPRK 64k

MEMOPACK 64K MEMORY EXTENSION A64 $219.95
The 64K Memopak extends the memory of the ZX81 by 56K, and with the ZX81 gives 64K, which is neither switched nor paged and is directly addressable. The
unit is user transparent and accepts commands such as 10 DIM A(9000)
Breakdown of memory areas ... 0 -8K -Sinclair ROM. 8-16K. This area can be used to hold machine code for communication between programmes or peripherals.
16 -64K -A straight 48K for normal Basic use.

MEMOPAK 32K and 16K MEMORY EXTENSIONS A32 $139.95 / A16 $49.95
These two packs extend and complete the Memotech RAM range (for the time being!) A notable feature of the 32K pack is that it will run in tandem with the
Sinclair 16K memory extension to give 48K RAM total.

MEMOPACK HIGH RES GRAPHICS PACK A70 $119.95
The Memopak HRG gives you the opportunity to program at dot level thus opening up a world of design, geometry, videogames and animation to the TS1000/
ZX81 user.
The pack contains a 2K EPROM chip packed full with 30 machine code functions easily called by a BASIC program. These functions offer a fascinating range of
graphic effects at dot, line, character, block and page levels. For example, the SKETCH function allows the user to design hisown characters, images or
patterns. A full screen of 192 x 248 dots or HRG pixels is stored in a video page of memory and the number of video pages stored is limited only by your RAM size
(each video page requires 6.2K of memory). Animated effects can be obtained by rapidly rotating the video pages on the screen.

MEMOPAK CENTRONICS TYPE PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE A71 $119.95
This pack introduces your TS10002X81 to a range of full-scale professional printers of the Centronics parallel interface type, including dotmatrix and daisy
wheel, tractor and friction had printers.
The Interface is fully compatible with the TS1000/ZX81 code to the standard ASCII code; in addition lowercase characters are generated from the TS1000/ZX81
inverse character set. The Centronics Interface is compatible with all Memotech products and with a suitable printer will print output from our High Resolution
Graphics pack and from the special international character sets. Connecting Cable for I/F A80 $35.00

The Memotech Keyboard comes with a Buffer Pack that simply plugs in behind the TS1000/ZX81. As a result you will NOT have to:  open your TS1000/ZX81;
 do any soldering;  recase your TS1000/ZX81; or  risk invalidating your TS1000/ZX81 warranty.

The Buffer Pack comes already connected up with cable to the Keyboard itself, which is free standing, Any Memopak or Sinclair memory pack can be attached
behind the Buffer Pack. Of course the product is fully compatible with the rest of the Memotech range as well as the TS1000/ZX81 memory pack, and printer.

Plug-in ROM's
Memotech Software Packs

Memocalc (Spreadsheet)

This is a spreadsheet analysis pack which provides an extensive grid for calculations and projections of a mathematical kind. It is ideal for planning in a financial
or engineering environment. The user may enter either raw values or numerous and substantial equations (drawing on the full range of Sinclair maths functions)
in a grid of up to 7000 numbers.
The screen window can be scrolled or sent directly to any part of the grid, and the line and column labels are always present. The functions are flexible but simple
and the user is closely guided as he progresses.
This software includes a useful decimal option and total, sub -total and repeat functions. Results may be either stored on cassette or put out to a printer (ZX or
commercial). The pack comes fully documented so that the user can master the Memocalc rapidly. A81 $79.95

Memotext (Word Processor)
The Memotext Word Processor brings commercial standards of text editing to your TS10002X81 computer. Text is first arranged in 32 character lines for the
screen with comprehensive editing facilities. On output the user simply chooses the line length required for printing and the system does the rest. Used with the
Memopak Centronics Interface, the Word Processor makes available printout with 80 character lines, upper and lower case and single and double size
characters. A82 $79.95

Memopak Assembler
The Memotech Z80 Assembler is designed for users who really want to roll up their software sleeves and get down to precisely controlling the power of their
TS1000/ZX81. It allows you first to code and edit a source program in the Z80 language, and then assemble it into machine code. You can now write flexible and
economic programs, tailor-made in every detail to your own needs, and free from the extravagant use of time and space required by BASIC. The Editor mode
allows you to code directly in the right format, manipulate individual lines and control the exact placing of source and machine code. Routines may be merged or
listed (even to a commerical printer with our Centronics Interface). The assembler mode handles all standard Z80 mnemonics, numbers in hex or decimal,
comments and user -selected labels. Become an expert software engineer with this pack and its accompanying documentation. A83 $79.95
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Memotech Keyboard
$149.95
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MEMOTECH lievboard

The Memotech Keyboard comes with a Buffer Pack that simply plugs in behind the TS- 000
ZX81. As a result you will NOT have to:  open your TS1000/ZX 31;  do any soldering:  re -
case your TS1000,2X81: or  risk invalidating your TS1000/ZXE1 warranty.
The Buffer Pack comes already connected up with cable to the Keyboard itself, wh ch is
free standing. Any Memopak or Sinclair memory pack can be attached behind the Euffer
Pack. Of course the product is fully compatible with the rest of the Memotech range as well
as the TS1000/ZX81 memory pack, and printer.

PERMANENT MEMORY! xz .n1T5g-0000

CRAMIC-81 Program Your OwnStore 16K even with power switched off!
CRAMIC-81 is a 16K RAM pack using
CMOS technology for permanent
data retention. Data can be stored
almost indefinitely and loaded
almost instantly with virtually zero
chance of error

CRAMIC-81 module uses chips
made in a special CMOS technology
which require only a tiny amount of
power to retain data when not actual-
ly in operation. Used on its own
it behaves like an ordinary Rampack
EXCEPT that it can be powered down
and removed. Program and data in it
is permanently stored when this is
done. C12 $229.95

MEMIC-81

Faster than a Floppy .... Easier than an Eprom

MEMIC 81.2 is a 4 kilobyte Rampack for the TS1000/
ZX81 which can store programs WITHOUT POWER.
A state-of-the-art Lithium battery supplies the tiny
power requirement of the Special technology
memories used. MEMIC-81.2 resides in the 8-12K
area of the memory map but can be moved within the
8-16K area.
MEMIC-81.2 enhances the TS1000/ZX81 by
providing almost instant, error -free availability of
stored programs. The doors to imaginative hobby and
industrial applications are opened. C11 $89.95

C10 2K S79.95

Toll free order line 1800-2683460
In Ont. (416) 787-1448
Gladstone Electronics,
1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7

DREAM -81 Plug-in ROM's!
64K RAM PACK with o difference!

DREAM -81 is a memory expanshon unit for the
TS1000/ZX81 which gives it the tote amount of RAM
its processor can address. The processor cannot
always use all this RAM since parts of the memory
map may be required for other purposes in a system
The 0-16K area has therefore been made de -
selectable. A ROM socket is also provided which may
contain up to 16K (27128) of EPROM. Permanently
stored information in EPROM can quickly be loaded
into RAM without errors. C16 $219.95

DLOPROM - 81
Professional EPROM programmer

Eproms are a very cheap and convenient method of
storing information without fear o its corruption or
loss. Eprom programmers have been either
expensive (and difficult to use or cheap and
unreliable (and difficult to use). BLOPROM-81 uses a
wholly new 'friendly screen' approach to user
instructior which makes User Notes almost
unnecessary. At the same time it provides
professional features which instruments costing 10
times as much can't provide. C14 $229.95

ROM - 81
Provides two 24 pin sockets for up to 8K of memory
expansion for the ZX81. Two 2716's or 2732's can be
mapped in the 8-16K area. EPROMs require
programmers such as BLOPROM-81 to write into
them, after which they retain data without the need for
power. Slow or fast EPROMs may be used. Location
and device types are push -on link selectable.

Control or other programs can be permanently kept in
these ROMs and moved into RAM with a simple
PRINT USR .... command. C13 $45.95

PROMER - 81
A low cost ZX81/TS1000 Eprom programmer
for 2516, 2532, 2716, 2732. Its low price should
persuade users to put their programs in
Eproms. Pricing tables, toolkits, educational
and scientific programs, assemblers, text
editors etc., can be instantly and reliably called
up from ROM readers like ROM -81 and
DREAM -81.

All the standard programmer functions of
CHECK, SPECIFY, READ, PROGRAMME and
VERIFY are provided. The control program
contains various safety features e.g. a check on
Vpp status before executing a task. User Notes
give easily understood guidance on procedure,
and the additional routines necessary for
blowing Eproms to work with the ZX81 /TS1000.

Four 9V batteries are required, to provide a
regulated programming voltage. The control
program is supplied on tape. The menu driven
program with on -screen prompts is designed to
make it easy for the newcomer. PROMER-81
comes assembled and tested, with an
extension connector at the real.. C15 $59.95
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Best Selling Household Management
ZX81 Software TS1000 Business & Professional

r,
art

Fastload
An incredible breakinrough in TS1.001-and
ZXSI 'software devebpment. Enables imu to
load and save programs up to 6 tines ta.er
that normal. You can easily convert your
rxisfins programs intc new I.P.S. FASTLOAD
programs. And unlike other systems ND
ADDITIONAL HARDWARE is requited!
FASTLOAD has wee rave reviews from
and has proven to be exceptionally rebottle in
test after test. Occupies only 112K of rrner-uvry.
Adcitional features include verification of
proper loading, and catalog of program earres
and memory usage. Complete with
comprehensive user manual.
Z61 $ 24.95

ZXFo -th
FORTH is an interactive, compiled anguage
that expands the capabilities the TS 10110
nd ZXB1. It has the simplicity of BASIC Out

runs up to ten times faster! FORTH'S most
cis tincture feature is its flexibility. Its unit is re
WORD. The programmer car use exist. ig
WORDS to define nes, ones. ZX FORTE_ bas
eves 25: commands and occupies only 114 of
nernory Works on In bit numoers. anc
includes some 32 bit arithmetic routines.
Conies complete with a comprehensv3 60 -
page i.sriprogramme- manual.
743 $ 39.95

ZX Bug
Machine Code Monitor and
Disassembler
2XBUG is a pow2,-ful tool for Old ne
lancuaar programming. It is 4K long anc vies
memory from 71E0 to the top memory $X
FUG works in hexadecimal (lase Di). nit
decimal, so all addres:es are a maximum of 4
Hex hits king. Provides a total of 28 comm in ts

Z41 $ 19.95

TO3ikit
100LKIT adds these 9 new, poirstifol
fonctiom to your ccroputer: 3erromar-int
Memory indicator, Print all string and
numerical variables. Find any string up to 255
characters long. Replace any ,strins..: by any
other string, Transfer programs to Rat -ton.
Join two programs together, Remove all ?EM
sr atements. Delete yi holy sections at orn
Z42 $ 19.95

Z -Aid
2 -AID is a programmer's tool, addr-g 5
impel tanfunctions to 11S 1000, 2X81
compute,. VERIFY checks for corrupts d
program saves; MSAVE wild covy any
oinsinuOus block of memory between C and
32767; MLOAD allows entry to the me notv
Saved using MSAVE. TPTR allow< ;n.-trit
access variables: CHAIN links two BASICp-ograrr.s together.

798 $ 19.95

ZX Assembler
This Machine Code program occupies 7.4 of
memory and locates itself at the toy of

errory. The program is a full I die
Aasernbkr and Monitor, Labels may be us xi
instead it, any string. The features incl lee i

5--sestior Delete, insert Characters. 'ono
R :meat on all key's. The monitor has facildos to
respect riemory. registers and run machi
crude programs.
Z10 $ 19.95

tilmt
In Ont. pita) 787-1448
Gladstone Electronics, 1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7

Personal Financial
Planning Pack
Contains 2 tapes w th a detailed reference
instruction manual to help you gain and
maintain contro of your personal finances. The
programs incsor: Chelcbook babncing:
Personal Net Wor:h; iludw-. Plan (for home or
business); Mortgage Plan.
Z53 $ 39.95

Personal Stock Market
Planning
Contains four programs recorded on 2 tapes.
accompanied by a tetaled manual. To help
you plan, record and control your stockmarket
activities. These psi:grans have been adapted
for the Val and I/S 1000 irom routines used
in large scale computers by a leading software
house. Programs bdude: Dow Jones Moving
Average; Personal Stock/Bond Transaction
Recorder; Portfol o Review; Point and Figure.
Z54 $ 39.95

Business Pac 1: Cash
Management
The most needed inaicial a -alysis routines for
many business del....sions, plus a detailed guide
on how to ,Ise titer. Five long programs are
supplied on 2 rras,:ettes. bvaluable aid for the
business man. Break Even Ar alysis. Cat h Flow
Analysis, Pnyba.rk Cyrialysis, Internal Bate of
Return. Der rvciz,t on Analysis.

7.49 $ 39.35

Business Pac
Project Scheduler
Proposal Sheet.

Time is the must Yalu:able, cesnmodity tor the
businessman. Pro err Scheduler helps you
keep track c f we -14 it progress and billings in
progress. Propose I Shen is a tool to help you
quickly record work irems a id hours. 71-Illing
rates, overheads, razueriiU and labor costs, to
finalize your propnsat,
Z50 $ 19.95

Home Mathematics
Tutor Grad2s I to 6
Each package contains 32.fol 16K programs,
plus a 32 page weistibookrThe most ambitious
software prefect undertaken for the TSI000
demonstratirg the aaility of the computer to
aid in mathematics it struction. These are self -
teaching pre -grants v th sufficient fun and feed-
back to keep -young minds involved. Give your
child the TS1000 tee -ionic advantage. Com-
plete with handsome yinyl storage case,
MI (Grade fl through M6 0-.r.ade 6). Each
$ 29.95

Exciting New
Software

Tiny Logo
Let the world of computers fie come a
comfortable one for your child through the use
of this powerful and fun teaching language. In
the age of the computer. Tine Lego s the key
to helping your child to learn anc L rderstand
real computer programming. (Tiny Logo is a
sub -set of the popular MIT Logof

Z111 $ 24.95

Home Money Manager
This complete home budgeting system allows
you to establish your own budget categories.
keep track of monthly bills and income, and do
a monthly and year end balance sleet. No
bookkeeping knowledge is needed.

Z104 19.95

PIXEL
'TRADER' is an incredible game pack-
ed with fuly animated Illust-ations. It
is actually 48K long but is loaded in
three parts so that it can ri.r n your
16K RAM. The variables are passed
between programmes to give con-
tinuity. 13-C $24.95

'STARQUEST' ... You sea-ch the
galaxy fcr a habitable planet or col-
onisation, out discover they a. -e few.
You do Rid a host of planets cf great
mineral wea;th. You car, be aight in
the gravitational pull o' massive
black holes or come out of Hyper -
drive beside a star about to go super-
nova. YOJ run the gauntlet of vast
meteorite storms and are at acked by
hostile aliens.
If you survive all this, you are reward-
ed with a paradise planet. A New
Earth. P12 $19.95

2OR' ... In the style of a mediaeval
joust, two mighty robots joil ,f9rJzat-
tle on a remote and barrel .94rIet.
Your energy shield is being WO
away by Zor's onslaught; can libu
think and fire fast enough :u sgkr,a
your planet from enslave.mei-

P13 $19.95

'ENCOUNTER' ... Wha`. a'. first just
seems tc be another UFO sighting
turns into a nightmare. Your cariosity
and some unknown force draw you
into a waiting spacecraft.
Somewhere, lightyears away from
Earth, you are probed and examined
to determine your intelligence.
If you fail, you are jettisoned w'th the
garbage. If you pass, you are set back
on Earth. But if you do extremely well
...? Now its the Space invade's turn
to play vcu! P14 $19.95

"SUBSPACE STRIKER" - You are the com-
mander of the Subspace Striker "Sword-
fish", the most feared class of attack craft
in the galaxy.
Your mission is to disrupt the Federation
space lanek.to sever their vital supplies of
fuel and agris..
You arellJaltryto be attcked if youimiss.with
your tOtpedoes, but even if you hlt you
must Watch out!
"SUBSPACE STRIKER"  A new dimension
in spate warfare. A new dimension in
microcomputer games. P11 $19.95

Also available for Commodore VIC 20
see page

f. NEWSFLASH: rises announces new TS 3590 personal computer will run all ZX8 1 and TS1000,oftwarel



Computerized
DietDiet Program
Z47 $39-95

Gain control over your eating patterns. This is
an individually tailored. systematic weight loss
program. Uses a personal status assessment.
3ased on your assessment, the TS1000/
ZX81 becomes your monitor and feedback
system, allowing you to discretely track your-
self against your opdrium model. Complete
with a 22 page Guide Book, personal data stor-
age tape, and vinyl storage case.

KRAKIT''r Bored with
crosswords? Want a real mental challenge?
Try solving KRAKIT. tie ultimate adventure
and treasure hum: for the personal
microcomputer. KRAILIT consists of 12 clues
that will lead you around the world in search of
12 cities. 12 countries and 12 numbers. And if
you are clever enough o be the first to solve
tiese clues, then you c.ati win at least $20,000
prize money. Each cassette also includes a full
shed KRAKIT poster.at no charge!
248 $ 24.95

Chess Chcose from 4 games, for
beginner to Master!

Beginner (1K) Chess A single
level of play introduces Chess. Z87 $ 12.95

2K Chess ifer unexpanded TS10011:1)
Better graphics andra vastly improved range of
moves. 255 $ 19.9.5

Chess 1 (Enhanced) 16K Fee
graphics display with is levels of play. Choose
black or white. C.:as:ling and en passant. Save
games in progress. 7_85 $ 19.95

Chess II Master -rho ultimate 16K
chess for TS1000. 7 levels of play. Highest
rating tty finites Sinclair User magazine.
Z86 $ 29.95

Strategy Games

Run the Country A strat-
egy game of political and financial manage-
ment. What U,ould c ut 111, ii wu ratia country?
Here you can grapple with prof:ferns like infla-
tion, unemployment - foreign currency
exhange.it's-both fun and educational. Can
you de better than th,Y politicians?

Z77 $ 15.95

Around Europe in So, Hours
You are in ycer club in- London,
eriglerid where :,cu have just had a
blazing row with Sir Roger Partington-
Senythe, As a resulL.of this you have ac-
cepted a wager of $20,000 against your
travelling around western Europe and
returning within. 30 hours. In each
-capital city you v sit you must obtain a
souvenir. Z82 $15,95
Pop Star
A question and answer type game
simulating the exciting world of
popular music. Veill you make it big and

. become a star, cr go broke?

Z84 $12.95
Inheritance
Your Great -Uncle ,s planning to leave
nis entire estate to you, but first you
must prove you- tirancial acumen. If
you succeed in this first challenge, you
will then be invited to load part B where
greater opporturetes for riches await.

Z83 $15.95

Adventure & Fantasy

Alien Space Ship
A long involving wordadventure game for the
TS1000 and ZX81. While on space recon-
naissance. your ship has been dragged onto an
Enemy space c-uiser. They ate intent on taking
humanoid life toms as slaves. You must reach
their computer room and release your ship.
Fast and varied responses wise and there are
many different ways to wir tl-e game.

Z81 $19.95

Keys to Gondrun
Another invoking fantasy word game in which
you travel beneath the Enchanted Forest in
search of the missing keys of Gondrun the
Wizard. Program features real time monster
fights at 6 skill levels. Thee are alternative re-
sponses to ensure a different game every time.

Z95 $12.95

Planet of Fear
In this machine code program you
find yourself stranded on an alien
planet. On this planet you will meet
various hazards, including aliens, lit-
tle green rren, some natural - some
not. Your aim is to escape this planet
by finding your captured and disabl-
ed space ship. You really are the com-
mander of your computer. Z79 $19.5.5

Inca Curse
In this adventure yot, find yourself in
South America in the jungle, near an
as yet- uncisturbed MCA temple. In-

side this temple you will find lots of
treasure, your aim is to get out with
as much treasure as you can.
BEWARE, dc not let greed be your
downfall. Your adventure is complete
when you have returned to the jungle
clearing with treasure.
As this is a very long program, it has
cassette routines with which you can
save and load a game at aey stage.

Z80 $19.95

Arcade Games

Gobbleman Ai< elde action fue
for the tinnily. A superb reahNition of this excit
jug classic gal ie. shrnsitigthe true capability cri
the TS1900 it,ci Z7/81 committer Written it
machine code, this one ii fast. fun and chal-
lenging /70 519.95

Galaxy Invaders
art ode classk. masternut. translated -to the
TS1000 and Doff Prckect vote seven iiveu
against fleets if hos-Weimar:1/44s Fast. exciting
and unpredictable. 241 $19.95

ZX Galaxia
'ZX-Galaxians -is a good adaptipn to,
the 2X81 of the popular arcade game of
the same name. You are being attack-
ed in deep space by formations of
hostile Galaxians, and it is your mist
sion to prevent them from attacking
Earth by zapping them with your taser -
gun as they breakout of formation and
hurtle towards yo.0 Z72 $19.95 .

Invasion Forte,
The huge Mother sr ip hovers above
your base raining missiles and
bombs doPr onto you Blast through
Its force field and destroy it before
you are dis.ntegrated ... but don't hi:
the reconstruction lone& or all the
damage you did to the Mother ship is
instantly rebuilt! Fast paced machine
code actior.. The u-timate space
game! Z60 $19.95

Svrard of Peace Free you -sell from
a ciu-igeon to prove yourself worthy of
bexming the Monarch of Oz

Zctrbles Stranded on an island. your
on y hope to avoid the Zombies is to
lure them into potholes. Z74 $19.95

ZX Scramble
Pilot /our spacecraft through a fast
mov rg, complex space maze. Watch
out for missiles being fired from all
directions. You can shoot back or
evade them. Written in macnine code
for fast paced excitement 290 $19.95

Marne Rescue
Ycaur ZX8' becomes the command
console as a diver descends to the
sunken submarine Nautilus to rescue
as many of the stranded crew as
possible. It's a race against time as
you- oxygen supply nust be
replerished. It's also a constant bat-
tle against marauding sharks which
you can attempt to bias-. with your
lase:. Z96 $72.95
invaders
Fasernovirg, machine code version
of the famous arcade game, for the
16K ZX81. Shields are provided to
harp protect you from the oombs of
the marching aliens. Ten levels of
play trom easy to suicide. On screen
scoring. Why settle for a lesser pro-
gram when you can have "Invacers"?

Z62 $19.95

Famaey Games

Battleship
The :lassie confrontation oe two
ravel forces, Position your bat-
tleships, cruisers, dese-oeers and
subs, then search out your op-
ecnents' fleet. Keep your forces hid-
den while trying to sink the enemies.

Z56 $I 2 .9 5

Shell Game/Number Maze
Consests of 2 amazing games on one
ce ssette.
Sheit Game; Watch the "Hustler"
move -the shells! Try to keep track of
the "pea". Which 'shelf .,s it, under?
pet and guess! Can you beat the
game?
Number Maze: The computer version
of to popular pocket puzzle. Move
the number squares one' space at a
time until they are in orde-. A new and
deferent challenge every time.

259 $12.95

3D Monster Maze
Exceptional graphics! Can you find
your way through the maze? The exit
is there somewhere . bet so is a
T.eEX.. Written in machire code, the
30 feonster Maze has been rated
'among the finest ZX81 anc Tee 1000
games available. 16K BTB $19.95

 Catacombs
A :multi -level graphics adventure.
Each level can contain up to 9 rooms,
8 passages, 7 monsters, food. gold,
traps, phantoms, an exit (to the next

. .. and there's an unlimited
number of levels. Exceptional and ex-
citing. 16K. B77 $19.95

8



Family Games
i_ora

 K GAMES PACK
A selectior of 11 exciting games for
the unexpended 7i181 or T1S1000
computer. Games include: Slot
Machine, Etch and Sketch, B atom
Ski, Catch Me If You Can, Space
Pirate, Spacefire (2 Versiors) Car
Crash, Man -Eating Budgies, Maze
End the Wall. Z52 $12.95

Hangman
TWO exciting games. Can you discover
the MOVIE :itle or the film star's name
before the hangman gets yo.1" Over
100 titles and names - three
categories to choose from. How well
do you or your kids know famous
SUPERHERDS? Guess their ames
aid the names of their arch-eremies
before your arch-enerrn the
HANGMAN, wins. Z78 $12.95

Concentration/Word Challelge/
Number Ciallenge
Consists of 3 games c -n one cassette.
Concentration: There are three ways
to play this game. Match numbers,
shapes or patterns w th a trend or
cIallenge your compu'er.
Word Challenge: This exciting game
is modellec after the famous word
game Boggle. Have fun with up to six
p ayers!
Number Challeng0.. How many
numbers can yOk..' recal!
backwards? Up to -Six players are
challenged by the computer.
Three different ways tc play.

Z58 $19.95

Espionage Island
The latest of our devicus and tormen-
ting adventures to amuse anc enter-
tain you. You have lo su-vide an
engine failure while flyng over an ap-
parentty urinhabited islanc en the
South Atlantic. Learn to treat the
natives with respect, avoid capture
and have the enemy and return with
the island secret. Cassette ItitOlnes
are available to save at-141*W at
any stage of the game. 'x9.95

Program of Days
A Historica: databarm. Orgarrnd to
provide insight and information regar-
ding historical events. You car access
the program to find out what t amous
persons were born and what rotewor-
thy event happened on your birthday!

Z45 515.95

Solar System File
A databank of information on the
cosmos! Interesting facts Inter-
re-ationshipri of the planets their
moons, the Sun. articia: satellites, and
the constellations. Now you can have
finger-tip computerized access to
amazing fac's anout the unive-se,

,415.95

Toll free order fine 1-800.268-3460
ir Ont. (416) 713'.1448
Gladstone Electronics,
1'36 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Oil. M5M 347

Bicrhythms
Helps you "track" your up and down
cycles for intellectual, emotional, and
ph}sical factors. Lets you know what
phase of your personal biorhythm cy-
c e you are experiencing on any
specific cay. The program is supplied
with a detailed booklet explaining the
theory and appl cation of biorhythms.

Z46 $15.95

Flashcard
Memory aid and testing device. This
o-ogram s mule' es a set of flashcards.
Yot. can put questions on side one of
the flashcard ard the answers on side
two_ Ther give yourself, your children
or your friends a random test or a non -
repeating test. Set up math quizzes,
trivia, games, memory tests, etc. YOU
define what is places on each ca -d.
The program is menu driven. You can
set up, edit, and save cards for later
review. Z51 $15.95

Gunfighter
An excellent gra )hic representation of
an aid time wild west shootout. For
one player against tore ZX81, or two. Si).
evels of

3D TIC-TAC-TCE. A much more
chadenging and -nteresting version of
the popular game.
LIFE. Simulates the oirth. growth, and
death of a cell colony. The human
player sets up tie ground rules and
then watcoes the results of his deci-
siars. Z76 $15.95

B aokjack
Slacklack at its nest. Blacqack as it
-played in the casinos of Nevada. Up to
five players can play against a dealer
with a fifty-two card deck. Split pairs,
double down, and even buy insurance.
The deck is reshu.trlad only when need-
ed - allows for. a continuous game.
Your winnings and losings are
displayed after eac.h hand. Z88 $12.95

Slots
Here is your chance to beat the 'one
arm bandits'. Slots lets you choose
10', 25', 50' and even $1 machine.Each
macnine has s x sets of difterelt
graphics and pay according to the
number of coins 'NU played. Excellert,
striking graphics, and lots of fun ard
-_)( 2,1, men t Z89 $12.95

SIGNALS AND MORSE CODES
._earn and practice SEMAPHORE,
?LINKER LIGHTS and MORSE CODE
(including sound)! For each code you
can SEE cr HEAR the numbers and
alphabet in orde-, or any number or
letter you choose. You can also
RECEIVE random letters or numbers
and messages, aid be tested on any
of the codes. Use the messages and
tests in the program or insert your
()win. Z57 $19.95

GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH
MICROCOMPUTERS 21436$13.95
A practical, beginner's guide (a microcomputer
organization, operation, and programming.

COMPUTER DICTIONARY (3rd Edition)
A paperback, desktop referenaa that translates
computer jargon and terminology into language vou can
easily understand. More than 12,003 definitions
21652 $22.50

THE LOGIC DESIGN OF CO OPUTERS-AN
INTRODUCTION
An easy -to -read, informal approzc, that begins with a
discussion of number systems computer design, and
machine -language programming_ Then, you're shown a
basic set of logic circuits used to Mild common logic
modules such as adders, registers and counters
21800 $22.50

USING YOUR 113M4 PERSONAL
COMPUTER 22000 $22.95
Here's the most practical, most -horough guide on the
market for computing with the IBM PC.

MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR
YOUR PET e, Book 2 221401 $19.95
A second collection of ready -to -roe BASIC programs
that includes a history dungeon, a math dungeon, a
Dungeon of Danger that's stnly for tun, eleven
houshold programs, seven on ma' ey and investment
(three of which are on the stock market). two that test
your ESP level, and morel

MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR
YOUR PETA, Book 1 21790 $19.95
Contains 28 useful BASIC programs for home,
business, and entertainment, speedy written for use on
your PET microcomputer.

Commodore VIC 20
Software / Books

VIC 20 PROGRAMMERS REFERENCE
GUIDE 21948 $23.95
Provides a complete VtO 20 BASIC vocabulary guide. a
semfon on machine -language- programm.ng a
programming tips guide with suggestions on how to
$rupfove your programming sk,ris .s -id a special section
on VIC 20 nuut output ,v,,,at.ons.

COMMODORE SOFTWARE '441.
ENCYCLOPEDIA (2nd Edi6oi) 21944 $27.95V,
Lists materiais in 10 categories tr.txting persona, ales.
terhdcal aids. ann tarnwaic Ranges from business to
o':.uCalon ;,) game -L, Canadian and
Europeac PET satlware By C3mmoda,e
Cum

COMMODORE 64 PROGRAMMER'S
REFERENCE GUIDE 22056-$27.95
1:1c;uiles a Compete. del -aced
(:ervvrtiodoro BASIC

!e;;awed BASIC
erver3; vn),kS

dictionary of all
statements, arid

.xograrri samples

COMMODORE 64 USER'S -.TIDE
^ 1' ptvlgr.ir Oper,

:ncioc,,,v19 how tv.
-

ao,vittloh et8,4-.45, how to JorertaCe
w -h 01 periuherol-,, anr: y.v- to use naV4aged
,-,prams from Cornmunore.aod r.1her-maryitact4ers

22010 $18.50.
.

-

VP10 Trader (see Pixel pg. .) 524.95
VP11 Subspace Striker (see pg. )519.95
VP12 Stargue.st (see Pixel pg. ) 519.95
VP13 ZOR (see Pixel pg. )$19.95
VP14 Encounter (see Pixel pg I $19.95
VP15 Harvester - A cut throat game

to reap valuable booster spice
around the planet Delta $19.95

VP50 BrainStorm - Try to get 3.
human explorers across a river

- of goo with 3 alien tifeforms $19.95

VP60 Guitar Pix I - A beginners
aid to tuning and playing
the. guitar

B81 Innovative Cassette 1
7 exciting games

B82 innovative. Cassette 2
7 arcade games

883 Innovatiye Cassette 3
7 fantasy games

VIC 20 Books

B79 VIC Innovative ComputingComputing -
includes programming to
.7 arcade games '

885 VIC 20.Made-Simple-
teaches the user to take
full'advantage of all
the VIC 20's capabilities

$24.95

$19.95

S19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

nr



Books
BASICS OF TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000
ZX81 BASIC

0835904245. $12.95

TIMEX SINCLAIR INTERFACING: Tested
Projects for the ZX-80. ZX-81. and the
Timex Sinclair 1000

0139217428. $14.95

30 GAME  R TH t CLAIR
COMPU

E TIMEX SINCLAIR 2000 BOOK

PROGRAMMING THE TIMEX SINCLAIR
2000,

g e
ItTO .000,41,1 carur , 'to terbrik-

.41 *hes
1f4Vrgottakr,114 x:51

31 5%fitOti):-

THE ZX SPECTRUM-YOUR PERSONAL
COMPUTER
An introductIon !o !tic ne, -0,, , ZX

',S,P%1,11tItyl Pie,,e,ts 3,1 t,re Iddri in BASAL', -ritV a!i
,4ricOler
01139856287. S16.95

Timex Sinclair 1000: Program, Games.
Graphics
Robin loner., and 1,i ri'lewa!, roan ul ,0 giver/old whar
5011s, rlErr'l friLittrrlg f , e,. pibflASVOrliir
t.01k1preht11.1,1,, hook el ptOpialfrS t+), the TB 1000
Over SO ready -to -run games ard acplcatidrS a', Weir
ae tips ondehtiqging and pi apt, e,pricararoming ZXAC
and ZXC 1 owners will not bait II ant in the cCIdelitler
850 $14.95

TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000 -Users Guide (-Vol. 1)
An excellent alternative to -:tic nancal accompanying
you' T S'1000. The Users Garde ls written in plait.
,Enp cdi and takes the glaers work out of learning
BASIC. SCull be writing proararits in no rime at all, Sc.
you can get the most for yOur mendy watt the TS 1000

020 $14.95

The BASIC Handbook
.1, m complete , r,lorLrior BASIC

C21 529 95

Learning Timex Sirclair BASIC

C:20 S",-, 7. 95

Getting Acguaintec with your ZX81 TSIE00

, TS 1000 ZXF

F71 S16.95

BASIC.
TIM

UTINES FOR THE
CLAIR 1300

Timex Sinclair
BASIC Co
Including BASIC'
programs on
cassette ta

1V.I:m30 96

ftWT1r-Pti-PRER'§ ert.1t0E TO THE ZX-6
LitOtsi"Ti4E',YrAIgXON.C4f..

intc rue
1111,0,,tyC3 ,,lC6,7e4s,rnft2Cter2riip6Slei1TdiA/anmer.i.,-snd
,OX.Wo*:8041e9O0.11crldttA;/..t,..or,,,mt.,
08*iffi $16:4-,

Understanding He IS1000,8, 2X81 ROM
,,ve.,,,e,;;;'<37-46rlitacnii,.. in,inad,

TS1000 ZX81; intsriSeVoipqrArn rir rro r'e
I! tUOROM

, Own preigrzFrns
n ESA,S1r-

B76 $19.95

ROM Disassembly
Now complete GfOM

524.95

Machine Language Made Simple for you
Sinclarr

t. 2Hri
rnachint Ian wage. arIcl pot more power
SloOlair EASTER BUMMING PROGRAMS hypicalic2;,
timas faster 'than BASICYMORre,PROGRAM
SPACE, and' COMPLETE, CONTROL!
essential tor -the prolrarnmet that is Intereited rr,s

beyond the :cot-0,mA of BAS1C,*and rrtaxin14,--rtcy 'or
Potentlal of the ZX'br,

373 $19.95

MASTERING MACHINE CODE ON
YOUR ZX-81
:he firs: maleria available on the ZX machine

Includes the ins. and outs`ot. machine code
the special capabilities Of the ZX-81 hoW to adds
code to :he ZX-80. and lariguaeu cr- .ilions tfaretn

' BASIC.ard2Xmachine code
0835942619, $15.95

083.5995_40 P70 S16 95

lietrK t'sG THE MOST CF YOUR Zy 3
.

08359,11;84.SIb95

MES FOR THE ZX-8

I YOUR TIMEX 2000 SPECTP.
Sf2 95

4401.14910MIES =OR YOUR 2X Et,.
4..40ricartg0:4t:nifitt,

Pflagm--154M1104-PROJECTS FOR YOUR
71i404-iticLA101,"
SU`

* Computers for Kids
Be a Computer Literate
T hC in'SIP'W.gp,Syrtrr tmdeasrdrd trrolS

and functrrolls. IT* _ty, tpralLons.
ndtsis tidatArt, ..704Cqrlt 6ear 'a,X1 _

oattiotit ovetsi lrt5n , lox tr,o0k.IIS
pF deA71 Int:root...04n fri Carr ,tP,YS for riiageifroio
It. 5' ' I ' ,Ort,ovE'r, 7,1.) with

C74 56.95

Computers For Kids, Sinclair Edit on
N. tren ex.npr.5,,hi for younoster, , . e
r-dLir.rd,f1, previous rknowtkidg, of ar

,14.tdFels Armen with a ZXElt
ifirt;° h WIII0 I/017E3MS m te, ,

-e- rr ended 'or p,insrris and Ir-

C 71 5.6.95

Katie 5 'he Computer
. delightfu fel -c.dor fantasy for ;curiae' r31)ildren,

into het' home S OeW'computer and enters
-the erraginary world of .;COaernta, He, rdarvelbus
idomeit, xxithColoOel,BVte as her guide, parallels toe
pal:trot-a-programming command throuch a computer,
ccarptaLkwittt visits to the CPU and art encounkx with a

pr ramming, bug Arnett at Children four to ten. but
pprenis ban use the supplemental inforn-a?io., orcwrded
to relate the story to actua_ computer operation 8 x

.11 V-aidoover full -color illustratrns, 38 pp
c73 $1-2.95

BRAIN GAMES FOR KIDS AND ADULTS. for
the Sinclair 1000.1500'2000 in 1K
612.95

to
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COO UTER

ACORN ATOM
Complete with dower supply $179.95

For tho.*§:*tious hobbyists the Acorn Atom is perfect. Ail expansions comes in a sere
You have your choice of the standard black cod vvnite 2K. RAM 8K ROM, the black and MI
colour ' 2K RAM -12K ROM All configuration:: come complete with hi -resolution graphics.

easy -to -follow
AM 12K ROM or t

-.The A4lom Basic InterPreter is one of the only you to mix BASIC and 6502 Assembly languageinTht.y.,1:
ThispWenul tOture lt.S.you program sophist cated games and graphics easily from the standard full-size Owerty

`keys are dearly marked for the optimum ease of usa

You can use any standard T.V set for:your monitor and expand your system for cassette or 51'4" floppy disks. The A2 19jpis:W.*:
Uses a reliable Oliitetti drive and,haS a built-in power -supply and controller card. We even have spread -sheet (AtomCaf
procesing (Word. Pack) software.available in ROM chips to make this a complete home system.

Our eKcelient selection of software complements the useability of the hardware. This one may be priced low but it extends the
features of a REAL Computer

iATOM 2K RAM - 8K ROM (B&W) t- 4 $179.95
ATOM 12K RAM/12K ROM (B&W) ..i: $299.95
ATOM 12K RAM/12K ROM (COLOUR) $349.95
ATOM DISK PACK $649.95
WORD PACK ROM $ 99.95
ATOMCA_C $ 99.95

Includedwith every Acorn Atom
A full Irs:ing of over 80 software packages
A listing ()tail the additions to expand your Atom, including 16, 32 and 64K RAM boards plug-in chips for word processing. Atom
Oak: (Acorn version of VisiCalc). Printer Interface Colour board. and our $500 00 Super Printer!

Just 130K at these features!
Procrams in BASIC and ASSEMBLER (Can be mixed in same program)

* Saves and Loads programs from standar cassette player
* Price NOW Includes Power Supply (A $30. value)
* Over 7,000 sold!
* 59 keys, including ESCAPE, COPY, BREAK, DELETE, REPEAT, CONTROL

Write, phone or come in for full specification listings.
Toll free order Ilne 1-800-266-3840
In Ont..4163 787-1448
Gladstone Electronics,
1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. MSM 3Y7



ACORN ATOM Software
$39.95 each

Games Pack 1
ASTEROIDS - Shoot the asteroids before they collice
with your space shin.
SUB HUNT - As eommander of a destroyer you must
track arid catch a submarine.
BREAKOUT - Sesese points for knocking bricks from a
wall.

Games Pack 2
DOGFIGHT - Try te shoot down your opponent without
crashing into the stars
MASTERMIND - Achallenging test of Ic.cical deduction
and reasoning.
ZOMBIES - Your oely hope for survival is to lure the Zom-
bies into the swamp before they get yoo!

Games Pack 3
RAT TRAP -- With high speed action, get your opponeres
rat before he gets you!
LUNAR LANDER - Lend your spaceship eafely with tie-.
help of your heigh' velocity and acceleeetbn reaciosits
BLACK BOX Fit the positions of 4 ievisible objects tey
firing rays at teere and seetching how Mee are fettectc,1
and apeoreed

Games Pack 4
STAR TREK - Rid the universe ol Kielce is assisted t;
long and 5hft't tang? scans, etiaeeee seieiee etc.
FOUR ROW --- Beef your computer by fttc,,att tne first t
a nee of maielseet erizentaliy, verticeily alegeieeei
SPACE ATTACK - Save earth te isee e'er, eiveeier .

Games Pack 5
INVADERS ori packed game' nein mi
etemsere seeeere ei Pei! seder.:
wompus o arc r flit t,.

PUS hi:Jere he eat, yeii
REVERS! (Othello). - Bea' yee 0; rei
counters than. Me'

Games Pack
DODGEMS -.804v;ve colliding ivite the computer.
iscetrolied eel. Game lets fasteresveiy ree y.011. Alp,
SIMON meg eitceiteeces of light,
are i,rsee
AMOEBA eisaiees nersiseri br tf

Games Pack 7
OR EENTH1N GS siestrqy the green alters
the, hri.0 eivariad, eour f,1.)(ecratt,
BALLISTICS SE.1 ,1 you can hit vour epee:sprit Meting cn
(he Miles sine el toe net
SNAKE - siiake towards wieich it eels,
hut don't let It fiat the walls or itself 1

names Pack 8
STARGATE Protect your missile base eganst aliens in-
vading at high speeds.
.GOMOKU - Play against the computer to get Ii,'
counters in a line.
ROBOTS -Lure the robots into pothOles, before they tier
you intorscrap Metal.

Games Pack 9
SNAPPER - Find a cross and eat it to become
vulnerable. then avoid the creatures le tie maze whi
eating more dots.. Different mazes and faster creaturi-
f di I ow

MINOTAUR (30) -- Move the five goEt bars from their
treasure chests to cafe before the Minciteur eats you!
BABIES - Rescue tailing babies by Meuecing them off a
trampoiine te the ight hand side of -the emeen.

Games Pack 10 (BK & 2K)
BREAKOUT -- Knock -bricks from a wee and beat the high
score.
HECTIC - Cateh The blocks falling frersi :he sky before
they block your way.
MASTERMIND - Guess the computer's code.ih tess than,
10 attempts,
SKI -RUN - Ski down a mountain while avoiding the trees.
SNAKE - Guide your snake to the food, but don't bump
the edge!
TRACK - Avoid the oncoming traffic on a fast -paced race
track.
SIMON - Test you- Memory with a series of letters movie-
ed by the computer.
SQUASH - Keep 15 balls in play in the squash court.
MOON - Land your module controllihg thrust anti with
readouts of height, velocity and acceleration.
BOMBS -AWAY. - Destroy the bunker on the other side of
the -mountain by enclosing the angle and speed of the
bombs.

inn WUM

ei tine more

Toll tree order (Infs. 1-800-288-3640
In Ont. (418) 787-1.48
Gladstone Electronics, 1738 Avenue Rd. -.wont°, Ont. MSM 3Y7

Games Pack 11
MISSILE BASE - Defend your cities with missiles from :3
ground oases.
SNOOKER -Centrol the angle and speed of your shot in
this fast real- ime game.
DOMINOS - Play this traditional game against the com-
puter arid try to win.

Soft VDU
This replaces the normal ATOM VDU. 128 characters ire-
cludirg uppe and lower case letters and mathematical
symbols, car be mixed with high-res graphics. The
/ESIONt prag -am allows new characters, such as foreign
otters, to be iesigned and added to the character set.

Math Peck 1
PLOT - A versatile graph -plotting package for use in
research, accmunting, schools and mathematics, or simp-
ly for fun!
SIMUJANECUS - Solves a set or simultaneous equa-
tions vies -whole or real coefficsiente, by the cee,d
Gaus ;eieneltuitiination technique
REGPE.SSICN -- Calculates tile Lee! r Mete straight Sae
to a speeilicil set of data points gives its equation tlie
line, arc the e,eicrlation of the ''t -

Math Pack Ii
POLYNOM roan exceed ant : <,:mr ditterenuate,

ee'YeeM!ei ,ieoresei e es itie eeuisai es!
irs m

RATIONAL - Gan ekpand and simpiily an e xprese ere,
tr.= , s-1, rate, c4 f het polynorniaire red -roe', to eieree
series
TRIGONOM:Jar, expaed and s need, iiiinereetiate

re! tegonernetric expression ie° the Stow ole:er.

FOUFIrzDen eerferni esigersiornetse ei :essences
it op,,hindta,:. of Far,:.,

-- A vere...site
itaridara ''..)fvt. ry_tt,

MrIMI

`Et- tr taa r

RENUMISER to ri naincimo. SAS,~-
; iomams. wr.iui gives thsnlav Sic l'embesic ter
iabeiseceenee.

Atom Adventures
DUNGEON - Find the treessure in a mate of caverns, tor- -
neis. nod ;Eves inhaolletil by friendly' end anftfendir
creatures
HOUsE t i a haunted Innuse find the/maser,: Ghosts:0/
ramilier peepte lurk in the rooms so watch out'
INTERGALACTIC- - As as intergatectic traveller e

must survive battles -against the inhabitants e' ate,
planets sled return home with treasure.'

ATOM SYNTHESIZER (3-acing's included) - Turns rnre Ate Ti
rito a programmable musical synthesizer.

LIFE - A test paced game of LIFE using high feSOluf til
graph cs

DESK DIARY ,Address Book) - Allows up to 100 tiles et
names, addresses and phone numbers that can be seam)
ed. Planner - use this program to tell you what the tutus
holds. w.th your short or long run appointments and date

Word Tutor
PAIRS - The pupil can Choose up to four possible pairs e:
letters, only one of which fills in the blankS to complete
each wctd.
RELATIONS - Select from a list on the screen the press e
to comp ere related words.
SENTENCES - The pupil -must reconstruct a giver
seStence by selecting the items in the eorrect order.

Atom Business -
Describes eleven business programs covering a we'
range of different business applications.

Atom 'Chess
A complete chess -playing program with up to 127 move:,
which can be stored ands replayed at any point oh ti's
game.

Atom LISP (8 & 12K)
Cbresiets of 5VrK of machine code interpreter plus
intialised LIS. workspace containing LISP utilities
constants, which can be deleted to make space if not re
gunned

Ltility Roms
Programmers Tool Box (ROM) $79.95
A raeked 4K ROM (fits into utility ACV sockenc.erilain.1 4.

'eat baud cassette operating syste es ALSO a Tot o' 27
(Ara- BASIC commands like READ, DATA, IRATE, etc

ATC,Mcalc (ROM) $99.95
An 511 purpose planning and modelline program contain -it
lea plug-in 4K ROM, You set up a series of automa c
c.alietlating functions then fill in the columns to pro& ie
tee -answers.

WORD PACK (ROM) -A combined text editor, word pe
.o,,,!ax ROM. Ideal for the preparation of leaflets and
duce meets. No limit to the size c.' docurnert 'create: se
eesieres complete with a 16 cage booklet full if mstrs-
ti oar. and examples. $99..95

Ecit Debug (Rom) $79.95

is a sophisticated program teat editor, smilar tt-
effors available on more expensive machines than
:he Acorn Atom, which allows the rser tc make majo -
ailerations painlessly. DEBUG is primarily an aid tr

6-7'),Joging machine code programs and includes i-
disassemhler

Atom Businerii $24.95
.1.iorn. Mager. Rook $19.95
:3) To :sted Preitrame 519.95
h'Gke Up Your /slam 516.95
-erre. ai for Bf3LS Nor 319.95

Getting Acquainted with your
Acorn Atom $19.95,

The ATOM is a powerteli;bmputer, So Less, !se
Cd itsnpn.standardBASIC, it can take a wt,ile to
Oct 10.01es With it. This kidok will take, you.tromi
Wie'first stages of programmin et ATOM:Et-AOKI:
rtht 'thrgugh to mastering .tha graphics and
using assembler. _
EXplanations cover such thingii as PEEK -and
.FOK, arrays and string functions. Mora than
8 programs are included, which cover ttw field
from personal utility, through education, to
Ames such as DRAUGHTS. SPACE
STATION, THE FOREVER: WAR and
VODGEM

Optional Hardware
0.16K, 32, 64K RAM Men -cry

Expansions:
internally mounted expansions tor ACORN
ATOM including MP100qDC'DC Converter)
16K - $249.95
-2K - 5349.95

E4K - S449.95

jo- ATOM DISK DRIVE
: 92K 5' ," Floppy Disk Drive including all
interfacing hardware and mantra

salt contained power supply for ATOM also
included.
$ 649.95

Printer Interface
Parellel printer interface for ATOM

$40.00

II. ROM ADAPTOR BOARD
holds up to 4 ROMS such as Programme-' Toot

Box. ROMS, ATOM CALC arid WORD PAK
ROM.
599.95

11..- BBC BOARD (BBC type language)
: simulation of the famous BBC BASIC
Language
: internal mounting
$159.95

12



COLOUR & SOUND $499.95

I . '

Micro System 1 $1158.00
Starter Package includes:
Micro 48 Computer Olsk Dove
Disk Interface Card Operating Manual
Zenith Green Screen Monitor

Not a Kit -Fully Built
and Tested

* Fully Expandable - Including
C PM

* Fast H gh Resolution
Graphics

 Outputs directly to TV o
monitc r

 Apple I comoatible sottware
40 Characters by
5 Amp power Su
Includes all cable
connectors for TV or Monitor
hook-up
Operating programmin
Manua $

Micro System 2 Includes: $1799.00
Micro 48 2:omputer 2 Disk Drives
Disk Interface Card Operating M31U3!
Eectruhrne 3GE.C6oul Monitor

SLIML1NE MICRO DRIVE

., ,..,..:,,.

-
$389.00

A fast Apple 5' 4" compatible disk drive
designed for the Micro 48

* quiet operation
35 Track single density
125 Kilobaud sec data transfer rate
complete with cable and connector. ready
for plug in to disk interface card

Disk Interface Card (1 or 2 drives) $75.60

MM 102 - Mini Modem

$129.95

_.,,,,L.>

. ...:

sl ..W.."1

r",---"'

\-\77
Let....: your Mi,sro 48 talk to the world! Direct
hooKup to Bell st.andar (no acoustic co_uplilg for
bad data transfe,.-).. complete with RS -232
ccnnector TranE.fewS data at 300 baud. will tU,
dupexing. and selectable origionate 2 nswcr tor
remote of host turninal applications

Joystick ,

only - Li'''''
I,4.._.,,

- ..

..' .. i...)-, ' - -

$25.00

. comp; n, with cable ar ,Joni to reac...y. for
ol,g .r, t;) Mica. 10 or A;:ni, work 1:i,ke. Fu.
rotate. 4 lire -,witcr-erl Cuc.biggest set', c'

EXPAND YOUR MICRO 48
, ....

filniai 'MI6 11 -

...NO

ter,' 1.1111,
=mg ppagl amain lia ,Iiii1Z1

omi wow OM % Co
1=4 = lit t

ELECTROHOME 12" COLOUR
RGB MONITOR $449.00

-
12" Green Screen Monitor $169.95

. .: ,
or Apple II Work Alke
A series of inexpensive, high quality.
undocumented firmware and interfac. cards
and fully tested and gualarteed.
INTEGER CARD: Provides access to a library
of programs written Yn fast Apple integer basic.
with auto line numbering andmore. $81.00
RS 232 CARD: Used when fast
communications between computerS and
peripherals is required. Gives BASIC control of
high speed printers and plotters. $139.95
LANGUAGE CARD: Expands RAM 4) 84K.
transient space for additional languages e.g.
Fortran. Pascal, etc $89.95
80 COLUMN CARD: Gives screen output of 80
characters by 24 lineswith upper lower ease.
Basic. Pascal, and OP.Mcompatible. $119.95
Z-80 CARD: Adds.. a 2nd :microprocessOr to
enable other execution of other laria.rnes
Supports CP M software- $86.00

4
_.:

/

MSL
save
Comes complete
S90 00 vaiue
was designed
video output:13-
235. up
1302-1

--/-

-

-

$649.00,
$200.00

with NTSC to RGB
Gives the results your
to have --from any

screen, resolution
to 80 characters by 25 lines.

adapter, a
system

composite
of 370 '

Model

NI

...: .".....0-'

Ir
1

The easy to read
industry stardard
black, level and
and 80 column,

._....--,-''''

Zenith AVM
12" green

contrast controls,
arid NTSC composite

1

121 -s
phosphor

seectable

i

I

i

I

4

-.maid&
the nee'
screen

40
input

.,

WILMST, : 0 0\....'"Ore pliNetillen4

 Fin
,Mi. MR rig r , ---
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Software for Apple II and Micro 48
The Home Only
Accountant $99.95

sla;en

ut

Worhalikes \Wharrrpar-,
48K 1 or 2 0rW,Iker

The Word Handlers229.95

40' ttA51$74,,P..; trASW,vitioe4k,40WAittirkrrt0MerrefY 0,r rand:
#4)!-.04e.;., ir*1ih tu)nsAir

It
-mttouvow Od,YiAat y /1)

le..4,64trt

s, ir,istrdeton
,' &sic.- The Word- Handl.E.s

Orpi S;ttirt,

The List Handiers116.95
Super fast data storage and
retrieval database sy storn

'kurigo../(42:Cdiffireol disks for processi,tg

The 1..ssx c ;n Volley s rn u
more tf-330, a iflaiirrictrV PKlgf im

Gan hold up to Q00 reqdrds pei ;titre rnarae
I 26 ,8..derbs. ailowing,up to 24 080 recce

"Great for. 'inYeilfory'producllists'fOrin!eqo; ;
Marling 3is,1r4'personnel'directorres

1he like .c7aridler ban be used as 4 dataha
SyStiIrti: or can-interfke with. Word Handier :or
the rrioSt efficient proeessing..avaiiabe ---- ideal
ter preperrog,:pdtecinal4ect letters. CoMpaiat.te
with a:I ApoiellapdsiMilar Cmgonte!s

Junior Edutation Packace
Toddlers Tutor - Number. Letter and
Word recognition S38 35
Makes best use ofthe Micro S Other
Apple - coleut and graphic
capatilitl-3s:: to draw.streen sized letters and
numbers for your -child to identity. Also provides
fui;illustiations they can identify with each teller
and count with each number. to re-entome
-recugnitic511 1::::)Or main researcher. four
year o -d Michael Gladstone petters Toddlers
Tutor to Space Invaders). Screen can run for dp
to 20 rninuteS Without repeating. Both colon', I,
graph cs, - make learning fun

EZ Learner $49.50
All menu driven assimilation aid which creale.,
stores.. and reviews questions and answers.
These may be easily edited.'updated merg, I
or transferred. Each subject is .stored
separate file. and the program runs drills
questions missed_ ih tests. It encourages qu.ck
thinking by supplying answers to wnich user
supplies the question. The -save recall feature
allows interruptions, and can recall the last tile
name used. Micro 48 and Apple II compatabie

Rapid Reader $49.50
Rapid Reader is a Secondary school adult
education package. It helps increase readi-iq
speec. and comprehension of wards. wc,rd
pairs short and long sentences. Also an aid in
testing typing skills, and will improve spelling
skills.

e -

PASCAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE APPIE

08359$4544. 519.95

USING 6502 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE:
With ar Int-odu:tion to Sweet -16

0635981517.$26 30

APPLE GRAPHICS: Activities Hand5ook
for Beginners

S23 95 BOCA. D sk Package TBA

PROGRAMMING THE APPLE II IN BASIC
- tsar r_

Apce a I,.
. - -.Eng co -101.0:s are deve,uped Incr,..rnent4,

sees r ancG-ort practice e aCC step vi the ezurr
Scrfrrri, ceogram; include apOicallons Tr the bus ne ss
scer-ce iced ecticatioc We ' iliuS
0137297491. 121..95

'it?Pt v''i - ..., ie
:`,'..1.....4.?,,t',%:1;

A..Jg .,4,. i I.

: 1 4:
r4,,,,nri,..04-4Poick.

. -,..

04. ;  ..4*a 4,6,. 1e,..1a16anc

n43,
ARB47

: , r':1'4:74."It!! ...,

...

..y s

A*Oit,.°I.: gq,1, : ,,ji,
ar.tehtteii,-1 .t.,,...a..,,ili'Lr -444htete*ttPePte:PH-Vci
-rYte4-it:-114,.A..-e441::. .....- tAitie,tiWtgagir4..::01.1
I,as,c tt.otic "r -. !v ,r 1d r .Mort e,iparici,.to

it, RE

089303101, 523 95 Book Disk Package TBA

ARP% '-.)1:fiReraik4PrIAg.R.4tqc04045°C)1(-
110610VirlPpe).1P,'A, 949r4cornir,4 Anitfutiostl-ps

inl terl,Mi*,;()*I-ifid tafdlbjeWFVCs #9011.4att LIASZ
"scbfe "44 IS5417.-kesernbEif Larmuirge)rthe

dete 11toreterfr;r:we.gWes cAfAbl-,t...ornrecn-1 &a^',
' ir,tett,arCet esqiciy de 14 se,

013ithr980,1t22.65
CYBER LOGO lUTITLE' A First Step in
Computer Literacy;-,

, pn 1.11' rilcat.:4p,Ogror. Itner. ; 7,:/tr" drowle,c-, 111P71,

0835912035. St i 8.95 Softvvare

APPLE N 6502 ASSEMBLY
LANGL AGE TUTOR

:hdcer
,ogr2
-0,gro!t, .!,

'.°O,P 0130392308, S52 95 Software

WORDWORX
Good news for Apple -4 Aord game bate
Wore is beret Atted WOrecurlSistS of two wordgams
separate diSks, NlYepellery and Sentence Maker. Bni,1
dame can be played CoeVetrtiyely -or solo Anil- trtci
they can De piayled at a variety oldfliOulty levels, they IT
tenth nhatengine)5earreng tools for kids and breaindesting
tun for adults P,ayers gen even modrfy the gamer by '
entering their Own data For Apple 11.1Plus Cornpute,sbr
Aoote II Computers -with Apple not llA10
.0835987906. $45.95 Software

APPt E MACHINE LANGUAGE

KIDS, AND THE APPLE.
1,, . . to teach 10-14 year-.

. Appiesutt BASIC bat both younger and OrAF...r. rea4c,
'are !eel -nog fruit' -its  simple step-by-step.
Spiral -bound to I,e.f at tor. Rands -on +se
0835935694, $26.00 -
THE APPLE.q II CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
Provides you- with a detailed circuit descr .

Applell motherboard, including the keyboard ,inc power
supply 21959-$32.50

0125278292. 53e..00 Book &
0125278139. S1S.95 Book
B 3.AIN TICKLEFS Apple II Edition

banal Problem Solving with
onpu.er.

)':0810;66.54..95 Software
A 3D _E GRAPHICS GAMES

"
3825903265. 535.00 Book & Disk
3K:5903257. 51 5.95 Book
0825903133. 522.95 Disk

ceo-toe tcat shoes

t,

af*Ai5l

i5

PAY.
*44j$:
cra..sfoh.
14. l'2,ittOvr: ppl
eiCifoie.ek

013652904 .iAtrkON. ,,

FPACY^F*IM/04***60,-/K1,,IIArtki±iII-.14Iic,:irriit:'"(;g' 4t-!.. 6i'".
pdger-4.0""ftg twaL5.10(dgr ft to . er.41eiff .
dP14i49:4NPL&A#1154.10 PEI 1 f,
Ig--.M.IfLisfeEesdffEgrobl --e..1, 1, biAa., A
,-,,, " CifISC-12084, '$19:9$
Book'Dik P3cicagc.,T$A

YOUR APPLk.: II -NEEDS YOU:
30 2o-it-'oursetf Programming Protects (or
the Apple It .

A iiemero - iogano oretii, lot the- App.',- it terse, .1
,,wForco*rkg - volects, ,...scielDe ... pra(.1.c.:1. ,Iri:

geillfil5al:,:te.'44.ttliid hdrh the idea Stajc, 10 de
:h. qc§h fir,stAdtprce5carn rip-, es.ch ;....., ..1 I -..,1,,,-,-: : t

tql-,peha '.111A. ,..4t, prtiqrarit ' 4f. .,..!,;-er, .

1,,....e,...-nns,cr?ereel-debildC4ItIgio(1,

311977.9i. 52. 513.95

SAMS BRINGS YOU'MIND TOOLS FOR
PIRANCIAL PLANNING IN BUSINESS

iVrApg , .

*
' te*1,4,:::tet...-.  - " '-air-, t..rir en r,i',

SGFN c, rr

oteccatii
as A Pt ajCOMpute

',:ages. wraparound

.:ar Spreadsheet as you
al tot any businessman
teblittiee as well as for

eientation. inctuding 128-
- .orefence guide, ail in A

',arch the brand of
5outer you own

,tiptan ViSiCalC A
Mows

cINANCIAL PLANNING WITH MULTIPLAN
o No. 22058 5111.95

tit 2-2205h -X

\,,,,00 ISBN No. 22063 $125.95

FINANCIAL PLANNING WITH VISICALC
00, II VS.r1(.1-: ISBN No. 22059 $111.95

1,72 2205q-8

IBCAct PC Verse...6:ISBN No. 22060 $114.95
0-672-22063-1

--PS-80, Modell! Version ISBN No. 22062 $97.95
0-672-22062-8 -

FINANCIAL PLANNING WITH
SUPERCALCa

HN No. 22061 $114.95 14
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Oric-one is the newest and most powerful small computers from the United
Kingdom. The standard 6502 processor comes complete with 48K RAM and a
wide range of ergonomically designed peripherals A 16K version is also
available.
For those who want to create new programs you can use the ROM based
MicrosciqyASIC. An extensive 200 page users guide is provided which includes
a oornprprogrammers manual.
High ray lion graphics are standard, with 240by 200 pixel resolution. The 16
colors oron you 8 foreground, 8 background and a mixture of text and
grapti. iftv,the 6 octave sound synthesizer you have your choice of
LAP' , IDDING, SHOOTING or PINGING those space creatures You
can'enekSelti use a standard household television set or a separate colour
monitor: '

-. The full sized key-pad,gcents the futuristic approach -taken by One. You can
select between uppetodawe'case and eactrof the 57 keys is provided with auto
repeat in ,atamiliat OWERTY layout. '

You can easily expand your SyStem through the Centronics pargetAtedac n U,
the Ofic 4 -color printer. The built-in casette interface immediatdty to
a world of software or you:O#p 14)4gtgt.igle the Om 3" Micro Floppy Driv,
system, or a total storage capetertylii,eXoegbf"1 Megabyte. Ori even allow-,
you option to choose French softwarefOrkiltrkgAndinkkelechonl
The Oric is truly a fully extiandahle SYSTOrtielflNOT940101 fr10 power

ass SO l cos 1,,,

Of* (1111

COLOUR PRINTER,
.1/

y
it,' . :-.1C.5 , .1 ""pfuglnperect to provide 4 colour hard ropy oil
v.. - ,+ :','1. .- text capability. printing either 40 columns

.1-t014.446.041n nreL ,black and blue. onto a 4' -' width standard
3,.-04eff. 41r._1:411,,, Vrintspeed-iiisAg-tharacters a Second. the MCP 40 comes -with
:i.Arivs.f11440.ailLtPply and all necessary leads to connect straight into your Om or

4o'40standakt Centronics 'Net -face
b- ....:''.$309".95

COLOUR COMPUTER
 16K and 48K RAI. varsions

Microsoft BASIC
16 colours: 8 forcegnund & 8 background
6 Octave Sound Eyr.thesizer

 Easy to use keyboa cl with 5 mouing kels
 28 rows x 40 characters high resolution
 Centronics printer iiterface

Built-in cassette interface
 A fully expanclab t ystem for real comp _0 g!
e- 200 page user guide and programming rear ral.

48K only $399.95

16K only 5329.95
Specifications

CPU Memory: 6502-A Microproces4v- with the ope-ating a ysierr
and BASIC interpreter n 16K ROM. MK byte 3$ 48K
byte models available.

Keyboard: 57 moving auto repeat Keys with full upper and lower
case in a OWERTY lz yout.

Display: Standard T.V. output on channel 36 (JHF). FOB for
color monitor output
38 lines by 40 characte-s - Text mode
100 lines by 40 graphic cells - Hi resolution
16 colors, 8 foregrouric and 8 background.

Cassette Interface: Selectable 300 or 2490 Baud rates for the storage of
data, memory blocks o- screen displays.

Expansion Ports: Serial modem, NetworkinterfV1,. Disk Pack, M.cra
Drives and RAM. RCHA.40044.0441.

,

Screen:

Sound: 7 Octave range of 15Hz to 62kHz for Ding, Smoot.
Explode or Zap sounds.

ORIC SOFTWARE
31--lIC -CHESS Higftresolutioh colour graphit 5 levels of play 519.95

. Z.QPlfk .7, (3/< AdverttUre Garrie S1.9.95

;at (- Space Adventure Game S-9.95
;-pate rnanagement and file retrieval S'; 9.95

'-:s ;f:simutATioN ,.Pulf instrumentation pluscoCkpit view , J ,r,--,

A 1,04iY'aiifirbaen , :,. .. - 5.9.95
:,-"-':',.

.,
C - FORTH 'Fkkfthplerneritati,oribt 7..he papJlar FORTH urogranoinc; . .,

...

age $29.95

-_. .,-, - . ,,..,_
kf'F' .

e,COde Monitor , Disassortibler
tr.4, -0:4C - Spreadsheet

. .
, .

more than 20 games includifIg the most popular best sellers including
9.ApER8.. BACKGAMMON. FROGGER -0.,t_LAS. etc.

OK
14.01r1Sino;-ilr - THE ORIC - I And How To Gel tie Most Frort, It

Coming Soon

ORIC 3" MICRO FLOPPY DISK DRIVE
Coming soon the, incredible riewl" Oric Micro DriVe,Small size. C.oMpact. High
preoision disks with storage, capabilitieS from 1100K Bytes tc in excess of 1

Megabyte unformatted With their own built-in power supply, these easy to use
units will add big system capability favour home MiCTO

ORIC PRODUCTS AVAILABLE OCT. 1983.
ORDER NOW FOR FIRST DELIVERY
Toll free order line 1-800-268-3640

Ont. (418) 787.1448



SPECIAL PRINTER BUYS

Save $200.00 on

EPSON FX-80 I

SEIKOSHA GP -100

$488.00
The Pedect Addi'ior to yoir ZX-81 TS1000, Acorn, or Micro 48
Full Graphics Capability!
Single or Dot.ble Width Characters

Tie low prsed 80 column c rap-iics printer ccmes with a centrony.; ; pa alie[ interface ack,stabie
pin teed parer widths from 4 5 0 1C inct-es and accepts tractor tee Prints at 30 cl-.,rac cis per
second Elctri corr nodore and Atar have chosen Se,kosha make it ,riur cho.ce
GP -100 $468.00

Ribbol lone is st. polled) 59.95

Ultra Fast 160 charac:ers per second
--: - Centronics Parellei interface

Epson f)aisoptinuE,.d tier r ,k- .,t,..,pn-- ei it of ,tart .f he art technolnw. Tne FX-
801188 Ot..ppOt.t1011.1, oat. ;HIJ ttit ricttt tto cc tt,te ,,fi f;Cipe(script., -;_dscr!pt dr,
a0dies$049,9rapttics and cowl loadatye : ridrdt In set. Over -00 di8erer.1
v)arac..tei setsl.Epsc' a mcdera des=gn ,,!-..,,ini^,rd with the most acivar.t.1

a7, inter lechnOogyf)ascre'atitilhe hip ler.,1 te.-1 cf ii4'nr.-, it ittl bilt,fittd.J.S r.,,rneTrt ,
80-tIVAPAr8142,1:P131316r S799 95

'.'...

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

Model TP-1

to letteE qua',ity 'printing.
dyed as k -ae iii wserrenrterfEt.ce computer is being used

r*ziteitt-A9).1.2.0-th standard; tout we,can supply 10 pktcr it ordered
kfijr1t84r:apailabte thiougki interhhnngablesinot Wheels 11,,t e bothiorrn

s)rtgie.g*el..pap" wit ;10-1776sn 177o1.-cirietoorif libbon cassettes. Prints at
114:Wpids,*rtoritite Correa with t,,pC, ds standatri

Sh-184 CjrOlta Priiitei S925,00
Mullistake went Rc,bbon S 9.95

$ 8.50

AVa11atile prib) r;heets include pivcia 101pitc'ti) Regency 10,Judicra.110. Tempo
Y0, corporate 10 Plitt, 12 Plesidenlial 12 and Tempo 12 (sample print styles
available on recuer,t)

Prailet Coenrat,Cytty Char.
.

piln101.tirettcyn; 11 peeer' 'thttt;,1tce arrribabe
locynntret 11-45

cortreet to computer Here s .,hat you need

Mi 'a 45

,
MerrotecO C I
$119.95
Memb Punter
cable $35.00

horn Printer Interface
535.00 Aortm
Printer cable #1
$35.00 (both for $59.95)

Pt, printer
cad $89.95
Pir. printer
C.able'$35.00

me as attn.. Same 115 atm, Same as above

/11: PI Cr, same as above

$799.95
was $999.95

i-( ()R().\,A I

Letter Quality... ...Electronic text printer

 LOW .1s1

DAIS), WHEEL PRINTER

 MICROPROCESSOR ELECTRONICS
t SERIAL OR PARALLEL INTEREM._
 sIMP1 Rf I 1 111 1 kit C \

COMPUTER GRADE
CASSETTES
A drop out prooi.'tow noise. high gain. specially
de \,elopect tor the' storage of data and
programs Coss less than audio grade tapes.
and work much better. For a sure load eve -y
lime. " 1-a 0.4u1 50 up

CT -10 $2.29 $2.05 $1 72
CT -20
CT -30

$2.79
$3.49

$2.49
$2.99

$2.09
$2.49 16



Books
BUSINESS
MICROCOMPUTERS FCR EUSI*1 ESS
APPLICATIONS
Discusses the considerations iMn sec ri choosing a
microcomputer system for a arra OT.isaness and what
kind of advantages will result
21583 $13.95

ACCOUNTANT'S BASIC PROGRAMMING
FOR THE APPLE II
Designed to help readers buie the programming s=ills
needed to succeed in businessdata processing_ They'll
learn to, perform simple catcu atoms; met reports farm
sequential film add and delete reccrcs; update fies,
use listings anc tables; use deect acoem :ties; use sod
design compile) programs. and mare
0835900479. $19.95
APPLE BA= FOR BUSINESS/1'8r the
Apple II
Shows how to use BASIC arid tte Aosta II system to
solve practical business potter -is quickly and
efficiently. Contains flowcharts and skrrot= prograrrs
0835902269. $20.95

WORD PROCESSING FCR WALL
BUSINESSESS
Tells you abort doing practical word pre cessing cn a
personal comouter, how ward- arct;Eirig softy. are
works, what benefits you can eapezt Inm WP. and
what you shouB avoid
21929 $16.95
BASIC BUSNESS SOFTWARE
Shows you 11.1w Inc's, bus rest frXqrermS are put
together so you can sensible EktakrEtr. ready -trade
software as to its possible usiFftilre.5.s to- .our busin Ts s

21751 $16.95
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS F)R THE
APPLE II.IIE
For the fiist-tinne users. a thcrougn i ttr. o the Apple II
arid Ile cornotoers Offers insttucioas n using ardor
customizing ezistinq software prograrss and Includes
ready -to -run pograms for wine paw et grlq, electmnic
worksheets, a:counting. and ctf'cr g.r7rai husir ass
programs
0893033545, $23.95

LANGUAGES
CP M PRIMER
Gives yes compete CR M h r r v a. ut aid.u.ufe Ann
software cone :pis startup delay r.Ti r s

popular 8080 f 085 Z BO operffinu
21791520.95

SOUL OF CoM: USING AtC t.10 )IFYINC
CP M's INTERNAL FEATURES
Teaches you how to modify 3105, i sr CP M
calls in your own programs. anon c r
22030 $26.95

CP M BIBLE: THE AUTHOFITATIVE
REFERENCE GUIDE TO CP/A61
Puts CP M s r urnerous commands and syntax info a
simple, easy -to -lookup handbook format
fast access to all CP M congentins keen,
coo -Intends uNities and more.

'22015 $26.95
USING COBOL IN AN MP SYSTEM
Shows you how to write COBOL orograms Dar a

multiple -terminal. Z-80 8080 CP M A Ceseu
microcomputing system that'sits Mot,: than one user
access the same file Mil, same lime wtf out rnierle ring
with each other
21936 518.50
BETTER BASIC FOR THE APPLE
A thoroughly comprehensive colon to the wre,irir,
entering, editing and running of programs In Applesott-
BASIC Filled with sample programt. trial demonstrate
exactly how each command _affe4t5.11Pe end result, it
covers everything from alpti*etkintOtri-r-tabon handling
through graphics generation IC k eetiffr ealeulations
083590466C. 519.95

INTRODUCTION TO FORTH
MoT I sorer., ete book you can 'Inc or trie MMS ORTH
version s' F ORTH, and also a fuolamentai Approach to
progriuninvr, in all versions of that lar qtfage
21842 515.50

FORTH PROGRAMMING
Only boon on tie market that sows differences
between FO1H- f9 and fig FORTH; And now to wrre or
modify software using either cfsal-f
22007 $23.95

PASCAL PRIPIER
Guides you tt-ro.k;ta Pascal program structure.
procedures, yaratles. decision -making statements
and numeric fundtiali
21793 $23.95

SUPERPET: WATERLOO
MICROBASIZZ
Your complete gude 'c Waterloo microBASI. and
interactive BASC language interpreter which provides
simple. comer -913054.e facilities for entering, running,
debugging. an: ail r g programs
21906 $15.58

SUPERPET: WATERLOO
MICROFORTRAN'
Details of mcroFC 8TRAN. a FORTRAN dialect
designed for ect.e.afc to and research environments
21904 $15.541

SUPERPET: WATERLOO 6809
ASSEMBLE1'
Shows you the uses of assembly language on the
Commodore Soper ET Includes a complete reference
section cover kg it ternal architecture and instruction
Sets

21908 $15.51

BASIC: FUPC.AMENTAL CONCEPTS
Teaches you tie elements you need to convert
programs from tile B.tiSIC dialect to another and helps
you understand what happens when your computer
tries to run a p-ar rarr in a dialect it can't understand
21941 $30.95

BASIC: ADVAN XD CONCEPTS
Uses BASIC ax tool to nee you study program storage
within the compute , explo-e the limitations of floating-
point arithmetc and examine number systems
eta -manly used ra coo -putt lg.

21942 $32.58

MICROCOMPUTING
THE HOWAR 3W. SAMS CRASH COURSE
IN MICROCOldIPLTERS
No previous c_Tr-pi, ter knowledge is necessary as the
se If.teaching sel sit no format force-feeds only the
most important Tie matron to you in easy bites
2- 634 $27.9 i
MICROCOWUTER PRIMER (2nd Edition)

basir- oaf ut concepts the eiectronics
tar- rent: :he vr at cp.E pens ins,rio the computer as a
or Kr .;3, rue,. .11 if litrie about languages and
r pre r'q as
21653 520.95

MODERN COMPJTER CONCEPTS
Helps you expo e irtforepat typys 0,1 mass stottabeand
storage peer :es. CPUs,. AMA- cfiCtIpliOrie.ns
computer ne-wielcs arid atchltectures, teleteit .and

deotex in a - ;in I more

21815 $32.5)

FOUNDATIO 4S OF COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
Exammes software maintenance assembly arid nigh -
level languagee,or inters trammels and IC manufacture
as well as the nisuon,. O, computer elements alto

stems
21814 $30.95

COMPUTEF GRAPHICS PRIMER
page has 3 i010,' drawing, cl photograph a

,111.' C., 1 ci..-.11ern.trc; that helps you learn graphics
program bung gairkry and easily and that includes
computer anima1011'
21650 $20.95

THE WORLD CONNECTION
Powertu information that shows you how to se c: aca
use a modem, and other communications hap iw,t,
sending and receiving electronic mail making use of
computer networks ike CompuServe and The Source.
using Cectronic bulletin boards, and more
22042 $13.95

WHAT DO YOU CO AFTER YOU PLUG IT IN?
Complete tutorial tcfry errng use or microcomputer

re, software languages operattng systems
data inrmuniCation; and more, followed by another
tutOdkOniwonuah'-f solutions to the practical problems

using thorn

22008 $15150

PERSONAL COAIPUTERS HANDBOOK
Inciudes a complete discussion of the CPU memory
peripherals programm.ng, and hardware software
troubleshooting
21724 $18.5C

COMPUTER DICTIONAR i AND HA  DI3OKDK
(3rd Edition
More than 22.00 definiti)ns, acrOovrS, and
abbreviations bung the whole realm o computer
technology to you. Fou-een apoesidores sets assiate-
of-the-an guides to sucr subiecs as Operatie ial oontroi,
storage devices, and timeotaing principal! and
procedures
21632 548.95

ELECTRONICALLY SPEAKING:
COMPUTER SPEECH GENERATION
Learn the basics of generating ayrthetic speedo with as
Apple It. TRS-60. or other pap iermicroconoute I
21947 $20.95

FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGR AL
COMPUTERS (2nd Editicn)
Learn all abcut computer bariware, No popular
programming languages (BASC and FORTRAN) the
operation of a typical .00mputer center, an I the fcture
outlook for the oomputer.
21534 $16.95

THE HEXADECIMAL CHRONICLES
Tables that let you easily co E2 .f the moo impotent
computing calculations and comsasions yo,l1ranally
need to do in your micro work
21802 $22.5.3

HOW TO PROGRAM MICROCOMPUTE 4S
Four-part, beginner's guide to assembly language
programming of micomomput ars based o a tie 8080,
6800, or 6502_ Shows you 1' ireful sub -a t res for
each chipl
21459 $16.95

TECHNICAL
DON LANCASTER S MICRO COOP 300K,
Volume 1
Number systems, irdware and sottn.ne
mainstream cccies an: standr:U. electron c ru7tmory
and microcomputer me -nary de slues and ap)t-caTons

21828 522.53

HARDWARE INTERFACING WITH IF E
APPLE II PLUS
13 expermentr, on inte-lacing -et.eal the hewn nower
of the Apple as a hardware coarcller Reader; pen an
understanding of microeuumput,r i iterfacinu or c control
stutngare in BASIC

0133838447, $18.95

THE HOWARD W. SAMS CRASH COURSE
IN DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Digital circuit fundamentals, i loading sta v- of -tie-a-t
iiiomponents. ICs technic -re r. meths ct and
deveropments
21845 $27.95

Z-80 MICROCOMP JTER DESIGN
PROJECTS
You actuarly toed a mall bit f ally open I Toot 2.-8;
microcomputer having 2K of E2rOM and ''8 b tes of
RAM program it. check it out, and sse it in O ore than
races of projects..
21682 $20.95

Z-80 MICROPROCESSOR t ,DVANCED
INTERFACING WITH APPLICATIONS IN
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
Helps you learn to exchange information and access
data bases all over the world. using a system based on
the Z-80 or almost any other 8- cr 15 -bit micrdorocessor.

22003 $27.95

Z-80 MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK
Acquaints you completely with Z-80 hardware and
softWare.' including the vast number of rastructions
possible.
21500 $19.95
THE CHEAP VIDEO COOKBOOK
Super -low-cost way to ocit words, oictures. and .Dacode
1101 of your computer and pet° an ordinary.. TV set with
mmirnum modification to either.
2152421524 $11.25

SON OF CHEAP VIDEO
This sequel to. CHEAP VIDEC COOKBOCTKTorbvides
details fora complete Mee display system that you can
butld. -

- - .

21723'$15.50
TV TYPEWRITER COOKBOOK
Shows you how far quickly and easily protect words and
pictures from &common, microproeessor-bed system
onto an ordinary, TV set- You' -.I be introduetTd to TVT
communications
21313 518.50

17
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TECHNICAL contd.
6-B1T MICROPROCESSDR3

lake, aok at the 6E 3C ^ 
800 I . t900 and the NS 600(

21805522.50

E502 SOFTWARE DESIGN
Liiscaixsas the characters! at Me 650' and its
roasters, executable r,chers si, rri, tees
techni:Nes for processing structi_red Jae math
ooeraiOns. data conversions 0 :rarsiers, and more
21656 $18.95

ADVANCED 6502 INTERFAaNG
Nome ors examples of the 6502 anc 6800 families plus
fandamental concepts help teats you design of
interiatw circuits, understanding ca uSf devices, and
so-luta-La_ to typical problems of ground noise, Solation.
and transient and lightning damage
21836 $18.50

PROGRAMMING AND INTER=ACING THE
6502, WITH EXPERIMENTS
Excellent starting point if you're a 6502 -based
mr,orcomputer novice or a veteran Whec t ouch
asSemitly language programming or cnip-levet
interfacing expenenca
21651 $23.95

8085A COOKBOOK
A designait-yourselt guide to basic microcompuang
concepts for the 8015A microproce-ssor and I30a5A
familya-oripatibin chips
21697 $22.50

8090.8085 SOFTWARE DESIGN, Book 1
inciude, I !011,p-letrat diacusaion Li: the E060e8i,55
nstruclfon set, ;Tad lei nn,qt_es

21541 518.95

30801985 SOFTWARE DESIGN. Book 2
A socks-g:.F30ukI the vOlume tale.s r:>111",,Pe tiu'th43.: tll
,01.1" extplorittoo (.1 4:D411-Q11,1g 8a.711 6085
1-1,7 dpItry69e, ii5,e4[445001b), tang,,,,ge
21615$18M
$050A .dliCROCOMPUTER INTERFACING
AND PROGRAMM. NG (2nd Edition)

ea,naa; dui. Jr ,..pact j):::;_,C g(-`''trot,CP1

ratCaplcOmPuter attluia aacrocompa:cr input and
iet/Opt -t,en?;cirig. in t ce tented of 808L-A-has'ect

siicaawicapitfetaS
21933 $25.50
MICROCOMPUTEP DATA BAS,:
MANAGEMENT
5 prainc.... y ,1 wooe o

21875.515.50

INTERFACING & SCIENTIFIC DATA
COMMUNICATIONS EXPERIMENTS
itr.10eLl'en ' liniaaering

aa -car, data cranate

2 546 $11.25
CDIVIPU7ERS AND 2ROGRAMMING GUIDE
FOR SCIENTISTS & ENGINEERS
(2nd Edition)
Uutiinf_a tee ca.uabatio tfnitatn
eaTplorea if, use in prx,:morn

,,, ,.u 5-iry to use

21693 522.50

PET INTERFACING
mum-, book that at-101hu you several e,carientLry drat

advanced ways to inter:aCe peripneraia to tho ?FT
e,,ttitfe E,ach of Its three I 0 ports
21795 52.3.95

TRS-80 COLOR CCMPUTER
INTERFACING
Teaches you the interlaciag techniques. inner workings,
and ope,atain of the TRS-30 Color Computer as we' as
its high-performance 6805 microprocessor.
21893 $19.95

TRS-80 Ill DDEL 1.11', AND COLOR
COMPUTER INTERFACING PROJECTS
A unique book for beginning interfacers-which includes

simple, uaetut. and eay- to -build construction projects
to help you make use of your IRS -80 cohiputer ID he
real world.
22009 S19 95
STD BUS INTERFACING
Gives you ak information and circuitry. needed to use
-your STD bus cernioutea, system for controlling
instrcments or processes. or for acquiring data from an
electrical device. Contains immediately usable
assembly language software for Z-80. 13080E085 6502.
and 6800 -based microcomputers
21888 $19.95

Wr te, phone or come in for

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC
SPEEC-4 SYNTHESIS
Helps you understand not a human Voice- is
electronically cleated, explains the three current digital
synthesis technologies used. and tills you what you can
expect in apeech quality as it relates to data rate and the
cost of memory devices
21896 512.9E.

TRS-80 a ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
MADE SIMPLE
Shows you howto plan. were, and land -assemble your
own assembly language programs ri memory using the
T -Bug anc Levu II BASIC POW suaroutines
21851 8.50

USING THE Z-80 IN THE -11S-80*.
Learn the Z-80 nstruction ae anc characteristics, its
TRS-80 implementation. hardware, software, and more.
all in a halos -on format

21839 $19.95

THE S -1C0 AND OTHER MICRO BUSES
(2nd Edition)
Examines microcomputer his systems in general and
21 of the most popular systems it particular, including
the S-100
21810 $13.95
DESIGN OF ACTIVE FILTERS, WITH
EXPERIMENTS
Introduces sou tc the 0nplemeqtaton and design of
active filter circuits the -4t op -amp chip.

21539 $1E.50

DESIGN OF OP -AMP C1,40.1175, WITH
EXPERIMENTS

acperiments iflustrxe the dcsigr dnrl
opo,,to: '1 i,rlm at aiiiplifieqs, iirtfprentalvy- arid
inte,),00:, a, ao!ta,le and current ronver !.rs active

dlele)

21537 515 50

DESIGN OF VMOS CIRCL.117S, WITH
EXPERIMENTS
Ar aeoth app,iratinas stidc,y tnat inCludeb

1r ),nu tiCy, VaTieSdeara'as ear
aa and efiecavay into rooMmori caa._

.rtilarc*,, re,00nt-c-,
21686 516.95

CMOS COOKBOOK
I Wit of the bE45eteing ieCtityical,,taloas on Sir mara,'
this-cOoktione gives You 0.-Sobduna-ViS4MtlIng
technology and' 415 appaeatien - to TITO word C
E,xplarris-haw tkitOS differs from aner MOS designs
hTav iI powrired and what in a rya a AdrF-, ,ire 0:et

21398 S19.!-5

UNDERSTANDING CMOS INTEGRATED
CIRCUITS
Drocussea altegratec,C,MDB cimantry andte4S-you 'wr Ili
CMOS 1Ca, are 'tow they Work :oaf now -they can
utiod in gkwee, ;resign
21598 $9.95

IC OP -AMP COOKBOOK
, :r.

21695 S22.53

555 TIMER APPLICATIONS SOURCEBOOK.
WITH EXPERIMENTS
Describes tile roristr,JctiOn arid use ve,'slOnS
of the 555 timer and gives ybii numerous, practical
examples of its applications in rrar n'u'ns ,,f
and electronic enoineenng
21538 $10.50
UNDERSTANDING IC OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIERS (2nd Edition)
-Shows you hum, fC op amps work aro how they can be
used in marl, Ct-ClAs

21511 $10.50

AUDIO IC OF -AMP APPLICATIONS
(2nd Edition)
Gives you an rtit irate undefstanding ,Dt IC op anip,
their application to audio systems
21558 $13.95

99 PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC PFOJECTS
(2nd Edition)
Choose from 16 groups that inclIcle audio amplifiers.
test equipment photography prot-Jcts automotive
devices and more
21635 59.95

ACTIVE -FILTER COOKBOOK
Teaches you how to _construct filters of al types.
including high-pass. low-pass, and banctpas§ having
Bessel: Cheloyshev., or Butterworth response. Easy to
understand-- no advanced math or obscure theory
21168 $20.95

full listings. GL. osron& -ELECT-RI:WOWS

SEMICONDUCTOR GENERAL-PURPOSE
REPLACED, E NTS (4-h Edition)
Gene-al-ourpcse replacements for almost 225,000
dee cest Includes bipola and field-effect transistors
dioce: rectifiers, ICs. and more, listed by US and
foregn type nurner manufacturer's part nber at
other -D

22022 527.95

101 WAYS TO USE YOUR VOM. TVM,
AND DVM

21756 $15.50

OSCILLOSCC PE APPLICATIONS AND
EXPERIMENTS

21612 $13.95

GENERAL INTEREST
THE HOME VI 2E0 HA NDBOOK (3rd Edition)
St: ow', /Or. troy s rop , and sr xesstu yr en ov you'
home TV camera videocassette recorder vileodisc
systerr. large TV proiectcr home a OE re Ta
feCel ler and at their acre! sores
22052 $19.9E

THE VIDEO FPODUC-ION GUIDE
Cont-anc. user trlepdly rites world coverage if pre
nocti,clon plarur,rc. creativity and organization. people
0indt n.) single- reUttireetcl or on iC`Caten
tedt. akin -con te,- 1441;0, editing 3PeCia

d'tt' I» on et tt ed production.

22053 $40.95

ELECTRONIC MUSIC CIRCUITS
3 oustom electronic mus

vritaa,ler ngete, tS other desains arid then
achieve parliciaar

21833 323.95

BASIC ELEC-RICITY ELECTRONICS

VOLUME I : BA 9IC PRINCIPLES

21501 515.50

VOLUME 2: HO ,N AC AND DC CIRCUITS
WORK (2nd Edition)
21502 513.95

VOLUME 3; UNDERSTANDING
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

21503 513.95

VOLUME 4: UNDERSTANDING AND US NG
TEST INSTRUMENTS

21504 513.95

VOLUME 5: MOTORS AND GENERATORS --
HOW THEY WORK

21505 513.95
SATELLITE TV HANDBOOK
an easy read aa-La tha. w,
,gaify andpnvate yair csiOle TV ..,sts.,r, see
rat ahowza that ma.? bie oinked out in your city, pick up

-tm-a-;aen TV ows that include the
n your apartmeat or

ap,ied college courses,
'Ks. and much more!..11gs OWC t.

22055 5.95
ELECTRONIC TELEPHC NE PROJECTS

I Me capabCities of
a or more or the

one 1001Ecta

21518 512.95
YOU AND YOUR TELEPHONE
,--Kplituns the inner wo Fangs of your telephone and gives
yoL compensons on tsing'-the tefephone cOmpanis
air,iprre;nt versus equipment 'Sou can buy and- inabli

2 44'''ifTt59 95
SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEERING

r,, professioeal aucao engineers key reference
wzinen ample language bY wo experts to help you
ces,gn your sound system. Covers everything fmm
audio systems and loudspeaker directivity to sample
design applications and spectfications
21156 $31.95
HOW TO BUILD SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
A practical guide to the whys ar d hows of constructing
high -quality top-pe-tormance soeaker enclosures
2C520 $8.50

rano° Jriced

APPLEHCUSE: A Guide to Home
Computerization Utilizing the Apple II Ile.
$19.95
APPLE BASIC MADE EASY
For beginneral-fen:'.-es 80 cartoons
T$.2101

.9fre5e order line 1.310-268-3640
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ndarTest and Measurement Instruments

OSCILLOSCOPE Single Trace Bench / Portable
SC110A

The Thandar SC1 10 represents a breakthrough
in oscilloscope development. For the first time
every engineer, serviceman and technician can
carry the most fundamental piece of electronic
test gear with him everywhere - an
oscilloscope.

Bandwidth: DC to 10MHz
Sensitivity 10mV/division to 50V/division

-Sweep Speeds 0 lysecs/division to 0.5 secs/division
Power Requirements: 4 to 10V DC from 4 'C cells or AC adaptor
Size: 255 . 150 x 40mm
Weight' 800gms excluding batteries

Accessory probes for SC110 Oscilloscope
at Prob $27.95 x10 Probe $29.95

$480.00

Ultra low power consumption

The SC110 is based around a 2" diagonal CRT
which requires extremely low power both in the

/heater and in the deflection circuits. This.
combined with specially developed circuitry
which automatically shuts down unwanted
sections of the instruments, means that the
SC1 10 can operate for very long periods on low
cost disposable batteries as well as
rechargeables. In the standby mode. power
drain is typically 350 milliwatts.

THERMOMETERS
$220.00
* Pocket size
* -50°C to 750°C range
* 1°C resolution
* 0.5" LCD
* >1000 hour battery life
* Supplied with naked bead

thermocouple and battery
* Accepts any Type K probe

TH 301

thonclor

aar Tharmonaser
-00t ionSOt

nutonatayr

THANDAR PROFESSIONAL THERMOMETERS ARE DESIGNED FOR
ENGINEERS. THEIR COMPLETE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES PROVIDE
ACCURATE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS EITHER IN THE FIELD
OR LABORATORY.

$244.00
* Pocket size
* -40°C to 1100°C range
* °C and °F
* 0.1° and 1° resolution
* 0.5" LCD
* >200 hour battery life
* Supplied with naked bead

thermocouple and battery
* Accepts any Type K probe

TH 302

Of

0101111bermornesax
1100

-0004401'102

GENERATORS * 1Hz to 100kHz
Function Generator

TG 100

$281.00

Frequency Range 1Hz to 100kHz
Functions Sine, Square, Triangle and DC from

variable 6001) output External sweep
input permits r300.1 linear sweep
below range maximum, i.e.below 0 1Hz
on 10Hz range.

Outputs. 1mV to WV from variable 6001 !output:
variable DC offset to . 5V. TTL output.

Power Requirements: 120V or 240V AC (nominal) 50/60Hz
Size & Weight: t 255 x 150 x 50mm 1200gms

BENCH RACK
OPTIONAL BENCH RACK KEEPS YOUR BENCH NEAT AND
ORGANIZED. IT HOLDS FOUR PIECES OF SLIM -LIME
THANDAR BENCH INSTRUMENTS.

ACCESSORIES
1. VIDEO MONITOR
2. UNIVERSAL TEST LEAD
3. THERMOCOUPLES

$75.00

$415.00
$33.00
$61.00

4. MAINS ADAPTOR $15.00
5. X1, X10, SW PROBE $34.95
6. VIDEO PRINTER $2550.00

'.Also available Logic Analysers TA 2080. TS 232P & TS 2160

* 0.2Hz to 2MHz

TG 102
* 0.2 Hz to 2 -ins

RANGES $510.00
 FINE Adjustment by

calibrated VERNIER
 EXTERNAL SWEEP

MODE

Function Generator

SINEWAVE,
TRIANGLE, SQUARE
WAVE & DC
OPERATING MODES

* VARIABLE 50 and
TTL output

* MAXIMUM INPUT ±10y
 0.2Hx to 2MHz Function

Generator
* Sine, Square Triangle

Waveforms
* Variable DC offset
* Variable 50 output
TTL output
* External Sweep Mode

Write, phone or come in for full specification listings.

* 5Hz to 5MHz Pulse Generator $275,1105

* 5Hz to 5MHz Pulse Generator * Variable 500 output
* Free -Run, Gated or Triggered Modes * TEL output
* Squarewave, Complement * Sync output

19 cont'd.



thandar
MULTIMETERS

TM 351

* Bench/Portable
* 31/2 -digit 0.5" LCD
* 0.1% basic accuracy
* 29 ranges
* Battery life typically >2000 hours
* Complete with batteries and test leads $309.00

$264.00

TM 353

COUNTERS TF 200 10Hz to 200MHz

* Bench/portable
* 8 -digit Liquid Crystal Display
* Frequency range 10Hz - 200MHz
* Resolution better than 1ppm
* Sensitivity typically 10mV rms
* Timebase accuracy 0.3ppm
* Battery life 200 hours
* Frequency, time average period,

totalize & reset; 2 ranges, 5 gate times;
external clock facility

* Complete with batteries

110111110111116116111.01.11111111

$485.00

* 26 ranges * Bench/Portable
* Battery life typically >3000 hours * 31/2 -digit 0.5" LCD
* Complete with batteries and test leads* 0.25% basic accuracy

TM 355 $264.00

.1010[111111 

* Bench/Portable * Battery or mains (AC adaptor)
* 31/2 -digit 0.5" LED operation
* 015% basic accuracy * Supplied with test)leads
* 29 ranges

TF 040 10Hz to 40MHz

* Bench/portable
* 8 -digit Liquid Crystal( Display
* Frequency range 10Hz - 40MHz
* Resolution 1Hz
* Sensitivity 40mV rms
* Timebase accuracy 05ppm
* Battery life 80 hours
* Frequency, totalize & reset; 2 gate

times
* Complete with batteries

$385.00

TM 354 $121.00

Measurement capability:
DC volts : 1mV to 1000V
AC volts : 1V to 500V AC rms
DC current : 1µA to 2A
Resistance : 1St to 2M1/

* Pocket size *
* 31/2 digit 0.5" *

LCD

* 0.75% basic
accuracy

14 ranges
Battery life

2000 hours

r...gd,r2.),%%%%,0),,,,  %...

PFM 200A

* Pocket Size
* 8 -digit L.E.D. Display
* Frequency range

20Hz - 200MHz
* Resolution 0.1Hz
* Sensitivity

typically 10mV rms

$210.00
* Timebase

accuracy 2ppm
* Battery life

10 hours
* Frequency; 2

ranges, 4 gate times
* BNC Input

Sockets

* Frequency range 40MHz - 600 MHz
* Sensitivity 100/ rms
* Powered direct by TF200 or TF040

.(lead supplied)

$139.00 TF-600

thanchar w 600

* Frequency range 100MHz - 1000MHz $225.00 IP-1000
* Sensitivity better than 25mV rms
* Will extend TF200 and PFM200A

capability beyond 1GHz

MULTIMETERS TM451 * Bench/Portable * Sample hold
* 41/2 digit 0.4" LCD, * Audible continuity test
* 0.03% basic accuracy * Complete with battery and test leads
* Full auto -ranging or manual

$495.00

Accuracy: Basic Accuracy ± ( 01% of reading)
Battery Lire: 70 hours from 9v Battery
Size: 155 x 120 x 57mm
Weight: 585 g. (including Battery)
DC and A: Volts: 200mV to 1000V
DC and AC Currents 200mA to I A

Resistance I to 20M

Write, phone or come in for full specification listings.
2C
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*Wide
Bandwidth

*High
Sensitivity

*High
Accuracy

OSCILLOSCOPES (RECURRENT SWEEP) I :
1 TRACE

LBO-5 I OB $529.00 NEW

_IIIIMIMMI- - --
LBO -310A $349.00

iW-1..b.

LBO -514A NEW

EMIIIMEIM6.
,.*

$t A.

4MHz

, ,

.

d: 6 6.)

,t5 et,
I

0

0
d)

i
- 0 

iv _ - *
Jt

S
 -* - 4:4:`_"s-

v-Q.. - 1 . - A

15MHz I mV
t-

.. it 0 to' '4 ..- ----- -

MODEL LBO -510B LBO -310A Sensitivity 5mV/div (1mV:
GAINX 5)

Bandwidth DC (2Hz) - 15MHz
Vertical Mode CH -1, CH -2, CHOP, ALT,

X -Y.
Sweep Speeds 0.5µs/div - 200ms/div
Sweep Magnification X5 ±5%
Synchronization Automatic, Normal
CRT 130mm, 8 x 10div ()div =

1cm)
Size (W.H.D) 290 x 160 x 375mm
Weight 7.5 kg

Sensitivity
Bandwidth
Sweep Speeds

Synchronization
CRT

Size (W.H.D)
Weight

20mV/p-p/div or better
DC (2Hz) - 4MHz
10Hz - 100kHz, 4
steps
Internal, External, Line
130rnm, 8 x 10 div
(1 div = 1 cm)
250 x 175 x 375mm
6kg

20mV/cliv or better
DC (2Hz) - 4MHz
10Hz - 100kHz, 4
steps
Internal
75mm, 8 x 10 div
(1 div = 6 mm)
125 x 180 x 300mm
4.5 kg

6" P.D.A. CRT, DUAL TRACE, STEREO SCOPE 3.5" CRT, DUAL TRACE,
LBO -523 $1449.00

111111111101.
NEW LBO -552C $1049.00

NEW

/Walk... .. _

Battery Operated $1395.00

.11...L.
I-40: !iiii 1

-....- ,

_4

__--e-
. .

4 ;.r-sr-

4

e .-
'IV IP _ ! ii-
.I. --e. t- - --====inin--

.. a a
g, 1 -!0-0 r-, ,:;

20MHz  2mV

(-1 ..- II'S .440
35MHz  500p V

s-4-
Sensitivity

Bandwidth
Vertical Mode

Sweep Speeds
Functions

CRT (PDA 7kV)

Size (W.H.D)
Weight

5mV/div (500µV:
MAGX 10)
DC (10Hz) - 35MHz
CH -1, CH -2, CHOP, ALT,
ADD, CH -2 Invert
0.2µs/div 0.2s/div
ALT trigger, Hold -off,
X -Y, Remote X -Y, TV-
V/H
150mm, 8 x 10 div
()div = 1cm)
290 x 160 x 375mm
8.5kg

Sensitivity
Bandwidth
Waveform
Switching

Sweep Speeds

X -Y Operation

CRT

Size (W.H.13)
Weight

20mVp-p/div or better
DC (2Hz) - 10MHz

Left and right at
respective sides on a
common base line
10Hz - 100kHz,
4 steps
20mVp-p/div or better
DC (2Hz) - 1MHz
130mm, 8 x 10div
(1div=1cm)
175 x 250 x 375mm
7.2kg

Sensitivity
Bandwidth
Vertical Mode

Sweep Speeds
CRT( Rectangular)

Power Supply

Size (W.H.D)
Weight

2mV/div 10V/div
DC (2Hz) -- 20MHz
CH -1, CH -2, CHOP, ALT,
ADD, X -Y
0.5µs/div 200ms/div
95mm, 8 x 10div I1 div =
6.35mm)
AC (100 - 240V), Battery
(+12V rechargeable pack),
EXT. DC
235 x 120 x 320mm
5.8kg

SIGNAL GENERATORS, R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR TRANSISTOR CHECKER
LAG -27 $264.00 NEW

..ari-fmaa.
LSG- 17 $214.00 NEW

.4111111Mill'h-lik-
LTC -906A $319.00

-,"-----\..,........,,,

....: -

_ IP

- -
-. e 0

-

.. .
el

"

.

...... ....

MODEL LAG -27
Freq. Range 100kHz -

(up to
150MHz

LTC -906A450MHz on
harmonics) DC Parameter Mode

Output Voltage 0.1Vrms (no load) Measurement Range:
Output Control HIGH/LOW selected VD, VBE . 0 - 3VDC
Modulation Intenal: 1kHz (CEO 0 - 10000µA

Ext.: 50Hz-20kHz H FE 0 - 10000
Audio Output 1kHz, 1V or more
Size (WHD) 238 x 150 x 130mm

'Automatically Identifies LeadsWeight 2.5kg.
'Tests Good Bad-In or out of Circuit!

Frequency Range
Amplitude Control
Sine Wave

Square Wave
Burst Output

Size (W.H.D)
Weight

10Hz - 1MHz, 5 Ranges
HIGH/LOW
Level: 5Vrms (no load)
Distortion: 200Hz -

100kHz, 0.5%
5Vp-p, Rise time 200ns

238 x 150 x 130mm
2.5kg



Thurlby 1503 and 1504
high resolution digital multimeters

1503 $470.00

1504 $545.00
* 43/4 digits ( ± 32,768 counts)
* 10 uV, 10m , 1 nA resolution
* 0.03% basic dcV accuracy (1503 -HA)

True RMS ac functions (1504)
* LCD, fully field portable
* Current measurement to 25 amps
* 7 functions including frequency
* Outstanding price/performance ratio

arlby 1503 Higher Performance at a Lower Cost
The 1503 provides more resolution, more effective accuracy, and

more versatility than any other meter in its price category. High
stability components, low power dissipation and maximum emphasis
on quality ensure a longer calibration cycle and a minimum cost of
ownership.

Greater Sensitivity with Greater Versatility
With a maximum resolution of 10µV and 10mtl. the 1503 is ten

times more sensitive than the best 31/2 digit meters. Ultra -wide current
handling copes with currents up to 10 amps ac or dc (25 amps short
term) whilst providing resolution down to Ind for measurement of
capacitor leakage. etc.

An important feature often omitted is high impedance voltage. Up to
±3.2 volts, the input impedance can be chosen as lomn or >1000Mfl.
eliminating error when measuring high impedance circuitry.

Frequency Measurement with crystal control
The Thurlby 1503 provides direct measurement o

4MHz with resolution of 0.1 kHz (up to 75,4Hz with di:
crystal tirnebase provides high accuracy and also
integration periods, ensuring high stability and r
related interference in multimeter mode.

A 43'4 digit scale length for greater resolution and
The Thurlby 1503 has a scale length of 15 bits (32.

voltage resistance. 14 bits (16,384 counts) on ac von
(8,192 counts) on current This longer scale leng
much greater resolution and higher accuracy t

instruments.

The Thurly 1504 has True RMS ac functions i
sensing ac. for application involving power related
non -sinusoidal signals.

12 months 19l C
Accuracy TM reading , % full scale)

Tempco - <0.1 of appbcahle accuracy
per *C

DC Voltage 1504 1503 1 503.HA

±320.00mV 0.09%r 302%fs 0.111302%fs 0.08%1+.015%fs
±3200.0mV 0 05%,, 005%fs 0 05%r+ 005%fs 0 03%r+ 0051tfs
±32.0000 0 C71tr+ 005%fs 0.08%r+ 005%fs 0 03%r+ 0051tfs
3320.000 0.09%r+ 005%fs 0 1%r+ 005%fs 0.05%r+ 005%f,
3120040 0 1%r+ 01%fs 0 11..-S 01%fs 0 05%, 01%f s

Resistance 1504/1503 1503H0

320 000 0 15%, 05%fs 0 15%r+ 051tfs
3200.00 0 1%r+ 01%fs 0 1%r+.01%fs
32.0001 0 1%r+ 005%fs 0 00%r+ 005%f s
320 001 0 1%r+ 005%fs 0.08%1+ 005%fs
320001 0.2%1+ 005%fs 0 15%r+ 0051gs
32.000M 0 6%,.01%fs 0 5%r+ Olttf s

ac Tay,. 1504 (True DAM 1503/1503TM lAverage Sensel

3200 OmV 0.3%r + 05%f s I 600 OmV 0 2%r+ 02%fs
32.0000 0 351M+ 05%fs 16.000V 0 25%, 02%fs
320000 0 331M+ 0 5%fs 16000V 0 25%r+ 02%fs
750.0V 0 16%r+ 2%fs 75000 0 25%r+ 04%fs

DC Current 1504/1503 1503.HA

±80.00µA 0.2%1+ 05%fs 0.15%r+ 04%fs
±800.0µA 0 15%r+ 02%f s 0 1%, 015%fs
38.000mA 0 15%, Orifs 0 1%r+ 01 5%fs
380 00mA 0 15%r+ 0214fs 0 PM+ 01 5%fs
±800 OmA 0.3%r+ 02%fs 0 2510+.02%fs
±10000 2.0%1+ I %fs I At+ 1%fs

AC Current 1504 ante 0AI51 1503/1503.HA (Average Senses

8000µA 0 4550 2%f s 0 3%r+ 04%fs
8.000100 0 aSr+ 2%f s 0 3%r+ 04%fs
80 00mA 0441+.2%fs 0 3%, 04%f s
800 00mA 0 Mu+ 2%fs 05%r+ 04%fs
10.006 2 505+ 1%fs 1 5%t+ 3%fs

Diode Test 1504/1503/1503.HA To:union Current

3200 OmV 005%r+ 005%fs 1mA

Frequency 1504/1503/1503.NA Sensitivity typical

400001/48 0 neStr+ 0025%fs 13 p1-pk-
frequency up to
play overflow). A
defines precise

rjection of 50Hz

accuracy
'68 counts) on dc
tage, and 13 bits
rl gives the 1503
han competitive

place of average
measurements on

SPECIFICATIONS
Beading gate 3 125/sec Input Impedance - 105101/40 CF

automatic i>1000 Mil available on 320DmVrangel
automatic Voltage burden on
9mtn LCD cutter ranges - 100pV/count
display flashes DC NMI - >60dB at 50Hz
LW symbol MI CM. >1000 AC line

essentially infinite on battenes
Temp range - 0-40°C

. 370Vpk1 Nett weight - 1.2ks
Dtmensions - 230 5 230 x

 25A 10 secs) 60mm
Fred - 370 Vpk Battery - 6 x C cells
requires tast risetime smnal (0 5V/Nsec)Sinewaves
convened to pulse waveform.

- True RMS 115041. Average sensing RMScalibrated
50511A). AC coupled.

curtent. 45.65114 voltage.
65145 - 400110 . Malt - 101010  201/40

0.1% 0.2% 03% 0.6%115041
ass 2% 5%

ass 5%

2%

Polarity
Zero
DEW
Oyerrance
low battery
Max Inputs
voltage
1200Vpli 1320. 3200mV
Current
IA fused 1100 range
Resistance Diode Tem

Fneiplessrf Function-
below 501 it must be
AC Functions
for stnewave (I503/1
Quoted accuracy 45.11118

Additional errors
1600mV/3200mV

160/326
1600/3200

7500

Thurlby 1905a 51/2 digit intelligent multimeter
with keyboard programmable computing and datalogging capabilities

* ±210,00 count scale length 1905a $990.00
 uv,lm, 1 nA sensitivity
* AC functions included as standard
* 0.015% basic 1 yr. accuracy, 5ppm resolution
* Wide range of computing functions

Ax + b, Hi -Lo -Pass, % Deviation, Min -Max, Running average
* dBV, dBrel, dBm at any impedance
* Single key null and relative functions
* Intelligent digital filter with adaptable characteristics
* Automatic data -logging with programmable interval timing

Specnicatunu I sear 10,.
Reading rate 1 Ins smon.1
Robin, - Automatic
Zero - Automatic

Display
Scale length
Oyertange
Tempco

Input Current
DC NMR
(in CMR

AC response

Additional knots
210/2100mV
21V
210V
1500

= 01 reading

indis ales use
of mill key

- 13mm LED. 8 digits
-40.1.51, or 61, digits
- Displays ORR
- <01 of applicable accuracy

per °C
- <1000
- >6006 at 50.601-14
- >120011 at IX: 50:60Hz
- Mean sensing rrns calibrated for sine nave

Accuracies apply abuse 1000 counts
- 6510 - 400114 - 5kHz - 201.01

II, 2%

3% 2, dh

Pk Ab

2%

Single key functions - null hold store
Computing functions - .35-4-11 %deviation. Limits

AyLol-h Dec pi Filler
Data. logging - 80 readings. penod 33 to 9999 secs

Temp. Range - -10 to +60.0 storage 0 to 40.0 operating
Weight - I 9Kg
Dimensions - 230 k. 230 s 90 Mm
Supply 200.2641 in 94.1250'40.440114

Thurlby
Professional test and measurement
instruments

DC Voltage Accuracy Input Impedance Max Input

*21000010\'
1-210000ml
+2100005
_210000\
±110000V

It( 025.4- 0515,s+ 2ilall.
1_1 015%.r* 001%s +140
±102%, +0151%5 +idgo

31025%r+ C01%s + !dell

i I 0 Mn or >mown
1

10,111

I 11035' p1.15 secs
I 4005 DC or MS nom_

110DV DC or AC pk

Resistance Accuracy Excitation Current Max Input

21000011
2100000
21 IMOOkfl
2101000111

_2100 001k11

11 000M11

±I 05%r + 00.3%s+2dgtr
I

I +104%r - 001%,+2clgo
I

- ±1118%, - 002%s+2,1101
±125%, + 073%s+1dgo

I ,,,,,,

100µA
10,1A
Iµ4
1,0

400V DC
us MIS cunt

DC Current AccurarT Voltage Burden Max Input

3210 000pA
3210000,A
±21 atiorht,
+210100150
±210000120
+500000

1

I it via+ on i 5%s 32dgt).
I

+DI' 415'sp'-' I'M ' S'Zs':;:11:11':

150m, may

I 51T1'0".1.1""

IA. 31110
fuse protected

1 59 3005
1 fuse protected

AC Voltage Accurac, 45.65Hr Input Impedance Max Input

21000m,
21000m,
21 003V
210001
7500V

±12%r+ 05%s+ 101101
I

I t( rsri-02,+.1.101
10610 4071-

I 11001 pa IS secs
i 400V mks cont

7501 nns cum

AC Curren Accuracy 4511, (kHz Voltage surden Max Input

21000µA
21000µA
21 000mA
210 00mA
21000mA
5 0009

I ±1 3%1+ 0516-1-10.01

±145%r+115'1,1+ IMIgo
Dl 65%r' 05,510dgil

150005 ma.

500105 10.15
15 mac

IA 3000
fuse protected

I Sk. 3005
I lust onnected

Diode Test Accuram Excitation Current Mu Input

2111000015 5,0 I ink 4005

Computing power to solve your problems

The 1905a has a set of computing functions waiting to transform its
capabilities. Voltages can be expressed in dBV, related to any 0dB
reference or expressed in dBm for a chosen impedance. Transducer
outputs can be scaled, offset and displayed in the required engineer-
ing units. Tests can be made against present limits, percentage
deviations from a preset nominal displayed, running averages taken
and maximum and minimum values recorded

A simple and consistent entry sequence combined with clear
display prompts and a logical keyboard arrangement makes
programming quick and simple. and the various computing functions
can be operated simultaneously.

Automatic data -logging saves time and effort
The 1905a can store readings for recall later at any required time

interval from V, second to 234 hours, Up to BO readings can be stored.
Tedious time related measurement sequences can be handled automa-
tically without disrupting your work.

You can also capture rapidly changing measurements and read them
out at a convenient speed.

Thurlby 1905a - Extra pmformance without extra cost
The 1905a is a high performance 51/2 digit multimeter incorporating

dc and ac voltage. dc and ac current. resistance and diode test ranges
as standard. It has all the functions and capabilities of a conventional
bench multimeter combined with longer scale length greater
sensitivity, higher effective accuracy. and very powerful computing
and data -logging capabilities. Yet it costs much the same as a
conventional 41/2 digit meter.
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SPEAKERS, CABINET KITS & INSTRUCTIONS
YOU SAVE 50% COMPARED TO BUILT SYSTEMS!

PHILIPS
Gladstone's complete Speakerkits are the money -saving way to better
sound. The 5 systems shown on this page use Philips Deforest speaker
components for the best in performance at economical prices. You save
(typically) 50% or more of the price compared to factory -finished
enclosures.

TRANSMISSION LINE

SPEAKERS ELIMINATE

BASS BOOM.

 SEE DETAILS ON OPOSITE PAGE.

100 WATT
"DOUBLE 12"
3 -WAY KIT

$214.75 EACH

Double up on your low
frequency output without
doubling your cost! The
addition of the Philip's Passive
Radiator boosts the bass
frequency response while
maintaining a remarkably
smooth output throughout the
audio spectrum.

SYSTEMS 5

1 AD01600 T8 19.95
1 AD02160 SQ8 39.95
1 AD12250 W8 79.95
1-AD1201 39.95
1 AD3WXSP 3 4.95
Price without cab. 214 95
Cab. kit 37.00
Price with cab. 228.80

125 WATT
15" WOOFER
3 -WAY KIT

$164.80 EACH

15" SUPER SYSTEM handles
125 watts with thunderous
bass, smooth mids, and sizzling
top end! Woofer (AD15240/W8)
is combined with new high
power "exposed" dome
midrange (AD2160/SQ8),
dome tweeter, plus superior
quality air -core coil based
crossover AD3WXSP. Floor
standing at 32" x 191/4" x 14"0.
Response is 18 Hz - 20 KHz.

SYSTEM 4

1 AD01600 T8
1 AD02160 SQ8
1 AD15240 W8
1 AD3WXSP
Price without cab. kit
Cab. kit
Price with cab. kit

19.95
39.95
69.95

34.95
164.80

37.00
201.80

100 WATT
12" WOOFER
3 -WAY KIT

$145.35 EACH

12" SYSTEM handles 100
watts RMS with ease! Heavy-
duty woofer, AD12240W/8, is
combined with AD0211/SQ8
midrange, with air -core
crossover AD3WXSP
Response is 23-20,000 Hz.
Cabinet size is 261/2" x 151/2" x
12"0.

SYSTEM 3

1 AD01600 T8 19.95
1 AD02110 SQ8 30.50
1 AD12240 W8 59.95
1 AD3WXSP 34.95
Price without cab. kit 145.35
Cab. kit 32.00
Price with cab. kit 177.35

80 WATT 50 WATT
10" WOOFER 80" WOOFER
3 -WAY KIT 2 -WAY KIT

$120.40 EACH

Our 10" SUPER SYSTEM
handles up to 80 watts RMS
easily! Includes heavy-duty
woofer, dome midrange, dome
tweeter, and AD3WXA
crossover network. Response
is 25-20 KHz. Cabinet size 24" x
14" x 10"D.

SYSTEM 2. 10" 3 way

1 AD01600T15
1 AD02110SQ8
1 AD10240 W8
1 AD3 WXA
Price without cab. kit
Cab. kit
Price with cab. kit

19.95
30.50
56.00
13.95

120.40
24.00

144.40

$54.40 EACH

Our upgraded "Budget" system,
handles 60 watts RMS in
compact cabinet (19" x 111/2" x
8"D). Consists of Philips 8"
woofer, dome tweeter,
ADF1600/8 2 -way crossover.
Response 40-20,000 Hz.
Compares with factory built
"name" systems at $150-
$200.00 ea!

SYSTEM 1. 8" 2 way

1 AD0163T15 13.95
1 AD80671 29.95
1 ADF3000/8 10.50
Price without cab. 54.40
Cab. kit 18.00
Price with cab. 72.40



CAB-10-KD

CAB-12-KD

CAB-15-KD

SPEAKERS, CABINET KITS &
INSTRUCTIONS INCLUDED!

SAVE 50%COMPARED TO BUILT SYSTEMS!
KEF-based speaker systems are considered the ultimate in quality for the
home constructor. Gladstone's offers 5 kits including cabinets suitable for
use with the highest quality home audio components, backed by our teri-
year warranty on KEF products!

ALL CABINET KITS
PRECUT TO SIZE FOR
EASY ASSEMBLY.
SEE DETAILS BELOW.

AS1 $320

MINI -SIZE HIGH
PERFORMANCE
2 -WAY KIT
A mini -speaker that no one can
believe! The LS3/5A system is
world-famous as the best small
speaker available - and our kit
price is less than 50% the price
of the factory -built equivalent.
Consists of KEF B110 Woofer/
Midrange T27 Dome tweeter,
and Falcon #23 Crossover
network. Meaures only 12 x 71/2
x 9"D, yet packs an incredible
bass wallop combined with
superior imaging and stereo
dispersion.

KIT AS1 INCLUDES
(LS - 35A Cab.)
2 727A
2 B 110A
2 Falcon 23

90.00
110.00
120.00

320.00 pair

Price with Cab. Kit 380.00 pair

50 WATT
8" WOOFER
2 -WAY KIT

Popular bookshelf sized
system with consistent KEF
quality and performance.
Handles 50 watts RMS with
tight bass and clean midrange
from B200 woofer, and
excellent highs (from T27
tweeter). KEF DN13 crossover
network. Box is 19 x

111/2 x IT'D. Response 25-
30,000 Hz.

KIT AS2 INCLUDES

2 T27
2 B200A
2 DN13 (Sp1106)

Price with cab. kit

90.00
125.00
65.00

280.00

316.00

AS3 $585

100 WATT
DYNAMIC
3 -WAY SYSTEM

Dynamic full -range system for
up to 100 watts RMS. Ideal for
powerful music from rock to
classic to jazz. Consists of all
KEF components: 8139
woofer, B110 midrange, T27
tweeter and DN12 crossover.
The box measures 261/2 x 151/2
a 12"D and comes with a sub -
enclosure for the midrange
speaker. Response is 20-
20,000Hz.

Kit #AS3 INCLUDES

2 T27
2 B110A
2 B139B
2 DN12 (SP1004)
without cab. kit
with cab kit

TL -90 $678 g-

FAMOUS TL.90
TRANSMISSION -
LINE KIT
The TL.90 is the closest
approach to concert hall
realism without attending! Our
most famous kit offers
incredible performance.
Response from 17 to 40,000
Hz, power handling up to 200
watts (25 minimum). Consists
of KEF B139 woofer, 8110 mid,
T27 tweeter, and Falcon #5
crossover (specially designed
and built for this system). The
cabinet consists of extra -heavy
1-'/s" particle board for
resonance -free super -deep
accurate bass. Cabinet size 37
x 191/2 x 151/4"0.
TL- 90 INCLUDES

TL -30 $310 if

FAMOUS TL.30
TRANSMISSION -
LINE KIT
Extended bass response due to
the "labyrinth" design of the
enclosure, with no bass boom!
The TL.30 two-way system is
an outstanding value in terms of
price/performance balance. It is
ideal for ampl.fiers from 25 to 75
watts per channel, and has a
virtually flat response from 30 to
40,000 Hz. Consists of KEF
B200, T27, DN13 crossover
network. Cabinet kit has all
parts precut to size, including
the internal dividers, and can be
constructed in a short time.
Includes wool for internally
lining the box, and instructions.
Size: 42 x 131/2 x 13'/2"D.
TL30 INCLUDES

90.00 2T27 90.00
110.00 2 B110A 100.00 2 T27 90.00
300.00 2 B139B 300.00 2 B200A 125.00

85.00 2 Falcon 6C 118.00 2 DN13 (SP1106) 65.00
585.00 6 lbs wool 60.00 3 LBS wool 30.00
649.40 without cab. kit 678.00 without Gab. Kit 310.00

with cab. kit 810.00 with cab. kit. 442.00

Gladstone's "Knock Down"
Cabinet Kits.
Consisting of 3/4" particle board, accurately cut
to size, ready to assemble! Price includes pre-
cut front -panels!

CAB-8-KD For 8 -inch woofer and 4"
tweeter.
19 x 111/2 x 8" D. $18.00 each
For 10" woofer, 5" midrange,
4" tweeter
24 x 14 x 10" D. $24.00 each
For 12" woofer, 5" midrange,
4" tweeter
261/2 x 15 1/z x 12" D. $32.00

For 15" woofer, 5" midrange,
4" tweeter
32 x 191/4 x 14" D.$39.00 each

Why Transmission Line
Speakers?
The transmission line design offers several
acoustic advantages over sealed or reflex type
enclosures: lower cabinet resonance with no
"boominess", (meaning deeper and more ac-
curate bass response); decreased driver cone ex-
cursion (resulting in better transient responsey,
midrange and tweeter speakers at "ear level" for
better imaging.

Incredible savings!
Before Gladstone's Transmissior Line Kits were
available, the cost of comparable factory -built
systems was prohibitive to most consumers. For
example, an imported system similar to our
TL.90 retails in Toronto at close to $3,000.00 per
pair - more than FOUR TIMES our kit cost!

Facts About Our
Transmission Line Kits!
Our cabinets use 1-1/8" extra -high density parti-
cle board (as compared to 3/4" typically used in
most speaker boxes). This ensures a strong
resonance -free enclosure. All internal dividers
are pre-cut with angled edges; assembly is
straight -forward. We provide all necessary hard-
ware. You provide drill, screwdriver and white -
glue, and make your own grille frame.

*Transmission line speaker cab nets are lined
with long -fibre wool, which is INCLUDED in the
price of the complete kit and kit minus cabinet.

Optional level controls.
To "balance" the sound of the TL.30 and TL.90
we recommend that controls be added for
midrange and tweeter level.
ML -1 Midrange control.
HL -1 Tweeter control. $4.95 24

Each ..



you re serious a out sound . . .

we recommend KEF quality speakers
backed by a year warranty!
2 KEF 200 mm Woofers

BEXTRENE $125-10311.
200 mm
(81/2") WOOFER - outperforms most 12"
units. Best in its class! 8 ohms, nominally rated
at 50 watts RMS. 1 inch voice coil.
recommended enclosure is 20.4 litres (2 -way
infinite baffle system) but used successfully in
air suspension, reflex or transmission line
enclosures. 25-3,500 Hz. Resonance: 25 Hz. 1 -
year guarantee!

New B200G2oomm $175 14/
pr

Heavy Duty 8" Woofer Finally Released!
Low mid range unit with visco-elastic damped
Bextrene diaphram and high temperature coil
assemble, suitable for use where low distortion
and high power handling are required. As
originally used on the REF 104. 100 Watts
Continuous Power, 25-3,500 Hz.

Famous KEFB139 Woofer

r MEM
$300 icf

9" x 13" WOOFER - with unique plastic
cone! Rated by experts as one of the world's
best!. 8 ohms. rated at WO W. Voice coil
diameter 2". Recommended enclosure size
62.0 litres (3 -way reflex system) out may be
used in other types. Frequency response: 20-
1,000 Hz. Resonance: 23 Hz!

New BD139B Passive -
Radiator $125 3,!)-.

The B139 now available without voice coil and
magnet, for use as passive radiator.

KEF's Best Woofer $400:--1:7'
B300 Woofer first used in the Kef 105s, this 12"
Bextrene 200 Watt woofer has now been made
available to the constructor. Suitable for use
where low distortion and high power are
required. Responds from 25 - 2,000 Hz, with a
2" voice coil. Free air res. is 23 Hz.

KEF 110 mm Midrange_
Woofer

BEXTRENE $110 pr
110 mm.
(51/2") WOOFER -MIDRANGE covers bass,
midrange, or both! May be used in compact
system (7.26 litres, 13 x 9 x 6") with power
handling of 20-30 watts. Response: 55-3,500
Hz. Or, may be used as a midrange with B139,
covering frequencies above 4000 Hz, and
requiring separate sub -enclosure. Resonance:
30Hz.

New B110B $130:-
B110B Same specs as above, for matches with
different drivers. See listing on constructor
series.

3 KEF Dome Tweeters

DOME TWEETER NEW DESIGN IS AN
INDUSTRY STANDARD! Remarkable -I " dome
tweeter with reponse from 3,500 to 40,000Hz.
Can be used in systems rated at 40 watts 9
ohms. Like all other KEF units, the T27 is
backed by a 1 -year Warranty.

New T 33 $100
T33 A high frequency unit with extended
response and wide dispersion. Operates 3K to
20 Khz, at 100 Watts program power.

T 52 $200 pr
T52 A melinex dome tweeter with extended
high end natural response, and ultra wide
dispersion. Responds from 800 to 20,000 Hz,
and can be used up to 200 Watts program
power. As originally used on the Kef Cantata,
and others, available for the first time to the
home builder.

Better materials ...
KEF believe that speaker
performance can be more
consistent and dependable,
free from the distorting
'coloration' introduced by
conventional diaphragm
materials. Coloration will
result if a cone continues
vibrating after an input
signal ceases. So KEF
technology evolved
specially formulated
moulded plastic
diaphragms, with laminated
damping layers that absorb
unwanted energy ...
instead of radiating it. This
is why a KEF diaphragm
sounds purer, cleaner.

Constant tests ...
To be totally sure every
product will always perform
to specification, KEF test
and test again. All incoming
components are checked
and graded, then further
checked at every assembly
stage. No KEF driver or
crossover goes on to
speaker assembly until it
has passed rigorous tests

Greater care ...
Through stage after stage,
where the final result
depends on careful
workmanship, specially
developed processes and
unique jig designs keep up
KEF standards of
consistency.

KEF CROSS -OVER
NETWORKS

"ECONOMY SERIES"

SP1004 (B139/13110A727)
SP1106 (B200A/T27)
SP1017 (B110A/T27)

$ 85.00
65.00
60.00

"CONSTRUCTOR SERIES'"Suggested
Enclosure

DN-23 (B11OBTT-27) CS1
DN-24 (13110AFF-27) CS1A
DN-25 (B200G/T33) CS3
DN-25 (B200G/T33/BD139) CS5
DN-26 (B139'B110B,T33) CS7

$100
$100
$100
$100
$200
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CONSTRUCTOR SERIES
MODEL CS7
* 150 WATT

$730r,
SPEAKERS INCLUDE
CS7
2 T33 $100.00
2 B110B $130.00
2 B139B $300.00
2 DN-26 $200.00

HEAY DUTY 3 WAY
8170B
4,1"

T33A-
F

This is a full three-way loudspeaker system
employing the KEF B139 which is the
world's most famous bass driver fitted with
a flat diaphragm originally developed by
KEF over twenty years ago. The mid -range
unit features a Bextrene cone diaphragm
and PVC roll surround. High frequencies
are handled by a 25mm dome radiator. This
remarkable system has an extended bass
response and excellent power handling
capacity. The computer designed
crossover network gives a very smooth
frequency response characteristic and
ensures finery detailed reproduction of
critical mid -range information.

MODEL CS5
8" system with famous KEF

*100 Watts
9" x 13" Passive Radiator

$525 PR
This floor -standing loudspeaker has an
extended low-frquency performance
and provides remarkably sharp stereo
imaging. It features a 200mm diameter
Bestrene cone LF drive unit with a
passive bass radiator. Model CS5 will
reproduce the full frequency range
available from the best modern
recording s with outstanding clarity and
low distortion.

KEF CONSTUCTOR SERIES KITS

speakers include
CS5
1 T33
2 B200G
2 BD139B
2 DN-25

$100.00
$175.00
$150.00
$100.00

MODEL CS1
BIG SOUND FROM A SMALL BOX.

$380 00
PR

T274
NF

* BASED ON FAMOUS
* KEF 101 DESIGN
* 50 WATTS.

This miniature bookshelf system is
based on the renowned Model 101,
smallest of the KEF Reference Series. It
is a two-way system specially designed
for the home constructor and featuring a
110mm diameter Bextrene cone LF
drive unit and a 19mm done HF
radiator. It can provide very high quality
reproduction where small physical size
is essential and high efficiency is not of
prime importance. Wide bandwidth is
achieved from a small enclosure of only
8 litres with a characteristic sensitivity of
81 dB/in W Amplifiers giving
continuous power output of 50 watts per
channel are recommended for use with
this design

CS1
2 T27
2 B110B
2 ON -23

e/tos'
MA/LF

$ 90.00
$130.00
$100.00

Price without cab.kit $320.00
Price with cab.kit $380.00 PAIR

Model CS3
* Based on Famous KEF 103.2

This very high quality bookshelf
loudspeaker is based on the KEF
MODEL 103.2, utilising the same drive
units. It is a two-way system specially
designed for the home constructor. The
drive unit compliment comprises a
200mm Bextrene cone LF unit and a
25mm HF dome radiator. Model CS3 is
capable of very high quality
performance and can out -perform
some of the best loudspeakers
available.

*75 WATTS

$375(,)3°,

(with cabinet $411
CS3
2 T33A

00 \
PR

$100.00
2 B200G $175.00
2 DN-25 $100.00

T-33 11-kir -

,6200
A4'r/Ltr

Write, phone or come in for full specification listings. 26



(1)1 IL 1113 POWER AMPLIFIERS
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Easy to Build Kits Featuring ILP Modules

PROFESSIONAL SERIES
These feature the same performance specifications os the UP series,
but the larger 19" x 5- professional cabinet enables the highest
power !LP modules to be incorporated. in a stereo configuration.

BIPOLAR SERIES

Power Impedance price

RB20 60W + 60W 4 ohms Stereo $285
RB30 60W + 60W 8 ohms Stereo $285
RB44 120W + 120W 4 ohms Stereo $345
RB48 120W 120W 4 8 ohms Stereo $345
RB54 180W + 180W 4 ohms Stereo $515
RB58 180W + 180W 8 ohms Stereo $515

MOSFET SERIES

RM60 60W + 60W 4-8 ohms Stereo $355
RM70 120W + 120W 4-8 ohms Stereo $505
RM80 180W + 180W 4 ohms Stereo $755

Complete and detailled specifications on the modules that comprise
the ILP amplifier series ore available.

ILP Rack Mount Cabinet Available separately Complete with precut
panels (specify modules) and Complete assembly hardware.
L1905A, B - (for bipolars) - $84.50
L1905A M - (for MOSFETS) - $89.50
L1905A (no hardware) - $59.90

Amplifiers Mount on Back Panel

ILP AMPLIFIER KITS ARE EASY TO BUILD!

ILP power amplifier kits ore designed to be assembled by anyone
without prior experience: The ILP Modular Concept makes these the
simplest and quickest kits available.

Here's how simple it is:
The power amplifiers modules ore fully assembled and
encopsuloted. They mount on the bock panel of the chassis with the
supplied hardware.

The power supply components (transformer and printed circuit
board) ore fully assembled & rested. These mount internally in the
chassis.

After they ore mounted, the components ore interconnected
following the simple instructions. It's a quick and easy procedure.
Each amplifier requires only 5 connections. They ore nor sensitive to
overheating when being soldered (os ore mony other audio kits nor
using modular construction).

In less than two hours ( typical) any ILP kit con be fully completed. and
ready for use!

ci) IL W POWER BOOSTER AMPLIFIER
The C15 and C1515 are power booster amplifiers (mono and stereo respectively!. They are designed to increase the output of your existing
car radio or cassette player to a nominal 15W rms from the C15 and 15 .l. 15W rms from the C1515, giving the advantages of being able to
overcome road and engine noise without introducing annoying distortion. The amplifiers are encapsulated to an integral heatsink giving them
the compact, robust modular form which is characteristic of all ILP audio products. Their many easyto-use features include.

-

Automatic supply switohon activated when the ON switch of your radio or cassette player is operated.

Selectable input level facility so that you can drive them from either low signal levels from the pre -amp of your radio or cassette player or
straight from your existing unit's speaker leads.

Output protection They are short circuit and thermally protected in order to ensure that the units do not become overheated.

Screw -Terminal Connector Block Makes the attachment of thq wiring quick and easy. no soldering required.
Two hole fixing allows them to he mounted anywhere in your car, in the boot or under the dashboard etc. No need for extra brackets.

Technical Specifications

for

MODULES C15 C1515

Output power maximum 30W peak into 4n 30 + 30W peak into 4 it
Output power continuous (typical) 15W rms into 41, 15 + 15W rms into 4'a
Frequency Response I-3dB) 15Hz to 30KHz 15Hz to 30KHz
Total Harmonic Distortion Ityp7a1) 0.1% at 10W, 1KHz 0.1% at 10W, 1KHz
Signal to noise ratio (DIN AUDIO) Typical 80d13 80dB

Crosstalk - at 1KHz - N/A - 60dB

Input sensitivity and impedance
(Selectable)

700mV rms into 15K"
3V rms into 81,

700mV rms into 15K t,
3V rms into 8.it

Load Impedance 3 at -co 3 n -co
Supply Volts 8V to 18V dc 8V to 18V dc
Size 95 x 48 x 50 95 x 48 x 70
Weight (grams) 256 371

IMPORTANT NOTES:

1. Do not ground either speaker lead of the CI5 or C1515 to earth pins or chassis.

2. For use with negative earth wiring systems only.

3 The user should be aware that the heatsink temperature of the C15 and C1515, under some load conditions, can be in excess of 6000.
4. The speakers used with the units must be adequately rated to handle the power increase.

5. When utilizing the automatic switch on facility the output of pin 5 of the C15 or pin 4 of the C1915 now becomes the 12V supply rail
for your radio or cassette player There should be no other 12V connection to your existing equipment. With this connection arrange.
meet, the C15 will not function until load current of your radio/cassette player passes through it from pin 6 to pin 5 and with the C1515
from pins 5 to 4

6 Standard suppression techniques, recommended for your car should be observed to ensure minimum interference.

7 The inputs to the left and right channel of the 01515 may be connected together to give a total of 60W peak in mono. (Sea back pegs
60 Watts peak stereo application!

For Car Stereo

C1515 $69.95
Stereo Booster

C15 $39.95
Mono Booster



HIGH FIDELITY PRODUCTS
Easy to Build Kits Featuring ILP Modules

$99.95
UCI STEREO PREAMP:
A compact, high performance stereo control unit; elegant and sleek
in appearance, with all the most desired features in a state-of-the-art
preomp.

Has inputs for magnetic cartridge, tuner and tape/monitor facilities.
This unit provides the heart of the ILP hi fi system and con be used in
conjunction with any of the ILP series of power amps.

No tone controls for deonest possible
performance. Rather than risk the possibility of any tonal
coloration through the use of bass or treble potentiometers, the UCI
hos only a stereo balance control and volume.

Separate power supply for total hum
rejection. The UC1 draws its power from the power amp unit
(connection is provided).

The UC1 preomp features the ILP HY78 module, which uses two
stages of amplification: the first is dedicated to providing RIAA
equalization for magnetic cartridge; the second stage introduces o
partially logarithmic characteristic to the action of the volume control,
and gives additional amplification to achieve the final output level.
The circuit includes a 100 KHz filter designed to reduce transient
intermodulation distortion in subsequent stages.

UC 1 Specifications

Power Source: Connects directly to any UP series power amplifier. In
other applications, requires unregulated dc supply voltages of
between ± 15 v and ± 30 v , at 20 mA current consumption.

Phono Input
RIAA equalisation accuracy
Overload
Distortion
Sensitivity

Overall performance
Frequency response
Signal to noise Ratio
Output level
Output protection

+ / - 1 db from 30 Hz to 20 kHz
38 db
0.005%
3mV rms for a nominal 100 mV rms output

DC to 100 kHz ( + O. -3dB)
90db
500 mV (for 100 mV rms input)
Fully shortproof

ILP POWER AMPLFIERS
* Feature use of preossembled, tested audio power modules
 Toroidal power transformer produces lower noise, weighs for less

ILP power amplifiers represent on excellent choice for the tops in
performance, low price, compact size and ease of assembly._
All ILP power amplifiers feature ILP audio power modules, factory
assembled and pretested to ensure long term trouble - free
operation. In oddinon, ILP toroidal transformers reduce noise within
the amplifier to insignificant levels, while reducing the weight to half
that of comparable systems.

BIPOLAR POWER AMPS

Power Impedance Once

UP10 30W + 30W 4 -8 ohm Stereo $199.95

UP20 60W 4 ohms Mono $199.95
UP30 60W 8 ohms Mono $199.95
UP40 120W 4 ohms Mono $259.97

UP50 120W 8 ohms Mono $259.95

Specifications
Frequency response
Total harmonic distortion
Intermodulotion distortion
Signal / noise ratio
Slew rare
Rise time
Input impedance
Input sensitivity
Damping factor (ar 100 Hz)

MOSFET POWER AMPS

(-3 db) 15 Hz - 50 kHz
0.01% (typical or 1 kHz)
0.006% (7 kHz 4:1)
100db
15 v / uS
5 uS
100 K ohm
500 my
400

Power Impedance price

UP60
UP70

60W
120W

4 - 8 ohms
4 - 8 ohms

Mono
Mono

$229.95
$299.95

Specifications
Frequency response
Total harmonic distortion
Total intermodulation distortion
Signal / noise ratio
Slew rate
Rise lime 
!now impedance
Input sensitivity
Damping factor (at 100 Hz)
Protection

(-3db) 15Hz - 100 kHz
0.005% (typical at 1 kHz)
0.006% (7K kHz 4: 1)
100db
20 v / uS
3 uS
100 k Ohm
500 mV rms
400
Able to cope with complex loads
without the need for any special
protection circuitry

Power Slave In addition to the hi fi amplifiers, there ore 4 "power slave" amplifiers
for professional sound applications. They share the some
specifications os the BIPOLAR and MOSFET models shown above.
Additional features include front panel input jack, level control and
carrvina handle.

US10 60W 4 ohm Bipolar Mono $299.95

US20 120W 4 ohm Bipolar Mono $299.95
U530 60W 4-8 ohms MOS Mono $249.95
US40 120W 4-8 ohms MOS Mono $309.95
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ci)a-E' TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS PREAMPUFIER AND MIXER SERIES
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THE TOROIDAL POWER TRANSFORMER
Offers the following advantages:-

* SMALLER SIZE AND WEIGHT TO MEET MODERN
"SLIMLINE" REQUIREMENTS.

* LOW ELECTRICALLY INDUCED NOISE
DEMANDED BY COMPACT EQUIPMENT.

* HIGH EFFICIENCY ENABLING CONSERVAT:VE
RATING WHILE MAINTAINING SIZE
ADVANTAGES.

* LOWER OPERATING TEMPERATURE.

TYPE RMS RMS
VOLTS CURRENT

TYPE RMS
VOLTS

RMS
CURRENT

15VA

00010
00011

6  6
9.9

$23.00

1 25
0 83

00012 12 . 12 0 63
00013 15 . 15 0.50
00014 18 . 18 0 42
00014 22 - 22 0 34
00016 25  25 0 30
00017 30 30 0 25

Sae 2 44 x 1 33 (62mm x 34 mm)
Weight 0 77(b (0 35 kgS)

160VA

50012
50013
50014
50015
50016

12 + 12
15+ 15
18 + 18
22 + 22
25 + 25

50017 30 + 30
50018 35 + 35

$39.95

6.66
5.33
4.44
3.63
3.20
2.66
2.28

Size 4.3" Dia x 1.56" (110 mm Dia x 40 mml
Weight. 4 lbs (1.8 Kg)

30 VA $24.95
10010 6 + 6 2 50
10011 9 + 9 1.66
10012 12 + 12 1.25
10013 15 + 15 1.00
10014 18 + 18 0.83
10015 22 + 22 0.68
10016 25 + 25 0.60
10017 30 + 30 0.50

Size: 2.76 Dia x 1.18" (70 mm Dia x 30 mml
Weight: 1 lb (0.45 Kg)

225VA

60014
60015
60016
60017
60018
60026

18 + 18
22 + 22
25 + 25
30 + 30
35 + 35
40 + 40

$44.95

6.25
5.11
4.50
3.75
3.21
2.81

Size: 4.3" Dia x 1.76" (110 mm Dia x 45 mm)
Weight: 4.85 lbs (2.2 Kg)

50VA
20010
20011
20012
20013
20014
20015
20016
20017

6 + 6
9 + 9

12 + 12
15+ 15
18 + 18
22 + 22
25 + 25
30 + 30

$28,00

4.16
2.77
2.08
1.66
1.38
1.13
1.00
0.83

300VA

70016
70017
70018
70026
70025

25 + 25
30 + 30
35+35
40 + 40
45 + 45

$49.95

Size: 4.3" Dia x 1.95" (110 mm Dia x
Weight: 5.72 lbs (2.6 Kg)

6.00
5.00
4.28
3.75
3.33

50 mm)

Size: 3.12" Dia x 1.37" (80 mm Dia. x 35 mml
Weight: 2 lbs (0.9 Kg)

80VA $30.95

30010 6+6 6.64
30011 9 + 9 4.44
30012 12 + 12 3.33
30013 15 + 15 2.66
30014 18 + 18 2.22
30015 22 + 22 1.81
30016 25 + 25 1.60
30017 30 + 30 1.33

Size: 3.5" Dia x 1.17" (90 mm Dia x 30 mm)
Weight: 2.2 lbs (1 Kg)

500VA $65.95

80017 30 + 30 8.33
80018 35 + 35 7.14
80026 40 + 40 6.25
80025 45 + 45 5.55
80033 50 + 50 500

Size. 5.5" Dia x 2.35" (140 mm Dia x 60 mm)
Weight: 8.8 lbs (4.0 Kg)

120VA $34.00
40011 9 + 9 6.66
40012 12 + 12 5.00
40013 15 + 15 4.00
40014 18+ 18 3.33
40015 22+22 2.72
40016 25 + 25 2.40
40017 30 + 30 2.00

Size: 3.5" Dia x 1.56" (90 mm Dia x 40 mml
Weight: 2.6 lbs (1.2 Kg)

625VA
90017
90018
90026
90025
90033
90042

Size: 140 x 75 mm
Weight: 5.0 Kg
Regulation 4%

30 + 30
35 + 35
40 + 40
45 + 45
50 + 50
55 + 55

$78,95

10.41
8.92
7.81
6.94
6.25
5.68

ALL VOLTAGES ARE QUOTED FULL LOAD.
Please add regulation figure to secondary
voltage to obtain oft load voltage.

Compact modules - not much larger than a
matchbox - that give you the very best
reproduction possible! All ILP modules are fully
compatible with each other so you can create
almost any audio system! Fully shortproof.
Complete with full connection data and 5 year
warranty.

f!!!!!IIMIPIlf
PRE -AMPS

Model
No

Module What a does Current
required

ti i c e $

H, 6 Mono pre -amp Provides inputs for miCirnag cartridge/tuner/
tape/auxiliary with volume/bass/treble
controls

10 rnA $29.95

H3' q Stereo pre amp Two channels mag cartridge. nuc + volume
control

10 mA $29 95

HY ' 2 Mono pre -amp Mixes two signals into one with bass/mid-
range/treble ConhOls

10 mA $29.95

HY 66 Stereo preamp Two channels. with inputs for mic/rnag
cartridge/tape/tuner/auxiliary with volume/
bass/ treble / balanCe

20 mA $54 95

HY 69 Mono pre -amp Two input channels mag cartridge rec. with
mixing and volume/treble/bass controls

20 mA $44 95

HY 7' Dual stereo
pre -amp

Provides tour channels to mag cartridge/mic
with volume control

20 mA $49 95

Hi 73 Guitar

pre -amp
Provides or two guitars (bass + lead) and rive
with separate volume/bass/treble and mixing

20 mA $54.95

HY /0 Stereo
pre -amp

Two channels each mixing two signals into one
with bass/mid-range/treble controls

20 mA $49 95

HY 78
Stereo

pre amp
Similar to HY66, minus tonetrols Itscon Inputs
for phono, tuner. aux. plus tape monitor

20 MP $49 95

MIXERS

Mule
".ic

Module What it does Dairen!
required

price $

HY : Mono mixer Mixes eight signals into one 10 mA $24 95
H y H Stereo mixer Two channels each mixing live signals into one 10 mA $29 95

Hy 1' Mono mixer Mixes live signals into one - with base/treble
controls

10 mA $29 95

HY b8 Stereo mixer Two channels each mixing ten signals into one 20 mA $34 95
H3 i4 Stereo mixer Two channels each mixing the signals into one

- with treble and bass controls
20 mA $49.95

AND OTHER EXCITING NEW MODULES

Mule
'if' ModuleCurrentWhat it does

rebutted
price $

HY ' Mono VU meter Programmable gain/ LED overload Oliver 10 mA $29 95

HY 67* Stereo head
phone drivel

Will drive stereo heaaphones in the 4 ohm-
28 ohm range

80 mA

HY 72 Voice operated
stereo taller

Provides depth, delay effects 10 mA $59 95

HY 73 Guitar
pre -amp

Handles two guitars I bass aria lead I and mic
with separate volume/bass/treble and mix

20 mA $54 95

HY 76 Stereo switch
matrix

Provides two channels each switching one of
four signals into one

20 mA $64 95

HY 77 Stereo VU
meter drivel

Programmable gain/LED ovei load driver 20 mA $3995

For easy mounting we recommend
B 6 mounting board lor modules HY6 -HYI3 $ 3.95
B 66 mountmg boar° for modules HY66-HY 77 $ 5.25
'All modules are encapsulated and include clip -on edge connectors Aii operate from t154

minimum to +30V maximum, needing dropper resistors for higher voltages HOE? can be used Only with the
PSU 30 power supply unit Modules HOE to HY13 measure 45 x 20 x 40mm HY66 to HY 77 measure
90 x20 x 40mm

FP 480 BRIDGING UNIT FOR DOUBLING POWER
Designed specially by ILP for use with any two power amplifiers of the same type to

double the power output obtained and will function with any ILP power supply In totally sealed
case. size 45 x 50 x 20mm with edge connector It thus becomes possible to obtain 480 watts
rms (single channel) 1 nto al Contributory distortion less than 0 005%

C Complete circuitry is encapsulated in
compact module!

Connections are made via edge
- - connector (supplied)!

Write, phone or come in for full specification listings.



® K. IP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

Due to continous improvements in components and
design lip now launch the largest and most
advanced generation of modules ever.

MOSFET SERIES.
These high quality power amplifiers utilize the
very latest technological development in the
audio field - the MOSFET. Superior
performance characteristics can be achieved
by using these devices in the output stage of the
amplifiers, a comparison to which can only be
demonstrated by the most sophisticated and
expensive designs using bipolar devices.
They provide faster slew rate and complete
absence of crossover distortion. Their inherent
positive temperature coefficient makes them
immune to thermal runaway, hence eliminating
the need for complicated protection ciruitry
which often contributes to distortion. Also they
have the ability to operate into complex loads
without difficulty, therefore making them
suitable for many audio applications.
The amplifiers are encapsulated to fully
adequate heatsinks and connections are made
via five easily soldered terminations.

BIPOLAR SERIES.
These modular hybrid amplifiers have been
designed to provide the utmost in high fidelity
performance. Encapsulation to an integral
heatsink, together with internal safeguards to
ensure full protection, make them both
mechanically and electrically extremely rugged
and therefore suitable for all audio applications.
Connections are made simply and quickly by
only five soldered terminations: input, output,
positive supply, negative supply and earth.

* Built in Heatsinks
* Only five connections
*Five-year warranty!

MOSFET MODULES

Module
Number

Output
Power
Watts

rms

Lead
Impedance.

_a

DISTORTION
T.H.D. I.M.D.
Typ at 60Hzi
1KHz 7KHz 4:1

Supply
Voltage

Typ

Size
mm

WT
gms

Price

$

MOS12B
MOS 248
MOS 364

60
120
180

4-8
4-8
4

0.005% ,0.006%
.0.005% .0.006%
.0.005% .0.006%

-± 45
± 55
± 55

120 x 78 x 40
120 x 78 x 80
120 x 78 x 100

420
850

1025

89.95
154.95
229.95

Protection: Able to cope with complex loads without Me need for very special
protection circuitry (fuses will suffice).

Stew rate: 20Wps. Rise time 3ps. S/N ratio 100db
Frequency response (-3dB): 15Hz -100KHz. Input sensitivity 500mV rms
Imput impedance: 100K Damping factor: 100Hz 400.

BIPOLAR MODULES

Module
Number

Output
Power
Watts

Lead
Impedance

II
DISTORTION

T.H.D. I.M.D.
Typ atz

7KHz 4:1
60Hzi

Supply
Voltage

Typ

Size
mm

WT
gms

Price
$

HY30 15 4-8 0.015% ,0.006% ± 18 76 x 68 x 40 240 3195
HY60 30 4-8 .0.015% ,0.006% ± 25 76 x 68 x 40 240 34.95
HY6060 30 + 30 4-8 0.015% ,0.006% ± 25 120 x 78 x 40 420 5995
HY124 60 4 0.01% <0.006% ± 26 120 x 78 x 40 410 59.95
HY128 60 8 0.01% ,0.006% ± 35 120 x 78 x 40 410 59.95
HY244 120 4 0.01% 0.006% ± 35 120 x 78 x 50 520 79.95
HY248 120 8 0.01% ,0.006% ± 50 120 x 78 x 50 520 79.95
HY364 180 4 0.01% ,0.006% ± 45 120 x 78 x100 1030 119.95
HY368 180 8 0.01% 0.006% ± 60 120 x 78 x100 1030 119.95

Protection: Full load line. Slew Rate: 15V/ps. Risetime: 5ps. S/N ratio:
100db. Frequency response (-3dB) 15 Hz - 50KHz. Input se, isitivity:
500mV rms. Input Impedance: 100K . Damping factor. 100Hz , 400.

ILP POWER SUPPLIES
all with toroidal transformers

-\'y-

STANDARD LAMINATED
TRANSFORMERS FOR ILP

PRICE EACH

G36V4 Use With 1 or 2 HY60 1 HY6060 33.95

G50V4 1 or 2 HY124 1 or 2 HY128 39.95

G64V4 1 HY244 1 HY 248 1 HY364
1 HY368 1 or 2 MOS128*

42.95

G64V8 1 or 2 HY244 1 or 2 HY248
1 or 2 HY364 1 or 2 HY368
1 or 2 MOSS248*

66.95

Please Note:
Each Power Supply Unit (PSU) stocked and sold as two separate components,
namely the Transformer (TR) and the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). If you are
ordering a complete power supply, be sureto order one of each, by part number.

ILP PART
No.

FOR USE WITH Code - Part# Price each

PSU210 1 or 2 HY30 PCB 210 14 95
PSU410 1 or 2 HY60, 1 x HY6060, TR 40027 34.00

PCB 410 14.95
PSU420 1 x HY128 TR 40040 3440

pan 420 29 95
PSU430 1 x MOS128 TR 40041 34.00

PCP 430 33.95
PSU510 2 x HY128, 1 x HY244 TR 50020 39.95

PCB 510 29.95
PSU520 2 x HY124 TR 50027 39.95

PCB 520 29.95
PSU530 2 x MOS128 TR 50034 39.95

PCB 530 33.95

PSU540 1 x HY248 TR 50019 39.95
PCB 540 33.95

PSU550 1 x MOS248 TR 50035 39.95
PCB 550 41.95

PSU710 2 x HY244 TR 70047 49.95
PCB 710 35.95

PSU720 2 x HY248 TR 70019 49.95
PCB 720 39.95

PSU730 1 x HY364 TR 70017 49.95
PCB 730 39.95

PSU740 1 x HY368 TR T.B.A 49.95
PC.R 740 46.95

PSU750 2 x MOS248, 1 x MOS368 TR 70036 49.95
PCB 750 46.95

PSU30 FOR HY 6 and HY66 preamp series 34.95
30
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PHILIPS Philips Speakers + Gladstone's
Special Prices =Sound Value

15" Woofer

$69.95
*100 Watts RMS
*2" Voice Coil
*40 oz. Magnet
AD15240/W8

Reproduces frequencies
from 18 to 1000 Hz. Rigid
paper cone with high
flexibility, for thundering
bass!

12" WOOFERS
Philips Best Woofer! AD12250/W8

*2" Voice Coil
*25 Hz res. freq.

$79.95
Features regged paper
cone and rubber surround
for low distortion and clean
bass. Use in systems up
150 W RMS.

10" 70 WATT
WOOFER
*2" Voice Coil *40 oz. Magnet

$56.00
Based on the design of the
AD12240/W8 in a 10"
format. Surround is of
rugged foam roll, and
usable power is 15 to 120
Watts RMS.

Philips Dome
Tweeters
AD0163/T8 *40 Watts RMS

*4" Round

$13.95
'Textile dome for smooth
sound and side dispersion

'Use in multiples for higher
power

*Specify 4, 8, or 15 ohm
version

70 WATTS
AD12240/W8

$59.95
Our Most Popular Woofer

*40 oz. Magnet
*2" Voice Coil
Uses foad surround for
bass you can feel. Rated for
amps 15 to 120 Watts
Channel.

8" WOOFERS
100 Watt AD80671/W8

$29.95
*30 Hz. Res. Freq.
*16 oz. Magnet
*Rubber Surround
Philips' highest power 8"
driver - useful in two and
three way systems.

Square dome
Tweeter
AD1600/T8

$16.95
Same as above,
except enhanced
appearance, in

4" square

Philips
Crossovers:
Matches all of the speakers on this page,
and most general purpose replacement
loudspeakers.

A;ADF3000
B;ADF500/4500

C;AD3wxSP
D;SUB1-W

A.2 way, 3000 Hz, 30 Watts $13.95
B.3 way, 500 and 4500 Hz., 65 Watts $13.95

Heavy duty 3 way, 150 Watts, all air core
C.inductors for low distortion $34.95
D.Subwoofer crossover, at 125 Hz. $34.00

60 Watts - Rubber Surround

$49.95
Type

Number
AD12650/W

Excellent defined bass
response. Use with amps
15 to 100 Watts per
Channel.

PASSIVE
RADIATORS

Will enhance the bass
performance of any sealed
speaker, giving sound
similar to bass reflex
enclosures. Use a passive
radiator of the same size or
larger than your woofer.

AD8000 8" Rubber Surround

AD8002 8" Foam Surround

AD12000 12" Foam Surround

AD1201 12" Rubber Surround

$13.50

$14.95

$29.95

$39.95

40 WATT $39.95
AD80100/W8

'40 oz. magnet
*based after the AD12240/W8
Foam rim paper cone for powerfull bass,
great for two and three way systems.

DOME MIDRANGE

Each is housed in its own optimum size
enclosure for isolation from the woofer.
Cloth domes are used for extra smooth
reproduction, and ultra wide dispersion.

AD02110/S08
50 Watt version of above square frame

AD02160/S08 Highest quality
deluxe, High power (60 Watt), 10 oz.
magnet, specify 4 or 8 ohms. Use
several for higher power. $39.95

About Philips Speakers
All Philips speakers come complete with
cabinet plans and full assembly
instructions. Specs given are for sealed
cabinets. Typical sizes are: 8" - 1 cu. ft.,
10" - 2 cu. ft., 12" - 3 cu. ft., 15" - 4 cu. ft.
(Sizes are approximate). Philips speakers
carry a full one year replacement warranty
for defects of manufacturer.



40 Channel C.B.
complete with antenna
 Can be used in car, or as a portable

Antenna attaches quickly to car via magnet,
or quickly detaches for portable use

The Maxcon-7 is a practical and versatile
communications system designed to go where
it is needed. It comes complete with a durable
vinyl case for storage under seat or trunk, and
cigarette lighter DC plug for quick mobile power.
RF output is a full 4 Watts. for a range of 3 to 5
miles, and operation is 40 channel. Controls
include power, volume, rotary squelch, and
large channel selector.
Model Maxcom 7

Each $124.95

Price includes all accessories shown
in picture

re'

Easy Talker Hands Free Wireless Communication

Two For $199.90

Additional Units $89 98 ea.

The easy -talker's headphones ere ligtitWeight
and fully adjuStarike. The are.equiPPed-Arth an
electret coudenBef ttio. for; .rnaximutri
per -forma -ice. Operation'iS on the FM bai-fd for
extra quiet and clear reueption,i;No iiscense !s
sequined to operate the easy talker and they
Fully appr.-iveo.
.MOdel, 49S
TWe'units are requited for communication
Two frd $19I4:91:1
Additional Units $89.98 each

MODEL 490
SAME AS ABQVC, BUT INCLUDES -BATTERY
CHARGER AND VINYL CASE
Two for $239.50
Add') units $109,95ea

' t Light W,?,ight
Portalo4eqn.amjwhere,tw'Wey radio system
None activated stivitchti)g from transmit to

tO ramie:
Use arty numbe'r of units for rn uitiway
con1rnunciAt 100 S
Great for film d:ews 'business, Constru,,..,:r
sites, Warehoir.ie,. survey'ing, -and- nur it;v)h
other aopilicaticir

tereo Mixer
quiet delu mixer has inputs for 2

(adjustaOie impedance), 3 phonc
nputs (2 magnetic, (ceramic), tuner, tape anc
sEsectable monitor hrough headphones. It

o swath, and fully long
uency response is a

s .3v. and distortion is

MK -830 Price each $99.95

GRADO The most complete line of Stereo Phono Pick -Ups in the World.

GRA

0

SIGNATURE PROFESSIONAL

Signature VIII
Signature IX
Signature X

S250.00
S425.00
S725.00

GTE 4- 1 $35.00

GCE + 1 555.00

GF3E $57.50

GCE + $75.00

GF2 - $35.00
GF1 w S100.00

G + $135.00
G1 + $175.00
G2 + (Twin tip) 300.00

NEW "PLUG -INS"

Many of the modern turntables require a
pluo-in phono cartridge. e.g.B + 0; Sony.
Simply order .our plug-in by adding a -P"
to rte part. rumberi 'eg. PG + $13.00.
All pricing as standard series.

Gladstone Electrorlcs, 1738 Avenue Rd oront 3, Ont M5M 357
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CLEAROUTS
Reduced to Clear
Sansui AX -7 Studio Quality
Mixer
Featuring master volume, 3 tape in/out puts, 6
recording modes, 4 adptor modes, 5 mixing
selections, balance control for source/tape to
mic guitarline, 4 mode reverb, 4 input with
volume and balance controls for line guitar mic
$529.95
Clearance: $250.00
HARMON KARDON HK -770
Ultra wide band DC 65 watts per channel amp.
.006% Harmonic distortion with exceptionally
wide response (1 Hz to 250 K Hz) with led power
meters $699.95
Clearance: $465.00
HK -750
Deluxe int.amp. features slim line, 2 tape in and
outputs, 2 phono inputs 1 tuner input, 1 aux.
input, 1 subsonic and 1 high filters. $529.95
Clearance: $365.00
HK -775
Deluxe mono amps (sold only in pairs) 130
watts each. Reg. 2 for $1,399.00
Clearance: $925.00
HK -2500
Front load tape deck features 3 position dolby, 3
position bias, 3 position bias trim, 3 position
equalization, plus memory rewind. $549.95
Clearance: $365.00
HK -503
I nte rg rated amp. featuring 40 watts per channel
RMS Bass/tremble controls, high sub filters.
tone defeat, loudness switch, 2 tape in/out puts
plus phono/tuneranux. inputs $449.95
Clearance: $300.00
HK 350i
Stereo am/fm receiver with 20 watts RMS per
channel. Equipped with tape in/output, aux,
phono, loudness, bass/treble controls, and
stereo 'mono blend. $429.95
Clearance: $$229.95

HK460i
Stereo am/fm receiver with 30 watts RMS per
channel. Equipped with 2 tape in/outputs, 1

phono, 1 aux, bass/treble controls, loudness.
filters. and stereo/mono blend. $529.95
Clearance: $365.00
PHILIPS 22EN8365
Automotive Speakers:
Featuring 2 way bass relex system with 40 watts
RMS power handling, and a freq. range of 80 Hz
to 20,000 Hz $169.95
Clearance: $125.00 pair
PHILIPS EN8320
Automotive Speakers
Car tune up speakers with level controls and
freq. response of 1,200 to 20,000 $49.95
Clearance: $35.00
L91 JBL
Horn/lens an exponential horn having optmum
crossover freq. of 500 Hz and a 10" slant plate
acoustic lens. $123.00
Clearance: $89.00

SAVE ON
ACORN SOFTWARE
Reg. $29.95
Save $10.00
PRICE EACH $19.95
All software tapes listed require 12K + 12K
minimum. Quantities are limited, so order now
to ensure availability. Sketchpad

PROGRAM POWER:
Ski Run
Dambuster
Reversi

Breakaway
Chess
Territory
Martians
Condense

HL87 JBL
Horn lens. cast aluminum horn lens for 60
degree dispersion $123.00
Clearance: $89.00
H89 JBL
Horn for high performance dispersion $440.00
Clearance: $250.00
LE14 JBL
14" Woofer 200 watts power handling and freq.
response of 35 Hz to 2000 Hz. can be used in
cabinets as small as 1.5 cu. ft. $440.00
Clearance: $250.00

PAIA Kits
4740 Envelope Generator: Attack. decay.
sustain and release $61.95
Clearance: $37.20 requires + 18v
supply

4730 V.C.F.
Multi filter features simultaneous, low pass,
highpass and band pass outputs with variable Q
requires ± 9. 18 volts supplies. $81.95
Clearance: $49.20

3730 Wind Kit
Wind kit creates synthesized wind sounds,
plugs into any stereo. $30.95
Clearance: $16.95
3731 Wind Chimes
Wind chimes kit creates a synthesized brass
chimes or bamboo percussion rod sound.
$30.95
Clearance: $18.60

4782 Road keyboard
36 Key A.G.O. keyboard and case includes
power supply and glide control. $339.95
Clearance: $200.00

1550 Strings and Things
Features strings, cello, and piano sounds with
split keyboard between cello and strings, plus
many other features. $745.00
Clearance: $447.00

2720-5 Control Oscillator
Has a Frequency range if 1 to 25 Hz with an out
put volume control requires $40.00
Clearance: $24.00

CJ Chatter Jammer
Generates pink noise to cover up office noise or
any other annoying noises from the outside
world. $16.95
Clearance: $10.20

6780 Organtua
Creates a very thick organ sound which can be
tuned to wider intervals such as 4ths or 5ths
plus many other features. $745.00
Clearance: $447.00
PYGMY PORTABLE battery
operated guitar amp.
(Assembled)
Lightweight guitar amp. with a 5 inch acoustic
suspension loud speaker out put wattage is 1.2
RMS (8 watts peak) runs on eight penlight
batteries. $89.00
Clearance: $54.00
2720 Mono Synth Kit
Comes with a 36 key keyboard, V.C.O. function
generator, control OSC./noise source, V.C.A.
band pass filter, low pass filter, ENV. follower
and an inverter buffer. $585.00
Clearance: $351.00

Big Savings On Philips Speakers
Due to a special volume purchase from Philips,
we are able to offer the following drivers at the
lowest prices ever. Most are priced at about
50% off the suggested selling, and many are up
to 70% off. Quantities are limited on all types.
Order soon to avoid disappointment.

Type
AD7066W4

Description
7" Octagonal 40 Watt
1607. Woofer. 4 ohm

$ 9.95

AD7066w8 Same as above, 8 ohm $ 9.95
AD7064M8

AD0210808

7 -Octagonal -20 -Watt
Full Range Dual Cone
8 ohm

$ 7.95

5" Dome Midrange, 50 $14.00
Watt. 8 ohm

AD7066MFB 7" Octagonal 40 Watt, $15.95
16oz .Motion Feedback

AD5061S08 5" octagonal 6 Watt $14.95
Full ranae. 8 ohm

AD0211804 5" soft dome midrange, $14.95
50 watt, 8 ohm

AD7062M8 7" octagonal 30 watt $ 9.95
full range dual cone,
8 ohm

AD1050M7 10" 20 watt wide range $19.95
dual cone. 7 ohm

AD12100W8 12" 40 watt woofer,
40 oz. mag., rubber
surround, 8 ohm

AD12100W4 same as above. 4 ohm

$39.95

AD1265W 4 12- 30 watt woofer, $29.95
16 oz.. 4 ohm

AD1265W8 same as above, 8 ohm
AD1065M8 10 10 watt full range,

dual cone. 8 ohm

29.95
24.95

AD1265M4 12" 20 watt full range, $24.94
dual cone, 4 ohm

AD8067W4 8" octagonal 40 watt $15.95
woofer, 4 ohm

AD8061W8 8 octagonal 30 watt $15.95

AD8061W4

AD8067MFB

AD12100HPB

woofer, 10oz., 8 ohm
Same as above, 4 ohm

8 octagonal, 40 watt,
Motion Feedback
12" 50 watt musical
instrument 4 ohm

AD10100mfb 10" 60 watt,
Motion Feedback

$15.95

$17.95

$24.95

$19.95

AD8066W4 8" 40 watt woofer, $17.95
4 ohm

AD1065W4 10" 30 watt woofer, $17.95
4 ohm

AD8082M4 8" octagonal 15 watt full $ 9.95
range dual cone 4 ohm

AD5061M8 5" octagonal 10 watt full $ 9.95
ranae dual cone. 8 ohm

AD5061M4 sameas_above 4_ahm $ 9.95
AD7080M4 7" octagonal 6 watt full $ 9.95

range dual cone

Ravine
Sheepdog
Labyrinth
Constellation
Demon Dungeon

A & F SOFTWARE
Polecat Minefield 3-D OXO

Pontoon Missiles Space Storm

Business Game Robot Nim Lunar LanderDragonslayer

Early Warning Atom Super Cos Shoot Out

Racetrack
Yan
Zombies
Anteater
Aztec
Alien Maze
3-D Asteroids
Stock Broker
Edit

Star Trek
Astrraf ire
Maze -Ball
Life

Slot Racer
Disassember
Mode 4 VDU
Atom Store

The Park
Invasion
Invader Force
Music Box
Histats
Fall of Rome

Escape
Death Satellite
Atom Cube

AD7080X4 7" octagonal 6 watt
M.P. single cone $ 9.95

AD4050W8 4 15 watt 8_ottm $ 9-95
AD4050W4 same as nhove 4 ohm $ 9,95
AD4085X8 4 3 watt woofer 8ohm
AD4090X15 same as above, 15 ohm
AD7091X4 7" octagonal medium

Dower 3 watt 4 ohm
3.00

AD3590X8 3 x 5 3 watt oval, full $ 3.00

AD5780M4
range 8 ohm
5 x 7 oval. 6 watt full
range dual cone 4 ohm

$ 3.00

AD6980M4 6 x 9 oval, 6 watt full $ 7.50
range dual cone 4 ohm

AD6980M8 same as above, 8 ohm
AD4691X4 4/L6 oval. 4 watt, 4 ohm
AD4691 M8 4 x 6 oval 6 watt full

7.50
4.00

range dual cone 8 ohm $ 4.00
AD4681 P8 4 x 6 oval 6 watt full

range single cone
8 ohm

AD4681 M8 same as above, dual
cone

$ 4.00

S. 4.00

AD2070 2" tweeter, 10 watts
round, paper cones
specify 4, 8, or 15 ohm

$ 2.00
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Toll free order line 14300-266-3840
In Ont. (416) 787.1448
Gladstone Electronics, 1738 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont. M5M 3Y7



ORDER FORM There are two ways to order. You can either mail this convenient form or phone us immediately!

ORDER TOLL FREE NOW
1-800-268-3640

Have your VISA, MASTERCARD or AM. EXP. ready!

Name:

Address

Atilt City

In Ont. or for further information
416-787-1448

Province

Please RUSH me:

Postal Code

Please check -

VISA AM. EXP. MASTERCARD
Please include Interbank
No. with Exp. Date

Card # Exp Date

Money Order Certified Cheque Cheque

NOTES ABOUT ORDERING.
Personal cheques must clear bank before
shipment. CODs are accepted when ac
companied by 20% deposit Shipments
are fully insured. Cost of insurance and
sh.pping Is added to order - add 5% to
cover estimated cost. ANY EXCESS WILL
BE CREDITED

Description Oty Price Per TOTAL Description Oty Price Per TOTAL

-I

Subtotal

Ont. res. add
7% sales tax

Shipping

TOTAL

Mall orders to

mansronE-4,-ELECTROIIICS
1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ontario M5M 3Y7
Toronto area customers shop in person

Store hours: Monday through Saturday 9:30 AM to 6:00 PM Thursday 9:30 AM to 9:00 PM
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Down The Tubes
Tube design became remarkably
sophisticated between the Wars in the
hands of specialists like Philips of Eind-
hoven, and the Second World War pro-
duced great advances in miniaturization.
But even in the 1930s it was beginning to
be apparent that the law of diminishing
returns applied to tube development as to
everything else. Research and develop-
ment could reduce some of the tube's
many drawbacks, but could never abolish
them: its size, its fragility, the expense of
its manufacture, its large power require-
ment, its need for cooling (40 gallons of
water per minute for some of the giant
transmitter tubes of the mid -1920s) and its
highly unpredictable life -span. For these
reasons interest in semi -conductors never
died away, despite the apparent death of
the crystal receiver some time after 1930.
For one thing, pure undirected speculative
research went its own sweet way during
the 1920s and 1930s. Physicists like Pohl
at Gottingen University carried on a long
pre -1914 tradition of research into the
electrical properties of crystals, though
this was sometimes more by accident than
by design, as in Pohl's case, where Ger-
many's ruined economy in the years after
1918 prevented him from getting hold of
liquid oxygen to study gas conductivity
and obliged him to look at solids instead.

Most of this research was quite inno-
cent of any immediate practical applica-
tion but, at the back of it, the idea of a
solid-state analogue to the tube was never
far away. One Lilienfeld patented a
crystal amplifier in Germany in 1925,
though none was ever built and argument
goes on to this day as to whether the thing
would ever have worked if it had been. All
experimenters had to grapple with serious
problems in getting crystals pure enough
to experiment with, but gradually some
substances began to emerge as front-
runners. Copper oxide was in common
use as a rectifier during the early 1930s,
and in 1935 Oskar Heil attempted to build
a field-effect amplifier by passing a cur-
rent through a slab of the stuff forming
one side of a capacitor: an idea which was

Babbage's "Analytical Engine" was perhaps
the earliest computer - a machine designed
specifically for performing mathematical
calculations.

to be taken up again by Bell after 1945,
but which was eventually beaten by elec-
tron retention at the slab's surface.
Embedding an electrode in a crystal to
modulate the current passing through it
was the obvious next step, and in 1938
Pohl and Hilsch in Germany announced
that they were confident of soon being
able to use this technique with a potas-
sium bromide crystal to produce the long -
sought successor to the triode tube.

Enter Germanium . . .

The war which broke out the following
year brought most German research to a
halt. But in the end it was the war's
demands which forced development of the
transistor ahead once more, and in par-
ticular the development by the Allies, cir-
ca 1942, of centimetric radar. Ordinary
radio tubes had too high a capacitance to
detect the returning signal, so the crystal
detector was brought out of retirement -
this time in the form of a silicon crystal
touched by a tungsten cat's whisker. It
worked, but not very well, so germanium
was investigated as a substitute. The
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and about forty other US research institu-
tions got to work on the problem, and by

More than a hundred years after Babbage, the
ESDAC I computer was built in Cambridge. It
was no smaller, but a lot faster!

late 1943 germanium detectors were
available which could handle up to 150
volts.

When the war ended, the research
team at Bell Labs, Brattain, Bardeen and
Shockley, were tinkering once more with
the field-effect transistor, though this
time as part of a vast programme aimed at
producing reliable solid-state equivalents
of the tube. The field-effect approach was
eventually defeated by the surface reten-
tion which had beaten Heil a decade
earlier. But point -contacts with a ger-
manium crystal turned out to be far more
promising. It was a semi -conductor of this
type, soon to be christened the transistor,
which was successfully tested at Bell Labs
two days before Christmas, 1947. The
more familiar junction transistor followed
soon afterwards and the first public
demonstration was given at the end of
June, 1948.

Contrary to later legend, Bell was
anxious from the very first to get the tran-
sistor as widely used as possible as soon as
possible. To this end it was prepared to
grant manufacturing rights at very favour-
able terms. For the first few years,
though, there were few takers. Up until
the spring of 1953, in fact, the main opt -
ant was the hearing -aid manufacturer
Raytheon which was not too concerned
about sound quality so long as it could get
miniature, low -power amplifiers. Radio,
television, the telephone manufacturers
and (strangely enough) the military show-
ed very little interest at first. True, apart
from its size and its low power require-
ment, the transistor offered few im-
mediate advantages over tubes. The first
generation were noisy, expensive (about
eight times the price of an equivalent tube
in 1950), limited in the voltages they could
tolerate and limited in their frequency
response. Manufacturing methods were
often astonishingly haphazard by the
standards of a generation later, not so
much designing a batch of transistors to
fit a desired range of characteristics, but
rather making the batch and then sifting
out those transistors which measured up
to the requirements. And there was always
the problem of minute traces of impurity
left in the crystals, known collectively as
`sudden-deathnium', and the reason for
the failure of many early semi -conductors.
But above all these difficulties there was
the attitude of the industry itself. Though
interested in solid-state devices, the
engineers of the great American and
European electronics firms were men who
had grown up with tubes from their
earliest youth. For this reason they tended
to regard the transistor as a mere tube -
substitute until well into the 1950s, by
which time it was establishing itself as a
technology in its own right and developing
the sub -technology of small-scale integrat-
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The Electronic

REVOLUTION

REVOLUTION

REVOLUTION

The ACE computer, built in 1950, still used
tubes, though less of them than its predecessor
ESDAC.

ed circuitry which was to lead to the
micro -chip in the early 1970s. This conser-
vatism may have had a great deal to do
with the electronics industry's great
migration to the Far East from the late
1950s onwards.

The thing that really made the tran-
sistor's fortunes, though, was the pro-
vidential development, at about the same
time, of the digital computer. But unlike
the transistor, the computer was not pro-
pelled into an eagerly waiting world by a
massive research program. Instead it crept
up on an almost unaware human race.

The idea of calculating by machine
was scarcely a new one in the late 1940s
when the electronic computer began to
dawn upon the public consciousness. The
abacus, Napier's bones, the slide rule
(remember the slide rule?), Pascal's
calculator and the Burroughs comp-
tometer were all attempts - more or less
unsatisfactory - to rid calculation of
some of that mind -numbing drudgery in-
volved in projects like the one, about
1840, which had an entire company of
Prussian army engineers scribbling away
for six months to calculate the curvature
of a single lens. In 1833, the mathemati-
cian Charles Babbage had designed (but
not built) his Analytical Engine - the
world's first project for an analogue corn-

puter with input, ouput and some sort of
memory. At the very end of the nineteenth
century, the increasing demands of each
successive US census had produced a
number of increasingly elaborate card -
processing machines to deal with the
returns. But true computers required an
accuracy far beyond the reach of even ear-
ly twentieth century precision engineering,
and in the mid -1930s, the tube began to be
built into electronic analogue calculating
machines at Harvard University and Bell
Labs.

As with the transistor, the demands
of the Second World War pushed
development forward and began the tran-
sition from calculator to true computer.
Not only the Manhattan atomic bomb
project but also ballistics trials required
calcuations of an unheard-of complexity,
far beyond the capacity of human beings
working unaided. And in this area, the
Harvard Mark 1 electronic calculator was
able to score a notable triumph in 1942
when it predicted - correctly, as it turned
out - that the German army would never
get anywhere with the electrically powered
long-range gun which it was trying to
build. Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, the
Enigma code -breaking operation required
the building of a succession of increasing-
ly powerful electronic cipher -machines at
Bletchley Park. On a more mundane level,
the vast complexity of modern armed
forces led to the development of electronic
personnel selectors in an effort to sort out
the right man for the job from among the
millions available. Evelyn Waugh's novel
Sword of Honour mentions one of these
latter contraptions installed in a War
Department office in London circa 1943.
And beyond the strictly technical con-
siderations of electronic systems design,
the war led to the first concentrated,
systematic study of operational logic, in-
formation flow and decision -making -
all areas essential to the creation of ar-
tificial intelligence after the war was over.

. . . And The Computer
The value of electronic calculation was so
evident by the time the war ended that the
US Government was keen to sponsor the
building of the first true electronic
analogue computer ENIAC at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania in 1946. The previous
year John von Neumann had suggested
the use of the binary system for electronic
calculation, and after Cambridge Univer-
sity's EDSAC in 1947, all computers went
over to digital operation. Meanwhile,
Pennsylvania University was building
ENIAC's successor EDVAC with the first
magnetic core memory, and computers
were moving outside the field of strictly
scientific calculation with the US Air
Force's Whirlwind flight -simulator.
Likewise, the universities and government
departments lost their monopoly of com-
puter ownership in 1952 when GEC ac-
quired its Univac I, the first computer in
the world to be owned by a private firm.

The trouble with these early com-
puters was their sheer size and unreliabili-
ty. Bell's Model V in 1944 contained over
9,000 tube relays and fifty pieces of
teletype equipment. It weighed ten tons
and took up over a thousand square feet
of floor space. Heat dispersal from these
forests of tubes was a major problem and
power requirements were vast. ENIAC us-
ed 130kW and is said to have dimmed
lights over half of Philadelphia when it
was switched on. Above all, down -time
was huge, given the number of tubes, their
unreliability and the difficulty of getting
at them to replace them. When it arrived
on the scene at the end of the 1940s, the
transistor was the answer to the computer
builder's prayers, with its miniscule size,
cool operation, low power requirement
and - post 1953 or thereabouts - long
life. From about 1955 onwards, the tube
began to be ousted by the transistor in
computer construction, and as the tran-
sistor took over, the computer began to
move out into the world.

At the end of the 1940s the experts
had confidently predicted that a country
like Britain would never need more than
two or three computers to serve all its
needs, while the USA itself would only re-
quire a hundred at most. But as is the way
with these things, the increase in supply
created its own demand. As the computer
became smaller and cheaper, it was found
that more and more previously manual
administration jobs could be handed over
to the machine - not just censuses and
scientific calculation, but banking and
payrolls and stock control and police
records. From then on it began to affect
the lives of every one of us. Computer and
transistor were the twin foundations of
the post -1945 electronic age, and neither
could really have existed without the
other.
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Poulsen's "Telegraphone"
was patented in the

US in 1898 and used mainly as a dictaphone.

"Hifi" had yet to be inventedl

A PAM transistor
radio dating from 1956. As

today,
the physical

size was determined
by the

need fora
relatively

large loudspeaker.

The miniaturization of electronics
made possible by the semi -conductors,
and the durability and low power con-
sumption which they brought with them,
caused another great leap forward (or up-
ward) in the second half of the 1950s.
After all, where would space exploration
be if it relied upon tubes? The nasty blow
dealt to American prestige by the laun-
ching of the Sputnik in October, 1957 led
directly to the race to the moon. But so far
as this century is concerned, its most im-
portant consequence may turn out to have
been the birth of space communications.
As early as 1928 the German rocket
pioneer Hans Oberth had suggested space
relay stations in geosynchronous orbit
22,300 miles above the Earth, though in
this case he proposed beaming messages
up and down by heliograph because of the
limited power available from the transmit-
ters of the day. And this idea was taken up
again by Arthur C. Clarke in 1945. But it

hifi.The

"Walkman"
and similar

cassette
players

probably
rePresent

the ultimate
In personal

he modern tape
recorder was developed

in

Germany during
W odd War 11,

when it was us-

ed to replay
and broadcast

speeches by the Nazi

leaders

was not until the late 1950s that the idea
came anywhere near realization when the
United States launched its first Echo com-
munications relay satellites.

These were passive reflectors - mere
balloons of metallized PVC which were
supposed to act as mirrors for microwave
signals. They were not particularly suc-
cessful, and it was not until July, 1962
that the first active relay satellite, Telstar
I, was put into orbit, powered by solar
cells and capable of redirecting TV signals
for the part of the day when it was above
the horizon. Geosynchronous orbit fol-
lowed with the Syncom series of satellites
launched from February 1963 onwards.
By 1980, upwards of fifty communica-
tions satellites were in orbit with a further
fifty planned. The tariffs demanded by

the international Intelsat corporation
were too high at first for more than a
minimal amount of direct TV broad-
casting via satellite, but from the
mid -1970s onwards, US television net-
works and Third World governments
alike began to see the advantages of a
satellite -based TV system. And not only
the advantages of satellite TV but also the
benefits of secure telephone communica-
tions and computer data links of a hither-
to unimaginable speed and purity. Again,
once the transistor made it possible, peo-
ple began to think of needs they had never
considered before.

Getting Taped
This kind of self-sustaining growth, with
new developments creating demand and
demand calling forth new developments,
has been particularly noticeable in the
world of home entertainment over the
past eight -odd years. Radio and television
we all know about, of course. But what

"At the end of the
40s, experts predicted
that the USA would

only require one
hundred computers at

most."

about recorded music? After all, one of
radio's first and greatest conquests in the
late 1920s was its absorption, for a time at
any rate, of the gramophone - previously
a scratchy, faint -sounding, clockwork in-
strument, but transformed by the tube,
the loudspeaker and electric drive into a
robust, reliable means of entertainment.
The great success story of the age,
however, was the tape recorder. The idea
of recording sound on magnetic steel wire
had been suggested as far back as 1888.
But it was ten years before the Danish in-
ventor Valdemar Poulsen took out a US
patent on his Telegraphone. This operated
by means of clockwork -driven spools
passing wire through a magnetizing/de-
magnetizing coil at a rate of 7 feet per se-
cond. It was hailed as a major new dis-
covery when it appeared on the market
and Poulsen set up the American
Telegraphone Company to sell it, but in
the end the idea came to nothing. The
machine's frequency response was too
poor for use as anything except an office
dictaphone and the wire suffered from an
incurable tendency to twist and stretch -
as well as occasionally snapping and
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Precision Pulse Generator

NOTES.
IC1,2.3 ARE 74LS160
IC4 IS 74LS27
IC5 IS 74LSOO
IC5 IS 74LS73A
IC781,9 ARE 741S42
51113-8 ARE THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES
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4 15
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3 14
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1 12
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Fig. 4 Circuit diagram of counter section.

C A3
9
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C 4.o.
9
a

A2 C
9
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9
8

SPACE

B3 C
9
8

B2 C 4.144
9
8

131
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6 6 6 6
5 5 5

4 4 4 4 4
3 3 3 3 3 3

2 2 2 2 2 2

0 0 0
1

0 0

UNITS TENS HUNDREDS UNITS TENS HUNDREDS

Fig. 5 Details of connections and mounting of thumb -wheel switches.

NOTE:
01 IS BC184L OR SIMILAR
GENERAL PURPOSE NPN
TRANSISTOR

FROM
GENERATOR

R1
10k

OV

R2
1k0

CMOS SUPPLY
VOLTAGE

OUTPUT

OV

Fig. 6 A simple level shifter circuit that can be
used to drive CMOS or similar operating at 12
V or 15 V; note that this circuit inverts the
signal, so use 0 U T rather than OUT or vice
versa.

SPECIFICATIONS

Minimum pulse width:
Maximum pulse width:
Six multiplying ranges:

Minimum mark/space ratio:
Maximum mark/space ratio:
Output level:

1 uS
99.9 S
xl uS

x10 uS
x100 uS

xl mS
x10 mS

x100 mS
1:999
999:1

Mark, 4V
Space, OV

Rise time: better than 10 nS
Fall time: better than 10 nS
Fan -out: up to 16 low power Schottky loads

Continued on page 70
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BICC

S100 Universal Designed to be compatible with the
Microprocessor Board 5100 Microprocessor Bus System

for the Professional ilmateur

Vero can offer a complete package to
help you build your product to a

truly professional standard.
Full range of veroboards,

AIMaccessories and

vero
housings.

Electronic Packaging Systems Limited
P.O. BOX 481, 613 O'CONNOR DRIVE
KINGSTON, ONTARIO, K7L 4W5
TELEPHONE 613-3841142 TELEX 066-3243

Circle No.5 on Reader Service Card.

eFILINFLUE presents

MTHE

inallodefa
SERIES ALL

Model 4060 Digital NA
THAT

METHE

IMPLIES

The Multimeter you've been waiting for...
at the price you've been hoping for!

$11495
 Handheld 7 -function, 35 ranges

with 200 uA AC and DC. HI -low
ohms diode check.

II Built-in transistor test function.
 Overload protection. 2 amp fuse

protects all meter ranges.
II Safety designed input jacks and

test leads, tilt stand for bench
use. Easy external battery access.

 Calibration certificate traceable to
NRC supplied with meter.

 1 year parts/labor guarantee.

SEE IT, TEST IT, COMPARE IT!

FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Soft leatherette carrying case
Offer good to Oct. 31, 1983

BRUNELLE INSTRUMENTS INC.
826 Belvedere St, Sherbrooke,
Quebec J1H 488
1-819-569-1335 Telex 05-836266

Moll Orders accepted: Send certified cheque
or money order. Quebec residents add
9% P.S.T. add $3.00 for shipping.

FACTORY
ELECTRONICS
GIVES YOU A BETTER REASON TO
SHOP BY MAIL

II BM COMPATIBLE

BOARDS
FROM THE LEGEND' J.L.S. COMPUTERS INC.

256K. $359
W/RS232 PORT + 64K ON BOARD

15/8 "DISC

CONTROLLER $319

MOTHER. $349
ALL BOARDS ARE ASSEMBLED + TESTED

BARE BOARDS ARE AVAILABLE AT
SPECIALLY REDUCED PRICES

CARD
FOR YOUR

IBM I

VIDEO GRAPHICS
4 B0Y,24

-

TO ORDER OR FOR INFORMATION
CALL (416) 530-4553

VISA  MASTERCARD  ACCEPTED
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

Circle No. 24 on Reader Service Card.
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MIN T next month
At the time of going to press, the articles mentioned are in an advanced sage of areparation. However, circumstances may result in changes to the final
contents of the magazine.

Introduction to
Fibre Optics

We've been hear-
ing for years that
fibre optic cables
will be replacing

copper cables. It's
now becoming a

reality, and Robert
Traub cxplaiis the

theory and hard-
ware.

Military Lasers

Newspaper reports have given the impression that Star Wars is

just around the corner. Roger Allan investigates the research

being done so far.

PLUS!

Directional Broadcast 'Towers!

More on Switched Capacitor Filters!

Compresor/Lianiter
Project!

-Computer Survey

Confused by the many low-end computers
available? Nov,: you

can have all the conftis en together in one article. We look at

w7tat's around, from li
handlields up to units in the $150

lanAe.

Playmate
A whiz of an instrument amplifier: bat.ery po.vered, fuzz,
wah-wah, and sustainer. The first of two parts, this proie4
makes a gr practice amp as well effects box.



120W MOSFET POWER AMP.

Based 011 ETI Design, Austrailan issue. Jan
1981
High Speed High Reliability So-3MM Output -
The latest Trend In Power Amp. Design
Superb Sound Reproduction
Required Power Transformer STA477

Nit $89.50
AST 5109.50

100W MOSFET POWER AMP.
(Based on Haller Design)
P C Board and Trs. Package $511.50

150W MOSFET POWER AMP.
(See Ell Sept 1982 issue for details)
Transistors Package

D.C. FET SUPER CLASS A PREAMP.

$46.50

High Quality High Output Direct Coupling Flat
Preamp. with exceptional Low Noise Level
and Wide Dynamic Freq. Response Range
On -board Regulated Power Supply and Delay -
on System
Ideal Partner for any High Quality High Power
Amplifier
STA2200 Kit $85.00

AST $85.00
Power Transformer, 72VCT, 2A SNIA

COLOUR LIGHT CONTROLLER

Features Light Chaser and Colour Organ
Functions
Light Chaser in 3 Different Flashing Sequence
with Speed Control
3 Channels (Treble, Midrange & Bass) Colour
Organ each with individual Input Level Con-
trols
ideal for Disco, Amusement Park, Commercial
Signs and Special Light Effect - Handles up
S 1,000M/ Light Power

1171238 Kit 479.50
AST $99.50

ELECTRONIC KITS

Ideal for Ho0h.:sits, Experimenters and Shoot Pro-
tects

1. Touch orsoff switch with Relay 58.50
2. Light Activated Switchwith Relay 14.50
3. Electronic Lock with Relay $9.50
a. Sound Activated Switch with Relay $9.50
5. Electronic Timer with Relay,

0.5-100 Sec $12.50
6 FM Miko-with Cigarette case $9.50
7. High Sensitivity Homer F.M. Mike

w/case 912.50
6. A.C./D.C. 12D Quartz Green

Digital Gook 519.50
9. 12V D.C. Red Digital Clock 912.50
10. Single Channel Color Organ 53.50
11. Sound/Light Activated :Switch w/Relay 911.50
12 infra Red Control Switch w/Relay $24.50
13. LED Panel Meter $42.50

SEMICONDUCTORS
HITACHI Hostel 250134, 25.49
MJ15003, AAJ15004
253055, MJ2951,
2SA10514,, 2SC2161 A
205550, 2N5401
255415. 2N344C, BM/0 BF a.

512.95 ea.
55.00 m
90.75 ea

515.00 se
90c ea

31.00 ea.

SCREW TYPE CHASSIS PUNCHING TOOL
SET

For 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, M.M. Holes $33.50

TEST EQUIPMENT

12 STEP 'TEAK HOLD" POWER LEVEL
INDICATOR

Connects direct to Power Amp Output
3 Color LED 2 Ch. Indication
tor Power Amp up to 100W
Operates on DC 6.120
Ideal for Home and Auto HI-FI Systems
Complete with Plastic Case and Front Panel
8TY.23E1 Kit $29.50

AST $39.50

MINI -LAB

Mulo-Function and Multi -Purpose ten -in -one Tester,
Including Field Strength Indicator, A.F./R.F. signal
Generator, Resistor/Condenser Substitution and
Power Supply
/SE -400 $96.00

"HELPING HAND"

Holds work in any position  Frees your hands
for work $10.50

 AWDOT AUDIO LEVEL DISPLAY

20 Step BARIDOT Made Audio Level Display
- Range from - 57DB to 0 DB
Compatible with any Power Amp.
Ideal for Power Output Indication anc adds
Exciting Sight to your System
On -board Power Supply
Operates also On 12V DC Car Battery
STY -45 Kt 142.50

AST 557.50

10 BAND EQUALIZER PREAMP.

Combination of a Stereo Preamp. and A 10
Band Slide Control Graphic Equalizer Ina 111"
Low Profile Pre -drilled Rack Mount Cabinet
Transformer. Instruction and all Electronic
Parts Included.
IITA-2500 Kit $129.50

AST 5179.50

SOLID STATE STEREO REVERBERATION
AMP.

Adds Depth and Exciting -Hall Effect" to your
system - "Socket Bridgate Device" Ultilized
as Delay Element
LED Reverberation Level Display
Triple Revere. Control -Depth, Delay and Effect
- Compatible with any Preamp and Power'
Amp. - Complete with all Electronic Pads,
Transformer and Preo-rilled Rack Mount
Cabinet.
IRA -2400 Kit 5139.50

OUT $1119.50

POWER SUPPLY KITS
(Power Transformer not included)
1. 0-350. 2.5A Regulated Variable Voltage Power

Supply
STR-503 KA 514 60

AST 520.50
50 700. 0.20. DC Servo Circuit and

Regulator for Pro -driver Stage. Ideal Ice High
Quality Power Amp.
STR-747 Kit 925.50

AST 556.50
3 15180. 91A Power Supply for Pre -Amp.

OM S9090 0,157.50
AST 910.50

4. a Regulated Power Supply for Stereo
Preamp. and Power Amp.
IIMS9191 .......... Kit 539.60

AST 908.50
5. 0-300. lA Variable Voltage Power Supply

Complete w/caae. Meters and Transformer
STRIMB Kit 564.50

AsT i64. SO

2.

MULTIMETERS

0-101 U-lU U'20

0.1131 DC 1014V, AC 40.10 $37.50
0-10 ACIDC 211/11 519.50
0-20 DC 10KN, AC 4.51(N 924.50

LOGIC PROBE 529.50

altr-vs'
For quiet/ servicing and checking of in.
tegrated logic system
Unique multi -lamp readouts
Features prise detection
Max. input freq. Displayed:30 14412
Min. Detectable pulse wldth-20 ns
Input Overload Protection

DIP IC EXTRACTION TOOL
Extracts all LSI. MSI and SSI Devices
from 8 to 40 Pins

DESOLDERING TOOLS

DT 200 $12.50

DT -600 514.50

$2.50

AUTOMATIC WIRE STRIPPER $13.50

LOGIC PULSER Ss3.50 111:=EIMENIMI
or-001.".

A Valuabla, Tool for Trouble -shooting Digital
Equipment
To inject Pulses Into Circuit nodes without
cutting Traces, or Removing ICs
An Effechre Method of Locating Faults in
Logic, Connections or Components

RACK MOUNT CABINETS TOOLS

LED AUDIO SPECTRUM ANALIZER

6502 COMPUTER
SPECIAL SALE

(THIS MONTH ONLY)
PACKAGE I481( KR 3500.00

48K A & T Mother Board tw/blank Epromsi
Keyboard w/numeric keypad and U/L case
Case
Switching Power Supply

PACKAGE II
480 Computer Klt
Disk Drive (Quentin)
Controller Card
Zenith 12" Monitor

69913.00

1. VZ200 Computer, Complete $159.95
2. 16K Exp. Module $89.95
3. Printer Interface $39.95
4 Colour DOT Matrix Printer/Plotter 5299.95
5. Joystick (Pair) $39.95
5 Light Pen $29.95
7. Data Recorder 509.95

Many Software Cassettes Available at 513.95 each

Built -In Selectable Switch for High Power
Mono Amp. or High Quality Stereo Amp. On-
board Power Supply and Delay -on. meeker
protector

. An Parts including Power Trs. and Heatsinks
are Mounted on.board
Required Power Transformer 400CT721/CT.
5-10A 07777A ... $99.50

A&T $129.50

LED Bar Graph or DOT Display with Response
to Freq. from 30HZ - 16 KHZ
Direct Connects to Preamp. or Power Amp.
Output
Left or Right Ch. Display Selection
input Level Control
Complete with all Electronic Parts, Trans-
former and Pre-drIlled Rack Mount Cabinet.
4I1A21300 Kit $155.50

A5T5205.50

STEREO SPEAKER PROTECTOR
Protects your speakers And Power AMP. from
Damage due to Accidental Shorted Output cir
cult, Overloading and Excessive Output D.C.
Voltage
With Delay on and LED Indication
A must for any D.C. OCL Power Amp.
op,isins X1151250

AST $18.50

PACKAGE III
64K Computer Kit
Disk Drive (Quentin)
Controller Card
Zenith 12" Monitor

$1040.00

PERIPHERAL CARDS (ASSEMBLED 13
TESTED)
1 integer Basic Card 505.00
2 Language Card $72.00
3. 15K RAM Card $88.50
a. Z80 Card S70.00
5, 80 Column Card 988.50
6. Disk Controller Card POGO
7. Epson Printer Card $95.00
B. RS232C Serial Card $72.00
9. EP -ROM WriterCerd $90.00
10 Communication Card $70.00
11. Parallel Card $85.00

ACCESSORIES
1. R.F. Modulator $15.00
2. Joystick $24.00
3. Disk Drive (Quentin) $340.00
4. Zenith 12" Monitor $137.00
5. Verbatim Deo-PIM Diskettes

s.s.d.d. soft box 933.00
Mastic box $35.00

6. Light Pen System
9225.00

7. Graphic Table
$149.00

8502 COMPONENTS
1. 48K A & T Mother Board

(w/blank Emom) 5300.00
2. 64K A & T Mother Board

(w/blank Emma,/ 5345.00
3. Numeric Keyboard 9109.00
4. Case $110.00

5. Dabs Case $100.00
6, Switching Power Supply $98.50
7. Numeric Keyboard n Case $180.00

B. Numeric Keyboard a DMus Case $205.00
9. Numeric Keyboard n Case

r Switching Power Supply $275.00
10. Numeric Keyboard 0 Delos Case

a- Switching Power SupPlY $300.00
11. Linear Power Supply Kit $29.50
12. Power Transformer $20.00
13. Linear Power Supply Klt

and Power Transformer $49.50
We repair 6502 Mother Boards at reasonable
Charges

A PERSONAL COMPUTER THAT'S FULL -
FEATURED, SIMPLE, UNIVERSAL, AND
AFTER -FORDABLE

9 Colours
Full-size, Moving -key keyboard
05 Automatic Repeat Keys
16 Pro -defined Single Character Graphic Keys
Low and High Resolution Graphic Modes
Sound Output
Full on -screen Editing
Fast MOJA CPU
12K ROM, 4K RAM Expandable to 64K
Buill-in RF output to TV and Video output to

conitoromplete with AC Adaptor, Demonsirah,
Program, All Required Cables. T

Transformer/Switch. and 3 Manuals

$169.95

Black Anodised Aluminum Front Pan. with Steel
MINI -DRILLBoa Hardware, Ventilation Slots and instruction.
Operates on UM 3 x 4 or A.0 Adaptor 6120, Max.
150.2A

Panel size
(inch). Box size (inch) Price
19 a 7 17 x6.5 x20 67.50
19 x 6 17 0 5,5 0 14 45.50
19x 7 17 x 6.5 x 12 43.50
1996 17 x 5.5 x 12 42.50
19a 5 17 0 4.5 a 12 39.50
19a 4 17 a 3.5 a 12 30.50
1903 17 x 2.5 K 10 33.50
19 x 2.5 17 x 2 a 10 32.50
1796 15.5 0 5.5. 0 9 37.50
17 x 4 15.5 x3.5 x9 32.50
1702 15 5 0 1.5 a9 30.50
12 s 6 11.5 0 5.5 5 7 26.50
1204 11.5 a 3.5 x 7 22.50
12x 2 11.5 0 1 75 x 7 21.50

Speed: 2200 RPM. Ideal for drilling arid grinding p c
board, alumina -n and copper sheets. etc.

Drill $23.50
stand 522 so

Toronto Store:
578 Marlee Ave. (just West
of Glencairn subway),
Toronto, Ont: M6B 3J5 Tel,
(416) 781-3263
western Canada:

P.O.Box AMF23581, Van-
couver, B.C. Tel 1604)
271-7539

Power Transformers
I 64VCT. (Mu 58.70

2 110VCI, 0.5A $1350
3. 30VCT. 2A $9.50
4. 18VCT, 5A $12.50

BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
1. 2000 25A 53.50
2 200V 6A $1.95
3. 20003A $1.25

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS
I. 32030 MFD 500 $12.50
2. 10,000 MFD 1000 918.00
3. 10,000 MFD 800 $15.00
a. 10,000 MFD 500 $950
5. 3,300 MFD 500 $3.95

5. 2,200 MFD 505 $3.25
7. 1,000 MFD 500 $1.00

ILLUMINATED SWITCHES
1. Locker on/off 125V 15A 53.50
2. Push on/off 125V 10A 52.50

SELECTOR SWITCHES
1. 6 Gang Push Switch with Round Knobs $410

Rectangular Knobs 56.00
2. Rotary Switch, M" Shall SP11T, 2P2T 2P5T,

2P8T, 3PaT, 4P31, BP3T

VARIABLE RESISTORS
A 50KD 16MM Double Gang Pot
B Semi V.R.

3K, 50, 5014, 250K, 500K

BO0 se

soc sa

FUSES
A 05 x 20MM

0.5A. 1A, 2A, 3A. SA or 5A....
B. 06 it 30MM

0 5.4,1,4,2A.3A,4A.5A.E1A or 10A

Lawrence W.

Moms.

W.r

Pkg 101904

Pkg10/90,

Mall Order:
Certified cheque, money order, Visa,
Mastercard plus 5% delivery charge.
Ontario residents add 7% P.S.T. We
send Canada Post or Purolator col-
lect.



Designer's Notebook
Switched Capacitor Filters
Switched capacitor filters might
appear to be unsuitable devices
for anyone who isn't an expert.
In Part One, Tim Orr looks at
them and finds that they are
really much easier to use than
conventional filters.

MOST COMPLEX FILTER designs re-
quire a large number of precision
resistors, inductors and capacitors.
Resistors and capacitors are relatively easy
to integrate, and inductors can be syn-
thesized using an op amp plus capacitors
and resistors. Thus it would seem possible
to produce a monolithic active filter, but
there is one major problem. The accuracy
of monolithic capacitor values is typically
fairly low, and constructing multi -pole
filters requires good matching between
stages: a sixth order low-pass filter would
typically require a component tolerance of
1 or 2%. Additionally, monolithic
capacitors and resistors are limited to fair-
ly low values, though this could be design-
ed around.

Switched capacitor techniques get
over these problems by using a capaci-
tance to synthesize a resistance; see Fig. 1.
The resistance is synthesized by switching
charge into and out of the capacitor CR,
as the MOSFET switches open and close
in antiphase; the average current passing
from the input to the op amp (and hence
the apparent resistance) depends on the
switching frequency. This helps because
the ratio of the values of two monolithic
capacitors on the same IC can be ac-
curately controlled (to 1% or better). In
the simple example of a low-pass filter
shown in Fig. 1, the break frequency is
proportional to the switching frequency
and the ratio of the capacitor values. Swit-
ched capacitor filters are normally design-
ed this way (even the very complicated
ones). The switching frequency is usually
arranged to be around either 50 or 100
times the break frequency of the filter,
and therefore only very simple anti-
aliasing and recovery filtering are re-
quired.

Several manufacturers produce swit-
ched capacitor filter ICs and all the classic
filter structures are available. These
devices offer several advantages over con-
ventional passive and active filters:

fc

V- 0 IP v2

( a I Equivalent to
CR

0 T

( b

R

Charge added to CR when it switches from V2 to V1 is:

q = C R (V -V2)

When it switches back to V2, this charge is delivered to V2;
it switches fc times a second, so the current is;

I = fc x q = fcCR(V1-V2)

VIN

Equivalent to

CLK

Therefore the effective resistance is:

V1V2
1

R = (Ohm's law) -
fcCR

CLK

I

5Time constant, RC = (-- )
fc CR

O

OUT

Fig. 1 Basics of switched capacitor filters. Synthesising a resistance (a); a simple
low-pass filter using a synthesised resistance (b).

 filters can be made very compact
 very few external components are
needed
 the filters are tunable by adjusting the
externally generated sampling frequency
- so no re -alignment is necessary when
break -frequencies are changed

 circuit calculations are made very easy
The following section is a review of some
of the currently available devices. Next
month, we'll look at a few examples of
practical filter circuits using switched
capacitor ICs.
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MF10 - National Semiconductor
The MF10 is a dual independent active filter building block. Vir-
tually any classic filter structure can be fabricated with this
device.

4
INVA 0

15
AGNDO

10
CLKA 0

12
50/100/CL 0

9
L Sh 0

11

CLK8 0

TO AGND 0

17

INVB 0

LEVEL
SHIFT

NON
OVERLOAD

CLOCK

BPA
20

+ 10.

f
LEVEL
SHIFT

CONTROL

NON
OVERLOAD

CLOCK

6

SAB

131
Vp

140 180 160
VA N/AP/HP8 S

LP

BPA

N/AP/HP

INVA

SlA

BA/B

V

VI

L Sh

CLKA

LPA

10

_J

DUAL -IN -LINE PACKAGE

MF10
NATIONAL

SEMICONDUCTOR

TOP VIEW

SUPPLY VOLTAGE +5V

LP, BP, low-pass, band -pan, notch, all -pass
N/AP/HP and high-pass outputs respectively.

All can sink 1 mA and source 3 mA;
N/AP/HP can sink 1.5 mA

VA+, VD+ positive analogue and digital supply
rails. These are linked internally, and
so must have the same supply voltage
applied to them, normally +5 V

VA-, VD- negative supply rails, also internally
connected; normally -5 V

AGND analogue ground, which should be at
0 V, ie mid way between positive and
negative supply rails

19 0
BP8

LP8

BP8

N/AP/ HP8

INVB

S18

AGND

VA

VD -

50/100/C L

CLK8

+/

20 0
LP8

L Sh level shift for clock inputs. For TTL
input, tie to 0 V; for CMOS operated
from 10 V, tie to negative supply rail

CLK AorB clock inputs for each titer unit

50/100/CL defines relationship between clock
frequency and filter came frequency;
tie to positive supply for 50:1 ratio,
tie to 0 V for 100:1

BA/13 activates internal switches, see section
on use; note that there is only one
SA/8 for both filters

VIN

SA/B

T6
V+

R2 NA S1A

MODE 1

MODE l Notch 1, Band-pass, Low-pass outputs: fpptch = fp

fp = centre frequency of the complex pole pair

fCLK fCLK
= or

100 50

(notch - centre frequency of the imaginary zero pair = fp

Holy Low-pass gain (as =

H08p = Band-pass gain (at f = fp) -

H0N = Notch output gain as R2

Rif -fCLK/2
lo

BW R2

= quality factor of the complex pole pair.

BW = the -3dB bandwidth of the band-pass output.

Circuit dynamics:

HOBP
HOLP o or HOBP HOLP CO = HON I` O.

HOLP(peak) -O 11 HOLo(for high Cis)

The above expressions are important. They determine the swing at
each output funtion cf the desired G of the 2nd order funtion.

LP,

1(201

S18

4(171

VIN

R2 (BPA 2 Sip
3(18) 5(16)

MODE la

MODE la: Non -inverting BP,LP.

ICLK fCLK
° 100 a'. 50

°

(BPA)1 LPA

2(19)  1(20)

HOLP = 1 HOLP(peak) 3 0 11 HOLP (for high D's)

HOBP, = -

Ho8p2= 1 (non -inverting)

Circuit dynamics: /-108pf =

Definition of terms

Hose

fHfL
f
°

BAND-PASS OUTPUT
HOP

- HOLP

> 0.707 HOLP-
2

LOW-PASS OUTPUT

f (LOG SCALE)

HOP -
HOHP

HIGH-PASS OUTPUT

3; 0.707 HDHp - -
Z

1c fp

f (LOG SCALE)
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SA/B

6

MODE 2

MODE 2, Notch 2, Band-pass, Low-pass: fflotd..< to

fo = centre frequency

(CLK R2 (CLK ./R2
+1100 V R4 * or -50 Vs

fcLK fcLK
'notch 100 or

CI %quality factor of the complex pole pair

-VR2/114 + 1

R2/R3

Hot, = Low-pass output gain (as f

_ R2/R1
R2/R4 1

HOBp = Band-pass output gain (at t = to( - R3 /R1

HON., = Notch ouput gain las (-01

R2/R1
R2/R4 + 1

HON2 = Notch output gain ( Ias I- -2-

Filter dynamics: HOOP = O-11HOLP HON2- V HON1 HON2

VIN

LPA

11201

MODE 3

 In Mode 3, the feedback loop is closed around the input summing amplifier;
the finite GBW product of this op amp causes a slight 0 enhancement.
If this is a problem, convect a small capacitor (10pF-100pF) across R4 to
provide some lead.

MODE 3: High-pass, Band-pass, Low-pass outputs

f = f L0K _IT:1124 IC 5L0K T
o y R4

O = quality factor of the complex pole pair

-

HOHP = High-pass gain (as -
Ri

HOBP = Band-pass gain (at f = to/ -FRI

HOLP = Low-pass gain (as f - RR41

Circuit dynamics, (472, HOLPH0 P HOBP =I/HOHP x HOLP

HOLPIpeak) = ° HOLP (for high 0.0

HOHPIpeak = fl xHOHP (for NO Q'sl

MC145414 - Motorola
This is a dual low-pass filter which can operate with a break fre-
quency between 1.25 and 10 kHz. It also contains two completely
uncommitted op amps in the same package. Filters are fifth -order
elliptic, and have a clock -to -break -frequency ratio of approx-
imately 36:1 (clock frequency must be between 50 and 400 kHz).
Filter A has 18 dB gain in the pass band, while filter B has unity
gain. The clock input voltage may be selected to be 5 V or 12 V, or
the whole IC may be powered down by the application of suitable
supply voltages.

VAG analogue ground; all analogue signals
are referred to this level, and it should
normally be around mid -way between
positive and negative supply rails. If
taken to within 1 V of positive rail,
IC will power down

+A, -A, AO non -inverting, inverting inputs, and
output of op-anp A

+B, -8, BO as above for op -amp B

VDD, VBB positive and negative supply rails. VBB
is also ground for digital inputs

0

I-
D

VLS

VDD

IN

AOUT

IN

OUT

CLK 1

CLK 2

VLS

logic shift voltage; for TT L clock
input, take to mio-,zy between
supply rails; for CMOS operating on
to 12 V, take to negative supply
rail. To power down IC, take to
positive supply rail

CLOCK 1, 2 clock inputs - should always be tied
together

AIN- BIN inputs to filters A, B

outputs from tigers A, B

8 -10-

-15 -
su

i- -20
I.

LL
-25 -

O
0 -30

cc

O

> -45
0.1k

WITH CLOCK 1 AND 2
AT 84 kHz

WITH CLOCK 1 AND 2
AT 400 kHz

1k 2k 10k

fm, INPUT FREQUENCY (Hz)

100k

R5620 - Reticon (not illustrated)
This device is a switched capacitor universal active filter, with
digital setting of both the Q -factor and the filter centre frequency.
It is a second -order filter capable of high-pass, low-pass, band-
pass, notch and all -pass. The filter frequency is determined by the
clock frequency and a five -bit binary input that moves the fre-
quency over a two -octave spread in 32 logarithmically spaced in-
tervals. This enables direct digital control of the centre frequency.
The Q -factor is similarly controlled with a five -bit code. The Q
range is from 0.57 to 150, and the break frequency range is 0.5 Hz
to 25 kHz.
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R5604, R5605, R5607 - Reticon
These are octave filters. All contain six -pole Chebyshev filters;
however, they contain different numbers of filters with different
pass band widths. The R5604 contains three 'A octave ANSI Class
III filters that together cover an entire octave; the R5605 contains
two 'A octave filters that together cover an octave, and the R5607
contains one full -octave ANSI Class II filter. The centre frequen-
cy of all the filters is controlled by the single clock input - see the
response curves for details. The dynamic range is better than 80
dB and distortion is less than 0.1%. The filters can handle input
signals greater than 10 V peak -to -peak and have an insertion loss
of less than 0.2 dB in the pass band.

PIN
R5604
FUNCTION

R5605
FUNCTION

R5606
FUNCTION

1 V- V- V-
2 N/C N/C N/C
3 IN 2 IN 1 N/C
4 IN 1 N/C N/C
5 V+ V+ V+
6 N/C N/C N/C
7 TRIG IN TRIG IN TRIG IN
8 N/C N/C IN 1

9 IN 3 IN 2 V-
10 V- V- N/C
11 N/C N/C N/C
12 V+ V+ V+
13 COM COM COM
14 OUT 3 OUT 2 N/C
15 OUT 2 N/C N/C
16 OUT 1 OUT I OUT I

la R5604 0

R5604 3.1/3 OCTAVE
BAND-PASS FILTERS

(SAMPLE = 55 kHz

F. = 1 kHz

-10
co

'z -20

Z -30
0

-40

-50

- 60

-70

- 80

b R5605 0

R5605 2-Yz OCTAVE
BAND-PASS FILTERS

'SAMPLE = 55 kHz

F. = 1 kHz

z R5806

R56061 FULL OCTAVE
BAND-PASS FILTERS

(SAMPLE = 55 kHz

F. = 1 kHz

-10

9133 -20

0

D  -50
Liz

-60

4 - -70

80

0 2 0.5 1.0 2.0

NORMALISED FREQUENCY F/ F.

0 2 0.5 1.0 2.0
NORMALISED FREQUENCY F/F.

0-
-10 -
-20 -

-30-
- so -
-so-
_-60

-70 -
80

02
I I I I 1111

0.5 1.0 2.0
NORMALISED FREQUENCY F/F.

5.0

5.0

R5609, R5611, R5612 - Reticon
The R5609 is a seven -pole, six -zero elliptic low-pass filter with
over 75 dB out -of -band rejection and less than 0.2 dB of pass
band ripple.

The R5611 is a five -pole Chebyshev high-pass filter with 30
dB per octave rolloff and less than 0.6 dB of pass band ripple.

The R5612 is a four -pole notch filter with over 50 dB of re-
jection at the notch frequency.

The corner/center frequencies of these switched capacitor
filters is tuneable by the input trigger frequency over a wide fre-
quency range from 0.1 Hz up to 25 kHz. The dynamic range is
better than 75 dB and distortion is less than 0.3%. Signal hand-
ling capability is over 12 V peak -to -peak, and typical insertion
loss is 0 dB. Supply voltages may be ±4 V to ± 11 V maximum.

V55

OUTPUT

CK IN

CK
OUT

2

I e /R5609

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
OF R5609 LOW-PASS
FILTER

NOTE: I./F. = 100 (typical)

I / R5611

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
OF R5811 HIGH-PASS
FILTER

NOTE: I./F.= 500 (typical)

c I R5612

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
OF R5612 NOTCH
FILTER

NOTE: f./F. = 930 (1YPIcal)

INPUT

Vref

Vss -VE

VDD

PIN OUT
CALL 3 DEVICES)

SUPPLY VOLTAGE ± 4V TO ± 11V MAX.

0

-10-

Fp -30-
-40

0 -50 -

-70-
-80-

-100
01

0-
-8-

-16-

-24 -

-32-

-4o-

-48-

-56-

84

I 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 1 1 1111
0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0

NORMALISED FREQUENCY F/F.

01
1 1 1 1 1 1 111 I I I I I IIII

0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0
NORMALISED FREQUENCY F/F.

0-

-10-

-20-

-30-

-40-
-50..-

-60
1 11111111 1 1 1 1 1 1 111

01 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0

NORMALISED FREQUENCY F/F.

CCU
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Rebel Radio Stations
The use of radio to broadcast
propaganda may be dissonant
to our democratic principles,
but it is widely practiced in the
Americas. A brief summary by
C.M. Stanbury II.

UNDOUBTEDLY the hottest spots in in-
ternational broadcasting these days,
because of their political instability, are
the islands of the Caribbean and those
tiny but strategic republics of Central
America. And Canadians have a ring side
seat from whch to monitor the action on
shortware and, probably soon, the stan-
dard AM band as well. This is an un-
paralleled opportunity to build up a col-
lection of historic tape recordings. Listed
below are some of the insurgent radio sta-
tions and the wavelengths that they
transmit on.

RADIO VENCEREMOS ("We shall
overcome"): the main Salvadorian rebel
station operates two transmitters at 0700,
1900 and 2200 EST (i.e. 1200, 0000 and
0300 UTC) on approximately 6210 kHz
-often jammed by a counter -broadcast
playing non-stop music - and a second
channel between 6500 and 7000 kHz. A
white noise jammer sometimes follows the
latter as it moves, every few minutes, up
and down this band.
RADIO 15 DE SEPTIEMBRE: the oldest
of the presently operating clandestine sta-
tions hostile to the Sandinista government
of Nicaragua. It is located in northern
Honduras and has a heavily jammed
transmitter on 5565 kHz nightly at 2200
EST, and sometimes at midnight as wwll.
A second unit operates sporadically bet-
ween 6200 and 7000 kHz. Broadcasts
often use English to attract Miskito In-
dians listeners.
LA VOZ DE SANDINO: despite its
name, this is an anti -communist station as
is their sister station, LA VOZ DE
NICARAGUA LIBRE. Both are
associated with Alienza Revolucionaria
Democratica (Arde) and may be situated
in Costa Rica. La Voz de Sandino is the

older of these two clandestine operations,
dating back to the summer of 1982. When
La Voz de Nicaragua Libre first appeared
in February, 1983, both stations were on
the air simultaneously but more recently
they have been sharing a single transmit-
ter. On 6220 or a channel varying widely
above and below 5800 kHz. broadcasts
(which also include some English) are at
0500, 1900 and 2200 hours EST.
LA VOZ DEL CID: operated by the
Venezuelan -based "Cuba Independente y
Democratica", this station can be heard
throughout the afternoon hours on 11700
kHz. La Voz Del Cid leases a transmitter
from Radio Clarin in the Dominican
Republic. They are approximately 7350 in
the early evening, then still later on a vary-
ing frequency around 7405 kHz. Loca-
tions of these two transmitters are
unknown.
RADIO MARTI might be considered the
ghost of Radio Swan (the Bay of Pigs sta-
tion), which after that ill-fated 1961 inva-
sion became Radio Americas and
operated until 1968. According to the
latest plan, Radio Marti will share the
Voice of America's mediumwave
transmitter site at Marathon Key, Florida.
If this plan passes Congress it would be
ironic, because there is evidence sug-
gesting that during the 1962 Cuban missile
crisis VOA Marathon switched, for securi-
ty reasons, IDs and frequencies with
Radio Americas: the latter was definitely
involved in such ID/frequency inter-
changes on shortwave. It is not yet known
whether Radio Marti will share VOA's
1180 kHz channel or set up its own
transmitter on the Marathon site. Cana-
dians may or may not have difficulty
receiving Radio Marti's broadcasts but
we'll certainly hear the Cuban jamming
directed against Radio Marti.

Figure 1. Voice of America transmitter site on Marathon Key, Florida, which, if all goes as planned, will soon be shared with Radio Marti. arja
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You're
young,bright,
ambifious,
active and
you've jt_kst been
hit by MS.

Welcome to the Club.
Unfortunately, the membership is not

all that exclusive. The fact is, there are some
35,000 Canadians with MS. If you had MS
you'd be paying your dues every day. You see,
there is no known cause of MS, nor is there
a known cure.

As it stands now, 35,000 Canadians are
living with the prospect of impaired vision,
losing their speech, or waking up one morning
to find themselves partially paralysed.

If we hope to put an end to what is often
referred to as the 'number one crippler since
polio', we're going to have to get involved. Now.

Contact your local chapter of the Multiple
Sclerosis Society. And find out how you can
help. Do it for thirty-five thousand Canadians.
Do it because you're young, bright, ambitious
and active.

Whatare we
doing about it?

Contact your local Multiple Sclerosis Society of Canada Chapter.
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Dockworkers in New York City unload Canada's
most amazing contribution to technology since the
Canadarm: The Bionic Ratcatcher. The 57 -tonne
cat clone was a product of reverse microtech-
nology, though it includes two Z80 CPUs to assist
in rat detection. The collar tag alone weighs 520
kg. New York City officials are optimistic that the
Canadian -built unit will solve the city's rat pro-
blem, though they admit that there may be some
interference with traffic.

To keep abreast of technological miracles like
these, may we suggest a subscription to Elec-
tronics Today International? Even people who are
not interested in oversize cats have said "Gosh,
there are lots of other pages!" On those pages,
you'll find projects for both the beginner and the
advanced builder, basic electronic theory articles,
and up-to-date reporting on the computer scene.

Have ETI delivered to your door each month;
send $18.95 for one year (12 issues), or $33.95 for
two (24 issues), using the coupon on this page, or
send to:

ETI SUBSCRIPTIONS
UNIT 6, 25 OVERLEA BLVD.,

TORONTO, ONTARIO M4H 1B1
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Available from your local elec-
tronic parts store or direct from

ETI. Please add 45c each to
cover postage. Send money to:

Electronics Today Magazine,
Unit 6, 25 Overlea Blvd.,

Toronto, Ont.,
M4H 1B1
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Spectrocolumn
Continued from pagel9
is connected internally to one of its ter-
minals. This shield terminal should be
identified (use an ohm -meter) and wired
to the mid -rail reference as shown on the
overlay; ensure that the wire used is very
thin and flexible. A piece of sponge foam
about the size of the mike should be stuck
to the PCB and the mike may then be
glued on top of this to provide a resilient
mounting, free from direct vibration
pickup.

An electret condensor type of mike
insert could also be used and would pro-
bably give better quality sound pickup.
They usually come with their own internal
FET preamplifier, which requires a 1V5
power supply. Luckily, the 1V4 reference
terminal indicated on the overlay is ideal
for this job, and may be wired directly to
the insert.

When the board is completely assem-
bled, the two control pots and the mode
switch can then be wired up as indicate
Veropins should be inserted as terminals
at the appropriate points. The two rotary

Fig. 4 This diagram shows how to wire up SW1

switches for the frequency selection
should also be wired up using ribbon cable
as shown in the diagram. Note that the
rotary switches are both set to select one
out of 10 corner frequency outputs from
the PCB and the rotary switches are offset
by one frequency band relative to each
other i.e., the upper limit switch ranges
from 40 Hz to 20 kHz while the lower
limit ranges from 20 Hz to 10 kHz.

Testing And Setting Up
After wiring up the controls, some initial
tests can be made before completing the
assembly. Initially, do not connect any
light bulbs and do not plug in any ICs; but
do remember that all parts of the circuit
are effectively live. Connect the power as
shown via a double pole toggle switch and

a 10 amp fuse, and then switch on. Using
a voltmeter check that there is about 10 V
across C5 and 5 V across C7. 10 V should
also appear across pins 8 and 4 of IC1,
pins 8 and 13 of IC2, pins 16 and 8 of IC3.
and pins 14 and 7 of IC4 and pins 3 and 2
of IC5. If all is well, unplug from the
power and insert all the ICs. One light
bulb can now be wired onto the SCRS ter-
minal, its other lead returning to the line.
Set the upper limit switch to 5 kHz, and
the lower limit to 640 Hz; this gives a fair-
ly broad frequency band for vocal testing.
The unit should be turned on again with
SW3 set in bar mode. Altering the back-
ground control RV2 should cause the bulb
to switch on and off at some point. As the
bulb switches off continue to turn RV2 in
the same direction to the end of its travel.
The background illumination control is
then at its zero setting. Now, depending
on the sensitivity setting, a loud noise
should re -illuminate the bulb. Increasing
the sensitivity control should eventually
allow the bulb to come on with normal

and SW2.

speech volume. If this test works satisfac-
torily, then all the bulbs can be wired up
to their corresponding terminal posts and
the entire display can be tested.

Turning the background control up
should result in the successive illumination
of bulbs; now turn it down to zero, when
all the bulbs should be off. Increasing the
sensitivity control will now allow sound to
illuminate all the bulbs. Having establish-
ed a good sensitivity setting, different
types of music from a record deck or
radio can be used to check the different
frequency bands available on the rotary
switches. The display can be switched to
dot mode at any time, which provides an
interesting effect with constant light level.

A Case In Point
The actual hardware construction of the

light bulb arrangement is very much a
matter of personal choice. We used large
white plastic bulb holders, and mounted
the entire column and PCB in a fluores-
cent light case that was at hand. The case
was grounded and provided a nice self-
contained unit. Batten -mounting bulb
holders could equally well be screwed
down to a long strip of wood and the elec-
tronics mounted in a spearate diecast box.
The photographs illustrate the construc-
tion method we used.

A number of important points should
be noted with the final assembly. Owing
to the circuitry used, the positive rail is
directly connected to the neutral; there-
fore all parts of the circuit should be
treated as being effectively live since
somebody could easily swap the line and
neutral leads by accident at the plug end.
Consequently we suggest:
 The PCB should be mounted in a metal
case on insulating pillars or blocks.
 The case should be grounded, but
there should be no other connection be-
tween the PCB and the case.
 The mode switch and on -off switch
should both be power rated and have a
current rating sufficient for the total of
the bulbs used.
 The pots and rotary switches should all
have plastic spindles and plastic knobs.
Ideally the metal pot cases should be in-
sulated from the chassis, or they could be
soldered directly to the PCB terminals
such that only the plastic spindles pass
through the chassis.
 For the reasons of isolation, the
microphone must stay inside the case; and
on no account try to connect up the mike
input to a direct audio signal from your
sound equipment (this could be done only
with an audio isolating transformer).

Notes On Modifications
For those with the urge to experiment,
here are some notes on modifying circuit
values: R3 decreases the mike preamplifier
gain; decreasing R4 and R8 increases the
filter gain; increasing R6 and RIO will in-
crease the Q of the filters; R18 alters the
frequency of the master clock, currently
set at 2 MHz; R21 determines the drive
current to the triacs; increase C3 or R16 to
increase the attack/decay display time
constant; R16 could be a 22k variable pot.
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Part, List
Resistors (all V4W, Ph) Capacitors Q1,2 2N3904
RI 2M2 Cl 270n polycarbonate SCR1-10 TIC206D
R2,4,8,22,23 10k C2 10u 16 V tantalum D1-4 1N4148
R3 IMO C3 luO 35 V tantalum D5-7 1 N4001

R5-7,9-11 27k C4 10n ceramic ZD1 10 V 400 mW zener
R12 47k C5 1000u 25 V axial elec- Miscellaneous
R13,20 560R trolytic SW1,2 1 -pole 12 -way rotary
R14 2k2 C6 100p polystyrene switch
R15 100k C7 220u 16 V axial elec- SW3 SPST toggle switch
R16 2k7 trolytic SW4 DPST power switch
R17 22R Semiconductors MICI crystal mike insert
R18,21 820R ICI TL082 T1 9-0-9 3 VA transformer
R19 3k9 IC2 MFIOCN FS1 10 A fuse and fuseholder
R24 6k8 IC3 4040B PCB; 10 bulbs, 15-100 W, and holders;
Potentiometers IC4 4011B fluorescent lamp fitting or other suitable
RV1,2 10k log or linear IC5 LM3915 case.
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Bob Bartolini of RCA Laboratories holding an experimental erasable optical disc. Photo
courtesy of RCA Laboratories.

Continued from page 35

Erasure
But perhaps the most interesting recor-
ding mode was introduced last April by
the Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., for
it is the only erasable optical system cur-
rently available. In this reversible mode,
no topographical (eg. pit or bubble form-
ing) disruption of the trilayer structure oc-
curs during recording. Instead the optical
properties of the recorded region are
changed when the material switches bet-
ween the crystalline and amorphous
phases. The pit forming mode in this case

is inhibited by the use of a dielectric capp-
ing layer. The recorded region can be eras-
ed by continuing the high power readout.
The areas can then be re-recorded and
erased up to 50 times.

While this system permits the over-
coming of one of optical memory storage
system's problems, erasability, it is pro-
bably not as useful as it might first ap-
pear. While Matsushita claims it to be a
major breakthrough, which it is, the ap-
plication of such a system are limited.
While it would permit editing, it, by virtue
of being erasable, would not permit the

Optical Memories

establishment of audit trails required by
govenment regulations and laws for
business and tax purposes. Further, as
with all optical systems, there is a question
of reliability which as yet has not permit-
ted optical memory storage systems to
compete successfully with computer tape
or disc memories. In computers there
must theoretically be no error rate greater
than one in a trillion bits of information.
Imaging systems, such as home
videodiscs, are prone to a much higher er-
ror rate. This hasn't mattered in visual
data recording since the errors just show
up as glitches on the screen which the eye
forgives. However, when doing
mathematical calculations, such an error
would result in the wrong answer being
determined.

Reliability
There are three major sources of errors in
optical memory systems. One source is
due to intrinsic surface defects present in
the substrate disc. Even the most carefully
polished glass substrate will have a finite
density of cavities and microscratches on
its surface. The surface defects intrinsic to
the substrate can be hidden relatively easi-
ly by pre -coating from a solution. Such a
layer is applied by spin coating and as it
dries, surface tension causes the upper-
most surface to harden and form an
almost defect -free surface for coating with
the recording structures.

A second source of defects depends
on the intrinsic quality of the evaporated
coatings that form the recording struc-
tures. These coating must be free of
pinholes to a very high degree and this
necessitates the most rigorous standards
for cleanliness during the evaporation
steps.

But the prime source of defects is that
of precipitated dust particles which ac-
cumulate on the surface of the recording
medium. These particles may obscure a
number of recorded pits or even prevent
their formation if the particle is present
during the recording step. A relatively
thick transparent overcoat or encapsula-
tion layer will protect against signal
degradation due to dust particles by plac-
ing them out of focus.

All in all, optical memory systems
have come a long way very rapidly since
Phillips introduced the first commercial
video disc in the late 1970's. So much so
that International Resource Development
Inc., a Norwall Connecticut market
researcher in the field, believes that a $2.3
billion dollar annual business will be
developed by 1987, with potentially a $10
billion a year business by 1990.

CO
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HITACHI
QUALITY IN

MULTIMETERS

Standard
features

on Hitachi's
VR 3500 Series

DMM's are:
ir  Feather -touch

push buttons
 Lightweight (9.5 oz

 Compact size (3-1/2" x 1-2/8" x 7") - Large,
3-1/2" digit, high contrast LCD  Autoranging
 Temperature readout  Continuity check tore
 Data Hold  Diode test  2 year warranty.

Hitachi DMM's, no-one else comes close

Hitachi Denshi, Ltd. (Canada)

Head Office:
65 Melford Drive
Scarborough, Ontario M18 266
Tel (416) 299-5900

Ottawa Office:
424 Queen Street
Ottawa, Ontario K1R 5A7
Tel (613) 232-5114

East3rn Office:
809E Route Trans Canadienne
St. Laurent, P.O.H4S 1M5
Tel (514) 332-6687

Western Office:
3433- 12th Street N E
Calgary, Alberta T2E 6S6
Tel (403) 276-8508
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Quality Boards & Kits All AppleTM Compatible

B. Keyboard

C. Power
supply

89.00

D.

99.00

ABS Case

60.00

Disk Controller Card 69.00
80 Column Card 89.95
'New Printer Card 99.00
EPROM Programmer Card 89.95
Z-80 Card 85.00
New RAM Card (Cable Less) 75.00
'Communication Card 95.00
'6522 via Card 95.00
 Printer Card with 16K Buffer 165.00
Universal Card (Prototype)
Price for above PCB $10.00 ea.,
 $15.00 ea., kits also available.
6502 kit (w/blank ROM) 245.00
Switching power supply 5V/5A, 12V/3A.
- 5V/1/2A, - 12V/1/2A 89.00
Super special this month
(Qty. limited) only
6502 48K assembled & tested 559.00
6502 48K kit A+B+C+D only 475.00
Joystick (self -centering) 30.00
Terms: Send Cheque or Money order (Allow 2
weeks for personal cheque). Credit cards
welcome. No COD., Quebec Res. add 9%
sales Tax. Min. order 10.00. Add 5% for shipp-
ing and handling. 20% restocking fee for
returned merchandise. Prices and availability
subject to change without notice. Do not send
cash.

Dealers Inquiry 00 visA
Welcome

New 6502 Mark 1111
64K RAM plus built-in Z-80

6502 Mark V
Has on board provision for
192K RAM $CALL

FUJICOMP INC.
6420 VICTORIA AVE.,

SUITE 3,
MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

H3W 2S7
Tel. (514) 733-5612
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FEBRUARY 3,4,5 1984 VANCOUVER BC
A three day exposition at Vancouver's Delta River Inn
featuring seminars, lecturers, wholesale distributors,
leading manufacturers and more. All aspects of the
Satellite Industry will be represented. To assure your
place among the front runners in the field reserve now.
The First Canadian Satellite Show
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Designing Micro Systems Part 2
Bemused by those funny -
looking groups of hexadecimal
numbers that microprocessors
use for a language? From
voltages to binary, binary to
hex, and hex to English -
Owen Bishop does the
translating.

IN DESCRIBING THE many and com-
plex circuits which go to make up the
CPU and its peripheral devices we often
refer to information being transferred
from one to the other. Last month, it was
explained that such information consists
of either instructions or data. In order to
understand how the several parts of a
computer interact to form an operating
system, we need to go into more detail
about these instructions and the data. In
this month's instalment we pause from
considering electronic aspects in order to
discuss the nature of the information and
the form in which it is transferred.

Information Technology?
The MPU and other integrated circuits
composing the micro respond to only one
kind of information. This is an electrical
signal, a voltage level present on one of its
input lines. To the input circuit of the IC,
this level is either OV (or so close to OV
that it counts as OV), or + 5 (or high
enough to count as + 5V). An instruction
given to a Z80 MPU is received as a set of
such voltages on each of the eight lines of
the data bus. For example, the Z80 might.
receive a set of signals as set out in Table
1. When (and only when) these signals are
present, internal logic within the Z80 is set
and causes every flip-flop of the accum-
ulator register to change state. Every 'set'
flip-flop is reset, every 'reset' flip-flop is
set.

The description above is in purely
electronic terms, which is reasonable
enough, for a Z80 MPU is a purely elec-
tronic device. When we use it in a com-
puter and communicate with it through
the agency of a keyboard, using a high-
level language such as BASIC, we tend to
forget that it is only a rather complicated
electronic circuit. In order to make it do
anything at all, we have to communicate
with it by sending it information (ie, what
we want it to do) in terms of electrical
signals.

Coding For Clarity
Having looked at this from the MPU's
point of view, let us look at it from ours.
We are somewhat cleverer than CPUs and
can take advantage of this to make things
simpler for ourselves. For example, it is a
cumbersome procedure to state; "To
make each 'set' flip-flop become reset,
and each 'reset' flip-flop become set,
place +5V on line DO, +5V on line D:,
. . ., and OV on line D8." We need a way
of symbolizing the signal levels to be ap-
plied to the data bus. In short, we need
codes which will relate our requirements

TABLE 1
DATA LINE

DO
DI
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

VOLTAGE LEVEL
+5 V
+5 V
+5 V
+5 V

OV
+5 V

OV
OV

to the electronic activities of the com-
puter. Mathematics provides us with ways
of coding operations performed on the ac-
cumulator or other registers. The infor-
mation sent on the data bus is coded i,n
another way, known as machine code.
These codes make it much easier for us to
follow the workings of the computer, to
tell it what to do and to discover what it
has done. They make it easier for us to
discuss computer activities among our-
selves. But keep in mind that these codes
are used for our convenience to symbolize
events which are essentially electronic.

Bits And Bytes
As mentioned last month, the actions of
the electronic circuits of a computer are
binary in nature. Voltage levels are OV or
+5V; intermediate voltages are not
recognized. Flip-flops are either set or
reset; there are no other stable states.
Consequently, the simplest way of sym-
bolizing voltage levels is to represent them
in binary form.

Conventionally, OV is represented by
the numeral '0', while + 5V is represented
by '1'. Using this convention, we only
have to write out a row of eight such
binary digits to represent the eight voltage

levels on the data bus. In doing this we use
another convention, that the digits refer
to lines DO to D7, in numerical order,
written from right to left. We usually split
the eight binary digits (or bits, a shortened
form of the words 'Binary digiT) into
two groups of four bits each. A group of
eight bits is referred to as a byte. We can
write out the voltage levels of Table 1 as a
single byte:

0010 1111
A set of bits representing a set of voltage
levels which are interpreted by the MPU
as an instruction is called an op code.

The action of flip-flops is binary too
- we can represent the state of the flip-
flops of the accumulator or other registers
as a set of bits. The accumulator of the
commonly -used MPUs has eight flip-
flops, so its contents may be represented
by a byte. The Z80 and 6502 are of this
type. If the contents of the accumulator
are, say, '0101 1100', the op code 0010
1111 instructs the Z80 to change every '0'
into a '1' and every '1' into a '0', so that
the contents become '1010 0011'.

Such an operation has a mathemat-
ical name; we call it complementing. If we
symbolize the accumulator contents as A,
and the inverse of its contents as A , the
whole operation can be represented by the
equation:

AAA

(A is replaced by A ).
We can now state what happens in much
simpler (to us!) terms: Op code 0010 1111
causes operation AAA

To the Z80, it is still a set of voltages caus-
ing a change of flip-flops.

Helpful Hexadecimal
Putting op codes into binary form is cer-
tainly simpler than referring to voltages in
terms of their actual values, but it still has
features which are inconvenient. For in-
stance, writing out strings of Is and Os is
tedious, and readily subject to error. It is
not easy to notice the difference between
1001 1101 and 1001 1001, and the situa-
tion becomes worse when we are dealing
with 16 -bit codes. Although many of the
early systems used switches to feed in a
series of bits to the data lines, we prefer
not to have to key in each bit separately.
There is a simpler way of doing this.

The hexadecimal code is a short -hand
way of representing the binary code. More
than this, it is a number scale in its own
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right. Whereas the binary scale is based on
powers of two, and has only two kinds of
figure (0 and 1), the hexadecimal scale is
based on powers of 16 and has 16 kinds of
figure. We already have 10 kinds of figure
(0 to 9) available in our common decimal
scale and, rather than invent six new sym-
bols, we have adopted the first six letters
of the alphabet for use as figures. Table 2
shows how this is done.

By using hexadecimal coding we are
able to save time and confusion in writing
out lists of instructions for the computer
(programs). We are also able to make use
of a 16 -key keyboard for entering these in-
structions quickly. Against these advan-
tages there is the disadvantage that we
begin to lose sight of the binary nature of
the operation of the computer. The in-
dividual Os and Is no longer appear in our
reckoning and we are one stage further
removed from the working procedures of
the MPU.

One source of confusion in using
several number scales is that we must be
careful to state which scale we are using.
For example, the digits '11" may repre-
sent 'three', if they are in the binary scale,
'eleven' if they are in the decimal scale, or
'seventeen' if they are in the hexadecimal
scale. In this article we will write all binary
numbers in blocks of four bits, and begin
them with at least one zero. All hex-
adecimal numbers will be followed by the
letter H. Thus '0011' represents 'three',
'11' represents 'eleven', while '11H'
represents 'seventeen'.

Giving Instructions
A byte can represent any number from
zero (0000) up to 255 (0000 1111 1111). It
is therefore possible to specify up to 256
different instructions for the MPU, using
just one byte. Such a set of op codes is
called the instruction set. Examples of the
instruction set of the Z80 are listed in
Table 3. The Z80 can respond to more op

TABLE 2
Binary Hexadecimal Decimal

0 0 0
1 1 1

10 2 2

11 3 3

100 4 4
101 5 5

110 6 6
111 7 7

1000 8 8

1001 9 9
1010 A 10

1011 B 11

1100 C 12

1101 D 13

1110 E 14

1111 F 15

codes than listed there; in fact, its instruc-
tion set contains over 500 different in-
structions. This is more than 256, so some
of these are coded by using two bytes.
Such a large instruction set makes it a very
powerful MPU.

On the other hand, the 6502 has a
relatively restricted set, consisting of only
148 instructions, yet remains a popular
MPU in spite of this. There is no doubt
that the limited set makes it easier for a
programmer to get to know how to use the
capabilities of the 6502 to the full.
Needless to say, the op codes used by dif-
ferent types of MPU do not mean the
same thing. When a Z80 receives the op
code 25H it subtracts 1 from the contents
of its H register; in other words, it
decrements H. If you present this same op
code to a 6502, it performs the logical
AND operation on all bits in the ac-
cumulator.

Taking Several Bytes
The previous example raises the next point
to be considered. An operation such as
'complement' or 'decrement' involves on-
ly the register concerned. When we ask the
6502 to AND its accumulator, the MPU
must be given something to AND it with.
The same applies to instructions such as
'add'. If something is to be added to the
accumulator, we must tell the MPU what
to add.

The instructions which have been
mentioned earlier have consisted of a
single op code. Most instructions require
the op code to be followed by one or more
bytes to supply the data upon which the
MPU is to operate.

As an example, consider the op code
25H, which tells the 6502 to AND its ac-
cumulator with something. When the
6502 has received this instruction, the next
byte fed to its data bus inputs must be a
byte which specifies what to AND the ac-
cumulator with. The 25H op code is what
is known as a zero -page op code in that
the single byte which follows is to be taken
as an address located in page zero of
memory. Since the address bus has 16
bits, it requires a double -byte to specify
any given address. Zero -page addresses in
a 6502 system are those which begin with
OOH, for example, the address 00 32H.
With zero -page addressing we do not need
to send the MPU the first byte (OOH) for it
already knows from the op code that a
zero -page address is forthcoming. We
need only send the second byte (32H).
Thus the full instruction is '25 32', con-
sisting of op code (25H) followed by a
single operand (32H). On receiving the se-
cond byte, the 6502 fetches the contents of
address 00 32H from RAM, and ANDs it
with the contents of the accumulator,
leaving the result of this logical operation
in the accumulator.

TABLE 3
ZSO Op Code

00
04
05
25
2F
5A

Interpretation
Do nothing
Increment register B
Decrement register B
Decrement register H
Complement accumulator
Load register E with con-
tents of register D

5E Load register E with the
contents of a memory
register, the address of
which is stored in registers
H and L

76 Halt
FB Enable interrupts

Using The Code
Zero -page addressing is a feature of the
6502 which allows a certain range of ad-
dresses to be passed to the MPU in an
economical way. As a second example,
suppose that the value to be ANDed with
the accumulator was stored not in page
zero (00 32H), but at an address higher in
memory, for example, 2D 32H. This ad-
dress needs two bytes to specify it, so after
the MPU has received the ANDing op
code, it must wait for the next two bytes
before proceeding to carry out the instruc-
tion. The op code for this procedure is
now 2DH (0010 1101) instead of 25H
(0010 0101) as before. Looking at the
binary code (which is what the MPU is
looking at), we see that data line 3 is at
+5 now instead of at OV, as before. The
effect of this is to make the MPU wait for
two bytes and put them together to make
up the full 16 -bit address. Then it ad-
dresses that unit of memory, fetches the
value stored there and ANDs it with the
value present in the accumulator.

This second example is a triple -byte
instruction, and would be written out as
'213 2D 32'. The first byte (2DH) is inter-
preted by the MPU as an op code. The
next, though it has the same hexadecimal
value, is not taken as an op code but as the
first byte of a double -byte address. The
MPU is able to distinguish between in-
structions (op codes) and data (eg, ad-
dresses) by their context. It is rather like
our ability to distinguish between the
meanings of the word 'lead' in these two
sentences:
1) He fixed the lead pipe from the kitchen

sink.
2) He played the lead guitar in the local

pop group.
We know which way to interpret the word
'lead' by its context, by its relation to the
other words which occur with it in the
same sentence. Similarly, the op code
2DH and the partial address 2DH give rise
to precisely the same set of voltages on the
data bus, but they are interpreted dif-
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ferently by the MPU according to what
has gone before. Information on the data
bus can therefore be an instruction (op
code) or data (eg, an address).

For Immediate Attention
An address is one kind of data, but this is
not the only kind. We have mentioned
that the MPU fetches a value from a loca-
tion in memory in order to AND it with
the accumulator. This value is transferred
from that location to the MPU as a byte
on the data bus. Data can include values
of this kind, to be used in arithmetical or
logical operations, or it might be a value
which is part of an instruction. For exam-
ple, the op code 29H is yet another in-
struction to perform the AND operation,
but this one ANDs the accumulator with
the next value to appear on the data bus.
This is often called the intermediate
mode. Thus the instruction '29 16' tells
the MPU to AND the accumulator with
the value 16H. The MPU knows that 16H
is a value, not part of an address, because
of its context; it follows the op code 29H.

The op code DOH causes the value
which follows it to be added to the value
held in the program counter register. The
effect of this is to make the MPU jump
from one part of its program to another.
This op code is only obeyed if a given con-
dition holds true. If the result of the most
recent operation has left OOH in the ac-
cumulator, the jump is effected. If not,
the instruction is ignored.

Talking To The Chips . . .

Ultimately, the only way of sending infor-
mation to the MPU is by means of
voltages on the data lines. The only way
that the MPU can send information to

other parts of the micro, and to the world
outside (including us) is the same. In the
simpler micro systems, including most of
those specialized systems used in control
applications (eg, automatic washing
machines and other robots), all com-
munication is at this level.

If the system has a keyboard, it is

often a 16 -key hexadecimal one with
perhaps a few additional function keys.
Readers may remember the Sinclair
MK -14, the popular but primitive
forerunner of the ZX80 and ZX81. This
had a 16 -key keypad and a reset button.
Visual output was by means of an eight -
digit seven -segment LED display, which
displayed the figures 0 to 9 and the letters
A to F. Unless you were using the tape -
recorder input, one had to load a program
by laboriously keying in machine code. To
write one's own programs it was essential
to master the machine code of its MPU,
the National SC/MP 8060.

. . . In Machine Code . . .

Nowadays such systems are mainly used
for industrial control applications and for
development of programs to run on other
such systems. Most people prefer to be
able to instruct the MPU by using a higher
level language, such as BASIC, and to
receive its output in graphical form on a
monitor screen.

At the input and output to the MPU,
only machine code can be used. Since it is
directly understandable by the MPU, a
machine code program runs faster than
one in a higher level language; it also takes
up less storage space in memory. The
monitor program stored in ROM (see next
month's article) is in machine code. It is
common for complex and lengthy soft -

As an example of the MPU as a general
purpose logic chip, we'll consider one
operation. The logical operation called
AND can be summarized like this:

INPUTS
A B

OUTPUT

0 0 0

0 1 0

1 0 0

1 1 1

Output Z is 1 if (and only if) both input A
and input B are 1, otherwise Z is 0. Many
readers will be familiar with the TTL or
CMOS logic gates which perform this
operation for two (or more) inputs. The
74LS08 has four two -input AND gates; the
CD4081 is its CMOS equivalent. When the
Z80 CPU receives the instruction 29H, its
logic circuits in the arithmetic logic unit
(ALU, see last month) are configured as
eight two -input AND gates. Each gate deals
with one bit. The eight bits and ANDed
simultaneously; if the accumulator holds

0010 1101

And the next byte on the data bus is

1011 0100

then the result of ANDing the correspon-
ding bits is

0010 0100

This result then replaces the value previous-
ly held in the accumulator.

ware to be in code, simply to make it
possible to cram it in RAM. An example is
the SCRIPSIT word-processing program
which is being used in preparing this arti-
cle.

LOGICAL
OPERATIONS IN THE MPU

INPUT 'A' FROM
ACCUMULATOR

INPUT 'B' FROM
ANOTHER
REGISTER

BIT

0 0
1 0
2 0
3 0
4 0
5 0

BIT
0

2

3

4

5

6

7

6 0-
7 0-

A0 -1z

)
01

B

2

2

A4

5

3L_

B

B5

B6

)
IC1

)

)
)

NOTES:
IC1,2 ARE 74LS08
or CD4081

BIT
0

1

2 OUTPUT, Z0,7 STORED
3 IN A LATCH, e.g. 74LS373
4 or 2 x CD4042 THEN FED
5 TO ACCUMULATOR
6

7

The logical equivalent, in terms of TTL or
CMOS hardware, of a Z80 MPU responding to
the op code 29H.
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Digital Die
A type of random number
generator which duplicates the
idea of tossing dice. Well, a die,
really, but you can build two of
them.

THE DIGITAL DICE project is, as its
title suggests, an electronic replacement
for those spotted cube -shaped things.
However, instead of being thrown
around, ours is operated by touching two
screws mounted on the top about 3mm
apart. The resulting display of red dots
show a number from one to six with an
equal chance of any number 'turning up'
- or, in this case, of turning on!

Construction

The Dice is designed for ease of construc-
tion and reliability. The PCB contains on-
ly three ICs, all of which are CMOS and
must be handled with care (if at all!). Use
sockets and an insertion tool to mount
them, or, failing this, make sure you never
touch the pins with your fingers.

All the off -board connections are
made using PCB pins, following the
overlay (Fig. 2) very closely (note that IC2
is placed upside-down in relation to the
others), and remember to check the
polarity of the diodes. A nice touch is to
mount the resistors with the tolerance

llu it N

TOUCH
SWITCH

0 -5
COUNTER

ASTABLE
MULTI-
VIBRATOR

DECODER

BUFFER

Like nearly all electronic circuits, this one
may be understood if it is broken down into
small blocks. This is called 'partitioning'
and it is a technique used, for example, by
engineers to test circuits bit by bit. From the
block diagram it can be seen that there are
five distinct blocks in the Digital Dice pro-
ject.

The touch switch tells the counter
when to count. It consists of only three
parts; a resistor and two gates that are part
of ICI, the inverter IC. One gate is kept at
nine volts (high) by RI and therefore its
output is at zero volts (low) - it has been
inverted. Placing a finger on the touch con-
tacts causes the inverter to switch over
because the resistance of 2 or 3 mm of skin
is on average, much lower than RI (10M).
Therefore, IC1a input is taken low and its
output goes high. The second inverter flips
the signal back over; to allow the counter to
be switched on - it needs zero volts at its
'enable' input (pin 13) to begin counting.

The astable multivibrator, 1C1c, d,
supplies a very fast switching waveform to

DISPLAY

the counter via pin 14. Every time the
astable goes from a low to a high state, the
counter moves its ouput on to the next
number. The process of changing on the
transistion from zero to nine volts is called
'positive going edge triggering'. The gates
of the astable are connected in series via R2
and Cl - the timing components. The time
taken for one complete cycle is given by the
product of the timing components, which is
around 10 uS and corresponds to a clock
frequency of about 100 kHz, ensuring the
numbers change too quickly to be predic-
table.

IC2 has the job of counting sequential-
ly from zero to five, which is the same as
counting from one to six. At each positive
going edge from the astable, one of the
counter outputs goes high. Once the fifth
output has been triggered, the count in-
stantly returns to zero due to output six (pin
5) being connected to the reset input, pin
15

The decoder and buffer circuit, on the
outputs of IC2, ensure the correct LED's
are lit. Buffers precede each of the six out-
puts to prevent loading effects on the
counter by the LEDs. The decoding circuit
can be understood with the aid of a 'truth
table' (Fig. 4).

R1
10M

TOUCH
CONTACTS

0

R2
1k0

IC1a IC1b
0

C1
10n

16

13

IC1c

IC1d

14

IC3a D1 - D7 'Cie

IC2 IC3b

4

IC3fIC3d

1

2 J15

IC3e

NOTES:
IC1 IS 4049
IC2 IS 4017
IC3 IS 4050

LED1

LED7

LED3

LED5

LED4

LED2

I LED6

SW1a +9V

SW1b OV

Fig. 1 The circuit uses only thre ICs.



band (gold, 5%; silver, 10%) at the bot-
tom end; this looks neat and makes the
values easier to read. The PCB slots neatly
into the recommended box, eliminating
the need for fixing bolts.

The box should be drilled and
assembled before soldering any wires to
the board. Fit the LEDs to the lid first,
following the layout in Fig. 3. A tip for
locating the holes is to use a piece of strip -
board as a guide through which a pin is in-
serted to mark their positions. The holes
can then be drilled using a 3 mm drill and
the LEDs glued into place with epoxy.
The leads from the LEDs should be crop-
ped to a reasonable length for soldering
and wired up as shown in Fig. 3. Links on
the PCB must be made using insulated
wire, to avoid any chance of short circuits
occurring. Our prototype used a special
square switch, but any small slide switch
may be substituted.

When all the wiring has been check-
ed, the battery can be connected and the
unit switched on . . . and you're ready for
a tumble!

LED LED
1,7 3,5

LED
2,6

LED
4

Fig. 2 The component overlay; note that IC2 is reversed, relative to IC's 1 and 3.

ICle

IC3a

IC3f

IC1f

LED1 LED5

LED2 LED4 LED6

LED3

OV

Oa
LED7

Fig. 3 Connection diagram for the LED's

- Paris List

Resistors (all Vs W, 10%)
R1 10M
R2 lk

Capacitors
Cl 10n polyester

Semiconductors
D1-7 1N4148 or 1N914
ICI CD4049B
IC2 CD4017B
IC3 CD4050B

Miscellaneous
SW1 DPDT slide switch
Case, 9V battery and clips, nuts, bolts, etc.

COUNT

IC2 OUTPUTS LEDs

DISPLAY
PIN 3 PIN 2 PIN 4 PIN 10 PIN 1

1 1 2 6 3,5 4

0 +9V 0 0 0 0 - - - ON

1 0 +-9V 0 0 0 ON
 _ _

2 0 0 +9V 0 0 ON - ON

3 0 0 0 0 0 ON - ON --

4 0 0 0 +9V 0 ON - ON ON
5 0 0 0 0 +9V ON 044 ON

: 
Fig. 4 Truth table showing how the counter outputs are
decoded. For example, if Pin 3, "0", is high ( + 9V) then
all other outputs will be low (OV). Therefore: IC3a output
is high, ICle out is low and LEDs 1 and 7 are off; Pin 2 is
low so IC3b output is low and its diode does not conduct
- but the high on IC3a output is coupled via a diode to
the input of ICH, therefore ICH out is low and the LEDs
3,5 are off; Pin 4 is low so IC3c out is low and its diode if
off (there is high on the cathode of the diode but this only
reinforces the high on ICIf input); Pin 10 is low, IC3d out
is low and its diode is off, but there is a high on IC3f input
coupled, via the diodes, from IC3a, therefore IC3f output
is high and LED 4 is turned ON; finally, Pin 1 is low,
IC3d is low, LEDs 2 and 6 are off. Any other count can
be decoded in a similar fashion.
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thandar
Test and Measurement

Instruments

Putting the BEST

within your grasp!

ounters TF 200 $485.00

Frequency Range I OHz-200MHz (To 600 MHz when used with
TP600 prescaler)

Sensitivity: I OmV rms 20Hz-100MHz, 30mV rms 10Hz-
20Hz, IOOMHz-200MHz

Functions: Frequency. Time Average Period, Totalize
and Reset. 2 rarges. S Gate times. External
clock facility. Power take -off for optional
TP600 prescale-.

Accuracy + ( I count + timebase accuracy) Timebase
factory set within + 0.3ppm

Battery life- typically 200 hours from 6 alkaline 'C' cells
Size: 255 x 150 x 50mm
Weight: 1200gms with batteries

PFM 200A Led Hand -Held S195.00 Tr600 600 MHz Pre -Scaler S 12 .00
TF040 40MHz Freq. Meter $385.00 Tr 1000 1 GHz Pre -Scaler $125.00

Multimeters TM451 $495.00

Accuracy: Basic Accuracy ± (.01% of reading)
Battery Life: 70 hours from 9v Battery
Size: 155 x 120 x 57mm
Weight: S85 g. (including Battery)
DC and AC Volts: 200mV to I 000V
DC and AC Currents 200mA to I A

Resistance: I to 20M

TM 351 LCD 3'/2 digit DMM $309.50
TM 353 LCD 31/2 digit DMM $264.00
TM 354 LCD 31/2 digit Hand -Held $121.00

Sing e Trace Bench Portable

Oscilloscope SC110A 480.00

The Thandar SCI 10 represents a breakthrough in
oscillc scope development For the first time every
engineer. serviceman and technician can carry the
most fundamental piece of electronic test gear with
him everywhe-e - an oscilloscope

Bandwidth DC to 10MHz
Sensitivity: I OmV / div sion to 50V division
Sweep Speeds: 0 I psecs division to 0.5 secs ' division
Power Requirements 4 to 13V DC from 4 'C cells or AC adaptor
Size 255 x 150 x 40 mm
Weigh( 800 cms E xl Lid ing batteries

Generators TG100 $281.00

Frequency Lange: 1Hz tc 10C kHz
Functions. Sine. Square. Triangle and DC from

variable 600 output. External sweep
input permits .300:1 linear sweep
below range maximum. i.e. below 0.1Hz
on 10Hz range.

Outputs: I mV to I Chi from variable 600 output:
variable DC offset to ± 5V TTL output

Power Requ-rements: 120V c r 240V AC (nominal) 50'60Hz
Size S. Weight. 255 x 50 ) 50mm 1200gms

TG 02 Function Generator S511.00 IC 105 Pulse Generator $275.00

EDG ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS tIC. Sales Policy on Thandar Instruments:

I) TEN -DA' TRIAL 3) QUANTITY PRICING AVAILABLE.
2) ONE-YEAR WARRANTY. 4) COMMITMENT TO QUALITY.

THANDAR is a young electronics company
committed to producing professional inst-uments
which offer excellent performance, quality and
reliability at an economic price.

The instrument range is designed by engineers
who are themselves demanding instrument users.
Consequently. the prime design considerations are
value for money, ergonomic operation and
specificatios which meets all essential user needs.

THAN DAR instruments are conservatively ated so
that their actual performance usually exceeds
published specifications. Not only do they all offer
the best price/performance value availaole, but
many have the best specification in their cass and

the lowest cost. This is achieved through innovative
design using the best components available and
attention to detail to ensure cost-effective
manufacture.

The rapidly growing THANDAR product range is
immediately available with full applications aid
service support from stocking distributors
which have been strategically appointed to
accomodate end -user needs.

Strenuous testing beyond the environmen:al and
specification limits at the design stage, together
With strict quality control result it prodLcts of
consistent quality and high reliability.

Call or write TODAY for
more information:
EDG Electronic

Distributors Inc.
3950 Chesswood Drive,

Downsview, Ont.
M3J 2W6

(416) 636-9404

Circle Reader Service #32 for your FREE Thandar catalogue!



( The Fun of Electronics

"I haven't made one sale yet."

111111111111111iNg

III

"In the spirit of the transistor radio fault-finding chart .

Minklii111111111Hiniiiimin ..........

CO6EP-1

"If you're not sure about your future computing needs, this
is one of our most flexible systems."

"It's a freezer alarm - it'll go off if a gang of refrigerators
tries to break into your house."

"He read a book on home electrical repairs ... now he's
waiting for something to break."

FOR I =1 TO 1000
SHEEP = SHEEP 4- I
NEXT I
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
ETI's classified advertising section
allows you to reach about 30,000
Canadian readers nation-wide for $1.00
per word. For as little as $20 per inser-
tion (there's a 20 word minimum) you
can promote your business from coast -
to -coast.

WHAT DO YOU DO?
Send us your typewritten or clearly
printed words, your permanent ad-
dress and telephone number and your
money (no cash please). Make your

cheque or noney order payabla to 'ETI
Magazine'. We're at Unit 6, 25 Overlea
Blvd., Toronto, Ontario, M4H 181.

WHAT DO NE DO?
We typese: your words (and put the
first word and your company name in
BOLD capital letters). If we get your
message by the 14th of the nonth, it
will appear in ETI 11/2 months later. For
example if we receive it by Octo6er
14th you (and thousands more; will see
it in the December Issue.

TIMEX 2000 48K, Colour, sound. $299.00 in-
cludes delivery. Write for information:
STREAM COMPUTERS, P.O. Box 113,
Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5 Phone 9 to 5 (416)
839-0323.

HYDROGEN GAS GENERATOR plans and
starter kit, $12.PRAIRIE POWER
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, P.O.
Box 8291, Edmonton, Alberta. T6H OLO.

WSI RADIO - SWL Radios - Hath radios 18
Sheldon Avenue North, Kitchener, Ontario
N2H 3M2. Tel. (519) 579-0536. Write for 1983
catalogue, $2.00 (VE3EHC).

J&J ELECTRONICS Ltd., P.O. Box 1437E,
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 2Z4. Surplus and
Semiconductor Specialists. Do you get our
bargain flyer? Send $1.00 to receive the current
literature and specials and to be placed on the
mailing list for future publications.

CORONET ELECTRONICS, 649A Notre
Dame W., Montreal, Que. H3C 1H8,
Catalogue IC's, Semi's, Parts, send $1.00 to
cover postage. Monthly specials at crazy prices.

FOR $10 per kit $2 handling, receive free flyer
and any of the following. #1: 1000 asst'd pcs,
choke - capacitor - resistor - transistor - hard-
ware - etc. Capacitor specials: #2: 200 asst'd
ceramic - #3: 100 asst'd silver mica - #4: 100
asst'd mylar - #5: 50 asst'd tantalum - #6: 50
asst'd electrolytic - #7: 50 asst'd feed -through
-#8: 50 asst'd metallic silver mica (Elmenco)
-#9: 25 asst'd variable. All new material. Un-
conditional guarantee. SURPLUS ELECTRO
QUEBEC, 2264 Montee Gagnon, Blainville,
Quebec J7E 4H5.

NEW catalogue of components available. Get
on our mailing list for regular bits and bytes
specials. M.O. ENTERPRISES, Box 2066E,
Bramalea, Ontario. L6T 3S3.

TIMEX 1500 16K, moving keys $139.95.
Timex 2040 printer $139.95. Write for infor-
mation: STREAM COMPUTERS, P.O. Box
113, Ajax, Ontario L1S 3C5 Phone 9 to 5 (416)
839-0323.

LONDON, Ontario is the location of one of
the most diverse and frequently changing in-
ventories of bargain priced manufacturers
surplus! Thousands of parts to excite your im-
agination! Visit FOREST CITY SURPLUS
LTD. (519) 438-0233.

COMMODORE 64 owners. We offer a fine
selection of programs. Send for free catalogue.
SANDISON SOFTWARE, Box 1403,
Chatham, Ont. N7M 5W8.

51/4" DISKETTES SS SD or SS DD, hub rings,
excellent quality 100% certified. $3 each any
quantity. Add PST 7% and $3 for shipping.
Send money order or certified cheque to COM-
PUTER DATA PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 339,
Harrow, Ontario, NOR 1GO; Prompt service.

VIC 20 4K RAM Kit $39.95, 8K Kit $59.95 (in-
cludes case). Assembled 8K cartridge with bat-
tery option and 30 day warranty $89.95. Ont.
Res. add 7% P.S.T. CANADIAN MICRO
PERIPHERALS, Box 123, Waterloo, Ont.
N2J 3Z9.

AMAZING Electronic Devices and Projects.
Ultrasonics, Handheld Disrupters, Animal, In-
truder Repellors - Lasers, Battery Pocket Siz-
ed, High Powered - Tesla Coils - Force
Fields - Electrifiers - Atomic, X ray -
Surveillance, Mini -Transmitters, Detection,
Super Directional Microphone - Plus much
more. Catalog $1. DUKER ENTERPRISES
8932-155 St., Edmonton, AB. T5R 1W4.

RECHARGE ANY BATTERY up to 500
times! Plans $5.00, kits $19.50, A&T $25.95
(postpaid). microNOVA ELECTRONICS,
P.O. Box 1284N, Halifax, N.S. B3K 5H4.

STUDENT discounts on resistors, capacitors,
I.C.'s, semiconductors. Pick up your free
HOBBILT catalogue at the store: 7454
Langelier, St. Leonard. Tel: (514) 259-5581. Or
mail your name and address to HOBBILT
ELECTRONICS, 7303A Dumesnil, St.,
Leonard, Que., HIS 3A7.

ZX-81 Joystick kit, $24.95. Full size keyboard
plans, $2.95; "Mastering Your Timex
Sinclair", new 208 page book $6.95; Gold ZX
Edge Connectors, $8.95. Send stamp for free
catalogue. PORTER ELECTRONICS, 17
Harper Way, Thornhill, Ontario L3T.5A4.

SOFTWARE for Apple, Atari and IBM. Apple
specials: Magicalc $105.00, Choplifter $35.00,
AE $35.00, Bank Street Writer $74..00, Frogger
$35.00, Lisa (Assembler) $85.00, PFS File
$131.00, Visicalc $260.00, Grappler + (Printer
Interface) $175.00. We also have tape software
for Apple! Mail order only. Free shipping. On-
tario sales tax extra. Free catalog. GRACIE
INTERNATIONAL COMPUTER & ELEC-
TRONICS. 489 Glenlake Ave., Toronto, On-
tario M6P 109.

DECODER original Jerrold SB-3 $198.89,
decoder kit from $89.98 complete list $3.00
(refundable) dealer inquiries invited. GILES
THIBODEAU, 3653 Montcalm, Lac-
Megantic, Quebec G6B 2H8.

TOUCHTYPE word processor for Apple II
with Videx or Multiflex 80 column display.
Formats as you type. 70 commands including
block move, renumbering test questions, two
files in memory, pseudodisk. Uses 48K to
256K. Machine Language. $100 from author
-30 day unconditional refund less $10.
HARVEY BROWN, Box 825, Spirit River,
Alberta, TOH 300.

CIRCUIT board assembly, low prices, fast
turn around. We can supply printed circuit
board and parts. Write to W. E. ENTER-
PRISES, 5481 Dundas Street West, Suite 202,
Islington, Ontario, M9B 1B5.

APPLE CLONES: first ever detailed circuit
and hardware description. Over 100 pages with
full schematics, waveforms and tutorials. Ideal
for all owners. Essential for servicing, repair
and interfacing. Send $18.95, cheque or money
order, to MICROTRONICS ENGINEERING,
Box 358, Pinawa, Man. ROE 1LO.

PORTABLE AM and FM Booster Antennas.
Compact audio mixers. Tested speakers,
surplus tubes and other radio parts. List/order
form: ELDON ELECTRONIC ENTER-
PRISES, 10653 - 137A Street, Surrey, British
Columbia, Canada V3T 4J7.

CABLE-electronic/electrical/communications
in the lengths you want at bargain prices.
Telephone 416-627-0871 or write to ELTECH
SALES, R.R. 2 Dundas, Ontario L9H 5E2.

ZX$1 EXPERIMENTERS . . . Now you can
easily build those projects you need. 3 Slot
Motherboard plugs into rear connector, and
has sockets for 2 Radio Shack or Vector wire -
wrap boards, Plus Ram, Printer etc. $29.95.
Included, information on wirewraping, parts
and project reprint buylines. Also "ETI" In-
terface kit $34.95. JDC, 5-14 Sentinel Rd.,
Downsview, Ont. M3M 2Y5. Include $2.00
P + H.

REPRODUCTION of PCB's 306 a square
inch. Drilling, IC sockets and tinning of PCB's
are included. Write for additional information.
EGD ELECTRONICS, Box 298 Youville,
Montreal H2P 2V5.

MULTIFLEX owners: Screen oriented
operating system, editor and software develop-
ment tools for Z80A system. Canadian made
video terminals also available. ZEMOS
SYSTEMS LIMITED, 7225 Woodbine Ave,
Suite 110, Markham, Ontario L3R 1A3.
TIMEX-SINCLAIR Software and Hardware.
Brand name products at incredible prices! Send
for FREE catalogue -price list. TORONTO
SOFTWARE WORLD, Box 84, Dept. E,
Agincourt, Ontario. MIS 3B4.

LIVE in Eastern Ontario? Let us be your com-
puter hardware source. Find the lowest retail
price and we'll match. Price list available.
VISA phone orders accepted. COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS, 49 Mill
St., Sterling, Ont. KOK 3E0 Tel (613) 395-5155.

DISKETTES 51/4" SS/SD $179.00 per 100;
SS/DD $26.95 per 10; $125.00 per 50 bulk;
$225.00 per 100 bulk. With envelopes, write
protect labels. Money back guarantee. In-
surance postage, and handling add $6.00/100,
$4.00/50, $3.00/10. VISA & Mastercard ac-
cepted. BINARY PRODUCTS, St. Davids,
Om. LOS 1PO. Call anytime (416) 262-4135.
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Many games programs such as adven-
ture games and the several versions of
chess are in code. Great complexity can be
packed into a reasonable amount of
memory and they do not take long to res-
pond to the player's commands. Many
utility programs (eg, renumbering pro-
grams) are written in code, because
although they are short and simple, they
must be made as compact as possible in
order to leave plenty of vacant space in
memory for programs on which they are
to operate.

. . . With An Interpreter . . .

One factor in the rise in popularity of the
microcomputer is the ease with which
people unskilled in (or even totally ig-
norant of!) machine code are nevertheless
able to program the MPU and make it do
their bidding. This involves the use of a
high-level language, the most popular of
which is BASIC. When a BASIC program
line is typed in, it is stored in memory. To
save space, the words are usually coded so
that each word or variable requires only
one byte; the handbook usually lists the
system of coding used. This gives yet
another possible interpretation of a byte
on the data line. For example, in the
ZX81, the code FBH may be interpreted
as:
 An op code - enable interrupts
 A value - equivalent to 251 in decimal
 A code for the BASIC command

'CLS' (clear screen)
The code is interpreted according to con-
text, which includes the mode in which the
computer is operating at that time.

Once a BASIC program has been
loaded and the RUN command given, the

MPU reads the program from memory
one byte at a time. It cannot operate
directly on the bytes as it reads them. If
the byte is FBH, for example, there is no
way in which the MPU can directly clear
the screen. At this stage the MPU is under
the control of a special program called a
BASIC interpreter. The interpreter con-
tains the complete set of machine code in-
structions for the operation of clearing the
screen. When FBH has been read, the
MPU goes back to the interpreter pro-
gram to find out what to do and how to
do it.

Although the MPU is working just as
fast as ever, it has to go back to the inter-
preter program at every step in order to
find out what to do. This is why a pro-
gram takes so much longer to run when it
is written using a BASIC interpreter. The
interpreting is done line by line and,
moreover, has to be repeated every time
the program is run.

. . . Or By More Basic Means
A faster method is to use a BASIC com-
piler program. Once the program has been
written, the compiler goes through it and
converts it into machine code. This is
done once and for all, after which only the
machine code program is used. The dif-
ficulty with this approach is that the pro-
gram must be recompiled if even a small
change is to be made. For this reason most
people prefer to put up with the slowness
of an interpreter.

Many microcomputers have the
BASIC interpreter already stored in
ROM, so that it is available as soon as the
micro is switched on. Other micros have
no resident language program. If you

want to use a high level language, you
have to load the interpreter or compiler
program into RAM before you are able to
enter your own programs in the high level
language.

Those who prefer, or are forced for
various reasons, to program in machine
code can make use of yet another type of
program called an assembler. Instructions
to the MPU are typed out in a symbolic
form, consisting mainly of abbreviations
of the operations which are to be perform-
ed. These abbreviations are generally
known as mnemonics, which means 'to
help the memory'. For example, 'decre-
ment register H' is written as 'DEC H'.
When the assembler is run, the op code
25H is assembled into the machine code
program. The assembler can convert
decimal numbers to hexadecimal, remov-
ing a constant source of headaches for the
programmer, and can calculate the hex-
adecimal values required in jumping from
one part of memory to another. Provided
it is well written, an assembler can be of
great assistance, yet it is not too far
removed from machine code. The pro-
grammer is dealing with particular
registers within the MPU and specifying
each step of operation of the MPU. If it is
not well written (and some assemblers are
not), then one might just as well learn the
commonly -used op codes, have a table of
op codes handy, and work out the hex-
adecimal values on a scrap of paper. Once
you have gained a little insight into its
peculiarities, there is really nothing quite
as satisfying as talking directly to your
MPU in its own language!

EEO
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PAY T.V.
DECODERS

 Assembled and Tested
 Completely External
 Complete i.f. & Video System for Inverted Video
 Compatible with all Cable Systems
 VCR Compatible

Decoder
$129.00

Products International
1172 Goyeau Ave., Windsor, Ontario N9A 111

C.O.D. ORDERS ADD $1.50 C.O.D. CHARGE

VISA

Dealer Inquiries Invited

(519) 735-8474
ih...._raster r

1
Circle No. 27 on Reader Service Card.

UNLOCK MASTER
APPLE DISK COPY CARD

II Copies memory resident programs
III Makes back up disk in less than 2 minutes
III Can repeatedly stop and restart running

program
IN Copies protected programs to standard Dos

3.3 files
III Card is transparent to APPLE
 Fully menu driven
 Software disk included

WHY SPEND A FORTUNE ON A
DIGITAL CAPACITANCE

METER?
As a matter of fact you don't have to pay
$200 to $500 and up anymo,e for a Digital
Capacitance Meter that is both depen-
dable and rugged with good accuracy.
The MC100A comes completely assembl-
ed and calibrated and at $89.95 is an
outstanding value. The extensive range of
30 pF to 9,999 uF (no external meters re-
quired) and true hand held portable size
tonly 4V4" x 2V2" x 1 V .") make the
iV1C100A an extremely practical and easy
7o use instrument for the hobbyist techni-
cian or engineer.
CHECK THESE OTHER FEATURES
"Basic accuracy 2% (± one count) on
pF, nF ranges, 5% (± one count) on uF
range.
'Uses single 9V battery (not included).
'Decimal points light up when battery is
low or when capacitor is overrange.
'Full 4 digit high efficiency LED display
uses special circuitry to save on batteries.
'Maximum conversion time for 9,999 uF
is less than 6 seconds.
'Constructed with a tough impact resis-
tant plastic case,
'90 day parts and labour warranty.

DAETRON
935 THE OUEENSWAY, 600 641
TORONTO, ONTARIO M6Z 5V9
(416) 4994221
DEALER ENOUIFIIES INVITED

S89.95
PLEASE SEND ME

(Quantity) MC100A(s) $89.95
Ontario residents add 7% PST
Postage - $1.85 (per i Istru ment) IC O.O.orders add $1.591

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE MONEY ORDER BILL MY VISA
VISA CARD NO.

$ _

TOTALS

EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE
Immediate shipping on orders w.)h money orders. VISA or certified cheque
Personal cheques please allow 2 to 3 weeks for clearance.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY PROV. POSTAL CODE

MAIL TO DAETRON 935 THE QUEENSWAY BOX 641 TORONTO ONTARIO MU 5Y9

Circle No. 30 on Reader Service Card.

11111111111111111 IIII:

UNLOCK MASTER is a hardware interface card that is slot independent, users can copy and examine programs
that were inaccessible due to all the locking schemes currently used. UNLOCK MASTER does not copy the
original disk track by track, rather it copies the program executing in memory. Minimum requirements are an Ap-
ple II or any Apple compatible computer with one disk drive and a 16K RAM card.

$119.95
Order direct from ADVANCE MICRO -ELECTRONICS P.O. Box 983, Station F, Toronto, Ont. M4Y 2N9, (416) 593-6347, VISA ac-
cepted. Please include $5.00 for handling. Ontario residents please add sales tax. Dealer inquiries welcome.

UNLOCK MASTER is intended to be used for making back up programs only. Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Circle No. 23 on Reader Service Card. ETI-OCTOBER-1983-71



Continued from page 32
Digital Audio Switch
J.W. Harris
The circuit uses a CMOS 555 which
oscillates at a frequency determined by the
equation: 1.46F -

Cl(R1 + R2)
The output from ICI is decoded by IC2, a
decade counter divider, which is activated
by PB1. When PBI is pressed, IC2 pro-
duces a positive voltage at one of its four
outputs, each of which controls two of the
eight switches in ICs 3 and 4, and an LED
circuit.

When a switch control goes high, the
corresponding audio input is selected and
an LED lights to indicate which input has
been selected.

Output 5 on IC2 is connected to
RESET so when pin 10 of IC2 goes high,
the decoder resets and the next pulse from
ICI selects input A.

The chosen values for RI, R2, and
CI produce a frequency of 4 Hz, so IC2
selects each audio input and then resets in
1 second. If PB1 is kept pressed, the input
will change every quarter of a second.

ICs I and 2 are powered from + 12
V, and ICs 3 and 4 are powered from +5
V and -5 V.

Logic State Analyser
L.V. Barker

When testing a logic circuit it is sometimes
necessary to know the simultaneous state
of several nodes. A logic probe or
oscilloscope will not easily tell this and the
best solution is usually a logic analyser.
These are, unfortunately, rather expen-
sive; a solution presented here is a logic
state analyser. This is an eight bit latch
controlled by an input from the circuit
under test and easily expandable to more
input lines.

The heart of the circuit is the
74LS373, IC3: an eight bit latch. It is con-
trolled by pin 11; when this pin is high
(logic I), the output data is equal to the in-
put data; but when it is taken low, the
device latches the data then on the input
pins, thereby remembering it. In this ap-
plication, the input pins are connected to
the circuit under test and the outputs drive
light emitting diodes LED3-10.

ICI is a D -type flip flop used to con-
trol IC3. In its reset state, achieved by
pressing PB1, Q 1 is at logic 1 as is IC3
pin 1 1 . The LEDs now follow the input
data. When a rising edge appears on ICI
pine 3, Q 1 goes to logic 0 causing the

ADO

ROMCS
(FROM ULA)`-'

A120
A110
A100
A9 0

WR 0

IC1a
IC2a

SW la

DISABLE SW1b
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ov

R1
68OR

IC2d
ROMCS'

IC2b (TO ROM)

IC2c

NOTE:
IC1 IS 74LS20
IC2 IS 74LS32

O RAMCS'
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RAM ONLYI

R1
1M8

4.12V

4 8 R3 16

7 100k

3 4 3

R2
CLK

2
1M8

IC1
13

NH IC2 4
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P61 10

2

8 RESET
C1

100nT
am

15

*12V

/717
LED1-4

R4-7
ALL 10k

TO OUTPUTS
FROM IC2

R8-11
ALL lkO

01-4
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111319111
13

5 4

IC3 n-0
14 (t7

4- V -5V

1
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NOTE:
IC1 IS 7555
IC2 IS 4017
IC3.4 ARE 4066
01.4 ARE BC108
LED1-4 ARE RED LEDs

6 IC4

12

LEFT INPUTS

RIGHT

10
OUTPUT

4

180
OUETTPUT

data on the input pins to be latched. It
stays in this condition until PB1 is pres-
sed. LED1 and LED2 give readouts on the
state of IC1.

IC2 is a quad exclusive -OR gate; IC2c
is used as either a buffer or as an inverter
depending on the position of SW1. Three
triggering modes exist. These are:
1) SW1 in position 1: latch on rising edge
on control input

NOTE:
ICI IS 74LS74
IC2 IS 74LS86
IC3 IS 74LS373

2) SW I in position 2: latch on falling edge
on control input
3) SW1 in position 3: latch when PB2 is
pressed

To increase the number of channels,
more 74LS373 devices can be connected,
with the pin 11 of each connected to pin 6
of ICI. The prototype used five devices
giving 40 channels of input.
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Karnaugh Map Display
K.J. Beeden

The Karnaugh map is a common way of
representing the function of a four -input
logic system. It is often taught in schools
and colleges, when students are given a
logic system and have to draw the Kar-
naugh map for it. This device allows the
student to go away and test their map with
the actual map generated by this device
and a wired -up system on a breadboard.

IC5a and b form an astable, which
clocks the 4 -bit binary counter ICI. The
outputs of this are fed into the quad
true/complements buffer, IC2, providing
buffered true and inverted outputs to the
system under test. The counter outputs

B 0

O

0 0 0 0 0
O

, 0 0 0 0
, 0 8 i6 0
0 0 0 0 0

2
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11-
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B C
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450(41212
A

A B C 9
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A B C D B C
IC5c LED16
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+v
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0 +V
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NOTE.
ICI IS 4024
IC2 IS 4041
IC3,4 ARE 4051
IC5 IS 4049
LED1.16 ARE
ANY LEDS

- IC5d

IC5e

IC5f

o INPUT FROM
TEST SYSTEM

are also used to decode the display - the
three LSBs are used as select lines for the
eight -way analogue switches, IC3 and 4,
and the MSB is used to select the chip by
connecting the true value to INH IC3 and
the inverted (by IC5c) value into INH
IC4.

The output of the system is con-
nected to the input of IC5d,e,f. Thus if
the output of the system is high for a given
4 -bit number, then the output of IC5d,
etc., will be low, and so current will flow
from the + ye supply, via the selected

analogue switch (resistance of which is
conveniently about 160R) through the ap-
propriate LED. If the output of the
system is low, then the output of IC5d,
etc., will be high, and so no current will
flow.

This means that an illuminated LED
represents a "1" from the system, and an
unlit LED a "0".

Figure 2 shows the arrangements of
LED's 1-16 required to obtain the desired
Karnaugh map display.

Improving Crossover
Performance (Zobel network)
J.P. Macauley

When designing crossover networks,
problems are encountered due to the reac-
tive nature of the speakers. This problem
can cause ringing, and more importantly
the roll -offs will not occur at the frequen-
cy that the normal design calculations
would indicate. It is pointless to design a
crossover on the assumption that the im-
pedance remains at a constant value
throughout the operating range.

In fact a moving coil speaker looks
like an inductance and a resistance in
series. Because of the inductance the im-
pedance of the speaker increases with fre-
quency. It is not unusual to find that the
impedance presented by a nominally 8
ohm speaker is nearer 15 ohms at 3 kHz.

This problem can be overcome by
shunting the speakers in the proposed
system with a series resistor -capacitor
combination. If the values of these com-
ponents are correctly chosen, the speaker
will look like a nearly pure resistive load
to the crossover. Obviously this ensures
that the latter rolls the response of the
speakers on and off at the calculated fre-
quencies without problems.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1, and the
component values are determined as
follows. Feed the speakers with a sine
wave at the desired crossover frequency
via a 100R resistor (see Fig. 2). Measure
the output voltage at the output of the
generator (V,) and the voltage across the
speaker terminals (V2). The impedance of
the speaker Z can now be determined by
the equation: z = 100 x V,

V, - V,
The DC resistance is now measured

across the speaker terminals and R is
made equal to this. C can now be deter-
mined from the equation: C = Z - R

27rfR2
where f is the crossover frequency in
Hertz and C is given in Farads. The
speaker and network now present a
resistive load equal to R and the crossover
can safely be calculated on this assump-
tion.

100R

V2

Fig. 2.

C

INPUT

LS1 (2)
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Foolproof Combination Lock
Ben S. Meyer

This lock really is foolproof, as all the
keys except the correct one will cause a
reset. The problem with other types of
locks is that only the dummy keys will
cause a reset. All voltages given are for a
10 V supply.

A power -on reset is provided by Cl
When reset, pin 3 of IC1 is at 10 V. When
code key '0' is pressed, the voltage across
Cl rises to above 8 V. This triggers IC2a
whose output clocks IC1. This causes pin
3 to return to 0 V, and pin 2 goes high.
Pressing the other keys repeats this action
until pin 11 goes high.

Pressing a dummy key will cause the
voltage across R2 to fall to zero, while
pressing a code key out of order will cause
a drop to 1 V. Cl discharges via R3 and as
soon as the voltage pin 2 falls below the
3V3 reference, IC1 is reset by a high at pin
15.

All the output pins except the one
currently switched high by the count are
held at ground by IC1. This causes a pro-
blem, as it would be impossible to ad-
vance the counter since the respective

OUTPUT 0

16

15

14

IC1

CODE KEYS

2 - '1
7 3

10 ---- "4-o-c=1

5 - -66 - 7
9

81 13
-4-5V TO 10V

'8

64-12
61
100k

ALL 10k

NOTE.
IC1 IS 4017
IC2 IS LM1458C
D1 IS 1N4148

C1
1440

/7777

D1

R3 R2
220k 220k

I DUMMY
(RESET)

KEYS

switch would be grounded before it could
be released and so reset the count to zero.
Cl holds the charge on it during clocking.
long enough for the key to be released.
The diode prevents any discharge through
R2. R3 discharges Cl and provides a bias
path for the diode. The value of the
capacitor can be altered to suit your

needs, but R3 is a part of the voltage
divider R1,2,3 and its value cannot be
changed.

R4-12 are current limiters which pre-
vent damage to IC1 if more than one key
is pressed. To reset the system after the
output has been enabled, just press any
key.

Keyboard Auto -Repeat Circuit
G. Franklin

This circuit is intended for use with
keyboards that do not have a 'repeat'
facility. It is not only simple to install, but
gives the user the repeat facility on every
key on the keyboard.

Basically, the strobe line from the
keyboard activates the monostable (IC2);
this disables the output of the 555 and
prevents its pulses reading the new strobe
line. After approximately 3 seconds, the
output of IC2 changes state and the signal
from the 555 is passed on to the new
strobe line. If the key is released before
the monostable finished its timing period,
only one character will be sent. For a key
press of longer than 3 seconds, approx-
imately 10 characters per second will be
entered (the frequency being set by 555,
used in its astable mode). The circuit is
shown for use with a positive -going strobe
signal: for a negative strobe, simply move
the last NAND gate (used as an inverter)
to the input strobe line.

Connecting the circuit into your com-
puter requires the removal of the current
strobe line from your keyboard and re-
routing it through the circuit.

+5V

NEW
STROBE

NOTE:
IC1 IS 555
IC2 IS 74LS123
IC3 IS 74LS00

OLD
EYBOARO
STROBE

555 OUTPUT

OLD STROBE I

MONOSTABLE OUTPUT

IJULIL11111111111111MEME1RII
NEW STROBE I
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NUMBER ONE IN
QUALITY
SERVICE

AVAILABILITY
THE WORLD'S MOST

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
AND HONE ELECTRONICS
ENTHUSIAST INVENTORY

 Semiconductors + Memories
 Microprocessors + Support Circuits
 Microcompu-er Systems + Peripherals
 Passive Elec-ronic Components
 Hand Tools, Wire Wrapping,

Soldering Ecpipment + Hardware

NOW AVAILABLE -FREE
1983 80 -page catalogue

A complete listing of products
and specifications

MONTREAL TORONTO
5651 rue Ferrier
Montreal, Quebec
I -14P 2K5
(514) 7317441

Call write or circle the
inqiiry card for your
free copy today.

14 Carlton Street
Toronto, Ontario
M5B 1K5
(416) 977-7692

OTTAWA CALGARY
Baxter Centre
1050 Baxter Road
Ottawa, Ontario
K2C 3P2
(613) 820-9471

5809 MacLeod Tr. S._
Unit 109
Calgary, Alberta
T2H 0J9
(403) 259-6437

DOWNSVIEW
4800 Duffenn St
Downsview, Ontario
M3H 5S8
(416) 661-1115

VANCOUVER
3070 Kingsway
Vancouver, B.C.
V5R 5J7
(604) 438-3321

Circle No. 2 on Reader Service Card.

AnA
PIE. DISK DOVE COMPANY 71: ,UCT DATA SHEP

Cumana disk -drives, the highly successful British product, is now available in
Canada, exclusively by C&H Electronics Corp. Cumana has been selling plug
compatible drives in Europe for years. Now the same advance technology is of-
fered to Canadians.
This is a fully APPLETM compatible drive, fully tested with DOS 3.2.1. DOS
3.3, CP/M and Pascal & feature track zero microswitches. The mechanics is a
Siemens drive. Storage capacity is 143, 360 bytes w/DOS 3.3.

Introductory price $319.00 (REG. 5339.00)
(1 year extended warranty)

DEALER INQUIRES WELCOME.

C&H ELECTRONICS PLUS
23 Passmore Ave Unit 11,

Scarborough, Ontario M1V 2J8
(416) 292-0813 Telex: 065-25320 - C&H TOR
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Oscilloscopes

MHz
The new
60 performer

With Component Tester $1550. LIST

60 MHz Bandwidth
5mV-20V Sensitivity 3' 60MHz
1mV Sensitivity at 30MHz
Timebase Range 5ns-2.5s/crn
Reliable Triggering to 80MHz
Normal and Peak Value Tricgering
Alternate Triggering
Variable Sweep Delay
14kV Rectangular CRT
Y -Output
1kHzi1MHz Calibrator
HM8000-Compatibi ity
2 Years Warranty
Probes included

AND NOW EXPANDABLE
'WITH THE NEW 8000#
SERIES MODULAR
SYSTEM

know more about them

...you should

Instruments for Industry and Service

Circle No. 25 on

380 Alness St.,
Unit 7,

Downsview, Ontario
M3J 2S2

(416) 661-5585
TELEX 065-28169

Reader Service Cara.
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ETI Birdhouse/Magazine Binder
Here is the perfect opportunity for those who love
our little feathered friends (and birds, too) to have
the perfect backyard birdhouse. With the ETI Bir-
dhouse kit, all you'll need for a lifetime of enjoyment
is a floor, walls, supporting structure, a pole, glue,
and infinite patience.

Should you live in a neighbourhood where the
birds are so stupid they build their nests on the out-
side of the birdhouse, you may prefer to use your
ETI kit to store 12 issues of the magazine. Famous
scientists were hired at great expense to come up with
a vinyl -covered design which allows insertion and
removal of issues without cutting or punching.
They're available for $8.00 postpaid (Ontario
residents add 7% PST). Send to: ETI Binders, Unit
6, 25 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, Ontario M4H 1B1.

PLEASE MENTION ETI WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS.

OR ANY PURCHASE FROMF-

SO BUY FROM US ANDS AVE $
REQUIREDNO SALE TAX ALBERTA

* * 64K 6502 COMPTER * *
 COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED Et TESTED - READY FOR USE
 64K BYTE OF DYNAMIC RAM ON BOARD 0
 KEYBOARD WITH UPPER AND LOWER CASE FUNCTION
 4 x 4 NUMERIC KEY PAD INCLUDED
 DELUXE PLASTIC CASE ONLY $629 90 DAY WARRANTY

51/4" FULLHEIGHT
- IVIITAC AD 1-_

DISK DRIVE
SPECIAL $325
WITH CONTROLLER

.
uoiR--ANTY

CARD $380
90 DAY m

 DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER
CARD $65
 16K RAM CARD $64
 Z-80 CARD $64
 80 COLUMN CARD $88
 PRINTER CARD $80
 JOYSTICK (AUTO CENTERING) $30
 RF MODULATOR W/AUDIO $25

INNOVATIVE ELECTRONICS Et DEVICES
145 SITKA DR., FORT MCMURRAY, ALTA. T9H 3C1
Phone: (403) 791-4048 (PHONE ORDERS WELCOME)name

MAIL ORDERS

allow crs:Zejk:hnue,T..,;r:ho=
Mastercard and Visa welcome, please

Z:V=737:7,.:",97' h7.7,,,°:
and adress.
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WERE HERE AT LAST! NOW OPEN DIRECTLY TO THE PUBLIC

C Et H ELECTRONICS PLUS
 MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 

NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE MORE TO OFFER, BEING A NATIONAL WHOLESALER ACROSS
CANADA, ALL OUR PRODUCTS HAVE A FULL 180 DAYS WARRANTY (UNLESS STATED
OTHERWISE). WE CARRY ONLY THE BEST QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT THE LOWEST PRICES
AROUND. 0- PLUS FREE DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN CANADA! (NO MORE PARKING

HEADACHES OR FRUSTRATING LINE UPS)

COMPUTERS

SOURCE 9000
*We I built 48K compatible (to jou

know what!), numeric keypad, ABS
Case, heavy duty power supply, 8 exr an-
sior slots, U/L case $590.00

(PEG. $69E_00)

SOURCE 6400
*The only hassle free -with APPLE-

coripu-.er. Multi -Sys -em 64K memory
board. 9 expansion slcts and
unrestricted memory. No ROW and fix-
able language. Therefore allowing user
to create/operate any language with
ove- 50 dilerent expansion carts on the
market.

* ncludes numeric <eypad, heavy duty
power supply, U/L case, 25 function
keys, card to run APFLEtm and more!

*No legal worries with APPLE on this
one! $795.00

(REG $849.00)

SOURCE 2000
'The Lltimate cpmputer with both

6502 and Z-80 CPU's, 64K expandab e to
294K, built in disc printer interface, 40/80
column selectable, ILL case, 25 function
keys, numeric keypai, heavy cuty swit-
ching power supply LED reminder on
board and (2) volume contrclled
speakers $995.00

(REG. $1149.00)
'Surfboard beware*

Apple Ile "Starter System"
'Inclues 64K, 80 column card,

drive/controller, Apple III monitor and
stand $2495.00

(PEG. $2795.00)

*COMING SOON IBM CLONES **
Source Cards
16K $65.00
Z-80 $65.00
80 column $79.00
Disc Contro ler $65.00
Freeze Play $99.00
(Wildcard emulatoridisk/documenta-
tions)
192K Disk RAM $499.00
(Virtual Disc Card with (2) software pkgs)
Grappler/printer $79.00

Perisoft CE rds
Messenger
(Dual/ink R 3232C,
year warranty)
Timelink
(Built-in firmware,
warranty)

$119.00
built in firmware, 1

$109.00
alarm clock, 1 year

Wizard Cads
16K $109.00
80 column $229.00
IPI Printer $89.00
16K Buffer card $199.00
(Above all 2yr warranty)

ACCESSORIES
Flip 'n File $32.00
(Holds 50 ::isketles)
Kraft Joys: cks $58.00
Apple Stan is $39.00
(Fits 2 drives/monitor)
Printer Stands $35.00
(5" high, paper feed slot)
Muffin Fans $50.00
(dual outlets)
Siemens Fans $95.00
(Surge sup tessicntl Iler/outlets)
Paper $39.00
(2100 sheets, 91/: x" 1 perforated)
Printer Ribbons $CALL
Ribbon Re -Inking $CALL
(Saves on new ribbons)
Plott II Graphics Table $129.00
Light Pen/I nterface/Sf:wr . $369.00

DISKETTES
Generics $23.00
BASF $21.00

$33.00
$35.00

Dysan
Maxells
 All box in 10's & SS, DD

Send us any diskettes and a let of particula- soft -
wares you want & for $10.00 ea. v e will have It mailed
to yoc. (Providing its on our list,
($25.03 CLUB REGISTRATION Ff3E)

PERIPHERALS
CUMANA "Rainbow I" Disc Drive $319.00

'Siemens drive, direct from U.K.. (REG 5539.00)
if you thought Quentin was gocc try :t is drive!

CUMANA "Rainbow II" Disc Drive $379.00
IBM, D.D. Drive, Siemens bawd.

Zenith green screen monitors .. . 5129.00

NOTE: Call for quotes on hard disc drives, amber
monitors or whatever you can't f nd

PRINTERS
C-ITOH
Prowriter I (Parallel) $E09.00
Prowriter II (Parallel) S1008.00
Starwriter F-10 $1775.00
(40 cps letter quality)
F-10 Tractor option 5399.00

OKI-DATA 160 cps Printers
Microline 92 $839.00
(U.S. hottest printer, prints 163 cs do: matrix, 40 cps
letter quality)
Microllne 93 (15" Carriage) 54599.0C
Microline 82A 9669.0C
Microline 83A (15" Carriage) $999.0C
Microline 84P (200 cps) $' 599.0C
Microline 84S (200 cps) $- 659.0C

EPSON
FX-100 5979.0(
FX 80 1419.0C
FX-80 FT 9699.0C
NEC 8023A 5699.0(
Toshiba P1350 $2279.09
(Top of the line)

Introducing: The Riteman P.F.
*Eason FX-I30 emulator, 120 cps, 2x9 dot matrix

true 1:1 dot ratio, bi-directional, slim! ne $599.00

! MAIL ORDERS: Send certhed che-
ques/money order Ontario resicents
mLst add 7% PST visa card accepted:
cat no., name, signature, exp date and
balk name please!

C & H ELECTRONICS PLUS

23 Passmore Ave., Unit t1, Scarborough, Ontario. 511V 2J8.
(Just (1) light North of Finch right side of Kennedy Rd.)

(416) 292(813 - TELEX 065-25320 C&H TOR

ATTENTION: Clubs, schools, and co-op purchasers
call for our special pricing cat slogues.

Dealer inquires wel
Contact: Rob Laver

V7S4
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TIMEX TS1016
16K Memory Module
Dependable 16K RAM Expansion Module
Versatile module allows access to
greater amounts of user data
and an increased variety of more
sophisticated software.

$59.95

Sinclair ZX81
$69.95 OR LESS

CALL NOW!

Compact Personal Computer
Programmable 1K home computer
with full range math and scientific
functions, plus graph drawing and
animated display. Syntax -check and
report codes.
Complete with 218 -page Manual!

Gladstone Electronics offers the most complete range of support products for Sinclai r
and "Timex computers in Canada, Including the complete range of TIMEX Software!
Here are some other examples: GLADSTONE 64K RAM only $1 59.95! GLADSTONE
PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD and METAL CASE, only $ I 2 9.95!
BASICARE modules expand a 1X81 or T/S1000 up to I Megabyte.
Request our complete catalogue of TIMEX/SINCLAIR hardware, software & books!

We Make Computing Easy!
Our 19th Year in Business!
Gladstone Electronics has been in the forefront of
the Electronics industry for almost 20 years,
continuing to set the Canadian standard for state-
of-the-art products in that time. Through mail order
catalogues, national advertising, and retail store
and warehouse in Toronto, we have grown to be
the leading supplier of technically advanced
products in this country - and throughout the US.
In 1969 we introduced to Canada, the Sinclair line
of products from England, and have successfully
marketed their (always ahead of their time)
products nationwide - including the #1 selling
computer in the world - the Sinclair 2X81.
Adding to our powerful line-up, we are proud to
distribute the Acorn Atom, the Micro 48 and now
the Oric computer.
We have enjoyed serving you in the past 2 decades
and look forward to serving you in the future!
Write TODAY for our soon to be published Fall '83
Catalogue.
Gladstone Electronics will stand behind you and
your Investment with our full 90 day warranty policy.
If there are any problems in that time our capable
service depot s here to serve and help you.

Circle No. 20 on Reader Service Card.

ORDER
TOLL FREE

NOW!.
1800-268-3640

Have your VISA, MASTERCARD or
AMER. EXP. Ready!

In Ont.

416.787-1448
Notes about OrcerIng.

Order now by VISA, MASTERCARD or AMER.
EXP., or send money order or cheque.
Personal cheques must clear bank before shipment.
CODs are accepted when accompanied by 20%
deposit. Shipments are fully insured. Cost of insurance
and shipping is added to order - add 5% to cover
estimated cost. ANY EXCESS WILL BE CREDITED.

Mail orders to: 1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont.
tv15M3Y7

Best Selling TS100 0/1X8 I Software:
ZX FORTH $39.95
ZX ASSEMBLER $19.95
TOOLKIT $19.95
Chess I (Enhanced) 16K $19.95
ZX Scramble $19.95
Gobbleman $19.95
Galaxy Invaders $19.95
Tiny Logo $24.95
Weight Control $39.95
Krakit $24.95
Pixel - 'Trader' $24.95

Memotech Add-ons:
Memotext
Memopak Assembler
Memocalc
Plug-in Keyboard
Centronics Interface
High Res Graphics Pack
Connecting Cable for
Centronics Interface $ 35.00
Memopack 16K Memory Extension $ 69.95
32K Memory Extension $139.95
64K Memory Extension $199.95

$ 79.95
$ 79.95
$ 79.95
$149.95
$119.95
$119.95



We Make Computing Easy ... and Affordable!

$499.95
MICRO 48
Model II
*48K, Colour
and Sound

*APPLE Compatible

The Micro 48 is an exceptionally exciting personable computer. The standard 48K
RAM, expandable to a full 64K. makes the Micro 48 capable of handling all your
computing needs now, and in the years to come.
Micro 48s' full compatabflity with AppleSoft and CP/M software provides
everyone, from the first-time users to the experienced programmers, with the
widest choice of software support available for any microcomputer.
Included with the $488.00 selling price is $24.95 worth of cables and instructions.
Our full line of peripherals guarantees you easy one -stop shopping convenience.
You can choose the Integer Card, the Language Card or a combination of the two.

If your needs include word-processing, an 80 Column Card Is available with a
choice of the popular RS -232 serial interface or a Centronics parallel card to allow
you to select from a wide choice of printers.

The standard 8 -bit 6502 microprocessor can be expanded to 16 -bit with the Z80-
CP/M Card option. Fast data storage and retrieval is a reality with a Disk -Drive
Interface card and one of the NEW 'Slim -Line' Disk -Drives. To finish the system we
also provide the popular Zenith green screen monitors.

Micro 48 (48K RAM) $488.00 Language Card S 86.40
Integer Card $ 81.00 280 -CUM Card S 75.00
80 Column Card $ 75.60 Centronics interface S 81.00
Disk Interface $ 75.60 Slim -line 51/4" Disk Drive $389.95
RS -232 Interface $ 130.00 Zenith Green Screen Monitor . S179.95
*APPLE is a registered t ademark of Apple Computers Inc

-KRITRIT
The Oric is one of the newest and most popular
small computers from the United Kingdom.
The powerful 6502 processor comes standard
with 48K RAM and a wide range of
ergonomically designed peripherals. I6K
version also available.

The true strength of the Oric can not be
measured by its size. Weighing In at only 1.1 kg
it provides RGB colour and NTSC output to
allow the use of a monitor or standard
household television set. 240 by 200 pixel hi -
resolution graphics mode is standard. You have
a cHoice of ZAPPING, EXPLODING, SHOOTING

:

_,40.voilwasomormotimewmowelowel\

New!
WNW Price,

Plus
Software Bonus!

4 Popular Games:
Flight Simulation, Galaxian.

Invaders, Space -Trek
(12- 2 Models)

ACORN ATOM $179.95
For those serious hobbyists the Acorn Atom is perfect. All expansions comes In a
semi -kit format with easy -to -follow instructions. You have your choice of the
standard black and white 2K RAM:8K ROM. the black and white 12K RAM/ I 2K
ROM or the expanded colour 12K RAM/12 ROM. All configurations come
complete with hi -resolution graphics.
The Acorn Basic interpreter is one of the only which allows you to mix BASIC and
6502 Assembly langdage in the same program. This powerful feature lets you
program sophisticated games and graphics easily from the standard full-size
Qwerty keyboard. All the keys are clearly marked for the optimum ease of use.
You can use any standard T.V. set for your monitor and expand your system for
cassette or 5 'A" floppy disks. The Acorn Disk Pack uses a reliable Olivetti drive and
has a built-in power -supply and controller card. We even have spread -sheet
(AtomCalc) and word-processing (Word Pack) software available in ROM chips to
make this a complete home system.
Our excellent selction of software complements the useability of the hardware. This
one may be priced low but it extends the features of a REAL computer.

ATOM 2K RAM - EK ROM (B&W) $179.95
ATOM I 2K RAM/ 12K ROM (B&W) $279.95
ATOM i2K RAM/I2K ROM (COLOUR) $349.95
ATOM DISK PACK $649.95
WORD PACK ROM $ 79.95
ATOMCALC $ 99.95

ORIC ONE $399.95
OFJC-1

S.
®®®a NINNI MB MI I.

1
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or PINGING those space creatures with the 6
octave sound generator!

The full sized key -pad accents the futuristic
approach taken by Oric. Modern peripherals
include a modem, disk pack, 4 color printer and
Micro Drives. Full range of software Include
database, FORTH, and you even have the
option to choose French software from our
expanding selection!

Before you get stuck with anything less you
owe it to yourself to test an Oric first!

ORIC-ONE - 16K $329.00
OIL C -ONE 48K $399.00

arn rs ower_cm c
!!

fa 111 Iel

1736 Avenue Rd., Toronto, Ont.
Store Hrs.: Mon. thru Sat. 9am to 6pm, Thurs. until 9pm.



The best 60MHz scope
costs only $1725.00
It's from Kikusui.

That's right. Only $1725 for Kikusui's top -of -the -line 5060 model oscilloscope. And we
also have four other scopes for as low as $895 in our new 5000 Series.

Not only that, we're offering a two year warranty on each of them, compared to
other big name companies' limited one year warranties.

When it comes to performance, our 5000 Series has the edge over the Tektronix
2200 Series in lab quality, chop frequency, and trigger view Ours also have more
display modes, higher acceleration for better brightness, and sharper focus for better
resolution.

Each scope in our 5000 Series is crafted so that it can be used for production, field
service, consumer electronics servicing, or even personal use. The 5060 is a 60MHz
scope with 3 channels, eight traces, delayed sweep, delay line and alternate sweep,
and priced at $1725. Models 5040 and 5041 are 40MHz, dual channel scopes, featuring
peak -to -peak automatic triggering, automatic focus control and a delay line. If you're in-
terested in a 20MHz scope, we have our 5020 and 5021 models with features similar to
our 40MHz scopes. Both the 5041 and 5021 also have delayed sweep. Prices at $1360
for the 5041, $1145 for the 5040, $965 for the 5021 and $895 for the 5020. So, whatever
model suits you best you can't get a better scope for the money.

Of course, there's a reason we're able to offer these bargains and quality. We're
one of the biggest manufacturers of scopes in the world, with over 30 years in the
business. Another reason is KIK's nationwide network of lab quality maintenance
facilities.

Write us and we'll send complete specifications back to you. Or just take a little
time to call us. It's a small price to pay to get big time quallity and service.

Vancouver 604-873-3951  Calgary 403-250-2034  Ottawa 613-838-3397  Montreal 514-336-0392  Toronto 416-671-3920

O

I-

-Kikusut cc
INTERNATIONAL CORP.

-
.715 um
2

SOLD AND SERVICED IN CANADA BY:

KIK COS5060 1725 00

interfax KIK COS5041 1360.00
KIK COS504
KIK COS50210

1145 00
965.00

KIK COS5020 895.00
PLUS P.S.T.

systems inc. L TOTAL

Name Date

Address

City Prov. Code

Phone No.

Amount Enclosed )M.O.( )Cheque( )Cert. Ch.

MAIL ORDER TO: Interfax Systems Inc., 5955 Airport Rd., Ste. 105, Mississauga, Ont. L4V 1R9
'10

les systemes W SHIPPING: Courier collect prefered by Interfax, advise alternate method or pick-up at local
Interfax office.

5 CI
Price is in Canadian funds, duty & FST in-
cluded, P.S.T. extra. Two probes & two year
warranty included. F.O.B. Interfax System
3% discount for cash, cert. chq. or m.o.

J
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